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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

By participating in this auction, you (hereafter referred to as the “Bidder”) are entering into a binding contract with
Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC (“Auctioneer”) and agree to the following Terms and Conditions:
1)

2)
3)

4)

5)
6)

7)

8)

9)

Each lot will be sold to the highest Bidder unless the reserve or starting price is not met. Bids may be submitted in person or by mail,
telephone, fax, email, or live on the Internet until each lot is closed during the live session. All non-live bids must be received before the
auction session begins. The Auctioneer or any of its employees individually cannot be responsible for errors in bidding or the loss or delay
of any bids that do not reach us by the closing date and time, or for any technical glitches that prevent internet bids from being executed.
All bidders must be registered before their bids will be entered. New bidders must register 72 hours prior to the auction so that references
can be verified, otherwise their bids may not be accepted. All bids are in U.S. dollars.
Winning bids will be reduced automatically by the iCollector platform to the next increment above the second-highest bid. In the case
of tie bids, the earliest bidder will win the lot. Bidders are advised to provide allowable percentage increases to avoid losing lots due to a
tie.
A winning bid is contract between the winning Bidder (hereafter referred to as the “Buyer”) and the Consignor. The Buyer, even if acting
as an agent for someone else, agrees to purchase the lot(s) he has won and to pay the Buyer’s Premium and any shipping costs, sales
tax, bank-wire fees, customs duties, or other surcharges involved in delivering the lot(s) to the Buyer. Certain lots (particularly artifacts)
may require special packaging and handling, for which a surcharge will be levied (also note shipping calculations will delay invoicing).
In some special cases delivery may be arranged directly between the Consignor and the Buyer, at the buyer’s cost. At no time shall the
Buyer have any legal recourse against the Consignor for any reason. Buyers will be notified as soon as possible after the auction with
an invoice reflecting the total amount due and shall remit payment within 15 days of the invoice date. Buyers who do not receive
notification for whatever reason are NOT released from their obligation to pay on time. If payment has not been received within these
terms, the Auctioneer reserves the right to sell the lot(s) to any under-bidders for their lower bid amounts. If the winning bidder provides
a credit card before the sale, Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC reserves the right to charge the credit card for the total of the auction purchases
if payment has not been received within thirty (30) calendar days. Title to each lot does not pass until the item has been paid in full. Any
late payments (30 days past invoice date) will be assessed an accrued interest charge of 5% per month.
Lot pickup will be available after the auction (not during). Any lots not picked up in person (unless other arrangements are made) will be
sent to Buyer via U.S. Mail when the invoice has been paid in full. All domestic shipments will carry full insurance, but foreign shipments
are made at the Buyer’s risk (insurance available in some cases). Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC is responsible for loss or damage to lots only
up until they are received at the address to which they are sent; any transshipment from there is the buyer’s responsibility alone. Any special
instructions for shipping, delivery or payment must be in writing (letter, fax, email or text) and will be effective only upon confirmation
by us (verbal requests may not be honored). Generally, lots will be shipped in the order in which they are paid.
A Buyer’s Premium of 20% will be added to the winning bid for the total purchase price before any applicable taxes, fees or surcharges.
Any payments by credit/debit card will incur a 2% surcharge on the total; payments by PayPal will include a 4% surcharge.
Acceptable forms of payment are cash, check, echeck, money order, wire transfer, direct deposit, PayPal, Zelle, Visa/MC, American Express
and Discover. All payments by check or money order should be made payable to Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC. Payments per auction and
per buyer are limited to the following amounts: PayPal and Zelle (to auction@sedwickcoins.com), $2,500; credit card, $10,000;
checks, $100,000 (must be paid via wire beyond that). All payments shall be in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank. Please contact us for
instructions for wire-transfer payments, for which bank charges may be necessarily added to the amount to be paid, generally depending
on the country from which the wire originates. Note: Overseas/international wires are not allowed for amounts below $1000.
New bidders who do not have established credit with us must supply commercial references in the numismatic field and/or a 25% deposit.
Credit cards are acceptable in lieu of a deposit. If your bids are unsuccessful, your deposit will be refunded, but if you are a winning bidder,
your deposit will be applied to your purchase unless other arrangements are made. Any bidders with an overdue balance with Daniel
Frank Sedwick, LLC must complete payment of their previous balance before their bids will be accepted.
Bidders have several options for bidding method: Bids prior to the auction may be submitted by mail, fax, email, or in person, or by
bidding online directly on iCollector or via NumisBids. During the live auction, bids may be executed only in person, online directly on
iCollector, or by phone by prior appointment. Phone bidding is offered only as a courtesy and we do not guarantee any line condition
or accessibility during or before the auction. You must remain available to receive our call when the lots you wish to bid on come up.
Proxy bidders (prior to live) have the option of preemptive bidding, in which our system will place a full maximum bid amount during
live bidding when the asking price is a single increment under the maximum bid, which means it might skip and move to the maximum
bid during live bidding, even if past the increment. Preemptively bidding at your maximum protects you by using your full maximum
to prompt one increment higher from your competition. Example: Your secret maximum is $500 with $25 increments, starting at $425,
and someone has bid against you at $450. Normally your bid would be increased to $475, but with preemptive bidding the system will
place your maximum amount of $500 so that your maximum will not be tied by the next bid. This preemptive bidding only occurs when
the asking price is a single increment below your maximum. As always, a higher bid amount can still outbid you.
Most lots are unreserved, but some lots do have a reserve or minimum bid assigned by the consignor. Any reserve will generally be at or
below the stated low estimate and starting price. All estimates are given in U.S. dollars.
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10)

11)

12)
13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

As an active dealer, Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC is able to estimate a reasonably low wholesale level for each lot and reserves the right to
reject any bids below this level (generally at least 70% of low estimate). Furthermore we reserve the right to reject any bids that we have
reason to believe are not submitted in good faith. Starting bids are provided on iCollector when the auction is published, and bids below
those starting bids cannot be entered. Prices realized do not necessarily reflect accurate market values so much as what the high bidder is
willing to pay based on his own needs.
All items are guaranteed genuine and as described. Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC does NOT guarantee that any lots can be successfully
encapsulated. Auctions are NOT approval sales, and therefore returns will NOT be accepted UNLESS there was an error in the listing.
Note that grading and estimation of corrosion are subjective and differences of opinion cannot be considered errors. Lots encapsulated
by PCGS, NGC or any other third-party company may not be returned for any reason. Disputes as to authenticity shall be resolved
by submission to PCGS or NGC, and if their determination is inconclusive, then the opinion of Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC shall stand.
Any disputes, including proposed returns, must be brought to our attention no later than 2 days after receipt of the lot(s) by the Buyer
and BEFORE return shipment to us, with any applicable refunds to be made immediately upon receipt of the returned item(s) by us.
All returns must be received by us in unaltered condition and in their original, unopened, sealed flips no later than one month after the
date of the first auction session (note that late remittance, therefore, can negate return privileges). Any refunds for returns paid for by
credit card will be subject to a 2% return fee; those paid by PayPal will incur a 4% return fee. In the event of loss or damage, Daniel
Frank Sedwick, LLC’s liability shall be limited to the hammer price plus buyer’s fee only. NGC or PCGS census data (“finest known,”
etc.) are given based on the date of cataloging and are not presumed to be accurate forever. Note that any group-lots returned due to
error in listing must be returned in entirety. Where not already included in the lot description, we will provide our own certificate
of authenticity upon request by the buyer for a fee.
In case of loss or theft the guaranty is limited to either the reserve price (if unsold) or the hammer price plus buyer’s fee (if sold). Any
extra expenses incurred by the winning bidder or consignor in order to bid, inspect, consign or pick up the lots are not covered and are
the sole responsibility of the winning bidder/consignor. Any potential or speculative value is not guaranteed.
Lots may be inspected before the auction at our private office in Florida by appointment only between Monday through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Eastern Time. High-quality photos of all items are viewable on our website and on iCollector 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
All photographs in the catalog and online are of the actual lots being sold but may not be actual size or to scale. Color and brightness
of online photos may vary according to your monitor and video-card specifications. We welcome requests of additional photos or HD
video of the items to be sold. Photos taken by grading services may be included in the online lot listings; they may differ in color
and brightness plus the holder prongs may not be visible.
If buyer does not supply a Florida resale certificate, then Florida sales tax will apply as follows: If picked up in person, 6.5% will be added
to the total (hammer plus buyer’s fee) for all items that are NOT coins or bullion, and to all non-U.S. coins whose cumulative total is less
than $500. Same applies to lots shipped to Florida addresses, but the rate (6% to 7.5%) will be according to county of delivery. There is
no Florida sales tax on U.S coins or on any lots shipped out of state, or total coin/bullion purchase over $500.
All bidders and consignors acknowledge and agree that the Auctioneer (Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC) does NOT guarantee that auctions
will be unimpaired, uninterrupted or error-free and accordingly shall not be liable for such eventualities. Any errors in the printed catalog
will be rectified on the website and iCollector as they come to our attention, and those corrected listings shall be deemed the binding
descriptions at the time of the auction. The Auctioneer in its sole and absolute discretion may accept or decline any bid, remove bids and
reopen bidding, withdraw lots, or change lot sequence or bidding increments at any time, even after the winning bid and winning bidder
have been announced. Any bidding disputes shall be adjudicated by the Auctioneer, whose decision shall be deemed binding and final.
This auction is conducted in accordance with the auction laws of the State of Florida. The licensed auctioneer is Daniel Frank Sedwick,
AU#3635, AB#2592. The Auctioneer and Bidder agree that the venue for all claims and disputes shall be the applicable court having
jurisdiction in Orange County in the State of Florida, and that the prevailing party shall be entitled to all attorneys’ fees and costs. THE
BIDDER AGREES TO WAIVE THE RIGHT TO A JURY TRIAL.
All Bidders must meet Auctioneer’s qualifications to bid. Any Bidder who is not a client in good standing of the Auctioneer may be
disqualified at Auctioneer’s sole option and will not be awarded lots. Such determination may be made by Auctioneer in its sole and unlimited discretion, at any time prior to, during, or even after the close of the Auction. Auctioneer reserves the right to exclude any person
or company from the Auction. Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC reserves the right to reject any bids suspected not to be submitted in good
faith. If an entity places a bid, then the person executing the bid on behalf of the entity agrees to personally guarantee payment for any
successful bid.
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Treasure, World, U.S. Coin and Paper Money Auction 29

Live on the Internet, Friday-Saturday, May 7-8 and Monday, May 10, 2021
After several months of working with consignors to bring you the best fresh material at realistic levels, we are proud and privileged
to present to you our 29th auction. Some would say it is our best ever!
As usual we start with Gold Cobs, dominated by 1715-Fleet gems, including the always-impressive 8 escudos of Mexico City (Mexico)
and Lima (Peru). But this time we also offer a choice (MS 63) Cuzco 2 escudos (lot 36) as well as a very rarely seen Cuzco 1 escudo (lot 37),
both dated 1698 for the one year they were made. Another rarely seen feature this time is a Bogotá 2 escudos of Louis I (lot 49).
Our exclusive specialty is Shipwreck Ingots, and this time we offer THREE gold bars from the Atocha (lots 51-53), in addition to
silver ingots from the “Tumbaga wreck” (ca. 1528), Atocha (1622) and Maravillas (1656). The most interesting silver ingot, however (lot 61),
is from the Santa Margarita (1622), one of very few large bars found on that wreck, this one in 1980, well before the Atocha “Mother Lode”
in 1985. Also be sure to check out the large natural gold specimens dubbed “Golden Coral” (lot 55) and “Golden Fist” (lot 56), from Alaska
and California respectively.
Then comes our ever-popular Shipwreck Coins section, again featuring Atocha in the form of a PCGS-certified gold 2 escudos (lot
68) in addition to the usual wide selection of silver cobs. Strong selections of choice Concepción (1641), Capitana (1654) and Rooswijk (1739)
coins are also worth noting, in addition to 1715 Fleet as always, but be especially sure not to miss the $20 “double eagles” from the “Fort
Capron Treasure,” S.S. Central America (1857) and S.S. Brother Jonathan (1865), lots 249-251.
From there on, it is all about special collections of fresh numismatic material. In Mexico Silver Cobs we feature several Royals (galanos) from the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet, most notably a 1607 8 reales (lot 279), a unique and choice (unholed AU 58) 1730/28/5
8 reales (lot 287), and several important minors (some unique). Shipwreck enthusiasts will be keen to watch lot 285 (dated 1714), the only
NGC-certified 8 reales Royal from the 1715 Fleet.
The next collection to watch is the Arturo Rosenheim Collection of Lima and Potosí cobs, starting with an extensive offering in Lima
Silver Cobs, in which two 8 reales Royals stand out, dated 1689 (lot 341) and 1695 (lot 348). In Potosí Silver Cobs we feature even more
Royal 8 reales, starting with an impressive 1630 (lot 423) in addition to a 1652 Type V Transitional (lot 449) and a non-holed, NGC-certified
AU 53 1742 (lot 539), among many others. We finish that section with a unique 2 reales Heart of 1733 assayer E (lot 623).
Keen observers will notice that we moved all other cobs (Colombia, Guatemala, Panama and Spain) into the World Coins section to
accommodate several more important collections. The first of these collections can be found in Colombia, where we are showcasing both the
Esmeralda Collection of Gran Colombia Coinage (1819-1830) and Part II of the Nueva Granada Collection. Colombian highlights include
the finest known 4 escudos of 1826 (the only date, lot 805), the finest known “Libertad Americana” 8 reales of 1819 (lot 832), and the finest
known República de Colombia / Nueva Granada mule 8 reales of 1820 (lot 834), in addition to many important patterns and other rarities.
(Also, prior to Colombia, don’t miss the significant collection of Bolivian gold.) Cuba is dominated by some key early medals and top-grade
gold proofs and pieforts, and you’ll definitely want to see the trophies in Ecuador (like lot 956, an NGC MS 65 4 reales of 1844), Guatemala
(like lot 1037, a gold proof 10 pesos essai of 1894) and Mexico (like lot 1042, an NGC-finest 8 escudos of 1750, and lot 1073, an NGC-finest
Durango “hookneck” 8 reales of 1824). A near-complete collection of Guatemalan cob 8 and 4 reales (the Antigua Collection, Part I) and our
largest-to-date selection of Spanish gold coins cannot be missed, the latter featuring this auction’s “Best in Show” Segovia milled 8 escudos
1721/19 (another NGC-finest), which is lot 1150.
In Medals and Decorations we feature the latest installment in Selections from the John Adams Collection of Admiral Vernon
Medals. Next, in U.S. Coins and Paper Money you will find an NGC VF 30 Draped Bust dollar 1796 (lot 1263). World Paper Money
features a selection of choice Costa Rican notes including the first-known República de Costa Rica 100 and 50 colones remainders from the
1917 issuance (lots 1303 and 1304), plus the popular Banco Internacional “La Mandolina” 50 colones of 1916 (lot 1302). We are also pleased
to offer a major Guatemalan rarity: the PMG-finest 1934-dated 10 quetzales from the General Orellana series in Choice UNC 63 (lot 1314).
We round out the auction with Ancient Coins and Coin Jewelry, followed by the usual great selection of artifacts. Shipwreck
Artifacts features long gold chains from the Atocha (lot 1378) and 1715 Fleet (lot 1394), and in Non-Wreck Artifacts we present all kinds
of fossils and firearms. The coveted “final lot” position in the Documents section (lot 1443) goes to an original 1912 newspaper covering the
Titanic disaster just five days after the sinking.
After a Sunday to regroup, we finish the auction with a video-off Express session on Monday for all your lower-priced needs from
every section. Enjoy!
Here’s wishing everyone good health and happy bidding, and to all our consignors we say many thanks!

The Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC team:
Daniel Sedwick, Agustín (Augi) García-Barneche, Cori Sedwick Downing, Connor Falk
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A NOTE ABOUT THE ORDER

As the world’s leading purveyors of New World cobs and shipwreck coins, we have always separated and highlighted our cob and
shipwreck offerings from the rest of what we sell. We have preserved that arrangement in our auctions as well, with cobs presented
in order of establishment of each mint and the shipwreck coins, ingots and artifacts presented in chronological order by wreck.

REFERENCES CITED

Where possible, in the description for each lot we supply one or more numbers in reference to acknowledged publications in the
field. References used in this catalog include the following:
Cal = Calicó’s Numismática española (2019), formerly by Calicó and Trigo (ten previous editions). Note: In previous auctions

we referred to the 2008 edition as CT-, but we now refer to the 2019 edition as Cal-, for the numbers changed and we want to keep the old CTreference intact for anyone who refers to our older auctions.

Fonrobert = Fonrobert’s Sammlung uberseeischer Munzen: III. Abtheilung Sud-Amerika (1878).
Janson = Janson’s La Moneda Circulante en el Territorio Argentino 1574-2015 (2016).
KM = Krause-Mishler’s Standard Catalog of World Coins, various editions, including Spain, Portugal and the New World.
Restrepo = Restrepo’s Monedas de Colombia, 1619-2006, fourth edition (2012).
S = Sedwick’s The Practical Book of Cobs, fourth edition (2007).
Sp = Spink’s (formerly Seaby’s) Coins of England and the United Kingdom, fiftieth edition (2015).
A list of other, more specialized references used in our catalogs is available at www.sedwickcoins.com/references.htm.

SHIPWRECK HISTORIES

Please visit our website at www.sedwickcoins.com/wreckhistory.pdf for brief historical backgrounds on the various shipwrecks
in this auction.

COIN GRADING and DESCRIPTIVE TERMS

From best to worst, UNC is Uncirculated, AU is Almost Uncirculated, XF is Extra Fine, VF is Very Fine, F is Fine, VG is Very
Good, and G is Good, with Fair and Poor below that. (“About” or “A” means the coin is just shy of the indicated grade. Mint
State refers to lustrous, choice UNC coins.) We do not always assign numismatic grades to sea-salvage and land-burial coins, which
were usually Uncirculated (or close to it) before the effects of corrosion and/or cleaning. Corrosion is usually assessed, from least
to most, as follows: none, minimal, light, moderate, and heavy. Also note that we sometimes use the abbreviations E for escudos
and R for reales in the listings for Spanish and Spanish colonial items.

A NOTE ABOUT PHOTOS

Coin photos in this catalog are generally shown at actual size, with the exception of large lots, which are often reduced, as are
most medals, paper money, artifacts, documents, artwork and media. Photos of coins in the most recent NGC capsules have four
white intrusions into the rims of the coins due to a special design meant to enable viewing of the edges of those coins.

We encourage bidders to contact us if they have
any questions or would like additional photos or
videos of any lot in our auction.
Inquiries can be sent through the auction site or
by emailing us at office@sedwickcoins.com.
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Gold Cobs of Spain
Charles-Joanna

4. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, 1595 date to right, assayer
1. Seville, Spain, 1 escudo, Charles-Joanna, assayer * to right, not visible (B to left below mintmark S), NGC AU 55. Cal852. 6.72 grams. Choice

full shield and cross (both slightly off-center),
the former with much crown above and full date to right, somewhat
lustrous, just a few incidental marks. NGC #4916884-003. Estimate:
$1,250-$2,000.

mintmark S to left, NGC AU 58. Cal-196. 3.25 grams. Well centered

with typically well-detailed full shield, choice but doubled full cross,
bottom half of full legends visible. NGC #5939653-002. Estimate:
$1,250-$2,000.

Philip II

5. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, 1597 date to right, assayer
not visible (B or V to left below mintmark S), NGC AU 55,
finest known in census. Cal-857. 6.71 grams. Nearly full and well-

2. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II, assayer Gothic D
below mintmark S to left. Cal-Type 257. 6.69 grams. Typically choice

detailed cross and shield with one side flat (as made), other side with
full and bold date 1597, the best of just three in the NGC census (one
with assayer visible). NGC #4916882-001. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

full inner details (AU) and much legend, mount removed from top
edge. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

Philip II or III

3. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II, assayer Gothic
D below mintmark to S to left, NGC MS 63. Cal-Type 257. 6.72

6. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II or III, assayer B,
NGC MS 63. 6.76 grams. Odd-shaped flan with much flatness from

grams. Superb full shield and cross with sharp details, slightly off-center,

much legend and nearly full crown, choice grade (second highest grade
in NGC census). NGC #5939653-001. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

uneven strike but technically full cross and shield, struck from rusty
dies. NGC #5940500-004. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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Philip III

7. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip III, assayer not visible,
NGC AU details / cleaned. KM-20. 6.70 grams. Bold full shield below

10. Seville, Spain, cob 8 escudos, Philip IV, assayer not vis-

nearly full crown, nearly full but off-center cross, flat peripheries. NGC
#5940500-005. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

ible. Cal-Type 406. 26.87 grams. Bold, heavy features in nearly full shield
and cross (the latter slightly off-center), typically somewhat crude in
appearance but technically XF, with subtle edge-filing from being in
jewelry. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

8. Seville, Spain, cob 1 escudo,

Philip III, assayer not visible. KM48.1. 3.35 grams. Good full shield and cross

(both well centered), bold denomination
I to right and king’s ordinal III in legend,
XF with contrasting sediment in crevices. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

Philip IV

11. Seville, Spain, cob 4 escudos, Philip IV, assayer R (1640s),
NGC AU 58. Cal-396; KM-107.2. 13.47 grams. Bold full shield and
(slightly off-center) cross-and-tressure with very bottoms of final
two digits of date visible, bold denomination IIII to right and clear
mintmark-assayer S-R (tiny letters) to left, traces of dark sediment in
crevices. NGC #5939751-002. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

9. Seville, Spain, cob 8 escudos, Philip IV, assayer R. Cal-Type
406; KM-112. 26.66 grams. Bold full cross and shield, bold mintmark S
above weak but certain assayer to left, full denomination VIII to right,
AU with encrustation in crevices, tiny notches in edge. Estimate:
$4,000-$6,000.

12. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip IV, assayer not visible, NGC MS 62. Cal-388; KM-82.1. 6.77 grams. Crudely struck from
rusty dies but lustrous and with most of shield and nearly full cross,
bold king’s ordinal IIII. NGC #5939751-001. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

PLEASE SEE LOT 68 FOR A SEVILLE COB 2 ESCUDOS FROM THE ATOCHA SHIPWRECK (1622).
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Gold Cobs of the New World
Mexico City, Mexico

13. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 escudos, 1711J, ex-1715 Fleet, NGC AU details / removed from jewelry, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label). S-M30; KM-57.1; Cal-2209. Full shield and cross (crosslet type), bold oXMJ and most of date but rest of peripheries
flat and with marks from mounting, lightly polished. From the 1715 Fleet. NGC #5939649-001. Estimate: $7,000-$10,000.

14. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 escudos, Philip V, assayer J, bar-end cross (1711-12), NGC MS 63, ex-1715 Fleet (designated

on special label). S-M30; KM-57.1; Cal-Type 293. 26.77 grams. Choice full cross (off-center, distinctive type with what look like ears connecting
the crossbars) and nearly full shield with bold details, VI of denomination visible to right and trace of (o)XMJ to left, much peripheral beveling
and flatness (as made), lightly toned in crevices. From the 1715 Fleet. NGC #5939647-001. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.
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15. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 escudos, 1714J, NGC MS 62, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label), ex-Ullian. S-M30;
Excellent full cross-and-tressure and well-detailed shield, full date and oMJ, nearly full crown, and with even
part of the denomination and king’s ordinal V visible, light yellow color with trace of luster, a premium specimen with a desirable provenance.
From the 1715 Fleet, with photo-certificate signed by Louis Ullian. NGC #5939652-001. Estimate: $12,500-$20,000.

KM-57.2; Cal-2213. 26.94 grams.

16. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 escudos,
(1714)J, variety with date on reverse
(“GRAT”), NGC MS 61, ex-1715 Fleet
(designated on special label). S-M30;
KM-57.2; Cal-2212. 26.56 grams. Curiously 25%
off-center strike on obverse that dramatically
demonstrates the striking pressure relative to
the unstruck periphery, with full oMJ and much
bold legend, the cross side comparatively well
centered, with minor edge-crack and slightly
beveled rim, all somewhat lustrous and with
small bits of dark encrustation in crevices. From
the 1715 Fleet, with original Cobb Coin Co.
(Fisher) tags #NCB4299MOE. NGC #5935107001. Estimate: $7,000-$10,000.

17. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 escudos, (1714)J, variety with date on reverse (“GRAT”), NGC AU 53, ex-1715 Fleet
(designated on special label). S-M30; KM-57.2; Cal-2212. 26.74 grams. Choice full crown and shield and cross, full oMJ and bottom part of
GRAT and denomination with diagnostic V/II overpunch, light red toning on fields, high points a bit shiny. From the 1715 Fleet, with Sedwick
photo-certificate. NGC #5940499-001. Estimate: $6,000-$9,000.
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18. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 escudos, (171)5J, NGC MS 62, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label). S-M30; KM-57.2; Cal2214. 26.97 grams. Choice full shield with bold full denomination to right, clear oMJ and bottom of 5 of date, most of crown, full but off-center
cross with beveled periphery on that side, lightly red-toned all over. From the 1715 Fleet. NGC #5939652-002. Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.

19. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 escudos, Philip V, assayer

21. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 escudo, Philip V, assayer J

J (style of 1711-13), crosslet-end cross, NGC MS 65 (“top
pop”), ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label). S-M30; KM53.1; Cal-Type 239. 6.82 grams. Exceptional grade (tied with one other for
finest known in the NGC census for the entire pre-1714 type outside
of a 1712/1 Royal at MS 67), with nearly full shield and off-center
cross, bold full king’s ordinal V, clear (o or oX)MJ, lustrous with light
red toning in crevices. From the 1715 Fleet (Corrigans site), with original
plastic and paper tags and photo-certificate #80699 from Queens Jewels
LLC. NGC #5938677-001. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

(style of 1706-10), NGC MS 62, ex-1715 Fleet (designated
on special label). S-M30; KM-51.1; Cal-204. 3.34 grams. Lustrous and
sharp, with bold full shield and full cross, broad flan with flat parts
near edge (a few marks there), full assayer J, second highest grade in
NGC census. From the 1715 Fleet, with Sedwick photo-certificate from
2018. NGC #5939655-001. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

22. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 escudo, 1712J, mintmark

oXM (rare), NGC AU 58, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label). S-M30; KM-51.1; Cal-Type 206. 3.21 grams. Off-center obverse

20. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 escudos, 1714J, NGC AU
53, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label). S-M30; KM-53.2;
Cal-1887. 6.60 grams. Choice full cross and shield with full oMJ but pe-

ripheries flat and edges somewhat blunted, dull-yellow gold with faint
traces of dark encrustation. From the 1715 Fleet. NGC #5941037-001.
Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

enabling full 2 of date and full oXMJ (doubled, rare with this date,
missing in Calicó and Tauler), nearly full cross (crosslet-cross type),
mostly flat peripheries with small splits in edge. From the 1715 Fleet,
with small, handwritten tag from 1979 stating origin. NGC #5859719014. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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23. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 escudo, Philip V, assayer
J, mintmark oXM (1711-13), NGC MS 63, ex-1715 Fleet
(designated on special label). S-M30; KM-51.1; Cal-Type 206. 3.37

25. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 escudo, (1714)J, NGC MS
64, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label). S-M30; KM-51.2;
Cal-1739. 3.35 grams. Full and very sharply detailed shield (off-center) and

cross (double-struck), with trace of oMJ to left and full denomination
I to right inside most of king’s name, near top grade and rightly so as
the surfaces are lustrous and devoid of any wear. From the 1715 Fleet.
NGC #5938087-001. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

grams. Choice full shield with full oXMJ to left, the cross also choice

and full but with weak periphery, somewhat lustrous and very sharp
all over. NGC #5938549-001. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

24. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 escudo, (1714)J, NGC MS 64,
ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label), ex- “Tricentennial
Hoard.” S-M30; KM-51.2; Cal-1739. 3.29 grams. Full shield with typically

26. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 escudo, (171)4(J), NGC

sharp details, bold I to right and oM to left with weak J below, also
sharp but off-center cross, peripherally flat, much luster (choice grade).
From the 1715 Fleet (Corrigans site), with original plastic and paper tags
and special “Tricentennial Hoard” photo-certificate #78982 from Queens
Jewels LLC. NGC #5938677-002. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

S-M30; KM-51.2; Cal-1739. 3.42 grams. Choice full cross-and-tressure, full

UNC details / cleaned, ex-1715 Fleet (stated on special label).
and well-detailed crown above off-center shield, red-orange toning in
crevices, very strong die-polish lines. From the 1715 Fleet, with Fisher
tag and photo-certificate #1715-00112. NGC #5933130-001. Estimate:
$1,250-$2,000.
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Lima, Peru

27. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1703H, HISPAN variety, rare, NGC MS 63, finest known in NGC census, ex-1715 Fleet
(designated on special label), ex-Pullin. S-L25a; KM-38.1; Cal-2110. 27.01 grams. Perfectly centered on a very broad flan with choice full central
details (pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles) and full legends (minor doubling here and there), lightly red-toned all over, fully deserving of
its rank atop just four entries in the NGC census. Curiously, the Lima 8E of 1703 come in four varieties in terms of how the cross-side legends
end (ISPA, HISPA, HISPAN and HISPANIA) and this particular variety with HISPAN (Tauler #219a) is the only one missing in Calicó’s La
Onza (2004). From the 1715 Fleet, pedigreed to the John Pullin collection. NGC #5935106-001. Estimate: $20,000-$30,000.

28. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1711M, NGC UNC details / edge filing, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label). S-L28;
KM-38.2; Cal-2119. 26.96 grams. Bold

full cross-lions-castles with dark staining in crevices, other side lustrous with full pillars-and-waves, about
50% legends. From the 1715 Fleet. NGC #5934008-001. Estimate: $7,000-$10,000.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

Consign to our Auction #30
November 2021
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29. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1712M, NGC MS 64, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label). S-L28; KM-38.2; Cal-2120. 26.84
grams. Lustrous and choice, with perfectly centered pillars-and-waves and full cross struck in such a way that the entire king’s name is visible,
the second date in the legend just 71 (no space for 2), tied with several others for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 66. From
the 1715 Fleet. NGC #5938089-001. Estimate: $12,500-$20,000.

30. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1712M, NGC MS 62, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label), ex-Ullian. S-L28; KM-38.2;
Cal-2120. 26.90 grams Bold full second date in legend, great full cross-lions-castles and pillars with choice crown above, somewhat compact flan,
desirable certificate and provenance. From the 1715 Fleet, found in July 1964 “on the patache site at Colored Beach,” with Real Eight Co. certificate
hand-signed by Lou Ullian. NGC #5933979-001. Estimate: $9,000-$13,500.

31. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1719M, rare. S-L28; KM-38.2;
Perfectly round, thick flan (as made) with bold
and well-centered full cross-lions-castles and pillars-and-waves, AU
with spots of nice, old, orange toning, dot variety per Tauler #265.
Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

Cal-2130. 26.90 grams.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com
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32. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1746V, dots on pillars side, stars on cross
side, unique (unlisted). S-L30; KM-unl (38.2 for type); Cal-unl (cf Type 280). 26.88 grams.

Oblong flan with full and bold cross-lions-castles and pillars-and-waves, much legend
(enough to see the legend ends in HISPANIAR), clear six-point star ornaments on
cross side (believed to be a memorial for a massive earthquake in October of that year)
that do not appear on the pillars side (unlisted and the first we have seen), lustrous AU
with old scratch above cross. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

33. Lima, Peru, cob 4 escudos, 1750R, NGC MS 65 / La
Luz, finest known in NGC census. S-L31; KM-A47; Cal-690. 13.50
grams. Lustrous and very sharply detailed all over per the grade (single
finest among fifteen entries currently in the NGC census), the pillars
particularly bold but slightly off-center, the cross better centered, with
bold full mintmark L to left. From the Luz (1752), as designated on
label. NGC #3937602-013. Estimate: $7,000-up.

34. Lima, Peru, cob 2 escudos, 1709M, NGC MS 64, ex1715 Fleet (designated on special label). S-L28; KM-36; Cal-1827.
6.67 grams. Broad, round flan with very choice full inner details
(cross-lions-castles and pillars-and-waves), also full crown and king’s
name in legend, any possible luster mitigated by granular surfaces (as
made), tied with one other for second finest in NGC census behind a
single MS 65. From the 1715 Fleet. NGC #5938088-001. Estimate:
$3,500-$5,000.

35. Lima, Peru, cob 2 escudos, 1710H, NGC MS 66, finest

known in NGC census, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special
label). S-L25a; KM-36; Cal-1828. 6.77 grams. Broad flan with some legend

and absolutely pristine central details (cross-lions-castles and pillarsand-waves), perfectly centered and lustrous all over, the single finest
of twelve entries currently in the NGC census. From the 1715 Fleet,
with photo-certificate. NGC #5934156-001. Estimate: $5,000-up.

Cuzco, Peru

36. Cuzco, Peru, cob 2 escudos, 1698M, NGC MS 63, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label). S-CZ1; KM-28; Cal-855. 6.79 grams.
Mint records indicate that the brief cob production of the mint in politically turbulent Cuzco, limited to 1 and 2 escudos only (no silver and
no other denominations), took place in no more than four strikings between May 1698 and August 1699, apparently using the same dies from
1698 without alteration. Specialists note a distinct dichotomy of flan-types—the broader and thinner “Lima cut” and the smaller but rounder
“Bogotá cut”—which could be indicative of different striking dates. In any case, the present coin is hands down the finest known (in terms of
strike) of the smaller “Bogotá cut,” with full and well-centered inner details (deeply impressed), bottom of C.II for the king in the minimal
legends, traces of luster and very light reddish toning all over, just lovely. From the 1715 Fleet. NGC #4351187-001. Estimate: $10,000-up.
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37. Cuzco, Peru, cob 1 escudo, 1698M, very rare, NGC AU 58, ex-1715
Fleet (designated on special label).

S-CZ1; KM-A27; Cal-811. 3.36 grams. Ample-sized
flan to accommodate all details (no legends, per the type), the cross-and-tressure choice
but the castle slightly doubled, full and clear mintmark L to left, assayer M to right and
date 698 below (very similar to the State of Florida’s single specimen), one-year issue in
two denominations only (1 and 2 escudos), this being the rarer by far, in fact missing in
many important collections, with a total population of only about six known to us. (See
previous lot for some general information about the Cuzco mint cob production.) From
the 1715 Fleet. NGC #5935108-001. Estimate: $12,500-$20,000.

Cartagena, Colombia
38. Cartagena, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, 1630( E), mintmark-assayer
to left, NGC MS 62, finest known in NGC census. Restrepo-unl (cf M52.12);
S-C7; KM-4.6; Cal-unl (Type 377). 6.57 grams. Excellent full cross-and-tressure with
bottoms of all four digits of date (confirmed by arrangement of dots inside and
outside tressures), full shield with sharp details, bold denomination •II• to right
(not listed in Restrepo or Calicó for this date), very light toning in crevices. NGC
#5938548-001. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

Bogotá, Colombia
39. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Philip IV, assayer not visible (R) below mintmark
NR to left, denomination II to right, NGC AU 53. Restrepo-M50.21; S-B21; KM-4.1; Cal-Type 386. 6.65
grams. Full but doubled shield with clear R of mintmark to left above what appears to be another R for

the assayer (earliest type for Ramos, ca. 1642), full •II• denomination to right, choice full cross with
encrustation around details (also in crevices of shield). NGC #5940500-003. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

40. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, (165)4R, mintmark 41. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Philip IV, assayer R
NR to right, NGC MS 63 / Maravillas (special label). RestrepoM50.23; S-B21; KM-4.1; Cal-1811. 6.65 grams. Very

broad flan with choice
full shield and cross-and-tressure, most of 4 of date visible, bold R’s
flanking shield, rather lustrous with faint traces of encrustation. From
the Maravillas (1656). NGC #5938911-004. Estimate: $2,000$3,000.

below denomination II to right, mintmark NR (not visible)
to left, NGC MS 62 / Maravillas. Restrepo-M50.25; S-B21; KM-4.1;
Nearly full but off-center shield and cross
with light sediment in crevices, somewhat lustrous, the peripheries
flat and beveled (as made). From the Maravillas (1656), with Fisher
tag and photo-certificate #PC5-2920. NGC #5933130-002. Estimate:
$2,000-$3,000.

Cal-Type 386. 6.57 grams.
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42. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Philip IV, assayer not visible (R) below denomination
II to right, mintmark (N)R to left, NGC AU 55. Restrepo-M50.25; S-B21; KM-4.1; Cal-Type 386. 6.67 grams.
Choice full crown above full shield, full but off-center cross, lightly red-toned all over. With photo-certificate.
NGC #5940500-001. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

43. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Philip IV, assayer R below denomination II to right,
mintmark N(R) to left, NGC AU 55. Restrepo-M50.25; S-B21; KM-4.1; Cal-Type 386. 6.72 grams. Broad flan
with full but partially flat shield and cross, bold II-R to right, partial date with bottoms of last two digits
visible (possibly 1657), parts of king’s name clear. NGC #5940500-002. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

44. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Charles II, assayer A/G to right (1692), rare, ex-1715
Fleet. Restrepo-M66.16; S-B24; KM-unl (14.1 for type); Cal-896. 6.66 grams. Full but slightly crude shield and cross,

the former off-center enough to allow a full and clear II-A/G to right, some legend, lustrous AU with minor
edge-filing. From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

45. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Charles II and
Philip V, no assayer (Arce), very rare type with CAROLVS on obverse and PHILIPPVS on reverse (1702),
NGC MS 62, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special
label). Restrepo-M79.1; S-B24; KM-unl (14.2 for type); Cal-1934. 6.70

grams. Full but crude shield with bold (CAR)OLV(S) in legend,

good full cross with clear ordinal V between x-shaped ornaments
in legend, bottoms of digits of 1702(?) date barely visible (not
100% certain but confirmed by Restrepo reference, which says
“two known” for this rare variety, although Calicó lists a 1701
as well), encrustation in crevices, some weak strike but lustrous
and high grade nonetheless. From the 1715 Fleet, with original
Cobb Coin Co. (Fisher) tags and photo-certificate #NCB3679MO.
NGC #5940499-002. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

46. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, 1712, no assayer (Arce),
posthumous Charles II, NGC MS 64, ex-1715 Fleet (designated
on special label), ex-Tampa sale (2003). Restrepo-M66.40; S-B24; KM14.2; Cal-1930. 6.72 grams. Very broad flan with choice full cross and shield
and much legend, including bold full date (just the top of the 2 missing), also with clear king’s ordinal II on obverse (hence clearly Charles II
posthumous), all very sharp and with muted luster, tied with two others
for second finest in NGC census. From the 1715 Fleet, pedigreed to the
“Tampa sale” of June 2003 (lot 91). NGC #5934156-002. Estimate:
$3,500-$5,000.

47. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Charles II posthumous, no assayer (Arce), NGC MS 64, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label). Restrepo-M66.32; S-B24; KM-14.2; Cal-Type
242. 6.75 grams. Broad and somewhat oval-shaped flan with nearly full
shield and cross, lustrous and choice, rusty-die reverse. From the 1715
Fleet, with Fisher photo-certificate #USTA-183. NGC #5939656-001.
Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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48. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Charles II posthumous, no assayer (Arce), NGC MS 61, ex-1715 Fleet
(designated on special label). Restrepo-M66.40; S-B24; KM-14.2;
Cal-Type 242. 6.70 grams. Small

flan with full cross and nearly full
shield, lustrous but with high points weakly struck, light mark on
cross side. From the 1715 Fleet. NGC #5939648-001. Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.

49. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Louis I, assayer not visible (S), mintmark F to left, very rare, NGC AU 58, finest
known in NGC census. Restrepo-M90.2; S-B25a; KM-A25; Cal-Type 32. 6.67 grams. Relatively broad flan with bold full shield (transposed lions and
castles as usual) that is off-center just enough to allow a full king’s ordinal I between two ornaments in legend to left outside mintmark F (for
Santa Fe), possibly punched over assayer S (presumably relocated to right of shield, which is not visible), the cross also off-center and full but
with date off flan (1724 or 1725 only), choice grade, the finest of just three entries at NGC. NGC #5940510-012. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

50. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Ferdinand VI, assayer not visible (S), mintmark F-S to
right. Restrepo-M94.6; S-B27a; KM-25; Cal-Type 101. 6.73 grams. Typically small, thick, round flan with clear F•S
to right of sharp but incomplete shield, full but slightly off-center cross with split-ribbon fleurs indicative
of Ferdinand VI issues, bold XF+ with toning in crevices. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
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Shipwreck Ingots
Gold
Atocha, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida

51. Colombian gold bar segment, 388.3 grams, with markings of assayer/foundry GVSMAN / PAMPLONA, fineness
XX: (20.5K), and tax stamps, ex-Atocha (1622). 2-3/4” x 1-1/2” x 5/8”. A rectangular, crude-cut end-piece of a very wide bar (one end
round and uncut, containing a typical cylindrical assayer’s “bite”), with bubbly bottom harboring encrustation but smooth top showing bold
fineness stamp (raised XX in one box and two dots in another) and full cartouche showing monograms for assayer Guzmán above foundry
Pamplona, a well-known gold-producing area in North Santander, Colombia, whose Caja Real (royal treasury office) was founded in 1617, not
long before this bar was lost. That might explain the rarity of this marking (missing in the book Spanish Treasure Bars, by Craig and Richards
[2003]) among the gold bars of the 1622 Fleet, in contrast with the relatively abundant “EN RADA” and “SARGOSA” specimens (see next
lot). The other half of the cartouche, GVSMAN, evidently refers to an assayer named Guzmán (a very common surname) in Pamplona, who
may or may not have been related to an important Atocha passenger with the same last name. In any case, Colombian gold bars like this and
the next two lots traveled from their various foundries to Cartagena, where they were loaded directly onto the Atocha for shipment to Spain.
From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher photo-certificate #GB-48, and letters from a previous owner describing his (unconfirmed) attribution to Diego
de Guzmán, who was a magistrate in Cuzco, Peru, and perished as a passenger on the Atocha. Estimate: $35,000-up.
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52. Colombian gold bar, 358 grams, with markings of
assayer/foundry SARGOSA / PECARTA, fineness XXII•
(22.25K), and tax stamps, ex-Atocha (1622). 5” x 1” x 1/4”. This
is the highest-karat Atocha gold bar we have seen (besides the unofficial
“church” bars, which are quite different), correspondingly somewhat
compact in length and height but with top surface wide enough to
allow for lots of markings, including four each of the tax stamps and
fineness (the latter also typically manifest as lightly scratched numerals
on the surface) and one assayer/foundry cartouche that links this bar
to the gold mine (foundry) at Zaragoza, Colombia, and an assayer
(or similar official) whose exact name has not been determined (the
letters of which were monogrammed together to make “PECARTA”).
Zaragoza, on the shores of the Río Nechí in the province of Antioquia,
was home to one of the most prolific gold mines in the early 1600s,
producing some 20 million pesos of gold from 1590 to 1645, and was
represented by a caja real (royal treasury office) since 1582. One end
of this bar is thicker and narrower, with smoothly chiseled cut (tiny)
and cylindrical assayer’s “bite,” while the other end shows two clean,
small cuts from its time. The bottom of the bar (equally smooth as
the top) was stamped “11” by the salvors and then re-stamped “66”.
This bar is additionally desirable as being listed on the ship’s manifest
(“p. 3 item 14”). All in all, an attractive bar in a manageable size. From
the Atocha (1622), with original Fisher photo-certificate #85A-GB066.
Estimate: $35,000-$50,000.

53. Colombian gold bar segment, 142.38 grams, with markings of
fineness XXI (21K) and tax stamp, ex-Atocha (1622), pre-Mother Lode
(1982). Roughly 1-1/2” x 1”. Interior segment (broken at both ends, not chisel-cut,
with traces of dark brown encrustation in the crevices) with bold fineness stamp
showing raised XXI inside box and partial circular tax stamp (just an arc of dots) but
lacking the assayer/foundry cartouche, no doubt located elsewhere on the original
ingot, that identified the mine in Colombia where the bar was cast and assayed. In
addition to this ingot’s desirability as one of the first few found on the Atocha, it
is interesting to note that its intentional (cut) size equates to almost exactly 5-1/4
cob 8 escudos. From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher photo-certificate #A82-5001.
Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.
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SS Central America, sunk in 1857 off North Carolina

54. A California Gold Rush History, by Q. David Bowers (2002), special limited edition hardbound copy #400/400 in heavy
case and with pinch of gold from the S.S. Central America inside the cover. 14-1/4” x 11-1/2”, 14-3/4 lb. In a famous numismatic
coup, the bulk of the original recovery of S.S. Central America treasure was purchased by a consortium of dealers, who subsequently sold the
gold ingots in heavy promotions that included special editions (like this one, one for each bar) of Dave Bowers’ excellent, 1055-page book
about the wreck, which shows color pictures of each and every bar. As a bonus for the promotion, actual gold dust from the wreck was placed
inside the front cover (visible through a small window). Excellent condition, slight wear on the slipcase only, particularly desirable as the final
number issued. Estimate: $500-$750.
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Non-Wreck

56. Natural gold nugget from a river in California, 107.39
55. Large natural gold nugget from Alaska, 411.9 grams, the grams, the “Golden Fist.” Roughly 1-3/4” x 1-1/4” x 5/8”. Dense,
“Golden Coral.” Roughly 2-1/2” x 2-1/4” x 2”. A substantial quantity

of bright, natural gold in a coral-esque shape with traces of quartz matrix throughout, the surfaces actually surprisingly smooth considering
its structure, very attractive and somewhat rare in size, tested at 93.28%
gold and 6.48% silver (XRF report included). Estimate: $30,000-up.

somewhat ovoid shape with gold surfaces polished smooth from river
action, traces of quartz matrix inside cavities with much rusty orange
iron inclusion, scarce and desirable size, tested at 84.19% gold and
9.48% silver (XRF report included). Estimate: $10,000-up.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Silver
“Tumbaga Wreck,” sunk ca. 1528 off Grand Bahama Island

57. Silver “tumbaga” bar #M-115, 7.08 lb av, marked with finenesses IV IIII (1400/2400) and iUB (1500/2400) and two
partial tax stamps, ex-“Tumbaga wreck” (ca. 1528), García-Barneche Plate. 10” x 3-1/2” x 1”. A thick, rectangular ingot with “sunburst” texture on top surrounding two different sets of fineness-assayer markings (with raised lettering inside boxes), being IV IIII with small
s’s above and below for 1400 (58.3% pure) and YB13 next to an incuse S and iUB for 1500 (62.5% pure), also with bold partial circular tax
stamps near each end, with neatly sliced diagonal assayer’s “bite” in one corner, the other side of the bar very granulated and bumpy, even
silver color with some toning. From the “Tumbaga Wreck” (ca. 1528), plated on p. 110 of Agustín García-Barneche’s The “Tumbaga” Saga (2nd
ed, 2018), with Sedwick photo-certificate. Estimate: $6,000-$9,000.

58. Silver “tumbaga” bar #M-57, 3.28 lb av, marked with fineness IV@L (1550/2400) and partial tax stamp, ex-“Tumbaga
Wreck” (ca. 1528), Garcia-Barneche Plate, ex-Jones (Plate Piece). 9” x 2-1/2” x 1/2”. A flat, narrow ingot with markings on rounded
bottom consisting of IV @ L with small s’s above and below (raised letters inside boxes) for 1550 (65.6% pure) plus deeply impressed partial
circular tax stamp, the other side rather rough due to incomplete melting (one can almost imagine the outlines of artifacts there), neatly sliced
diagonal assayer’s “bite” in one corner, mostly darkly toned. From the “Tumbaga Wreck” (ca. 1528), plated on p. 99 of Agustín García-Barneche’s
The “Tumbaga” Saga (2nd ed, 2018), also pedigreed to the Dr. Peter Jones collection, plated on page 33 of his book The First Coins of the Americas
(2020), and to Sedwick Auction 4, with original lot-tag 135, and with original Sedwick photo-certificate. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.
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Atocha, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida

59. Large silver bar #227 from Oruro, 81 lb 11.04 oz troy, Class Factor 0.8, marked with fineness IIUCCCLXXX (2380/2400),
manifest DCCCXII (812), owner-shipper and silvermaster marks and tax stamps, ex-Atocha (1622), with Lyon manifest
translation. 15” x 4-1/2” x 3”. Despite some light surface pitting, the top of this bar has rather strong markings of manifest number, ownershippers (MB and GA monograms) and something that looks like +OUI, while the standard fineness marking is weak, as is also a faint V in one
corner for silvermaster De Vreder, at the same end as the cylindrical assayer’s “bite” (typical of bars from the Oruro mine). Gracing the sloping
sides are some chunks of original charcoal in crevices. The accompanying manifest notes point out that this was among 33 bars registered “in
the harbor of Cartagena” by owner by Miguel de Munibe, who was also a passenger among the deceased when the Atocha sank. With Fisher
photo-certificate #S277 and original TSI tag #4813, plus manifest translation by Homer Lyon Jr. (brother of Eugene Lyon). Estimate: $25,000-up.
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60. Large silver bar #757 from Potosí, 86 lb 11.2 oz troy, Class Factor 0.8, marked with fineness IIUCCCLXXX (2380/2400),
manifest CCCCLXXXIX (489), owner-shipper and silvermaster marks and tax stamps, ex-Atocha (1622). 14” x 5” x 3”. Typically shaped ingot with choice markings for the assigned Class Factor, including bold manifest number CCCCLXXXIX and owner/shipper’s
mark monogrammed GA (for J. Bautista la Gasca), clear fineness IIUCCCLXXX followed by partial cartouche for assayer Mexía, plus several
circular tax stamps and with prominent “double scoop” assayer’s bite in center (typical of bars from the Potosí mine). Note this bar also shows
a bold V for silvermaster De Vreder and mysterious B that could be another silvermaster (as some bars were registered in Portobelo and reregistered in Cartagena), and the lightly encrusted sides of the bar show several pieces of embedded charcoal. From the Atocha (1622), with
Fisher photo-certificate #757. Estimate: $25,000-$37,500.
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Santa Margarita, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida

61. Silver ingot #506, 60 lb 9.15 oz troy, Class Factor “4,” marked with fineness IIUCCCLXXX (2380/2400), LA (monogram), W and XII, very rare, ex-Santa Margarita (1622). Size and fineness appear to be the only similarities between this bar—among
only seventeen from the Santa Margarita and the first we have ever offered—and the hundreds recovered from the Atocha, as the (supposed)
owner/shipper markings on this ingot do not match any of the “siglas” known for Atocha, and also this is the only 1622 Fleet silver bar known
with an assayer’s “bite” taken from a corner (as opposed to the side or top), like we see on the ca.-1528 “tumbaga” bars, possibly indicating it
was made in Mexico and therefore loaded onto the Santa Margarita in Havana. As an early find (1980), this piece also does not fall into the
usual grading (Class Factor) that we see for Atocha bars, although the assigned point value of 1748 (about the same as 73 Grade-1 8 reales)
indicates that this bar was (and is) highly regarded indeed; in any case, it is not overly corroded but with pit in center where the metal sank
during casting, nicely toned all over. From the Santa Margarita (1622), with original Fisher photo-certificate #506-M-80 (dated 1 Nov. 1982),
also with copies of various letters to the investor, one of which shows this bar among in his 1983 division proceeds with total point value of 1748
(equating to a 1/2% share). Estimate: $20,000-up.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

Consign to our Auction #30
November 2021
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Maravillas, sunk in 1656 off Grand Bahama Island
62. Silver contraband ingot, 550 grams, ex-Maravillas
(1656). 5” x 1” x 3/4”. Typically shaped “finger” ingot with no markings, 95% pure silver (XRF tested) lightly corroded surfaces, neatly
cast but clearly contraband in nature. From the Maravillas (1656),
with original Marex certificate # CHS-124. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Non-Wreck
63. Lot of two small silver “plata corriente” pieces, 15.40 and 8.82
grams, with partial tax stamps. Roughly 1” x 3/4” and 1” x 3/8”. Semi-official

makeshift “coins” broken from silver “splash” ingots, both with partial circular
tax stamps, one with clear (D)G.ISP(ANIARVM) in legend, both somewhat
toned and with light encrustation in crevices (particularly in the broken edges).
Estimate: $400-$600.
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Shipwreck Coins
“Golden Fleece wreck,” sunk ca. 1550 in the Northern Caribbean

64. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

65. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Series,” assayer G to right, mintmark M to left (M-G), king’s
name as CHAROLVS, NGC XF 45. Nesmith-50 type; Cal-125; S-M5.

Series,” assayer L to left, mintmark M to right (L-M), NGC
AU 55. Nesmith-82a type; Cal-136; S-M9. 13.55 grams. High grade for both
assayer and shipwreck, deeply toned with full legends and inner details.
NGC #5938911-001. Estimate: $600-$900.

13.51 grams. Lovely steel-gray toning with bluish highlights, full legends

and inner details, a desirable early type from the “Late Series” coinage.
NGC #5938911-003. Estimate: $500-$750.

“Rill Cove wreck,” sunk ca. 1618 off Cornwall, England

19.40 grams. Broad, round flan with choice full cross and shield, clear

67. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer
not visible. 25.58 grams. Solid flan with surface corrosion near part

denomination 8, darkly toned all over, somewhat thin from corrosion
and with small edge-splits. With (generic) certificate from the salvors.
Estimate: $200-$300.

of edge only, nice full shield and cross, clear oMF and denomination
8, light toning in crevices. With original (generic) certificate from the
salvors. Estimate: $200-$300.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

66. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer F.
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Atocha, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida
Gold

68. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip III, assayer not visible, PCGS AU58 / Atocha Shipwreck (designated on label).
Bright with luster but a bit grainy as struck from rusty dies, with full and well-centered shield and cross, minimal legend,
one of very few numismatically certified examples with this highly desirable provenance. With original Fisher tags (card and plastic) and photocertificate #A85-1349 (GC15). PCGS #41580342. Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.

KM-20. 6.72 grams.

Mexico
69. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer F, Grade 1. 7.87 grams.
Very silvery and thin from corrosion but with very bold and well-detailed full shield
and cross. With original Fisher tags (paper and plastic) and photo-certificate #99A-56930.
Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

70. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 reales,
Philip II, assayer O below mintmark oM
to left, Grade 3, with original division letter (“206 points”). S-M11; KM-31; Cal-357. 5.81
grams. Broad flan with some peripheral flatness but

surface-corroded only near part of edge, nearly full
shield and cross, bold full oMO, lightly toned, high
point value. With original Fisher tag and certificate
#236214 as well as original 1986 division letter
describing this coin as RARE and worth 206 points.
Estimate: $750-$1,100.

71. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 real, Philip II, assayer F
below mintmark oM to left, Grade 1. S-M12; KM-26; Cal-231. 3.08

grams. Choice and completely non-corroded but brightly polished as

usual, with bold oMF, nearly full shield and cross, peripheral flatness,
very rare denomination from this wreck that was virtually impossible
to collect until the recoveries from the 1990s like this one from 1995.
With Fisher tag and certificate #95A-2401. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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Lima
72. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, Philip
II, assayer Diego de la Torre, *-ii to
left, P-oD to right, Grade 2. S-L4; KM-9;
Cal-338. 5.90 grams. Very broad flan with lots
of legend and nearly full crown, choice full
cross (slightly doubled) and lightly surfacecorroded shield, silvery all over (typical of
1990s recoveries, this being from 1994). With
Fisher tag and photo-certificate #94A-1516-2.
Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

Potosí 8R

75. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer R (curved
73. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (4th leg), Grade 2. S-P15; KM-10; Cal-912. 26.17 grams. Well-detailed full
shield and cross, bold full P-R, virtually no corrosion but with parts
of edge crude, very lightly toned, choice for the assigned Grade. With
Fisher tag and certificate #205000 plus small leather display wallet.
Estimate: $600-$900.

period), Grade 1. S-P12; KM-5.1; Cal-672 . 26.40 grams. Solid and uncorroded, the flan somewhat oblong and uneven (with corresponding
weak areas in the otherwise full shield and cross), much legend and
crown, very bold full P-B, very lightly toned. With Fisher certificate
#153015 (tag missing). Estimate: $700-$1,000.

76. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer R (curved

74. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer R (curved

leg), Grade 3. S-P15; KM-10; Cal-912. 23.70 grams. Bold full cross, full

leg), Grade 1 (no Grade on certificate). S-P15; KM-10; Cal-912. 26.96
grams. Nice full cross and shield (the latter lightly struck) on a solid

and uncorroded flan with light toning, full P-R. With original Fisher
certificate #260804 (tag missing). Estimate: $700-$1,000.

but lightly corroded shield, silvery surfaces, solid overall (especially for
the assigned Grade). With Fisher tag and photo-certificate #85A-R98086.
Estimate: $350-$500.

77. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer Q, Grade
2. S-P17; KM-10; Cal-916. 24.44 grams. Very well-detailed full shield and

cross with bold full P-Q and denomination o-VIII, minimal corrosion
at edge only, lightly toned, choice for the assigned Grade. With Fisher
certificate #174576 (tag missing). Estimate: $500-$750.
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78. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer M, Grade 82. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T, quad2. S-P18; KM-10; Cal-919. 22.74 grams. Choice full shield and cross despite

light surface corrosion, full P-M, slightly silvery. With Fisher tag and
certificate #203770. Estimate: $600-$900.

rants of cross transposed, Grade 1 (no Grade on certificate).
S-P21; KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 26.57 grams. Choice full shield with full
denomination to right and nearly full crown above, full but slightly
doubled cross, mostly nicely toned. With original Fisher certificate
#260636 (tag missing). Estimate: $700-$1,000.

79. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1618, assayer not visible,
date at 7 o’clock, Grade 3. KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 21.69 grams. Remarkably full date (all but the penultimate digit strong) in odd position
outside full and bold cross, the shield side moderately corroded. With
original Fisher tag and certificate #197066. Estimate: $500-$750.

83. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T, upper
half of shield and quadrants of cross transposed, Grade 2.
S-P21; KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 25.20 grams. Full but doubled shield, the cross

also full but weaker and lightly surface-corroded, still solid overall,
rather silvery. With Fisher tag and photo-certificate #85A-188122.
Estimate: $500-$750.

80. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T, quadrants of cross transposed, Grade 1. S-P21; KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 26.22
grams. Brightly polished but solid and virtually uncorroded, with 16

of date and top of assayer visible (not mentioned on certificate), full
cross and excellent full shield. With Fisher tag and photo-certificate
#85A-212708. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

84. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not visible,

Grade 1. KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 25.21 grams. Bold full cross, well-detailed
full shield and most of crown, lightly toned, minimal corrosion. With
Fisher tag and certificate #208450. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

81. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T, Grade
1. S-P21; KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 25.55 grams. Bold assayer T, full but lightly

surface-corroded shield and cross, silvery, solid overall. With Fisher tag
and photo-certificate #85A-230751. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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85. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not vis-

88. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not vis-

ible, Grade 2.

ible, Grade 3. KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 21.49 grams. Broad flan with good

Solid flan but with
some surface corrosion, full cross and shield nonetheless, old dent on
cross, silvery all over. With Fisher tag and photo-certificate #85A-262789.
Estimate: $500-$750.
KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 25.42 grams.

full cross and (slightly doubled shield), light surface corrosion, lightly
toned. With original Fisher tag and certificate #124546. Estimate:
$400-$600.

89. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not
visible, Grade 3. KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 18.72 grams. Good full shield
despite moderate corrosion that wipes out most of the cross, still fairly
solid overall. With original Fisher tag and certificate #147781. SEE
INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $350-$500.

90. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not
visible, Grade 4. KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 18.67 grams. Good full shield

86. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not visible,
quadrants of cross transposed, Grade 2. KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 24.88

and cross despite moderate corrosion, silvery as usual, solid for the
assigned Grade. With original Fisher tags (paper and plastic) and photocertificate #99A-57056. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate:
$350-$500.

91. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not vis-

grams. Solid flan despite surface corrosion with good full shield and

ible, Grade 4. KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 17.81 grams. Clear cross and shield

cross. With Fisher tag and certificate #95A-0841. Estimate: $500-$750.

despite moderate to heavy corrosion. With original Fisher tags (paper
and plastic) and photo-certificate #99A-57035. SEE INTERNET FOR
PHOTO. Estimate: $250-$375.

92. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not
visible, Grade 4. KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 15.89 grams. Broad flan (thin
from moderate corrosion) with full shield and cross, better than most
for the assigned Grade. With original Fisher tags (paper and plastic)
and photo-certificate #99A-57074. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO.
Estimate: $250-$375.

93. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not visible,
Grade 4 (“12 points”), with hand-signed Fisher certificate
from 1976, ex-Auerbach. KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 21.14 grams. Full shield
87. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not vis- and cross despite moderate to heavy corrosion all over with dark and
ible, quadrants of cross transposed, Grade 2.

KM-10; Cal-Type

165. 25.97 grams. Minimal corrosion, good full shield and cross (the
latter slightly off-center), traces of adhesive on cross side. With Fisher
certificate #180919 (tag missing). Estimate: $500-$750.

dusty surfaces (not fully cleaned), desirable early find (pre-”Mother
Lode”). With original holder and hand-signed Fisher photo-certificate from
#3086 from 1976 (Cape Coral Bank), pedigreed to the Stuart Auerbach
collection. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $200-$300.

94. Lot of three Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayers not visible, Grade 4. KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 39.55 grams total.
Heavily corroded and silvery but each with at least some of shield
and/or cross discernible. With original Fisher tags (paper and plastic)
and photo-certificates #99A-56996, 00A-61940 and 01A-62183. SEE
INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $600-$900.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Potosí 4R
95. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, (16)19(T), quadrants of cross transposed,
Grade 2. S-P21; KM-9; Cal-777. 10.03 grams. Clear 19 of date outside of full cross, good
full shield despite moderate corrosion, typically silvery all over. With Fisher tag and
photo-certificate #94A-6821. Estimate: $600-$900.

96. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer T, Grade 3. S-P21; KM-9; Cal-Type
Choice full cross and shield (especially for the assigned Grade) with only
very light surface corrosion, nicely toned, hairline edge-split. With original Fisher certificate
#200708 (tag missing). Estimate: $500-$750.

149. 12.83 grams.

97. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer not visible, 10 points (Grade 3), hand-signed Fisher certificate from

1976. KM-9; Cal-Type 149. 7.02 grams. Thin from heavy corrosion, yet with clear shield and cross and denomination o-iiii, encrustation in crevices

(not fully cleaned), desirable pre-”Mother Lode” find. With original hand-signed Fisher certificate #2737 from 1976 (Cape Coral Bank). SEE
INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $350-$500.
98. Lot of three Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayers not visible, Grade 4. KM-9; Cal-Type 149. 22.27 grams total. Heavily corroded but all with some shield and cross visible, not so shiny as most. With original Fisher tags (paper and plastic) and photo-certificates
#99A-56924, 56968 and 57022. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Potosí 2R
99. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer B
(2nd period), Grade 2. S-P6; KM-3.2; Cal-370. 6.16 grams.
Perfectly round flan with full and sharp details per the
period (note certificate says assayer R in error), with only
faint pitting on obverse, desirable type. With Fisher tag and
photo-certificate #94A-268360. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

100. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th 101. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, (1)620T, Grade 2. S-P21;
period), border of x’s on reverse, Grade 2. S-P14; KM-3.4; Cal-370.

6.00 grams. Finely detailed full shield and cross (the latter slightly off-

center) with only very light surface corrosion on obverse, clear assayer
B (certificate says assayer B/R in error), clear border of x’s on reverse.
With Fisher tag and certificate #94A-12438. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

KM-8; Cal-633. 6.07 grams. Broad flan with bottom half of date visible
outside of off-center cross, nice full shield with bold denomination Z
to right, light corrosion only (mostly around edge). With Fisher tag
and certificate #151388 (date not mentioned). Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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102. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1621T, rare, Grade
1.

S-P21; KM-8; Cal-634. 6.60 grams. Solid and virtually uncorroded (brightly polished), with bold full shield and cross and
clear bottom half of date (not mentioned on tag or certificate).
With Fisher tag and photo-certificate #94A-268146. Estimate:
$1,250-$2,000.

Santa Margarita, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida

103. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer Q, Grade 104. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T, Grade
2. S-P17; KM-10; Cal-916. 16.57 grams. Well-detailed full shield with clear
P-Q, full but slightly off-center cross, moderately corroded with ragged
edge, very silvery all over. With Fisher tag and photo-certificate #80M470. Estimate: $500-$750.

1. S-P21; KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 25.24 grams. Solid and uncorroded with
full shield and (doubled) cross, bold assayer T, nicely toned (a few
dark spots). With original Fisher photo-certificate #7360. Estimate:
$600-$900.

105. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T, Grade
2. S-P21; KM-10; Cal-Type 165. 24.49 grams. Bold full shield and (slightly
off-center) cross, large P mintmark and weak but certain T assayer,
light corrosion. With Fisher tag and photo-certificate #80M-1334.
Estimate: $600-$900.

São José, sunk in 1622 off Mozambique, east of Africa
106. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer D,
Grade 2, NGC shipwreck effect / Sao Jose. S-M18; KM-44.3; Cal-Type
162. Typically corroded and white from cleaning but with bold full oMD
and denomination 8, nearly full shield and cross. Accompanied by custom
wood (promotional) box with certificate. NGC #1973887-036. Estimate:
$150-$225.
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Campen, sunk in 1627 off Isle of Wight, south of England

108. Utrecht, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1626.

107. Holland, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1616.
KM-17. 27.30 grams. Choice and totally corrosion-free (XF details) with

particularly sharp lion, much legend including date, some tiny dark
spots. With certificate. Estimate: $150-$225.

KM-13. 25.56 grams. Broad flan with full legends (the date especially
bold), good contrast despite light surface corrosion all over. Estimate:
$125-$200.

Concepción, sunk in 1641 off Hispaniola
Mexico 8R

109. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (16)34/2P/D,
unique. S-M19; KM-unl (45 for type); Cal-unl (Type 319). 24.98 grams. First

111. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 163(?)P. S-M19; KM-45;

example we have seen of this over-assayer/overdate combination, the
3 clear and the 4 bold and full with relatively clear 2 (Z) underneath
(offset to left) and followed by a strange ornamental dot with “horns,”
also nearly full oMP/D, broad and uncorroded flan with bold centers
but flat peripheries, mostly darkly toned. With card from the salvors,
with official presidential stamp on back. Estimate: $500-up.

Cal-Type 319. 26.67 grams. Interesting shape (fat barrel with top extended

to a blunt point), excellent condition (practically no corrosion), bold
partial date and oMP, choice full cross, the shield also full but weaker.
Estimate: $200-$300.

112. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (1)63(?)(P). S-M19;
KM-45; Cal-Type 319. 26.18 grams.

Very solid and uncorroded but the

110. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (1)638/7(P), rare. shield side very off-center with peripheral flatness, nice details in the

S-M19; KM-unl (45 for type); Cal-unl (Type 319). 22.26 grams. Bold date with
clear overdate, most of cross and shield despite issues with centering,
corrosion and peripheral flatness, nicely toned. With card from the
salvors, with official presidential stamp on back. Estimate: $250-$375.

non-flat parts (cross side, too), bold mintmark, attractively toned.
Estimate: $175-$250.
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113. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1640/39P. S-M19; KM45; Cal-1329. 25.35 grams. Broad, barrel-shaped flan with good full cross,

nearly full (weaker) shield with clear oMP to left and denomination
8 to right, crude but full 40/39 of date, nicely toned, minimal surface
corrosion. Estimate: $200-$300.

116. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 164(?)P. S-M19; KM-45;
Cal-Type 319. 25.62 grams. Interesting “olive jar”-shaped flan with very
bold full oMP, nearly full but weaker shield and cross, solid and nicely
toned, canvas imprint on shield. Estimate: $175-$250.

114. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (16)40/39(?)P. S-M19;

117. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P.

KM-45; Cal-1329. 24.76 grams. Very broad, round flan with well-centered

S-M19; KM-45; Cal-Type 319. 26.98 grams. Solid

(no corrosion) but white
from cleaning, with nearly full shield and cross and oMP, typically
peripherally flat, hairline edge-split. Estimate: $175-$250.

full cross and shield despite surface corrosion, clear 0 of date, trace of
canvas imprint in toning near edge. Estimate: $200-$300.

115. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1640(P). S-M19; KM45; Cal-1330. 25.37 grams. Typically barrel-shaped flan with full 40 of
date, good cross, off-center shield, peripheral flatness and light surface
corrosion, patchy toning. Estimate: $200-$300.

118. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer
P. S-M19; KM-45; Cal-Type 319. 26.97 grams. Barrel-shaped flan with pro-

nounced corners, nearly full shield and cross, full oMP, partial date despite peripheral flatness, virtually no corrosion. Estimate: $175-$250.

119. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P.
S-M19; KM-45; Cal-Type 319. 26.88 grams. Roundish flan with bold P and

denomination 8 (actually oo vertically) outside weak but uncorroded
shield, cross full but weak and with minor surface corrosion, toning
in crevices. Estimate: $175-$250.
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120. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer
P.

S-M19; KM-45; Cal-Type 319. 26.59 grams. Tall urn-shaped flan with
much variation in thickness, very bold oMP, partial date, well-detailed
shield and cross, nicely toned, minimal surface corrosion. Estimate:
$175-$250.

123. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P.
S-M19; KM-45; Cal-Type 319. 25.94 grams. Very bold full oMP, good full
cross, nearly full shield, some flatness and very light surface corrosion,
lightly toned. Estimate: $175-$250.

124. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P.

121. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P.
S-M19; KM-45; Cal-Type 319. 26.24 grams. Roundish

flan, thick and solid
(minimal corrosion) but silvery from cleaning, with full oMP and
shield and cross, peripherally flat. Estimate: $175-$250.

S-M19; KM-45; Cal-Type 319. 25.72 grams. Crazy shape (basically the usual
barrel but with a long tail) and solid flan (minimal surface corrosion)
with full shield and cross, clear assayer, patchy toning with some light
verdigris. Estimate: $175-$250.

122. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P.

125. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P.

S-M19; KM-45; Cal-Type 319. 26.11 grams. Broad, roundish flan with bold
full oMP and denomination 8, technically full but somewhat weak
cross and shield, minimal surface corrosion, small edge-split, lightly
toned. Estimate: $175-$250.

Bold full oMP, full shield and
cross (slightly weak), minimal surface corrosion, mostly non-toned but
with canvas imprint in dark patch on reverse. Estimate: $175-$250.

S-M19; KM-45; Cal-Type 319. 25.55 grams.

126. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P.
S-M19; KM-45; Cal-Type 319. 25.50 grams. Bold assayer P, good full shield
and cross, silvery from cleaning, light surface corrosion. Estimate:
$175-$250.
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127. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P.
S-M19; KM-45; Cal-Type 319. 25.46 grams. Broad, roundish flan with bold

and full oMP and clear denomination (made of two vertical o’s), full
but weaker shield and cross, toned and with light surface corrosion,
peripheral flatness. Estimate: $175-$250.

Mexico 4R
128. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, (16)38/7P, rare. S-M19; KM-unl (38 for
Solid and uncorroded but crudely struck, with most
of the design flat yet the last digit of date (and overdate) clear, one nice castle and left
1/3 of crown, good toning, brownish sediment in crevices, scratches near periphery on
reverse. Estimate: $150-$225.

type); Cal-unl (Type 275). 13.37 grams.

129. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. S-M19; KM-38; CalType 275. 13.41 grams. Choice full cross and shield (both well centered), full oMP, nicely
toned, no corrosion, very nice for a shipwreck example. Estimate: $200-$300.

Potosí

130. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer Q. S-P17; 131. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)36, assayer not visible,
KM-10; Cal-916. 26.07 grams. Good full shield and cross, clear P-Q and
denomination, minimal surface corrosion, faintly toned, scarce early
type for this wreck, With card from the salvors, with official presidential
stamp on back. Estimate: $250-$375.

rare. KM-19a; Cal-Type 327. 26.41 grams. Small, thick flan with bold full
shield (slightly doubled) and nearly full cross, bottom of 3 and half
of 6 of date visible, no corrosion, nicely toned, part of edge crude (as
made). With card from the salvors, with official presidential stamp on
back. Estimate: $200-$300.

132. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1637, assayer not visible,
rare. KM-19a; Cal-Type 327. 26.13 grams. Full but doubled shield and cross,
no corrosion, toned, clear bottom half of date. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Colombia
133. Cartagena, Colombia, cob 8 reales, (1)63(?), assayer E below mint-

mark C to right, rare. Restrepo-M45.15; S-C3; KM-3.4; Cal-Type 298. 25.24 grams. Deeply
toned and only lightly corroded, with good full shield and cross, bold denomination
to left and fairly clear C-E to right, also full 63 of date (last digit unclear). With fullsize certificate from the salvors, with official presidential stamp. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

134. Cartagena, Colombia, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer
E below mintmark C to right, rare. Restrepo-M36.8; S-C3; KM-2.4;
Choice full shield with full denomination
to left and most of C-E to right, good full cross, nice toning and no
corrosion, small (thick flan) with sharply octagonal-cut edge. With
full-size certificate from the salvors, with official presidential stamp.
Estimate: $600-$900.

135. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer
not visible, lions and castles transposed in cross and shield.

Cal-Type 261. 12.96 grams.

Restrepo-M35; KM-2.2. 12.71 grams. Toned

and solid (practically no corrosion) and with well-detailed cross and shield (neither 100% full),
bold denomination IIII to right, strange old test-cut in edge below
cross (as found). With full-size certificate from the salvors, with official
presidential stamp. Estimate: $400-$600.
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Clumps

136. Massive clump of 20+ silver cob 8R and 4R, encrusted as found. 593 grams, 5” x 3-1/2”. Highly desirable display with many
very solid and well-preserved cobs in original white encrustation tinged with green and orange, rather spread-out with several coin surfaces
exposed but not (yet) conserved to show details, some potentially with dates visible—who knows? With full-size certificate from the salvors, with
official presidential stamp. Estimate: $5,000-up.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Capitana, sunk in 1654 off Chanduy, Ecuador
Shield Type

137. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1649(Z or O), with arms

140. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer O (1649-

countermark on cross. KM-19b; Cal-Type 327. 19.91 grams. Bold full
date above partial countermark on full but weak cross, the shield also
full but weak and with light corrosion and doubling, denomination
8 to right, bold king’s ordinal IIII in legend, lightly toned. Estimate:
$250-$375.

51), with crowned-L countermark on cross. S-P35; KM-19b;
Cal-Type 327. 21.48 grams. Full countermark in very center of full cross,

choice full crown above shield with clear 8-O to right, edge-split and
light corrosion, toned in crevices. Estimate: $200-$300.

141. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 165(1-2)(O or E), with

crowned-O countermark on cross.

KM-19b; Cal-Type 327. 22.11
grams. Full countermark (scarce) on double-struck cross, nearly full

138. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1649)O, with crowned-L
countermark on cross. S-P35; KM-19b; Cal-Type 327. 25.92 grams. Broad

crown and shield (also slightly doubled) clear 165 of date, light toning and surface corrosion, large edge-split. Despite the doubling, the
bottom-right castle shows a very clear dotted archway indicative of a
brand-new castle punch that accompanied a change of style in 1651.
Estimate: $200-$300.

and somewhat odd-shaped flan with very bold full countermark on
full cross, decent full shield with clear P-O to left and 8 to right, light
surface corrosion, mostly toned. With original Herman Moro photocertificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

139. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)50O, with crowned-•T•
countermark on shield. S-P35; KM-19b; Cal-1488. 18.04 grams. Thin

142. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer E

from corrosion but with very bold full countermark on full shield with
clear P-O to left and 8-O to right above king’s ordinal IIII, weaker
and doubled cross with clear 50 of date above, two edge-splits, toned
in crevices. With certificate. Estimate: $350-$500.

(1651-2), with two countermarks (very rare): crowned-•F•
countermark (two dots) on shield and crowned-L on cross.
S-P36; KM-19b; Cal-Type 327. 22.67 grams. Broad flan with patchy toning
and corrosion near edge, both countermarks fairly bold (full crown
above weak •F• on obverse), king’s ordinal IIII, clear P-E to left and 8
to right, small edge-splits. Estimate: $250-$375.
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143. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 165(1-2)E, with crowned-L

countermark on shield (very rare thus). S-P36; KM-19b; Cal-Type

146. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1652)E, Transitional Type

V/A.

S-P37; KM-A20.5; Cal-1494. 25.23 grams. Very solid and virtually
uncorroded with deeply toned fields, bold full date in legend outside
of full but doubled pillars-and-waves with F-8-IIII / PLV-SVL-TRA
/ E-52-E below crown and four dots, off-center shield (also doubled
at bottom right) with dot-A-P-8 to left and partial dot-O-(E )-(52) to
right, old gouge to left of crown on pillars side. With Sedwick photocertificate. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Broad flan with bold countermark (usually seen on
reverse) on full but partially weak shield with full P-E and 8-E and
nearly full crown, the cross also full but weak with bold 16 of date,
light corrosion and toning all over. Estimate: $250-$375.

327. 24.92 grams.

144. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer E (16512), with crowned-•F• countermark (two dots) on shield.
S-P36; KM-19b; Cal-Type 327. 18.04 grams. Thin and worn from corrosion

but with bold full countermark on good full shield with clear 8-E to
right, the cross full but quite weak, toned in crevices for good contrast.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1652 Transitionals

147. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E, Transitional Type
V/A. S-P37; KM-A20.5; Cal-1494. 25.09 grams. Bold full pillars-and-waves

with choice full crown above F-8-IIII / PLV-VSL-TRA / E-52-E,
partial second date in legend, bold full shield (slightly doubled) with
full A-P-8 to left and O-E-52 to right next to bold king’s ordinal IIII,
hairline edge-split and light corrosion at edge only, toned in crevices.
Estimate: $600-$900.

Pillars and Waves

145. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E, Transitional Type
III/A, rare. S-P37; KM-A20.3; Cal-unl. 19.71 grams. Bold full pillars-andwaves with clear F-(8)-IIII across top and E•E across bottom, date in
legend, other side with good full crown and shield, (A-P)-8 to left
and O-E-52 to right, light to moderate corrosion, edge-split, toned in
crevices. With certificate #AA0821. Estimate: $350-$500.

148. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional
(Transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top.
1500. 26.03 grams. Bold
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S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-

full pillars-and-waves and cross featuring very
bold dates, assayers and mintmarks (two of each), no corrosion, nicely
toned. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

149. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional

152. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional

(Transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top.

(Transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top.

S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-

S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-

1500. 26.53 grams. Full but slightly doubled cross and pillars, full crown,

minimal surface corrosion, some toning in crevices, interesting shape
(broad). Estimate: $500-$750.

1500. 25.00 grams. Very bold full pillars, off-center cross with nice full
crown above, light surface corrosion with steel-gray toning, uneven
thickness in peripheries. Estimate: $200-$300.

150. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional

153. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional

(Transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top.

S-P37a; KM-21;

(Transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1500.

Broad and roundish flan with full but slightly
doubled pillars and cross, two dates, three mintmarks and assayers,
king’s ordinal IIII, bold 1-PH-6, actually somewhat royal-like but
weight a bit low due to light corrosion, edge-split, toned in crevices.
Estimate: $250-$375.

20.67 grams. Bold full 1-PH-6 above full pillars-and-waves, good full

Cal-1500. 22.53 grams.

cross, two dates, three mintmarks and assayers, large edge-split, lightly
corroded, lightly toned fields. Estimate: $200-$300.

154. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1653E, 1-PH-6 at top,

151. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional
(Transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1500.

rare. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1500. 20.27 grams. Very broad flan with much

23.55 grams. Very bold full pillars-and-waves with prominent 1-PH-6

at top, doubled and lightly corroded cross, toned fields, two dates,
three mintmarks and assayers. Estimate: $200-$300.

legend around full pillars with bold 1-P(H-6) at top (rare for this date)
and nearly full (off-center) cross, two dates, toned, some corrosion on
pillars side. With certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com
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155. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1653E, •PH• at top. S-P37a; 157. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1653E, •PH• at top. S-P37a;
KM-21; Cal-1503. 26.18 grams. Solid, virtually uncorroded and with nicely
contrasting toning within full pillars and cross, three dates, clear •PH•.
With certificate. Estimate: $400-$600.

KM-21; Cal-1503. 22.25 grams. Good full cross and pillars despite light
to moderate corrosion and wear, bold •PH•, toned in crevices. With
original certificate #AA0357 from the salvor (Herman Moro). Estimate:
$200-$300.

156. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1653E, •PH• at top. S-P37a; 158. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1654E, •PH• at top,

KM-21; Cal-1503. 23.53 grams. Full pillars-and-waves, full but off-center
cross, light corrosion and wear, nicely toned fields. Estimate: $200$300.

denomination 8 above cross. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1507. 26.87 grams.
Solid and uncorroded, with full pillars (slightly doubled) and cross
(off-center), two dates, toned on fields. Estimate: $250-$375.

159. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1653E, •PH• at top. S-P37a;
KM-18; Cal-1115. 12.08 grams. Bold full cross and pillars (slightly doubled
in one corner), nice toning, solid and uncorroded, hairline edge-split,
two dates and mintmarks. Estimate: $200-$300.

Maravillas, sunk in 1656 off Grand Bahama Island

160. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, 1654P. S-M19; KM-38;

161. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1651E, modern 5, with

Cal-1072. 12.74 grams. Exceptionally bold and full date and oMP outside

crown-alone (common variety) countermark on shield, exvon Schuckmann. S-P36; KM-19b; Cal-1491. 26.66 grams. Bold full date

an off-center shield, the cross full and well centered but with central
hammer-mark (as made), no corrosion and nicely toned, choice example. Estimate: $350-$500.
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outside full cross, bold countermark on full shield (slightly doubled)
with bold P-E to left, lightly toned, with practically no surface corrosion, desirable pedigree. Pedigreed to the von Schuckmann collection
(Renaissance auction of December 2001), with original lot-tag 3053, and
with Sedwick photo-certificate. Estimate: $350-$500.

162. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1654E, •PH• at top, pomegranate above cross.

163. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1654E, •PH• at top. S-P37a;

Superb
specimen with no corrosion, full and well-centered pillars-and-waves
and cross-lions-castles, bold •PH• (slightly doubled), two full crowns,
all three dates and mintmarks and assayers, lightly toned in crevices.
Estimate: $300-$450.
S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1506. 26.28 grams.

KM-21; Cal-Type 334. 26.97 grams. Bold full pillars and cross but with light

corrosion and some dark horn silver, all three dates and mintmarks
and assayers. Estimate: $175-$250.

“Jupiter Wreck” (San Miguel el Arcángel), sunk in 1659 off the east coast
of Florida

164. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E, Transitional Type
VII/A. S-P37; KM-A20.7; Cal-1496. 24.82 grams. Oversized flan with “lip”

165. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional

at top where extra metal bent slightly, 100% full pillars with HP monogram at top, (P)-8-E / PLV-SVL-TRA / E-52-P, other side with full
crown and shield with A-P to left, lightly corroded with hairline edgesplit, toned in crevices. With Sedwick certificate. Estimate: $250-$375.

1500. 22.76 grams. Somewhat corroded and low-contrast but with bold

(Transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top.

S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-

1-PH-6 above full pillars with clear date, second date below full but
slightly doubled cross, edge-crack. With original photo-certificate and
envelope from the salvors. Estimate: $200-$300.

166. German promotional set of two Potosí, Bolivia, cob
8 reales (one 1658E, the other an encrusted “greenie” (as
found), with original hand-signed certificate and folio. S-P37a;
The
encrusted coin is heavily corroded and green all over but with tops of
pillars discernible, while the other coin has full pillars-and-waves and
nearly full cross with bold mintmark, two dates. The deluxe packaging
is something we have seen before for this wreck but this is the first we
have seen with everything printed in German. Housed in custom printed
folio with information and certificate in German, hand-signed by the
salvor (Dominic Addario) and numismatist Eduardo Dargent-Chamot.
Estimate: $250-$375.

KM-21; Cal-Type 335. Coins: 44.16 grams total. Box: 12” x 7” x 1/2”.
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Consolación, sunk in 1681 off Santa Clara Island, Ecuador

167. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1662E. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1526.

170. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1679C. S-P38; KM-26; Cal-714.

19.25 grams. Off-center pillars-and-waves, heavily corroded cross, but

18.70 grams. Good full cross, bold pillars-and-waves, two assayers, nicely

with three dates (somewhat scarce) and clear king’s ordinal IIII, toned.
With certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

contrasting toning, just typically worn and corroded. With ROBCAR
tag and photo-certificate #M110319. Estimate: $200-$300.

168. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1671E. S-P37b; KM-26; Cal-702. 171. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1679C.

19.98 grams. Bold (off-center) pillars-and-waves, full but corroded cross,
three dates, lightly toned. With certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

S-P38; KM-26; Cal-

Crudely doubled yet relatively solid specimen with
minor surface corrosion only, two dates, bold assayer, some flat areas,
nicely toned. With ROBCAR photo-certificate #M110242. Estimate:
$200-$300.

714. 25.43 grams

169. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1677E. S-P37b; KM-26; Cal-709.
20.15 grams. Bold full pillars-and-waves and cross, three dates and two

bold mintmarks, typically worn from corrosion but nicely toned. With
photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

172. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1680V. S-P39; KM-26; Cal-717.
19.46 grams. Three full dates including bold 1680 in legend below full

but slightly doubled pillars-and-waves, very bold full cross, all a bit
corroded and slightly off-center but very nicely toned and attractive.
With certificate. Estimate: $175-$250.

173. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1680V. S-P39; KM-26; Cal-717.
20.74 grams. Thin from corrosion but with three clear dates, bold full

pillars-and-waves (slightly doubled) and cross (slightly off-center),
lightly toned. With certificate. Estimate: $150-$225.
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Association, sunk in 1707 off the Isles of Scilly, southwest of England

174. France (Bordeaux mint), gold louis d’or, Louis XIV, 1704-K. KM-365.10. 6.68 grams. Bold UNC details with muted luster,
scuffed high points and rims (possibly just weight-adjustments, which are typical for this type), dark encrustation around letters, traces of
die-clashing on reverse, rare type for this (or any) shipwreck. With small box and original certificate from the salvor. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

175. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1686R. KM-24; Cal-591; CT-229. 176. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1698H. S-L13; KM-24; Cal-605. 26.95
grams. Solid flan with minor surface pitting and horn silver only, full

24.99 grams. Broad flan with full pillars-and-waves and cross, bold

date and three mintmarks, light surface corrosion and some peripheral
flatness, faintly toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $400-$600.

pillars and cross with some slight doubling, clear date and two bold
assayers. With certificate. Estimate: $500-$750.

DeLiefde, sunk in 1711 off the Shetland Isles, north of Scotland
177. Utrecht, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon, 1711.

Delm-1031; Dav-1832; KM-83.1. 31.58 grams.

Choice strike, AU details with only faint surface corrosion,
lovely toning. Estimate: $200-$300.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Consign to our Auction #30
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Spanish 1715 Fleet, east coast of Florida
PLEASE SEE LOT 285 FOR A MEXICAN 8 REALES ROYAL FROM THE 1715 FLEET.
178. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Charles II, assayer L, with
hand-signed Harry Cannon certificate.

S-M21; KM-46; Cal-Type 108. 27.06
grams. Thick, solid (uncorroded), rectangular flan with deep toning, some

central flatness, bold full oML, desirable provenance. With original Real Eight
Co. certificate #M-8136 (undated, early 1970s) hand-signed by Harry Cannon.
Estimate: $200-$300.

179. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (1)714J, new style, NGC VF 30, ex-1715 Fleet (designated on special label), ex-Real

Eight. S-M22; KM-47; Cal-1401. 26.82 grams. Off-center obverse with choice full crown and bold 14 of date, also full oMJ and most of shield,
the old-die cross also full and choice but also well centered, with lovely toning all over and a total lack of corrosion, just superb all around and
unique as a 1715-Fleet silver cob with a numeric grade from NGC, also with desirable provenance. With Real Eight Co. certificate signed by
Bob Johnson. NGC #5934156-003. Estimate: $1,000-up.

180. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1714J, new style. 181. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (1)714(J), with
S-M22; KM-47; Cal-1401. 25.86 grams. Odd-shaped flan with much peripheral flatness but bold full 714 of date and full (tiny) denomination
8 outside smaller-than-normal shield, most of cross (old style), deeply
toned and virtually corrosion-free. With original Cobb Coin Company
(Fisher) certificate #20146. Estimate: $600-$900.
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hand-signed Mel Fisher certificate. S-M22; KM-47; Cal-1401. 21.13
grams. Full 14 of date and most of cross and shield despite moderate
surface corrosion and peripheral flatness, no toning. With generic Treasure Salvors Inc. certificate signed by Mel Fisher. Estimate: $200-$300.

182. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer J.
S-M22; KM-47; Cal-Type 170. 26.28 grams. Bold full oMJ, nearly full shield

and most of cross despite very light surface corrosion and peripheral
flatness, somewhat odd in shape with edge-splits near two points,
faintly toned. With Fisher tag and certificate (generic). Estimate:
$250-$375.

185. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not
visible, with hand-signed Kip Wagner certificate. KM-47; CalType 170. 27.35 grams. Solid and uncorroded but with much peripheral

flatness, most of shield and cross nevertheless, a few streaks of dark
toning only, desirable provenance. With original Real Eight Co. certificate #M-5700 hand-signed by Kip Wagner. Estimate: $250-$375.

183. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer

186. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer

not visible, with hand-signed Harry Cannon certificate. KM-

not visible, with hand-signed Kip Wagner certificate. KM-47;

Solid and uncorroded, with nice toning,
interesting shape, nearly full cross and shield, desirable provenance.
With original Real Eight Co. certificate #M D-898 hand-signed by Harry
Cannon. Estimate: $300-$450.

47; Cal-Type 170. 26.84 grams.

Solid flan with practically no corrosion but
extensive flatness from crude strike, clear denomination 8, patchy
toning, desirable provenance. With original Real Eight Co. certificate
#M-5654 (undated, late 1960s) hand-signed by Kip Wagner. Estimate:
$200-$300.

Cal-Type 170. 26.87 grams.

187. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not

184. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not
visible. KM-47; Cal-Type 170. 25.67 grams. Solid, uncorroded, squarish
flan with choice full shield and nearly full cross, two edge-splits, nicely
toned, very attractive overall. With generic Cobb Coin Co. (Fisher)
certificate. Estimate: $300-$450.

visible, with hand-signed Kip Wagner certificate. KM-47; CalType 170. 27.01 grams. Weakly

struck but solid and nearly uncorroded,
most of shield and cross visible, desirable provenance. With original
Real Eight Co. certificate #M-5673 (undated, late 1960s) hand-signed
by Kip Wagner. Estimate: $200-$300.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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188. No lot.

191. Lot of five Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Charles II
and Philip V, some with assayer J visible, with hand-signed
Mel Fisher certificates. 122.29 grams total. Very solid coins with little
or no corrosion, good shields and crosses, some interesting shapes,
mostly lightly toned. With Treasure Salvors Inc. certificates (small)
signed by Mel Fisher. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

192. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, 1712J, rare, exPullin. S-M22; KM-40; Cal-1082. 12.94 grams. Full date and oMJ, nearly

189. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer
not visible.

full cross, some shield (off-center), virtually uncorroded but with some
peripheral flatness, very lightly toned. With Sedwick certificate and
pedigreed to the John Pullin collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

Oblong flan with full
but weak cross and shield, the latter atypically doubled, with full
denomination 8, light surface corrosion and toning (middle of cross
dark). With photo-certificate from the salvor (Capt. Bonnie Schubert).
Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-47; Cal-Type 170. 24.26 grams.

190. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not
visible, with hand-signed Mel Fisher certificate. KM-47; Cal-Type
170. 20.87 grams. Nearly full cross and shield (style attributable to date
1711 due to presence of Granada at top-left of center in shield) but
peripherally flat and with some wear and surface pitting (still solid),
peripherally flat, toning in crevices. In original holder #2252 and with
original Treasure Salvors certificate (small) hand-signed by Mel Fisher.
Estimate: $200-$300.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

193. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales mule, Philip V, assayer not visible, shield side struck from 8R die (denomination visible), with hand-signed Wagner certificate in frame.
KM-40; Cal-Type 139. 11” x 9”. Most of shield with bold full 8 to right
(lightly corroded), other side glued to and traced onto a rare “Type
I” certificate (orange, the earliest known type), an important item
for hardcore 1715-Fleet fans. Housed in a wood-and-glass frame with
original Real Eight Co. certificate (undated, mid-1960s) hand-signed by
Kip Wagner. Estimate: $250-$375.
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194. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales “greenie” (uncleaned, as found), with

hand-signed Mel Fisher certificate. KM-40; Cal-Type 139. 16.07 grams. Lots of attractive
green crust over dark and apparently solid surfaces (no details visible), neat shape (squarish). With original Treasure Salvors tag and certificate #4167 from 1971, hand-signed by Mel
Fisher, plus miscellaneous flyers about the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $250-$375.

195. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 real, (1)712(J), rare. S-M22; KM-30; Cal-477. 3.24 grams. Very
bold and full 712 of date (rare thus) and mintmark oM, bold and nearly full cross, virtually no corrosion. Estimate: $125-$200.

Slot ter Hooge, sunk in 1724 off Porto
Santo, Madeira Islands, northwest of
Africa

196. Brabant, Spanish Netherlands (Antwerp mint), portrait
ducatoon, Philip IV, 1638. KM-72.1. 31.09 grams. Broad flan with

nearly full and bold legend on well-detailed obverse (albeit with weak
penultimate digit of date), the reverse a little cruder, minimal corrosion, some toning. With original photo-certificate from the salvor (Robert
Stenuit). Estimate: $200-$300.

Akerendam, sunk in 1725 off Norway
197. Utrecht, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1724. KM-7.1. 3.44 grams. Typical UNC with
some luster, full details but knight’s head weak, natural flan-flaw in field behind knight. Estimate:
$500-$750.

Spanish 1733 Fleet, Florida Keys

198. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1733F, rare. KM-103; Cal-1438. 24.71 grams. Choice AU details (center of shield
slightly weakly struck) with minimal corrosion, partially weak rims due to centering issues, lovely toning and very attractive overall. From the
“Coffins Patch” site, with original photo-certificate from the salvor (Sykora). Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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Vliegenthart, sunk in 1735 off Zeeland, Netherlands
Mexico

199. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1732/1F. S-M26; KM-

200. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1732F. S-M26; KM-47a;

47a; Cal-1426. 26.16 grams. Thick and solid flan with 100% full and bold
oMF and date (the 2/1 overdate clear), good full cross, peripherally flat,
deeply contrasting toning, minimal surface corrosion. With certificate.
Estimate: $300-$450.

Cal-1427. 25.92 grams. Unusually broad and thin flan with good full
cross and shield, full oMF, full but doubled date, some surface corrosion, oddly gold-toned fields. With copy of news article on the salvage.
Estimate: $300-$450.

201. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1732(F).

S-M26;

Sharply rectangular flan with full date
and mintmark, most of shield and cross, some peripheral flatness
but minimal surface corrosion, light toning. With generic certificate.
Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-47a; Cal-1427. 26.24 grams.

Netherlands
202. Holland, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1729, NGC MS 64 / Vliegenthart. KM-

12.2. Lustrous and perfectly struck, all details 100% sharp and full, just a few tiny marks in obverse
fields keeping it from MS 65 or higher. With certificate #674 from the salvors (water damaged). NGC
#4473400-011. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

203. Boxed set of two Overijssel, United Netherlands, “rider”

ducatoons, 1733 and 1734. KM-80. Coins: 64.32 grams total. Box: 8” x
5” x 1-1/2”. Both with full details in UNC grade with practically no cor-

rosion, a bit silvery from cleaning (not toned like most), well-matched
pair of the two common dates from this wreck. With original (generic)
certificates and booklet from the salvors and letter from the promoter, the
coins housed in a custom wooden box. Estimate: $600-$900.
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204. Overijssel, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon, 1733.
KM-80. 32.39 grams. Lustrous UNC with choice full details, practically

206. Overijssel, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon, 1734.
KM-80. 32.22 grams. Choice AU+ details with dark toning, traces of light

no corrosion but small spots of black horn silver on horse, atypically
silvery (no toning). With original (generic) certificate from the salvors.
Estimate: $350-$500.

surface corrosion and horn silver here and there. With original (small)
box from the salvors. Estimate: $350-$500.

205. Overijssel, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon, 1733.

207. Overijssel, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon, 1734.

Choice AU details with some luster (atypically
non-toned), adjustment marks below crown, practically no corrosion
but with small spots of black horn silver here and there. With copy of
news article on the salvage. Estimate: $250-$375.

KM-80. 32.29 grams. Sharp UNC details with light toning over luster,
no corrosion but a few tiny black spots, really superb overall. With
certificate. Estimate: $350-$500.

KM-80. 31.91 grams.

Rooswijk, sunk in 1739 southeast of England
Cobs

208. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer D.
S-M23a; KM-47; Cal-Type 170. 26.14 grams. Broad flan with decent centers

but peripherally flat, full and bold oMD, spotty toning, minimal
surface corrosion. With original (generic) certificate from the salvors.
Estimate: $150-$225.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

209. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1729R. S-M24; KM-47a;
Cal-1415. 24.72 grams. Bold full date and oMR, full cross and nearly full
shield, typically thick flan with light corrosion, toned in crevices. With
original (generic) certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $200-$300.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com
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Klippes

210. Mexico City, Mexico, klippe 8 reales, 1733F.

S-M27;

Thick, square-cut flan (but technically
still considered a “cob” planchet with single assayer) with choice AU
details, toned fields (great contrast) and no corrosion, traces of typical die-clashing, full date and oMF and denomination 8. Estimate:
$350-$500.
KM-48; Cal-1430. 26.47 grams.

212. Mexico City, Mexico, klippe 8 reales, 1733MF, exPonterio.

S-M28; KM-48; Cal-1431. 26.80 grams. Superb AU+ details
on a very broad flan (klippe type) with practically no corrosion and
gorgeous contrasting toning, desirable as from one of the first offerings
from this wreck. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of September 2006,
with original lot-tag 519 and original (generic) certificate from the salvors.
Estimate: $600-$900.

211. Mexico City, Mexico, klippe 8 reales, 1733MF, exPonterio. S-M28; KM-48; Cal-1431. 26.32 grams. Broad flan (klippe
type) with choice full AU+ details, light toning (nice contrast), traces
of surface corrosion only, desirable as from one of the first offerings
from this wreck. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of September 2006,
with original lot-tag 522 and original (generic) certificate from the salvors.
Estimate: $600-$900.

213. Mexico City, Mexico, klippe 8 reales, 1733MF. S-M28;
KM-48; Cal-1431. 25.86 grams. Unusually roundish flan with full AUdetails set off by contrasting toning, light surface corrosion in places,
date a bit weak but all there. Estimate: $400-$600.

Pillars

214. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1734MF,
ex-Ponterio.

AU- details, 100%
corrosion-free, with deeply contrasting fields whose toning alternates
from black to brown, desirable as from one of the first offerings from
this wreck. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of September 2006, with
original lot-tag 571 and original (generic) certificate from the salvors.
Estimate: $250-$375.
KM-103; Cal-1442. 26.91 grams.

215. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1734MF.
KM-103; Cal-1442. 26.80 grams. Bold AU details with no corrosion,
unevenly toned fields (brown and black), choice rims. With original
(generic) certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $250-$375.
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219. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1735MF,

216. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1734MF.

ex-Ponterio. KM-103; Cal-1443. 26.48 grams. Sharp AU+ details, no
corrosion, good contrast from light rainbow toning, desirable as from
one of the first offerings from this wreck. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of September 2006, with original lot-tag 582 and original (generic)
certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $250-$375.

KM-103; Cal-1442. 26.03 grams. AU

details with minimal surface corrosion, slightly off-center strike on a broad flan, nicely contrasting toning.
With original (generic) certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $250-$375.

217. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1734MF.
KM-103; Cal-1442. 25.80 grams. AU details with contrasting toning, traces

220. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1735MF.

of light surface corrosion, slightly off-center strike. With original (generic) certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $250-$375.

KM-103; Cal-1443. 26.22 grams. AU details but with light surface corrosion

(including spot on rim) and only small patches of toning, broad flan.
With original (generic) certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $250-$375.

218. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1735MF,
ex-Ponterio. KM-103; Cal-1443. 26.85 grams. AU- details with weakly
struck centers, nicely contrasting toning, no corrosion, desirable as
from one of the first offerings from this wreck. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of March-April 2006, with original lot-tag 272 and original
(generic) certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $250-$375.

221. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1735MF.

KM-103; Cal-1443. 25.08 grams. AU- details with only light toning in
streaks, corrosion on parts of pillars-side rim. With original (generic)
certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $200-$300.

222. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1736MF,
small flan. KM-103; Cal-1445. 26.26 grams. AU details with mostly dark
fields, dark encrustation on parts of shield side, corrosion on part of
pillars-side rim only. With original (generic) certificate from the salvors.
Estimate: $250-$375.
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226. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1737MF.

223. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1736MF.
KM-103; Cal-1445. 26.55 grams. AU details with only light partial toning,

no corrosion, small spot of dark encrustation on shield side and with
odd interior flan-crack to right of crown on that side. With original
(generic) certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $250-$375.

KM-103; Cal-1446. 25.40 grams. AU+ details with light surface corrosion
all over, partial rainbow toning on shield side. With original (generic)
certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $175-$250.

227. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1737MF.
KM-103; Cal-1446. 25.50 grams. AU

224. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1736MF.

details with light surface corrosion,
mostly darkly toned fields (good contrast), traces of encrustation and
patch of horn silver below QUE. With original (generic) certificate from
the salvors. Estimate: $175-$250.

KM-103; Cal-1445. 26.32 grams. AU details with light, contrasting toning,
traces of surface corrosion and dark horn silver here and there, slightly
off-center strike on a broad flan. With original (generic) certificate from
the salvors. Estimate: $250-$375.

228. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 4 reales, Philip V, 1734MF,
ex-Ponterio. KM-94; Cal-1113. 13.20 grams. AU details, some contrasting

225. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1736MF.
Choice AU details, no corrosion, light
contrasting toning, a few small spots of dark brown encrustation. With
original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $250-$375.

KM-103; Cal-1445. 26.93 grams.

toning, localized surface corrosion near rims, desirable as from one of
the first offerings from this wreck. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of
September 2006, with original lot-tag 541 and original (generic) certificate
from the salvors. Estimate: $200-$300.

Hollandia, sunk in 1743 off the Isles of Scilly, southwest of England
229. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, 1730R. S-M24; KM-40a; Cal-1090. 13.36 grams. Solid
and uncorroded coin with bold full oMF and clear bottom half of date, patches of dark toning.
With generic certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.
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230. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1737MF.
KM-103; Cal-1446. 26.19 grams. AU

details with light surface corrosion,
central weakness, low-contrast toning, slightly warped flan. With
original (generic) certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $200-$300.

232. Brabant, Spanish Netherlands (Antwerp mint), portrait
ducatoon, Charles II, 1670. KM-79.1. 31.89 grams. Very broad flan

with choice full legends, weaker inner details, practically no corrosion,
some dark toning in legends. With original certificate from the salvor.
Estimate: $150-$225.

231. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1738MF.

KM-103; Cal-1449. In holder: 91.80 grams, 3-1/2” x 3-1/2”. UNC details with

traces of luster on lightly corroded surfaces, areas of dark toning. Housed
in a plastic holder printed with PILLAR DOLLAR / FORERUNNER
OF / U.S. SILVER DOLLAR / RECOVERED FROM / “HOLLANDIA”
TREASURE SHIP. Estimate: $200-$300.

233. Westfriesland, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon,

1670. KM-46.1. 27.32 grams. Very broad flan with full legends and inner
details, very nice contrast from deep toning that nicely masks some
light surface corrosion. Estimate: $150-$225.

234. Westfriesland, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon,

1742. KM-127.1. 32.04 grams. Sharp AU details with practically no
corrosion, slightly spotty toning but nice contrast in legends. With
original (generic) certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $175-$250.

Reijgersdaal, sunk in 1747 off South Africa

235. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1739MF.
Choice AU details with typically lovely
toning, no corrosion except above right pillar. Estimate: $250-$375.

KM-103; Cal-1453. 26.29 grams.

236. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1740MF.

KM-103; Cal-1456. 26.62 grams. AU+ details with light toning over luster,
tiny speckles of corrosion only. Estimate: $250-$375.
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237. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1741MF.

240. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1743MF.

KM-103; Cal-1458. 26.15 grams. Bold AU details with contrasting toning,

KM-103; Cal-1463. 26.85 grams. Bold UNC details with lustrous fields, no

238. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1742/1MF.

241. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1743MF.

corrosion, very faint rainbow toning. Estimate: $300-$450.

small areas of faint surface corrosion near rims. Estimate: $200-$300.

KM-103; Cal-1460. 26.06 grams. AU details despite light surface corrosion,

KM-103; Cal-1463. 26.62 grams. Bold UNC details with deeply toned fields

very light toning (low contrast). With original (generic) certificate from
the salvors. Estimate: $250-$375.

(good contrast), no corrosion, tiny bit of extra metal below QUE as
made. Estimate: $300-$450.

239. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1742MF.

242. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1743MF.

UNC details with very light surface
corrosion all over, no toning (actually somewhat frosty). Estimate:
$250-$375.

KM-103; Cal-1463. 26.52 grams.

KM-103; Cal-1461. 26.46 grams.

Bold AU+ details with choice contrast
from deeply toned fields, no corrosion, slightly weak rims. Estimate:
$250-$375.

La Auguste, sunk in 1761 off Nova Scotia, Canada
243. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer F.

S-M26; KM-47a; Cal-Type 170. 25.63 grams. Large, squarish flan with about
80% peripheral flatness (very odd thus), really just the oMF and one
quadrant of cross visible in center, but strangely uncorroded and quite
rare as a cob from this wreck. With original certificate #812 from the
salvors. Estimate: $200-$300.
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244. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1752MF, ICCS Auguste / VF-30. KM-104.1; Cal-477. AU- details
with minimal surface corrosion, streaks of dark rainbow toning, parts
of rims weak, sealed in original certification flip with its provenance
stated thereon. Pedigreed to the CAN auction of July 2008, with original
lot-tag 2459 and original certificate #384 from the salvors. ICCS #ST
117. Estimate: $200-$300.

Cazador, sunk in 1784 off New Orleans, Louisiana
245. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1783FF.
KM-106.2; Cal-1124. 23.31 grams. Bold XF+ details with choice, dark,
contrasting toning that nicely masks some light surface corrosion.
With photo-certificate. Estimate: $150-$225.

246. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 4 reales, Charles III, 1775JR, NGC
El Cazador / genuine. KM-54; Cal-932. Clear VF/XF details despite
light corrosion (heavier at rims, which are mostly gone), some dark
areas, rare denomination for this wreck. NGC #3356944-031. SEE
INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $150-$225.

Admiral Gardner, sunk in 1809 southwest of England
247. Large clump of approx. 50 English East India
Co. copper X cash, 1808 (two separated), encrusted
as found. KM-320. 245 grams total, 3” x 3” x 1-1/2”. Essentially
three or four stacks (one fallen) of intact copper coins (minimal
corrosion) with lots of grayish encrustation in between, a few
loose (two completely separated from the clump) and all a bit
fragile as still in as-found condition. With two small (generic)
certificates from the salvor. Estimate: $200-$300.

S.S. New York, sunk in 1846 in the Gulf of Mexico
248. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 4 reales, Charles IV, 1797FM, NGC
Shipwreck Effect / SS New York (1846). KM-100; Cal-802. In the early 1800s,
this 4 reales would have circulated in the United States comparable to a half dollar due to limited availability of the national coinage. Matte saltwater corroded
surfaces yet with most original details still visible, including the date (incorrectly
stated on the label as 1792). For a Colombian 1824JF gold 2 escudos from the
wreck, see lot #806. NGC #1972445-028. Estimate: $200-$300.
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“Fort Capron treasure,” lost off Fort Pierce (east coast of Florida) in 1857

249. USA (San Francisco mint), gold $20 coronet Liberty double eagle, 1856-S, coin #262, NGC UNC details / saltwater

damage, ex-St. Lucie County Bank, rare provenance. 33.35 grams. According to documents from the State of Florida, this coin was

#262 in a group sold to the St. Lucie County Bank to cover salvage expenses, then subsequently purchased and resold by the Indian River
Coin Company, accompanied by a rare and all-important letter (only the second we have offered with a Fort Capron coin). Bold details with
faint sea-salvage surfaces still showing plenty of luster and spots of rich orange-gold toning. With original 1972 letter from Indian River Coin
Co. attesting to its origin (“Gordy-Ashley Find”) and original tag #262. NGC #5936517-001. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

S.S. Central America, sunk in 1857 off North Carolina

250. USA (San Francisco mint), gold $20 coronet Liberty double eagle, 1856-S, variety 17O (no serif, left S), PCGS AU53

/ S.S. Central America, in promotional book. This bright, lightly circulated double eagle was recovered during the first SS Central
America salvage operation. Minor, even wear across Liberty’s cheek and hair curls along with light obverse surface marks account for the fact
that it had very little time to circulate before being packed aboard the ship and then lost at sea. Despite spending over 130 years on the ocean
floor, the surfaces still bear a flashy, cartwheel luster quality as originally made. Housed in a book-type presentation case with small certificate
signed by Tommy Thompson. PCGS #SSCA 5787. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.
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S.S. Brother Jonathan, sunk in 1865 off Crescent City, California

251. USA (San Francisco mint), gold $20 coronet Liberty double eagle, 1865-S, PCGS AU58 / Brother Jonathan (1865).
Lustrous, original surfaces with the lightest of circulation wear on the very highest points of the design, lovely gold color with auburn highlights
near rims, several radial die cracks on both sides, a very nice representative from this scarce and desirable wreck. With Sedwick photo-certificate
from 2018. PCGS #7762650 (inventory recovery number 961, series 70, coin 40). Estimate: $7,000-$10,000.

S.S. Republic, sunk in 1865 off Georgia

252. USA (New Orleans Mint), Seated Liberty half dollar,
1861-O, NGC SS Republic / Shipwreck Effect, in wooden
display box. KM-A68. Some patches of light saltwater corrosion

253. USA (New Orleans mint), Seated Liberty half dollar,
1861-O, Louisiana Issue (die W-03), NGC SS Republic /
Shipwreck Effect (B) UNC. KM-A68. When Louisiana seceded

above Liberty and below the eagle but still possessing areas with sharp
as-struck details and bright mint luster, very faint gold toning in the
centers, a popular date from the wreck. With original certificate from
the salvors, housed in an elegant wooden box with printed slipcase with
DVD. NGC #1793376-099. Estimate: $300-$450.
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from the Union on Jan. 26, 1861, it continued to strike half dollars
at the New Orleans Mint. This continued until the state joined the
Confederacy on March 21, 1861, placing control over the mint to the
Confederate Treasury. Flashy, original surfaces with minor bagmarks,
no wear, and just a few small spots of minor saltwater corrosion appropriate for the Shipwreck Effect designation and adjective grade,
spots of faint gold toning, difficult to find a nicer example of this first
die pairing (W-03) for the State of Louisiana-struck halves. Housed
in a book-type presentation case with certificate. NGC #1796667-007.
Estimate: $300-$450.

Schiehallion, sunk in 1879 off the Isle of Wight, south of England
254. Sydney, Australia (under Great Britain), gold sovereign, Victoria (young head),
1867, NGC AU details / saltwater damage / Schiehallion. KM-4. Full details with grainy texture
all over, trace of toning at top of reverse. With original certificate from the salvor. NGC #5938865-001.
Estimate: $600-$900.

255. Sydney, Australia (under Great Britain), gold sovereign, Victoria (young head),

1871-S, shield type, WW in relief, NGC UNC details / saltwater damage / Schiehallion.

Sp-3855; KM-6. Muted

luster on obverse, patches of deep red toning on reverse, slightly grainy all over.
With original certificate from the salvor. NGC #5938865-002. Estimate: $600-$900.

256. Sydney, Australia (under Great Britain), gold sovereign, Victoria (young head),
1873-S, shield type, NGC UNC details / obv scratched / Schiehallion. Sp-3855; KM-6. Strong
details with muted luster and only slightly grainy surfaces, pre-salvage scratches on bust. With original
certificate from the salvor. NGC #5938865-003. Estimate: $600-$900.

257. Melbourne, Australia (under Great Britain), gold sovereign, Victoria (young head),
1875-M, St. George type, NGC AU details / saltwater damage / Schiehallion. Sp-3857; KM7. Good strike, muted luster on slightly grainy surfaces. With original certificate from the salvor. NGC
#5938865-004. Estimate: $600-$900.

258. Sydney, Australia (under Great Britain), gold sovereign, Victoria (young head),
1875-S, St. George type, NGC UNC details / saltwater damage / Schiehallion. Sp-3858A;
KM-6. Bold

reverse, muted luster on only slightly grainy surfaces, light chatter on face. With original
certificate from the salvor. NGC #5938865-005. Estimate: $600-$900.

259. Sydney, Australia (under Great Britain), gold sovereign, Victoria (young head),
1876-S, St. George type, NGC UNC details / saltwater damage / Schiehallion. Sp-3858A;

Choice details with muted luster and barely grainy surfaces. With original certificate from the
salvor. NGC #5938865-006. Estimate: $600-$900.

KM-6.

260. Sydney, Australia (under Great Britain), gold sovereign, Victoria (young head),
1876-S, St. George type, NGC AU details / saltwater damage / Schiehallion. Sp-3858A; KM-

6. Muted luster, slightly grainy surfaces, light marks only. With original certificate from the salvor. NGC

#5938865-007. Estimate: $600-$900.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

Consign to our Auction #30
November 2021
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Douro, sunk in 1882 off Cape Finisterre, Spain

261. Brazil (Bahia mint), gold 6400 reis, María I and Pedro III, 1784-B, no dot after REGES, NGC MS 64+ / Douro

Treasure, finest known in NGC census. Gomes-24.09a; Russo-489; KM-199.1. Highly lustrous, with full rims and sharply struck details, very

unusual as a “finest known” example coming from a shipwreck other than 1715 Fleet. Pedigreed to Spink’s (London) The Douro Treasure auction
of November 1996, with pieces of original lot-tag 51. NGC #5859725-002. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

262. Great Britain (London, England), gold sovereign, Victoria (young head), 1853,

WW in relief. Sp-3852C; KM-736.1. 7.98 grams. Lustrous UNC with light marks on obverse as
usual. With Sedwick certificate from 1998. Estimate: $400-$600.
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Mexico Silver Cobs
Charles-Joanna, “Early Series”

263. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer R, PLVS in rounded panel, PCGS XF45. Nesmith6c/6a; Cal-115; S-M1; KM-16. 13.40 grams. A good example of the last of the rounded panel coins to be minted before the use of a rhomboid panel,
all Latin lettering including the assayer R mark, retrograde N on both sides, some doubling at 11 o’clock on pillars side but otherwise full
legends and lovely inner details. PCGS #41450966. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

265. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 real, Charles-Joanna, “Early
264. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer P to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oPo),

Series,” assayer P to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oPo),
left-leaning panel, HISPANIE and REG/X in legend, ex“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550), rare, NGC AU details / environmental damage, ex-Bevill (stated on label) Plate Coin.

Nesmith-26 for type; Cal-123; S-M4; KM-17. 13.63 grams. One of only three
known for this exact die-variety and an early type with HISPANIE
and REG/X along with the unusual and ornate stops between words
in the legends (not found on later HISPANIARVM coins), some corrosion on outer edges not affecting the full legends. From the “Golden
Fleece wreck” (ca. 1550), with Sedwick photo-certificate from 2018, and
pedigreed to the James Bevill collection (Sedwick Auction 23, lot 689),
plated (Fig. 1.7) on page 15 of his book The Paper Republic (2009).
NGC #5932104-001. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

left-leaning panel, rare. Nesmith-24d; Cal-91; S-M4; KM-7. 3.20 grams.
Hard-to-find denomination in the Early Series coinage, a later type
from this assayer with the use of HISPANIARVM and mascles as stops
between words in legends (a lesser example can be found in the A.N.S.
collection), XF with almost-full legends and nice inner details, minor
corrosion around edges. Estimate: $500-$750.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Charles-Joanna, “Late Series”

266. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late
Series,” assayer A to left, mintmark M to right (A-M), NGC
AU 53, ex-“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550). Nesmith-62 for type; Cal 132;
S-M6; KM-18. 13.4 grams Beautifully centered and darkly toned with full,

clear legends and inner details on a somewhat oversized flan, scarce
assayer-mintmark combination and rather decent for a shipwreck
example. From the “Golden Fleece wreck” (ca. 1550), stated on special
label. NGC #4333276-020. Estimate: $600-$900.

269. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late
Series,” assayer O to right, mintmark oM to left (oM-O).
Pretty XF example
with lots of contrast between bright highlights and dark crevices, some
doubling but most of legend visible, a decent coin from this assayer,
the last of the “Late Series” coinage. Estimate: $300-$450.

Nesmith-110b; Cal-138; S-M10; KM-18. 13.31 grams.

270. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late
Series,” assayer O/L to left, mintmark oM to right (O/L-oM).

267. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late
Series,” assayer G to right, mintmark oM to left (oM-G).
Nesmith-54a; Cal-127; S-M5; KM-18. 13.27 grams. Very rare variety from this
assayer with small o above mintmark M (only two others known, both
inferior examples in the Banco de Mexico collection), broad-flan XF
with virtually full legends and outer borders. Estimate: $500-$750.

Nesmith-106 type; Cal-139, S-M10; KM-18. 13.69 grams. Very rare overassayer
with none known to Nesmith in this denomination and first we have
seen, a choice VF example with nice toning around details, some loss
of metal on one edge, overall very well struck unlike most coins from
assayer O (more typical of L). Estimate: $400-$600.

271. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 real, Charles-Joanna, “Late
Series,” assayer A to right, mintmark M to left (M-A), exJones (Plate Coin). Nesmith-56; Cal-68; S-M6; KM-9. 3.31 grams. Decent

268. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late
Series,” assayer G to right, mintmark M to left (M-G). Nesmith50c; Cal-81; S-M5; KM-18. 13.63 grams. Dark but choice (AU), struck on a
large flan with fully legible legends, nicely toned highlights. Estimate:
$400-$600.

example of a non-toned VF with clear, full legends and interiors. Pedigreed to the Dr. Peter Jones collection, plated on page 96 of his book The
First Coins of the Americas (2020). Estimate: $300-$450.

272. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 real, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Series,” assayer R to right, mintmark M to left (M-R), exJones. Nesmith-68; Cal-70; S-M7; KM-9. 3.37 grams. Rather untoned and

shiny, slightly off-center VF with mostly legible legends. Pedigreed to
the Dr. Peter Jones collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
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273. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 real, Charles-Joanna, “Late

274. Mexico City, Mexico, copper 4 maravedís, Charles-

Series,” assayer S to right, mintmark M to left (M-S), very
rare, ex-Jones. Nesmith-76; Cal-67; S-M8; KM-9. 3.16 grams. From the

Joanna, “Late Series,” no assayer (assayer-G period), M to
right on obverse, king’s name as CAROLVS, rare, ex-Jones.

rarest assayer of the “Late Series” coinage, deeply toned Fine with bold
assayer to right of full shield, some legend visible, a couple edge-splits
and heavy diagonal scratch (old) on pillars side. Pedigreed to the Dr.
Peter Jones collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

Nesmith-7 for type; Cal-26; S-M5; KM-3.3. 5.69 grams. Mostly legible legends

and interiors, some softness of strike but with great contrast (fields
black, details coppery), M mintmark on obverse only, broad-flan Fine
overall. Pedigreed to the Dr. Peter Jones collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

Shield Type

275. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer F
, quadrants of cross transposed (very rare). S-M12; KM-43; Cal-

277. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer F

665. 27.60 grams. Good full cross and shield, much legend despite weak

(pre-1607). S-M12a; KM-44.1; Cal-881. 27.37 grams. Beautifully toned,

areas due to uneven thickness, full oMF and king’s ordinal II, very late
style that is good for comparison with known Philip III pieces and
very rare with transposed quadrants, AVF with light toning in crevices.
Estimate: $500-$750.

broad-flan VF+ with choice full shield and cross-lions-castles, full oMF
and denomination 8 and most of GRATIA in legend (where date would
appear in later issues), diamond-shaped ornaments in legend that are
characteristic of Philip III. Estimate: $250-$375.

276. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer

278. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer

F. S-M12; KM-43; Cal-664. 26.83 grams. Full shield and cross, crude flan

F. 26.73 grams. Choice full shield and cross, clear oMF and bottom of

Consign to our Auction #30
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at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

(unevenly thick), bold assayer F and clear bottom half of king’s ordinal
II, nicely toned VF. Estimate: $200-$300.
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king’s ordinal with diamond-shaped ornament, beautifully toned VF.
Estimate: $200-$300.

279. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1607F, very rare, NGC XF details / holed, finest and only example

in NGC census, ex-Rudman. S-M15; KM-unl; Cal-871. 26.87 grams. Whatever their purpose or origin of concept, almost all Mexican 8 reales

Royals are perfectly struck on full, evenly thick and perfectly round planchets, and this one is no exception, with nice light toning over natural
surfaces showing only honest high-point wear and no damage apart from the customary hole at top (aligned axis as usual). This piece, a diematch with Lázaro #34 (rated R3), is further distinguished as being the first dated crown of the New World, unlikely to be improved-upon
as the only example graded by NGC and a virtual tie with both the Lázaro specimen (which has a Guatemala countermark) and one sold by
Hess-Divo in October 2004 (lot 1299), as well as the unobtainable Vidal Quadras y Ramón specimen (#8169), all of which are finer than
the F.C.C. Boyd specimen (Superior, June 1975, lot 1933) that was crudely holed over the date, any other examples besides these five being
unknown to us. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. NGC #2789248-002. Estimate: $15,000-up.

280. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (161)2F, rare. S-M17; 281. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1614/3F, rare. S-M17;
KM-44.3; Cal-897. 27.26 grams. Bold full 2 (Z) of date with clear 1 preced-

ing (only the second example we have offered), full denomination 8,
full but partially weak crown and shield and cross, unevenly-thick Fine
with dark toning on obverse only. Estimate: $200-$300.

KM-unl (44.3 for type); Cal-Type 162. 26.89 grams. Full and clear 14/3 of date
(missing in Banco de Mexico collection) and oMF, bold full shield and
cross, non-toned AVF with minor marks here and there. Estimate:
$250-$375.

282. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1653P. S-M19; KM-45;
Cal-1356. 27.24 grams. Massive flan with choice bold (full) date and oMP,

good full shield and cross, nicely toned AVF, uneven thickness as usual
(and with small old test-cut in one point), with peripheral flatness as
a result. Estimate: $400-$600.
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283. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (17)11(J), rare.
S-M22; KM-47; Cal-1397. 26.00 grams. Bold

11 of date at very edge, clear
denomination 8 outside of nearly full shield, the cross also nearly full,
weakly struck Fine with tannish surfaces (low contrast). Estimate:
$250-$375.

284. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1713(J). S-M22; KM-47;
Cal-1400. 27.09 grams. Bold date and oM (the latter doubled), but about

90% of the rest of the coin flat (both sides, as made), the struck-up
parts no worse than Fine for actual wear, lightly toned. Estimate:
$200-$300.

285. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1714J, NGC AU details / environmental damage, ex-1715 Fleet
(designated on special label). S-M22; KM-unl; Cal-1367. 26.39 grams. This important coin bears the distinction of being the only true Royal 8
reales known from the 1715 Fleet (as opposed to a “pseudo-Royal” on a non-round flan struck with Royal dies, featured as lot 5336 in Bowers
& Ruddy’s February 1977 auction), and it is one of only four fully round examples known, the others being: Calbetó (1970) #707; Lázaro
(1996) #69; and lot #230 of the Hidalgo auction of September 2002. Curiously, all the five known examples (including the pseudo-Royal)
are struck from the same obverse die married with three different reverse dies (two with upright flower at top in reverse legend and one with
the flower in an X-shaped orientation). The current specimen is a full die-match with the Lázaro piece (X-shaped flower). Fortunately, the
shipwreck provenance did not result in much corrosive loss on the surface of the present piece, although the reverse is a bit more darkly toned,
and the entire shape of the coin is intact and fully detailed, including the rims (not to mention it has no hole or plug like most Royals). It
should also be noted that the sharply tidy design of these 1714 Royals is clearly the beginning of a new style that continued into 1715 and
cannot be confused with any prior dates (despite some overdate rumors stemming from some minor die-chips around the 4 on the obverse
die). While GOLD Royals clearly rule the top of the pile, this coin is the ultimate SILVER coin from the 1715 Fleet! From the 1715 Fleet,
and pedigreed to the Superior auction of August 1983 (lot 912). NGC #2789248-011.
Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.

286. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (171)5(J). S-M22; KM-47; Cal-1402.
25.06 grams. Oblong flan with about 75% peripheral flatness as made but clear 5 of
date and technically no worse than AVF for actual wear, very lightly toned, somewhat
scarce as non-salvage. Estimate: $200-$300.
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287. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1730/28/5R/D, PHILIPPVS V over LVDOVICVS I, unique, NGC
AU 58, ex-Rudman (stated on label), Lázaro Plate Coin. S-M24; KM-R47a; Cal-1384. 26.94 grams. This is a coin for the ages, perfectly
struck with even pressure throughout, resulting in full sharp details on a completely round and evenly thick flan graced with ideal cabinet toning, no flaws or damage at all, lacking even the typical hole or gilding, the only justified exclusion from Mint State being an apparent lack of
luster. Exceptional condition aside, this coin is perhaps most important for its unique date/assayer combination and obvious over-punchings
in date, assayer and king’s name, stretching back five years and demonstrating how infrequently these gems were made. It should be noted
that the over-assayer on this coin actually does not represent a change of personnel, as the actual working assayer behind the D mark (proven
to stand for the monastery of the Holy Desert of Mount Carmel, which had inherited ownership of the office of assayer upon the death of
assayer Gerónimo Becerra in 1677, according to research by Jorge Proctor) was none other than José de Rivas Angulo, who claimed his own
assayer-mark R in 1729. The basic design was virtually unchanged since 1715, both in silver and gold, and it can be said that Mexico found
its highest level of production quality with these Royals, this 1730 piece notably issued just after the 1728 decree to change to a completely
new “pillar dollar” design and the dawn of full machine production in 1732. Needless to say, this is the finest and only example in the NGC
census, and it is unlikely there will ever be another. Anyone with the wherewithal to acquire this gem should not miss this opportunity to try.
Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet, Plate Coin #87 (p. 139) of Lázaro’s Los Redondos de Lima, Méjico y Potosí (1996). NGC
#5935001-001. Estimate: $35,000-up.
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288. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer O
below denomination oIIII (not visible) to right, mintmark
oM to left. S-M11; KM-36; Cal-503. 12.78 grams. Choice full crown and

289. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer O
below mintmark oM to left, denomination o-IIII to right.
S-M11; KM-36; Cal-505. 13.43 grams. Superb for the grade (AXF), with fully

bold legends, also nice full shield and cross, full oM to left and O to
right (denomination not visible), XF with contrasting toning on fields,
hint of surface porosity. Estimate: $200-$300.

detailed shield and crown and cross, also much legend, bold oMO, all
with attractively contrasting toning on fields. Estimate: $250-$375.

290. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Philip II, assayer F/O

below mintmark oM to left, denomination oIIII to right, very
rare. S-M12; KM-unl (36 for type); Cal-unl (Type 158). 13.68 grams. Very broad

flan with some peripheral flatness but nearly full crown in addition
to choice interiors (shield and cross), the oMF/O clear but weak (first
we have seen or heard of ), XF. Estimate: $200-$300.

291. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales Royal (galano), 1682L, unique, NGC VF details / plugged, finest and only example
in NGC census. S-M21; KM-unl; Cal-487. 13.08 grams. High-quality examples of Mexican cobs of Charles II are nearly non-existent, as the

general production was on very crude flans (mostly odd-shaped), often with very little detail showing, let alone any part of a date. The very
few known Royals, however, are the exception, as (like all Mexican Royals) they bear full and even details on perfectly round and broad flans.
Trouble is, where do you find one? In over 30 years of record-keeping we have only ever seen or heard of seven coins of the type (dated 1670,
1676, 1679/8, 1682, 1689, 1691/0 and 1695, all unique, only two of which appear in the NGC census), truly one of the rarest of all Mexican
types. This 1682 example is quite attractive, with very bold details set off by contrasting toning on the fields, no doubling or minting flaws,
just honest wear, the only apparent damage being a typical hole at top (nearly aligned axis) that was expertly repaired (but not to the point of
deception). Whether this coin goes to a trophy collector, type collector or date collector, no one with the wherewithal to buy it has an excuse
not to bid on it. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. NGC #2789252-016. Estimate: $15,000-up.
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292. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales Royal (galano), 1713J, unique, NGC XF details / plugged, finest and only example

in NGC census. S-M22; KM-unl; Cal-unl. 13.47 grams. In stark contrast to the regular production issues, this Royal is perfectly evenly struck on

a broad flan with no doubling or weakness anywhere, beautifully toned and lacking any significant marks or wear (relatively high grade) except
for an expertly repaired hole at the bottom (medal-aligned axis), as is customary for Royals. This is the final date of a generally heavy-handed
style (those of 1714 and especially 1715 onward having very sharp and crisp details instead), giving it a charmingly old and rustic look that
appeals particularly to cob collectors, although this unique piece would certainly be a highlight in any collection of Mexican rarities or general
world-coin trophies. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. NGC #2789252-017. Estimate: $15,000-up.

293. Mexico City, Mexico,
cob 4 reales Royal (galano),
1721J, unique. S-M22; KM-unl;

A beautiful
coin, the only example known to
us (and in fact unlisted in Calicó),
but typically holed at bottom and
with reverse fields cut away to
emphasize the cross-and-tressure
(a nearly 2-gram loss), otherwise XF and richly old-toned.
Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman
Numismatic Cabinet. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

Cal-1071. 11.73 grams.

294. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, 1730R. S-M24; KM-40a;
Choice full cross, off-center obverse with bold
date and oMR, thick and sharply cut flan, lightly toned VF. Estimate:
$150-$225.
Cal-1090. 13.68 grams.
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295. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, 1731/0F. S-M26; KM-

Full oMF and date with clear 1/0 overdate,
nearly full cross, Fine with uneven dark toning and peripheral flatness,
light Malay-script graffiti on obverse. Estimate: $200-$300.
40a; Cal-1093. 13.22 grams.

296. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 reales Royal (galano), 1613F, denomination z, unique, NGC VF details / holed, finest and
only example in NGC census. S-M17; KM-unl; Cal-unl. 6.20 grams. The dated Philip III Royal 2 reales of Mexico are the earliest known and
are extremely rare as a type (the entire type not even listed in Calicó), with only three dates known to us (each one unique): 1610 (which was
mis-cataloged in VQR as a 1R), 1613 (this coin) and 1615/4 (sold in our Auction 28 just last year). Curiously, the date on the present coin
shows a definite 6/6 and 1/0, and the last digit 3 is also over something undiscernible but unlinkable to a previous die anyway since 1610 is
the earliest date known to still exist. Like the other dates, this coin shows two interesting spelling errors, PHILLIPPVS (two L’s) and HISPANIARVN; but even more interesting is the fact that only this example shows the denomination as an Arabic 2 (actually a “z”) as opposed to a
Roman numeral II. Typically struck on a very broad, thin flan (resulting in an edge-split) that extends past the outer border in most places, all
details full and bold and coated in a rich old toning, the expected hole (somewhat crude) at bottom (medal-aligned axis). Needless to say this
is the only coin of its type at NGC, and it is likely to stay that way. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. NGC #2789249-007.
Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

297. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 real Royal (galano), 1715J,
very rare. S-M22; KM-unl; Cal-465. 2.77 grams. Broad, thin flan with full
but partially faint legends (weak strike), full interior details, tiny hole
at top, non-toned AVF. While other specimens are known, this 1R
Royal is far more elusive than 1/2R examples. It is also interesting to
note that this issue lacks an inner border on the obverse, for whatever
reason. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of September 2004, with original
lot-tag 418 (trimmed). Estimate: $800-$1,200.

298. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano), 299. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano),
1716J.

1715J, rare, NGC XF 40, finest known in NGC census. S-M22;
KM-R24; Cal-191. 1.65 grams. Beautifully toned and choice strike, all
details full and even without any doubling or damage, particularly
significant and desirable as unholed (extremely rare thus). Pedigreed
to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. NGC #2789284-002. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

S-M22; KM-unl (R24 for type); Cal-192. 1.56 grams. Lovely AXF
with full details and contrasting toning, typical tiny hole at top, trace
of surface porosity. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet.
Estimate: $400-$600.
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300. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano), 304. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano),
1717J, rare.

S-M22; KM-unl (R24 for type); Cal-193. 1.71 grams. Fully
detailed AXF with contrasting toning, light brown and off-white
sediment in crevices, including inside a small, round pit (drilled) just
above the end of the left arm of the cross, but otherwise unholed and
rare thus. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. Estimate:
$400-$600.

1722/0J, rare. S-M22; KM-unl (R24 for type); Cal-201. 1.34 grams. VF with

nice contrast from toned fields, full details, holed at top, interesting
offset overdate 722/720. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic
Cabinet. Estimate: $400-$600.

305. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano),
1722/0J, rare. S-M22; KM-unl (R24 for type); Cal-201. 1.64 grams. Bold VF,
full details including offset overdate 722/720, particularly rare without

301. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano), hole but with evidence of mount removal at top on edge. Pedigreed to
the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. Estimate: $500-$750.

1718J, rare. S-M22; KM-unl (R24 for type); Cal-194. 1.54 grams. Bold XF
with lightly toned satin fields, small but slightly crude hole at very edge
(1 / 11 o’clock). Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet.
Estimate: $400-$600.

306. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano),
1723J, rare.

S-M22; KM-unl (R24 for type); Cal-203. 1.73 grams. Fully
detailed XF with hint of luster, holed at top. Pedigreed to the Isaac
Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. Estimate: $500-$750.

302. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano),
1719J, rare, ex-Santa Rosa de Lima. S-M22; KM-R24; Cal-197. 1.70
grams. Fully detailed XF with contrasting toning, possible overdate 9/8,
crude hole at top and a couple tiny punchmarks. Pedigreed to the Isaac
Rudman Numismatic Cabinet and to the Santa Rosa de Lima collection
(Sedwick Auction 18, lot 532). Estimate: $600-$900.

307. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano),
1724D, Philip V, rare. S-M22a; KM-unl (R24 for type); Cal-unl (Type 51).
1.66 grams. Fully detailed VF with deeply toned fields, evidence of
mount removal on edge but particularly rare without hole. Pedigreed
to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. Estimate: $500-$750.

303. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano),
1720J, rare. S-M22; KM-R24; Cal-198. 1.40 grams. Broad-flan VF with
full details, crude hole at top and old scratches (horizontal) on obverse. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. Estimate:
$400-$600.
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308. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano), 1724D, Louis I, very rare, NGC VF 30, finest known in NGC

census. S-M23; KM-unl; Cal-4. 1.69 grams. Broad flan (extending past the outer border in places) with all details bold and full and richly toned,
rare as a type (Louis I) but extremely rare without a hole. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. NGC #2789284-013. Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.

309. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano), 311. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano),
AXF
with full and bold details, particularly the king’s name LVDOVICVS,
also with trace of Philip V monogram showing around new Louis I
monogram, nicely toned, crudely holed at top. Pedigreed to the Isaac
Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1727/5D, very rare, NGC VF 30, finest and only example
in NGC census. S-M23a; KM-unl (R24 for type); Cal-205. 1.34 grams.

310. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano),
1725D, Philip V, extremely rare, NGC F 15, finest known in
NGC census. S-M23a; KM-unl (R24 for type); Cal-unl (Type 51). 1.57 grams.

312. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal (galano),
1729/8R/D, extremely rare. S-M24; KM-unl (R24 for type); Cal-unl (Type

1725D, Louis I, very rare.

S-M23; KM-unl; Cal-5. 1.52 grams.

Slightly off-center strike but with full details and nicely toned on fields,
extremely rare both for the type (as some 1725’s are Louis I) and for
the fact that it is unholed. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic
Cabinet. NGC #2789284-015. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

Very deeply toned all over, with typically choice, bold and full details,
the overdate clear but not noted on label (still the only 1727 in the
NGC census anyway), particularly rare without a hole. Pedigreed to the
Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. NGC #2789284-017. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

51). 1.22 grams. VF+ with choice full details, the overdate and overassayer quite evident (first example we have encountered), contrastingly
toned, typically holed at top, slightly off-center reverse. Pedigreed to
the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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Arturo (Arthur) Rosenheim, 1962-2020
Arthur discovered his passion for numismatics at the age of 10 when his grandfather gifted him three gold
coins. In 1974, at the age of 12, Arthur became one of the youngest members to join the Sociedad Numismática del Perú. In addition to coins, Arthur enjoyed collecting banknotes. By his late twenties he had accumulated
a significant Peruvian banknote collection and sold it to the Banco Nacional de Lima, which was forming one
of the most important banknote collections in Peru. Soon after that, Arthur moved to Miami, Florida, and
started a business and a family, raising two sons, Isaac and Jaime. In his last decade, Arthur returned to active
collecting, attending numismatic conventions in the U.S. and Peru as well as Europe, and amassed one of the
best collections of Lima and Potosí cobs we have seen in many years. In 2017 Arthur began his battle with
cancer until his passing on February 19, 2020. Your legacy will live on, dear friend... we will miss you.
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Lima Silver Cobs
Early Pillars Type
313. Lima, Peru, 4 reales, Philip II, assayer R (large) to left, motto PL-VSVTR, legends HISPA / NIARVM. S-L1; KM-10.1; Cal-495. 12.44 grams. Broad-flan XF

with much legend and choice full central details, bold assayer (large R), nicely toned
but with trace of surface porosity, hairline edge-split. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

314. Lima, Peru, 4 reales, Philip II, assayer R (small) to left, 316. Lima, Peru, 4 reales, Philip II, assayer R (small) to left,
motto PL-VSV-L, legends HISPA / NIARVM.

motto PL-VSV-T, legends HISPA / NIARVM. S-L1; KM-10.1; Cal-

S-L1; KM-10.1;

Bold VF with choice centers (weaker legends, albeit
with clear king’s ordinal II), contrasting toning over old porosity, bold
assayer (small). Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$800-$1,200.

Broad flan that extends past the outer border
containing choice full crown and full legends, choice full inner details
except for some doubling on the pillars side, clear assayer R (small),
nicely toned XF with faint surface porosity, hairline edge-split. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

495. 12.48 grams.

Cal-495. 12.39 grams.

315. Lima, Peru, 4 reales, Philip II, assayer R (small) to left,

motto PL-VSV-L, legends HISPA / NIARVM, ex-Jones (Plate
Coin). S-L1; KM-10.1; Cal-495. 13.23 grams. Typically round AVF with

317. Lima, Peru, 2 reales, Philip II, assayer R (large) to left,
motto PL-VSV-L, legends HISPA / NIARVM. S-L1; KM-8; Cal-333.

nearly full legends and well-detailed crown, full but doubled shield and
pillars (centers a bit weak), the former with clear assayer R (small) to
left, spotty toning, hairline edge-split, no corrosion (scarce to see these
close to full weight). Pedigreed to the Dr. Peter Jones collection, plated
on page 127 of his book The First Coins of the Americas (2020), and to
the UBS auction of March 2007, with original lot-tag 249. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

6.38 grams. Very broad, thin, oblong flan with full crown and much

bold legend (particularly the king’s name), full but partially weak and
slightly doubled interiors, clear assayer (large), nicely toned over light
surface porosity, XF for actual wear. Estimate: $400-$600.

318. Lima, Peru, 2 reales, Philip II, assayer R (small) to
left, motto PL-VSV-L, legends HISPA / NIARVM. S-L1; KM-8;
Cal-333. 6.65 grams. Very bold full interior details (pillars and shield)
with clear assayer R (small), some legend including king’s ordinal II,
VF with nicely contrasting toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $400-$600.
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319. Lima, Peru, 1 real, Philip II, assayer R to left, motto PL-VSVL-T, legends HISPANIA

/ NIARVM. S-L1; KM-6; Cal-209. 3.17 grams. Sharply detailed VF+ with contrasting toning, light old
marks and slight surface porosity, well struck on a small-ish flan yet with decent legends nonetheless
(including bold PHILIP). Estimate: $300-$450.

320. Lima, Peru, 1/2 real, Philip II, assayer R to left, legends HISP / ?. S-L1; KM-3; Cal-115.
1.64 grams. Bold full central details and some bold legend including full PHILIP, VF with some dark,

contrasting toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

321. Lima, Peru, 1/2 real, Philip II, assayer R to left, legends HISP / ?. S-L1; KM-3; Cal-115.
1.63 grams. Broad-flan VF with contrasting toning, full inner details and some bold legend including
king’s name, hairline edge-split. Estimate: $200-$300.

322. Lima, Peru, 1/4 real, Philip II, assayer R (large) to left, rare. S-L1; KM-1; Cal-94. 0.53 gram. Broad flan that is fully intact (especially rare thus) despite typical porosity, most of legends bold and full in addition to the centers, contrastingly toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Shield Type

323. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de la 325. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de la
Torre, *-8 to left, P-oD. S-L4; KM-14; Cal-654. 27.25 grams. Deeply
toned AXF with typically choice full details, no doubling or flat spots,
desirable quality. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

Torre, P-8 to left, *-oD to right. S-L4; KM-14; Cal-655. 27.32 grams.
Broad, round flan with bold full crown and most of legends despite
a couple weaker areas due to variation in thickness, VF with trace of
doubling to left of shield, faintly toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

326. Lima, Peru, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de la
324. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de la Torre, P-4 to left, *-oD to right. S-L4; KM-11; Cal-501. 13.35 grams.
Torre, P-8 to left, *-oD to right. S-L4; KM-14; Cal-655. 27.04 grams.

Broad-flan VF+ with some bold legend and nearly full crown, nice
full shield and cross despite some old scratches on the latter, attractively toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$400-$600.

AXF with nicely contrasting toning, choice full details despite a couple
areas of uneven thickness, no doubling, very attractive. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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329. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de

327. Lima, Peru, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de
la Torre, P-4 to left, *-oD to right.

la Torre, *-ii to left, P•D to right. S-L4; KM-9; Cal-338. 6.74 grams.

S-L4; KM-11; Cal-501. 13.41

Small-flan VF with bold full interior details (bottom of shield slightly
doubled) contrasted with darkly toned fields, some legend and most
of crown. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$200-$300.

grams. Very broad flan with choice full crown, much legend and nice
AXF interior details despite surface porosity, contrasting dark toning.
Estimate: $250-$375.

328. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de la 330. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de la
Torre, *-ii to left, P-oD to right. S-L4; KM-9; Cal-338. 6.71 grams.

Torre, P-ii to left, oD-* to right. S-L4; KM-9; Cal-341. 6.80 grams.

Perfectly round XF+ with nearly full legends and choice inner details,
the cross-lions-castles particularly sharp and somewhat lustrous (albeit
very slightly doubled), traces of light toning. Estimate: $200-$300.

Broad flan with full crown and much legend, full but partially weak
interiors with some granular surfaces (as made), lightly toned AVF overall. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

331. Lima, Peru, 1 real, Philip II, assayer X below mintmark P to right, very rare. S-L3; KM-unl; Cal-210. 2.85 grams. Very bold full
P-X to right of full and finely detailed below nearly full crown, choice full cross, odd-shaped flan, slightly porous XF with contrasting toning,
only the third example we have offered. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

332. Lima, Peru, cob 1/4 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de la Torre, P to left, * to right of castle. S-L4; KM-2; Cal-101. 0.73 gram.
Lightly toned XF (no corrosion) with nice full interiors despite doubling on castle side, both crowns nearly full. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
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“Star of Lima” Type

333. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, “Star of Lima,” 1659V, L-*-M in center, 8-V to sides. S-L5; KM-18.1; Cal-1247. 27.33 grams. Thick and
chunky flan (small diameter) with bold full pillars-and-waves with clear •8-V• to left and right and L*M (below two dots) above 1659 date
in center, nice full cross-lions-castles, much better strike than usual but with legends off the flan, VF with toning in crevices. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

Pillars and Waves

334. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1684V, ex-Association (1707). 335. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1684V. S-L6; KM-24; Cal-589. 27.56
Full and well-centered pillars-andwaves and cross, two full dates (desirable first date of type), three
mintmarks and assayers, VF details with very light toning, practically
corrosion-free. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection and to the
Association (1707). Estimate: $600-$900.

S-L6; KM-24; Cal-589. 27.52 grams.

grams. Very large, thin, odd-shaped flan with full but partially flat pillars
and cross, two dates including “84” below cross (actually 684 but with
the 8 doubled over the 6), three mintmarks and assayers, some legend
including full PERV, nicely toned Fine, desirable first date of type.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $600-$900.

336. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1685R, NGC VF 25. S-L7; KM-24;
Cal-590. 27.00 grams. Compact flan with choice full pillars-and-waves
and cross, particularly bold crown, two full dates, gorgeous old toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4425884-011.
Estimate: $500-$750.
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337. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1686R, NGC VF 25. S-L7; KM-24;

339. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1688R, NGC VF 35.

S-L7;

Broad flan, full pillars and cross but with much
flatness, deep old toning, two dates including a clear 86 below cross
(in contrast to the three-digit dates we see on 1684 and 1685 only).
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4459361-008.
Estimate: $500-$750.

KM-24; Cal-593. 26.70 grams. Full and well-centered pillars and cross,
two dates, three mintmarks and assayers, some peripheral flatness but
overall choice, toned around details. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. NGC #4459361-005. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

338. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1687R. S-L7; KM-24; Cal-592. 26.99

340. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1688R. S-L7; KM-24; Cal-593. 27.28

grams. Off-center pillars and cross enabling three clear dates (the two

grams. Broad flan with good full cross and pillars, two dates, nicely
toned VF with hairline edge-splits and small spot of horn silver on left
side of cross. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$600-$900.

Cal-591. 26.40 grams.

interior dates quite bold), also one-and-a-half assayers and mintmarks,
AVF with very deep, dark toning for contrast. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $600-$900.

341. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1689V, very rare. S-L8; KM-R24 for Type. 27.24 grams. Typically broad, round and uniformly
thick flan with full interior details, two full crowns and much legend including full LIMA and PERV, VF with lightly gilt fields and small
hole at top of pillars / left of cross, different dies from the single specimen in Lázaro (#5) but with same one-dot ornament at top. Pedigreed
to Sedwick Auction 3 (lot 442), with photo-certificate. Estimate: $6,000-up.
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342. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1689V. S-L8; KM-unl; Cal-582. 27.40

345. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1692V, NGC VF 35. S-L10; KM-

grams. Superb full cross (both lions 100%) and full pillars-and-waves,

24; Cal-597. 27.20 grams. Good full pillars-and-waves with dot ornament
at top, also good full cross, two bold dates and three assayers, lightly
toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4459361007. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

one-and-a-half dates and mintmarks, two bold assayers, attractively
toned VF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$500-$750.

343. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1690R. S-L9; KM-24; Cal-595. 27.31
grams. Choice full cross and pillars-and-waves, the latter with bold
four-petal flower ornament at top (as opposed to a dot like on other
specimens), two bold dates, two assayers, AVF with deep, contrasting
toning, a few light old scratches, scarce. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

346. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1693V, NGC VF 30, exSellschopp. S-L10; KM-24; Cal-598. 27.40 grams. Full pillars and cross
but peripherally flat and very slightly doubled in centers, one-and-ahalf dates, two bold assayers and mintmarks, lightly toned all over,
desirable pedigree. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection and to
the Sellschopp collection (Swiss Bank Corp. auction of September 1988,
lot 169). NGC #4459361-009. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

344. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1691R. S-L9; KM-24; Cal-596. 27.16
grams. Full pillars-and-waves with four-petal flower ornament at top
(not a dot), full but off-center cross, two dates (the 1 within the pillars an oversized I), toned VF with some light old scratches, scarce.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

347. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1694M. S-L11; KM-24; Cal-599. 27.05
grams. Broad, thin flan with very bold and 100% full pillars-and-waves

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

and cross-lions-castles, two full dates, three mintmarks and assayers,
full (doubled) LIMA in legend, VF+ with attractive toning on fields,
overall rather choice. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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348. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1695R, very rare, NGC VF details / edge filing, cleaned, finest and only

example in NGC census. S-L12; KM-unl; Cal-587. 26.49 grams. Nicely toned, fully round and even in thickness as expected but with minor
doubling on both sides and the pillars side slightly off-center, exceptionally rare as unholed, die-match with Lázaro #11 (rated R4) and proof
that it actually does have a dot above the denomination (holed there in the Lázaro example). NGC #5940510-011. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

349. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1695R. S-L12; KM-24; Cal-600. 27.24 351. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1697H. S-L13; KM-24; Cal-603. 27.31

grams. Round flan with full but partially weak pillars and cross (the latter

grams. Good full pillars and cross, two dates, three mintmarks and as-

slightly off-center), two bold dates and mintmarks, attractively toned
VF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

sayers, VF, toned all over. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $500-$750.

350. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1696H, NGC XF 45. S-L13;

352. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1698H. S-L13; KM-24; Cal-605. 27.08

KM-24; Cal-601. 27.20 grams. Uneven flan but with clearly high grade
details in the nearly full pillars-and-waves and cross, two dates, deeply
toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4459365007. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

grams. Good full cross and nearly full pillars-and-waves (very slightly

doubled) with dot ornament at top (as opposed to a flower ornament
on other specimens, e.g., Calbetó #273), VF+ with faint luster and
traces of dark encrustation in crevices, and sprinkled with small but
well-defined chopmarks on both sides as from circulation in Asia.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $350-$500.
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353. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1699R, ex-1715 Fleet, ex-

356. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1701H, ex-1715 Fleet. S-L15;

Glendining. S-L14; KM-24; Cal-606. 26.93 grams. Odd shape with pro-

Full pillars-and-waves with bold full date
and assayer (dot ornament at top), good but off-center cross, two mintmarks, darkly toned and choice overall but with light surface porosity
and old scratches, AXF otherwise. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection and from the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $400-$600.

KM-24; Cal-608. 24.37 grams.

trusion in slightly crude edge (as made), good but off-center full cross
and pillars-and-waves, two dates, lightly toned VF+ with practically
no corrosion despite its 1715-Fleet origin, which greatly adds to this
coin’s appeal. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection and from the
1715 Fleet, pedigreed to the Glendining auction of April 1972 (lot 148).
Estimate: $600-$900.

357. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1701H. S-L15; KM-24; Cal-608. 26.93
grams. Low-contrast AVF with full pillars-and-waves (dot ornament
354. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1699R, NGC VF 30.

at top) and cross, two assayers and three mintmarks. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

S-L14;

KM-24; Cal-606. 26.41 grams. Bold full pillars and (off-center) cross, two

dates, toned fields, four-petal flower ornament at top (as opposed to
a dot on other examples, e.g., Calbetó #274). Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. NGC #4488416-004. Estimate: $500-$750.

358. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1702H, ex-1715 Fleet, ex-

KM-24; Cal-607. 25.81 grams. Bold full date and assayer within full pillars-

Eidel. S-L15a; KM-34; Cal-1273. 25.23 grams. Oblong flan with full
pillars-and-waves (dot ornament at top) and cross (partially weak),
two dates and parts of all three mintmarks and assayers, AVF with
areas of light surface corrosion and small dark stains, desirable provenance. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection and from the 1715
Fleet, pedigreed to the Charlie Eidel collection (our auction 20, lot 488).
Estimate: $400-$600.
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355. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1700H, ex-1715 Fleet. S-L15;
and-waves with dot ornament at top, good full cross with second bold
assayer to right, off-center strike with flat peripheries (otherwise XF),
lightly toned with some dark horn silver as expected, desirable provenance. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection and to the 1715
Fleet. Estimate: $500-$750.
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359. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1704H. S-L15a; KM-34; Cal-1276. 363. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1718M. S-L20; KM-34; Cal-1290.

26.84 grams. Choice XF with full but slightly doubled pillars-and-waves

26.64 grams. Full and well-centered pillars and cross but peripherally

(dot ornament at top), full but off-center cross, no toning. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

flat, AVF with nice toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $400-$600.

360. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1710H. S-L19; KM-34; Cal-1283. 25.96
grams. Choice full cross, bold date within nearly full pillars-and-waves,

deep toning (good contrast), Fine with old scratches. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

364. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1722M, NGC F 12. S-L20; KM-34;
Cal-1296. 26.77 grams. Broad flan with bold centers but flat peripheries,

cross-shaped five-dot ornament at top, attractively toned. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4488416-003. Estimate:
$500-$750.

361. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1714/3M. S-L20; KM-34; Cal-1286. 365. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1723M. S-L20; KM-34; Cal-1297.

26.51 grams. Broad flan with full pillars-and-waves (three-dot ornament at top) and (slightly doubled) cross, two full dates (both with
clear overdate), scratched Fine with contrasting toning around details.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

26.80 grams. Full and well-centered pillars with very bold full date,

large but incomplete cross with partial second date below, Fine with
darkly toned fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

366. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1731N, NGC XF 45. S-L21;

362. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1718M. S-L20; KM-34; Cal-1290.
26.98 grams. Perfectly centered strike with aligned (medal) axis following

oval shape of flan, with bold full pillars and cross, five-dot ornament
(cross-shaped) at top, lightly toned VF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $600-$900.
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Full and well-centered cross and pillars
(with single-dot ornament at top) but peripheries flat, bold full date,
low-contrast toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC
#4459365-006. Estimate: $500-$750.

KM-34a; Cal-1305. 26.00 grams.

367. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1738N. S-L21; KM-34a; Cal-1313. 371. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1740V. S-L22; KM-34a; Cal-1317.
26.17 grams. Good centers (and well-centered strike) but extensively flat

26.55 grams. Comparatively broad flan with flat peripheries but nice

peripheries, nice rich toning, small edge-split, About Fine. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

centers including clear date and assayer, attractively toned About Fine
for actual wear. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$300-$450.

368. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1739(N or V). KM-34a; Cal-Type
162. 27.69 grams. Chunky flan (small and thick) with bold full date and
nice centers but flat peripheries, deeply toned VF+ for actual wear.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

372. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1741V. S-L22; KM-34a; Cal-1320.
27.40 grams. Bold full cross and pillars with prominent date, possible

V/N over-assayer at bottom-left, cross-shaped five-dot ornament at top,
contrastingly toned VF+. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $400-$600.

369. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1739V, NGC VF 35. S-L22; KM34a; Cal-1315. 26.7 grams. Chunky flan with nearly full pillars-and-waves
and cross (somewhat lightly struck), two assayers, low contrast toning.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4459365-009.
Estimate: $500-$750.

373. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1741V. S-L22; KM-34a; Cal-1320.
26.98 grams. Choice full cross and full pillars with cross-shaped fivedot ornament at top, bold date and two assayers, lightly toned AXF,
part of edge slightly crude (as made). Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

370. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1740/39V, rare. S-L22; KM-34a;
Cal-1316. 27.68 grams. Choice full pillars and cross (both well centered),

374. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1742V. S-L22; KM-34a; Cal-1321.

full date with clear overdate and three assayers, VF with lovely dark toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $400-$600.
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26.56 grams. Chunky flan with nearly full cross (bold) and pillars,

two dates and three assayers, AXF with traces of surface corrosion
and dark spots. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$400-$600.

379. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1745V, rare. S-L22; KM-34a; Cal-

375. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1742V. S-L22; KM-34a; Cal-1321.

27.04 grams. Full and well-centered pillars and cross but peripheries
flat, faintly toned VF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $400-$600.

1325. 26.90 grams. Bold date and assayer, one full pillar, nice center of
cross, peripherally flat on a chunky flan, Fine+ with dark and contrasting toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$400-$600.

376. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1742V. S-L22; KM-34a; Cal-1321.
27.07 grams. Crude and chunky flan with most of pillars and cross in

380. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1746V, rare. S-L22; KM-34a; Cal-

technically high grade (lightly rainbow-toned XF), bold cross-shaped
five-dot ornament at top. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $400-$600.

1327. 26.36 grams. Nearly full and well-centered cross and pillars, full
date and assayer, toned VF with light surface porosity. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

377. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1743V, rare. S-L22; KM-34a; Cal-

Chunky flan with crude cross, full and clear date,
FE- of king’s name in legend, nicely toned Fine+ with much flatness,
very scarce. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$350-$500.

1322. 27.30 grams. Good

cross (nearly full), clear date on crude pillars
side, crude peripheries with old scuff-marks, Fine with dark, contrasting
toning, first example we have offered of this rare date. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

381. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1748(V or R). KM-44; Cal-Type
60. 27.10 grams.

382. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1750R, very rare. S-L23; KM-44;
378. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1744V, rare. S-L22; KM-34a; CalChoice bold date and assayer on pillars side, the
cross nice but off-center, with flat peripheries, dark and contrasting
toning, Fine+. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$400-$600.

1323. 27.40 grams.
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Cal-446. 27.07 grams. Typically chunky flan with good center of cross
but uneven pillars side, full 75 and top of 0 of date (very rare, in
fact missing in Calbetó and only the second we have offered), lightly
toned AVF for actual wear. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $350-$500.

387. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1685R. S-L7; KM-21; Cal-342. 6.92

383. Lima, Peru, cob 4 reales, 1686R. S-L7; KM-23; Cal-461. 13.20
grams. Broad flan with choice full cross and nearly full (slightly doubled)

pillars-and-waves, two bold full dates and assayers, some peripheral
flatness, choice VF with contrasting toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $600-$900.

grams. Broad flan with edge-crack, bold full pillars-and-waves and crosslions-castles, three dates, deeply toned VF with light old scratches in
flat periphery. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$250-$375.

388. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1686R. S-L7; KM-21; Cal-343. 6.26

384. Lima, Peru, cob 4 reales, 1710H, rare. S-L19; KM-33; CalChoice, full and well-centered pillars-and-waves
and cross with one bold date and assayer and mintmark plus parts of
others, VF+ with minor spots of horn silver and tiny crescent-shaped
chopmarks. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$500-$750.

1029. 13.35 grams.

grams. Good full cross and one full pillar (slightly off-center), bold date
and two bold mintmarks, prominent dot ornament at top, VF+ with
contrasting toning, light old scratches and tiny edge-split. Pedigreed to
the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

389. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1687R. S-L7; KM-21; Cal-344. 6.24
385. Lima, Peru, cob 4 reales, 1740V. S-L22; KM-33A; Cal-1051.

grams. Bold full cross and pillars, two dates, VF+ with flat and slightly
porous peripheries, contrastingly toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

13.18 grams. Chunky Fine with nearly full pillars showing bold date,

spotty toning, minor old scrapes. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

390. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1689V. S-L8; KM-21; Cal-346. 6.64
386. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1684V. S-L6; KM-21; Cal-341. 6.56
grams. Exceptionally choice full cross-lions-castles, full but cruder pillars
with bold date and assayer and both mintmarks, VF with deeply toned
fields, first date of issue. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $300-$450.

grams. Broad flan with full but doubled pillars and cross, bold date,
three assayers, nicely toned AVF with light surface porosity. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $175-$250.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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391. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1692V, NGC VF 35. S-L10; KM-

395. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1701H. S-L15; KM-21; Cal-359. 5.38

21; Cal-349. 6.64 grams. Very broad flan with choice full pillars and cross

grams. Full pillars-and-waves, full but doubled cross, two dates, three
assayers and mintmarks, mostly non-toned XF with tiny edge-splits.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

(both well centered) but flat peripheries, two dates, two+ mintmarks,
no toning, fully XF in our opinion. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. NGC #4216471-013. Estimate: $350-$500.

396. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1705H. S-L15a; KM-32; Cal-716. 5.76

392. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1692V. S-L10; KM-21; Cal-349. 6.32

grams. Choice full pillars-and-waves and (slightly off-center) cross, three
mintmarks, high grade (XF) but slightly porous, no toning. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

grams. Very bold full pillars with bold full date and both mintmarks,

the cross doubled and off-center, mostly flat peripheries, VF with
contrasting toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $175-$250.

397. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1706R.
393. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1697H.

S-L13; KM-21; Cal-355.

6.40 grams. Broad flan with choice full cross and pillars, full crown at

top and four-petal ornament at 7 o’clock in pillars-side legend plus
CARO(LVS) on other side, two dates, three mintmarks and assayers,
VF+ with deeply toned fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

S-L16; KM-32; Cal-717.

6.32 grams. Full pillars-and-waves (the tops of the pillars particularly
choice) with bold full date, full but partially weak cross with second
full date below, three mintmarks and assayers, VF+ with patchy dark
toning tinged with green. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.

398. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1717M. S-L20; KM-32; Cal-730. 5.30
grams. Choice full cross, full but off-center pillars-and-waves (slightly

394. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1699R. S-L14; KM-21; Cal-357. 6.67
grams. Deeply toned XF with full but partially flat pillars-and-waves

and cross, bold date and both assayers on pillars side, CAR- of king’s
name on other, minor edge-split. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $175-$250.

doubled), two dates and mintmarks, three assayers, richly old-toned
VF, tiny notch in edge and possibly lightly clipped long ago. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

399. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1725M, Louis I, very rare. S-L20a; KM32a; Cal-19. 5.52 grams. Neat shape with two points (also broad and thin), full
pillars with bold date and two clear assayers, cross side off-center but thereby
showing full third assayer just inside (LVDOV)IC(VS), only the second example we have ever offered, About Fine with contrasting toning. Pedigreed to
the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $400-$600.
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400. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1726/5M, unique overdate. 402. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales Royal (galano), 1729N, very
rare. S-L21; KM-unl; Cal-705. 6.03 grams. First and only example we
have seen, crudely holed and gilt (flaking off in places), with full
central details but no legends, some black spots, no worse than Fine+
for actual wear. With Sedwick photo-certificate from 2019. Estimate:
$750-$1,100.

S-L20b; KM-unl (32 for type); Cal-unl (Type 100). 6.27 grams. Very broad flan
with full pillars and cross but flat peripheries, two edge-splits, three
assayers, but most important is the full date with very clear overdate,
the first example we have seen or heard of, Fine with contrasting toning. Estimate: $250-up.

403. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1732/1N, very rare.

401. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1728N. S-L21; KM-32; Cal-741. 6.00

grams. Uneven strike with full and bold horizontal arms of cross and

right pillar, bold date, nicely toned VF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $175-$250.

S-L21;

KM-unl (32a for type); Cal-unl (Type 100). 5.80 grams. Odd shape and rather
worn (VG) but with full assayer and date with clear overdate (only the
second we have seen or heard of ), partial second date below off-center
cross, unevenly toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.
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Potosí Silver Cobs
Shield Type

404. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer L (1st

405. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (1st
period), rare. S-P4; KM-5.1; Cal-672. 27.02 grams. XF+ with finely de-

period), very rare, ex-Witte Museum. S-P3; KM-5.1; Cal-670. 26.34
grams. Typically broad flan with choice full shield below full crown,
much bold legend and assayer L below small mintmark P, the cross
also full but crudely doubled and surface-pitted, overall VF with
dark, contrasting toning in crevices. Curiously, neither Sellschopp
nor Paoletti has this exact variety (deep tressure dimples, D,G versus
DEI,GRATIA, no lower crown-loop), as it is indeed quite rare. Pedigreed to the Witte Museum collection (Ponterio auction of August 1989,
lot 1288). Estimate: $800-$1,200.
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tailed full shield (slightly doubled on right side) and cross, clear P-B
and denomination o-VIII, broad and round flan with regrettably flat
peripheries but still fully matchable with Sellschopp #147 (which is
much smaller in size), no toning. Estimate: $350-$500.

406. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer C below
erasure, very rare, ex-Karon. S-P5; KM-5.1; Cal-671. 26.86 grams.

409. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (4th
period), NGC AU details / rev spot removed, ex-Madonna
(stated on label). S-P12; KM-5.1; Cal-672. 27.26 grams. Broad flan with

Typically large flan with choice full shield (sharply detailed) and cross
(slightly doubled), most of crown and some legend, AXF with nice
light toning, tiny hole at top of shield next to edge-split plus smaller,
cruder hole inside plug near right end of cross, desirable pedigree.
Pedigreed to the Paul Karon collection (Ponterio auction of March 1990,
lot #8) and to the Cayón auction of February 2012 (lot #96). Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

much legend and full (slightly doubled) interior details, some luster
(hence the grade), low-contrast, small dark spot on reverse. Pedigreed
to the J. Madonna Collection. NGC #5931957-001. Estimate: $200$300.

410. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th

407. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (3rd

period). S-P10; KM-5.1; Cal-672. 26.70 grams. Choice full cross and shield,
nearly full crown and some legend, XF with light toning in crevices,
bold P-B and denomination o-VIII. Estimate: $300-$450.

period). S-P14; Cal-672. 27.26 grams. Good full shield and cross, bold
full P-B and denomination o-VIII, nearly full crown and some legend,
well-centered VF with no toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

408. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (4th

411. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th

period). S-P12; KM-5.1; Cal-672. 26.63 grams. Choice full shield, good
but doubled full cross, full P-B and denomination o-VIII, most of
crown but peripheries mostly flat, attractively toned AXF with edgesplits and old scratches. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $250-$375.

period). S-P14; Cal-672. 26.69 grams. Bold P-B, full but somewhat weakly
struck shield (doubled) and cross, much legend and crown, Fine with
encrustation in crevices, interesting subtype with “alien-head” lions.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
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412. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer R
(curved leg). S-P15; KM-10; Cal-912. 27.36 grams. Broad flan with very
bold full P-R and denomination o-VIII flanking a choice full shield
below nearly full crown, good full cross (slightly doubled), AXF with
dark toning in crevices, a few light old scratches. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

413. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer R
(curved leg).

Bold assayer, good
full cross and shield (both doubled, the latter more so), most of king’s
name and ordinal in legend, VF+ with a few dark streaks. Pedigreed to
the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
S-P15; KM-10; Cal-912. 27.33 grams.

414. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer R
(curved leg). S-P15; KM-10; Cal-912. 27.20 grams. Very round flan with
choice full shield and cross for the grade (AVF), contrasting toning,
P-R a bit muddled from doubling, full denomination o-VIII. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

415. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer Q. S-P17;

Very bold full assayer, full but centrally
weak shield and cross, nearly full but doubled crown, Fine+ with
contrastingly toned fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.

KM-10; Cal-916. 26.51 grams.

416. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer M/Q,
rare. S-P18; KM-10; Cal-918. 27.28 grams. Full P-M/Q (the over-assayer
quite clear), choice full shield and cross, flat and crude peripheries,
VF with nice toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $250-$375.

417. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)18PAL, rare.

S-P20;

Bold full assayer and 8 of date, also full
denomination o-VIII, the cross and shield full but with edge-crack
at top, natural bubble-hole at bottom of shield / left of cross, and the
entire shield surface-corroded, otherwise VF. Estimate: $300-$450.

KM-10; Cal-922. 26.04 grams.

418. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1619(T). S-P21; KM-10; Cal-927.
27.27 grams. Oblong flan with good full shield topped with unusual

crown (nearly full) with bold “jewels” (dots) and prominent lower
loop, also full date outside of full but doubled cross, VF with spots of
dark horn silver. Estimate: $200-$300.
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419. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1619T, quadrants of cross

421. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1628P/T, rare. S-P25; KM-19a;

transposed. S-P21; KM-10; Cal-928. 27.29 grams. Full (long) tail of 9 of
date outside of nice full cross with bottom-right quadrant doubled,
bold full shield (slightly doubled at bottom) with bold full P+T, XF
with some toning on fields. Estimate: $200-$300.

Cal-1448. 26.42 grams. Bold 16 and 8 of date outside good full cross with
characteristic “flat” lions, choice full shield with clear P•P/T to left,
XF+ with gunmetal toning all over. Estimate: $250-$375.

422. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)29T, denomination
420. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1622/1T (unique overdate),
lions and castles transposed in shield and cross. S-P21a; KM-unl
(19 for type); Cal-Type 327. 26.87 grams. Bold full 16Z of date with bottom half of final Z/I visible (first example we have seen), bold full P+
above weak assayer, choice full cross and shield but no legends hence
king’s ordinal not visible but most likely Philip III, nicely toned VF+.
Estimate: $350-$500.

8, heavy-dot borders. S-P26; KM-19a; Cal-1454. 26.91 grams. Unevenly
thick flan with good full cross and (slightly doubled) shield nonetheless, bold Z9 of date and full •P•T•, VF with contrasting sediment in
crevices, coincidentally medal-axis aligned. Estimate: $200-$300.
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423. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1630T, rare, NGC AU details / plugged, Murray Plate. S-P26; KM-R19a; Cal-

Exceptionally broad flan with choice full details including legend and crown with just a hint of doubling in places, lovely
rich toning all over, choice grade and quite pretty, the obverse with dot ornaments (obverse die-match with Lázaro #94), X-shaped fleury-cross
ornament at top of reverse (no die-match in Lázaro). As stated in the introduction to the “Royal” Collection of Fine Galanos of Potosí in our last
auction, the concept of special round presentation pieces at Potosí began in 1626, during a period of abysmal quality control at the mint, but
only on an “ad hoc” basis that did not come close to producing the choice pieces that began in earnest in 1630, which is therefore considered
the true “first date” and highly sought as a result. Pedigreed to the Millennia collection (Goldberg auction of May 2008, lot 933), and Plate Coin
on page 222 of Glenn Murray’s Guía de las Cantidades Acuñadas, Cecas de Potosí y Lima (2016). NGC #5932410-001. Estimate: $10,000-up.

1379. 27.00 grams.
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427. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1636(T or TR), NGC VF

424. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T, cross-

let-cross ornaments (1630-1).

20, finest and only example in NGC census. KM-19a; Cal-Type
327. 26.80 grams. Chunky (thick) flan with full and well-detailed shield

S-P26; KM-19a; Cal-Type 327. 26.22

grams. Nice full shield and cross (both slightly doubled) with nearly

and cross but flat peripheries (including, unfortunately, the assayer)
except for a 100% full (albeit weak) 36 of date, lovely old toning all
over. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4459359-003.
Estimate: $200-$300.

full +P+T+ to left and +8+ to right, the +’s actually crosslet-crosses
and appearing as stops in the legends as well, most notably after the
full king’s ordinal IIII, also with full 16 of date twice, XF with deep
toning except in center of reverse. Estimate: $175-$250.

425. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1632T, NGC VF 20, finest

428. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1636TR, rare. S-P27; KM-19a;

and only example in NGC census. S-P26; KM-19a; Cal-1457. 26.91
grams. Notably smaller (thicker) flan than the 1630-1 issues and with

bold full •P•T• to left of good full shield, the cross also full but slightly
off-center and doubled at bottom, clear 3Z of date, lightly toned,
coincidentally medal-aligned axis. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. NGC #4459367-004. Estimate: $200-$300.

Cal-unl (Type 327). 26.60 grams. Typically chunky and crude but with full
and clear denomination 8 and dot-P•TR (large), which is rare to see
along with a clear date (parts of all four digits visible), with decent
but incomplete shield and cross, AVF with edge-crack. Estimate:
$200-$300.

426. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1632T. S-P26; KM-19a; Cal-1457.

429. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1637TR, rare. S-P27; KM-19a;

26.94 grams. Thick and chunky flan (see note in previous lot) with full
6 and bottom of 3Z of date outside a full but off-center (and slightly
doubled) cross, full dot-P•T to left and •8• to right of full but doubled
shield, most of crown, crude AVF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Cal-1464. 27.46 grams. Chunky flan with full but doubled and partially
weak cross and shield, bold full P•TR• (large TR), bold bottom half
of 37 of date, Fine. Estimate: $200-$300.

430. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1643, assayer not visible,

rare.

KM-19a; Cal-Type 327. 26.81 grams. Bold and 100% full date as
“16443” (the 4 double-struck), the cross and shield bold but off-center,
richly toned Fine. Estimate: $300-$450.
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431. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1644TR, denomination
as vertical oo, very rare. S-P29a; KM-19a; Cal-1473. 26.44 grams. Full

434. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1645(?)T.

S-P30; KM-19a;

Exceptionally sharp strike (see note in lot 432)
in high grade (near AU) with full cross-lions-castles, full crown and
nearly full shield, bold P•T and •8•, bottom half of 164 of date, the
final digit weak but unlikely to be a 4 and cannot be later than 5 due
to lion style, lightly toned fields, coincidentally medal-axis aligned.
Estimate: $250-$375.

Cal-1474. 27.37 grams.

P•TR and double-ringlet denomination flanking full but doubled
shield, full but somewhat flat cross with all four digits of date fully
visible but with the two 4’s rather offset due to doubling, nicely toned
AVF for the type with crude edge as made. Estimate: $200-$300.

432. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)44T, rare. S-P30; KM-19a;

435. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1646)V, with crowned-

Cal-1472. 27.25 grams. Exceptional grade (non-toned AU) with choice
full shield and cross (peripherally doubled), full assayer T and penultimate digit 4 of date (the other 4 visible as just a sharp point to the
right), several small edge-splits. It is interesting to note that this date
marks a subtle improvement over the very crude issues of the early
1640s; some experts believe this improvement coincides with the return
of assayer T (Tapia) in this year. Estimate: $400-$600.

Cal-1479. 16.82 grams. Full and bold assayer and countermark, each rare
on its own but unprecedented together (as V coins were supposed to
be melted, not countermarked), full shield and cross with VF details
but silvery and thin from corrosive wear (probably from the Capitana),
also with open crack in edge. Estimate: $500-up.

433. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1645T. S-P30; KM-19a; Cal-1474.

436. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer R

script-G countermark on shield, extremely rare. S-P32; KM-19a;

27.04 grams. Choice full shield and cross (see note in previous lot) with

full and clear P•T and •8•, 100% full final digit 5 of date, nice VF
with some light old scratches. Estimate: $250-$375.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

(Ramírez, 1646-8) over P (Peralta, 1646-7), extremely rare,
Sedwick Plate. S-P31; KM-19a; Cal-Type 327. 23.41 grams. Bold full

P•R/P• to left of nearly full shield, most of crown above, good full
cross, richly old-toned Fine with light old marks. This was the discovery piece that resulted in the first publication of assayer R by us in
1995 in the 3rd edition of The Practical Book of Cobs, p. 51, its photo
appearing in the next edition. Plate Coin on page 104 of our Practical
Book of Cobs (4th ed, 2007). Estimate: $500-up.
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440. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer L (1st

period) to left. S-P3; KM-4.2; Cal-522. 13.01 grams. Choice full cross
and crown and shield, full P-L, VF with slight surface porosity and
darkly toned fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

437. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1649Z, with crowned-L
countermark on cross, rare. S-P34; KM-19a; Cal-1485. 16.61 grams.

Very broad, thin flan that extends past the outer border in one place
(bent), full countermark to left of full cross, clear 16 and 9 of date and
very clear P-Z, full but weak shield, Fine details with corrosive wear and
silvery surfaces (probably from the Capitana). Estimate: $300-$450.

441. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer B (2nd
period).

S-P6; KM-4.2; Cal-525. 13.47 grams. Broad-flan VF with full
shield (slightly weak in center and slightly doubled at top) and cross,
bold full P-B and denomination o-iiii, much legend and crown, attractively toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$200-$300.

438. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1650O, no countermark
(rare). S-P35; KM-19b; Cal-1488. 27.48 grams. Interesting shape (round

with four points) with full but softly struck shield and cross, full P-O
and 8-O, bold bottom half of all four digits of the date, AVF with
light scratches in center of cross, rather rare as non-salvage and noncountermarked. Estimate: $350-$500.

442. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th
period), borders of x’s. S-P14; KM-4.3; Cal-525. 13.63 grams. Choice
full shield and cross with contrasting toning, bold full P-B and denomination o-iiii, full borders, VF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $175-$250.

439. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer O (164951), no countermark (rare). S-P35; KM-19b; Cal-Type 327. 27.94 grams.

Broad flan with flat peripheries and crude edge (as made), nice full
shield and cross, bold assayer, Fine+ with toning in crevices, rather
rare as non-salvage and non-countermarked. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

443. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 161(7)M, date at 1-2
o’clock, very rare mule with P-Q-M to left of shield.

S-P19;

Good full cross with
bold 16 of date at upper right instead of upper left, nearly full shield
(well detailed but softly struck) with clear P-Q-M to left (first clear
example we have seen, and only the second overall as a previous one
was interpreted as P-O-M), lightly toned Fine+. Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-unl (9 for type); Cal-unl (Type 149). 13.18 grams.
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444. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer R (Ramírez, 1646-8),
extremely rare. S-P31; KM-17a; Cal-unl (Type 279). 10.39 grams. Nearly full shield and cross
(peripherally flat) with bold full P-R to left (one of very few examples still in existence,
as scandalous assayer R’s coins were mostly melted), with edge-split and light surface corrosion but not enough to account for such a low weight (probably debased), otherwise
Fine, with brown sediment in crevices. Estimate: $350-$500.

445. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip IV, assayer R (Ramírez, 1646-8), extremely
rare. S-P31; KM-14a; Cal-unl (Type 239). 5.25 grams. Broad, thin flan with deep crack and part of edge
bent, full cross, off-center shield, but with all-important assayer-mark very bold and full, one of
very few still extant since almost all lower-denomination Ramírez coins were melted, Fine+ with
spotty toning. Estimate: $200-$300.

446. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, Philip II, assayer R (Rincón) to right, with Lima lion
in lower-left quadrant.

Low-contrast, broad-flan VF with full
shield and cross, bold denomination I to left and weaker P-R to right, much legend including full
ISPANIARVM without initial H, late die-state details with distinctive lower-left lion that matches
punches used on Lima coins (but not La Plata), hence among the first coins at Potosí using tools
from the previous mint. Estimate: $125-$200.
S-P1; KM-2.1; Cal-238. 3.37 grams.

447. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, 1645T, rare. S-P30; KM-12a; Cal-734. 3.10 grams. Full 45 and bottom of
16 of date outside of full cross, nearly full shield with full P-T to left and king’s ordinal IIII in legend, lightly
toned VF. Estimate: $250-$375.

1652 Transitionals
448. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E, Transitional
Type IV/A. S-P37; KM-A20.4; Cal-1493. 26.44 grams. Broad, round flan
with parts of edge slightly crude (also some peripheral flatness), full
pillars-and-waves with bold F-(8)-IIII below dots at top and E-8-E
below dots at bottom, full date in legend on that side, other side with
full but slightly off-center crown and shield with A-P-(8) to left and
O-E-(52) to right, silvery VF+ with light surface corrosion. Estimate:
$300-$450.
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449. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1652E Transitional Type V/A, very rare. S-P37; KM-A20.5; Cal-1494. 28.21 grams.
Perfectly round flan with choice full details on both sides (not always the case with 1652 Transitional Royals), variety with three dots at top
and one dot above date within pillars (die-match with Lázaro #128), significantly unholed but with traces of thick old gilding all over (flaking
away in places), AXF for wear, quite impressive. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

450. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E Transitional Type
VIII/A, unique variety without REX in legend, ex-Madonna. S-P37;
KM-A20.8 var; Cal-1495 var. 27.14 grams. Broad flan with crude edge (as made)
but nearly full and somewhat Royal-like details in terms of completeness,
balance of striking pressure and lack of doubling (just a trace to right of
shield), including full 1652 date and king’s ordinal IIII in legend and choice
interiors, VF+ with light spotty toning, faint surface scuffing on shield side.
Type VIII/A is quite rare by itself, but apparently this is a unique variety
(not listed in Mastalir) without REX at the end of the shield-side legend.
Pedigreed to the J. Madonna Collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

Pillars and Waves

451. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1654E, •PH• at top,
pomegranate above cross. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1506. 26.66 grams. Attractively toned VF with bold full pillars-and-waves and cross, the latter
with choice full crown above, bold date and parts of two others, two
bold mintmarks and assayers, a very wholesome-looking coin overall.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

452. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1656E, no PH at top,
denomination above cross. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-unl (Type 335). 27.41
grams. Royal-like details on a slightly oval-shaped flan with full and

bold interior details and much legend including four-digit third date
and full PHILIPPVS IIII, all three assayers and mintmarks too, VF
with contrasting toning, edge-split. Estimate: $500-$750.
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453. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1656E, PH at top, NGC XF 45,
finest known in NGC census. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-Type 335. 27.05 grams. Somewhat chunky for the period, with bold full pillars-and-waves and full but lessbold cross (both slightly doubled), all three dates and mintmarks and assayers
plus king’s ordinal IIII, lightly toned all over, currently the best of four entries
at NGC. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4459367-003.
Estimate: $350-$500.

454. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1658E, •-pomegranate-• at top on both sides, NGC AU details / holed.
S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1520. 25.51 grams. Die-match with Lázaro #157, impressively broad and fully detailed as is typical for this date, with wellcentered and perfectly even strike, rich old toning, inevitably holed at top of cross / left of pillars but desirably high grade. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection (stated on label). NGC #5935499-001. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

455. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1658E, pomegranate 456. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1658E, pomegranate above
above cross, quadrants of cross transposed (very rare). S-P37a;
First example we’ve handled of this very
rare transposition error, the cross-castles-lions and pillars-and-waves
full and choice but slightly doubled, two dates, three mintmarks and
assayers, deeply toned VF with hairline edge-split. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $1,000-up.

KM-21; Cal-1521. 27.94 grams.

cross. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1520. 27.26 grams. Broad flan with good full
pillars-and-waves and cross, two interior dates plus bottom of 16 in
legend, three mintmarks and assayers, bold (P)ERV, AVF with blacktoned fields. Estimate: $350-$500.
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457. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1658E, denomination 8
above cross (rare). S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1522. 27.58 grams. Round flan
with minimal legends but bold interior details including full pillarsand-waves and cross (minor weak spots), clear •8• above cross (rarer
variety for this date), two dates, three mintmarks and assayers, wellcentered Fine. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$250-$375.

458. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1659E. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1523.
25.22 grams. Choice full cross, full but off-center pillars-and-waves

with two clear dates on that side, three mintmarks, contrastingly
toned Fine+. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$250-$375.

460. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1664E. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1528.
24.95 grams. Oblong flan with partially crude edge (possibly lightly
shaved long ago), choice full cross and full pillars-and-waves (wellcentered strike), bold date and assayer and two mintmarks, attractively
toned VF. Estimate: $250-$375.

461. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1665E. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1531.
27.66 grams. Choice full cross, full but crude pillars-and-waves, nicely
toned Fine with peripheral flatness and slightly crude edge (as made).
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

462. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1666E, date as 66 between
pillars and 666 below cross. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1532. 27.33 grams.
459. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1663E.

S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-

Broad flan with full pillars and (doubled) waves,
full but partially flat cross, three dates (scarce) and mintmarks, Fine+
with contrasting toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $300-$450.

1527. 27.59 grams.

Choice full cross and pillars-and-waves with full crown above, all well
centered, both dates bold as are two mintmarks, three assayers, deeply
toned AVF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$300-$450.

463. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1667E, Charles II. S-P37b;
KM-26; Cal-698. 26.20 grams. Full and well-centered pillars-and-waves
and (slightly doubled) cross, two dates, three mintmarks and assayers, nicely toned AVF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $250-$375.
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464. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1668E, NGC XF 40, finest
known in NGC census. S-P37b; KM-26; Cal-699. 25.01 grams. Full pillarsand-waves (right pillar 100% detailed) with bold date and mintmark, two
assayers, full but slightly off-center cross with bold second mintmark and
part of king’s name in legend, lightly toned, with edge-split and corrosion
near edge, currently the best of three entries at NGC. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4459363-003. Estimate: $350-$500.

465. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1669/8E, rare, NGC VF details / holed. S-P37b; KM-unl (R26 for type); Cal-664.
26.37 grams. Broad flan with metal extending beyond the outer border in places (slightly off-center strike), the legends and inner design all
full and well struck, deeply toned around details, the expected hole placed perfectly in the second O of POTOSÍ (top of cross on other side),
and the overdate appearing only (but clearly) in the three-digit date below cross (not mentioned on NGC label), that side (only) a die-match
with Lázaro #181 but the pillars side (without pomegranate at top) apparently not listed. NGC #5940510-001. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

466. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1669E. S-P37b; KM-26; Cal-700. 467. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1670E, NGC VF 35. S-P37b;
26.31 grams. Broad, thin flan that extends past the outer border, with full

but off-center pillars-and-waves and full but partially flat cross, three
dates and mintmarks, lightly toned Fine+ with edge-split. Pedigreed to
the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

Bold full pillars (slightly doubled on left)
and waves, full but slightly off-center cross, two dates and mintmarks
and assayers, nicely toned with touch of surface pitting near edge on
both sides. Pedigreed to the Espinola collection (stated on label). NGC
#5845198-007. Estimate: $250-$375.

KM-26; Cal-701. 26.35 grams.
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468. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1670E. S-P37b; KM-26; Cal-701. 26.83
grams. Good full cross and pillars-and-waves with bold date and mintmark,

peripheral flatness and slightly crude edge (as made), mostly deeply toned, VF.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

469. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1671E, NGC XF details / holed. S-P37b; KM-R26; Cal-667. 27.91 grams. Broad flan
with choice full inner details and full legends, lightly toned and with only the faintest of doubling (well struck), the small hole at edge placed
perfectly inside the O of CAROLVS (right of cross), die-match with Lázaro #186. NGC #5940510-002. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

470. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1673E, NGC F 15. S-P37b; 471. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1674E. S-P37b; KM-26; Cal-705.
KM-26; Cal-704. 27.05 grams. Chunky flan with full cross and pillars (the

tops particularly well detailed), bold date and assayer, lightly toned over
slightly porous surfaces. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
NGC #4435028-003. Estimate: $250-$375.

23.82 grams. Great full cross and full pillars-and-waves with three dates
and assayers, richly toned AVF, lightly clipped. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
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472. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1675E. S-P37b; KM-26; Cal-706.
27.34 grams. Broad flan but crude strike with much flatness, full pillars

and (bold) waves, off-center cross, bold date, deeply toned About Fine
with two edge-splits. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

473. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1677E, NGC VF 20. S-P37b;
KM-26; Cal-709. 27.60 grams. Broad

flan with flat peripheries, good full
pillars with bold date, denomination, mintmark and assayer, the cross
also full and with bold second assayer, richly toned all over. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4459368-003. Estimate:
$300-$450.

474. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1678E. S-P37b; KM-26; Cal-711.
27.25 grams. Great full pillars-and-waves with bold date, the cross also

full but doubled and weaker with second bold date below, lightly toned
AVF with large natural crack in edge. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

475. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1679C, rare, NGC VF details / plugged, finest and only example in NGC

census, ex-Tan. S-P38; KM-R26; Cal-675. 25.84 grams. Very broad flan with choice full details including legends, well struck and attractively toned,
the plugged hole to right of cross / about 2 o’clock on pillars side well done but not deceptive, die-match with Lázaro #199 (rated R3). Pedigreed to the Patrick Tan collection (Triton auction of January 2011, lot 1465), as stated on label. NGC #5940510-003. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.
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476. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1680V. S-P39; KM-26; Cal-717.

479. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1684V+VR(?). S-P40; KM-26;

27.62 grams. Toned but low-contrast VF with 100% full pillars-and-

Cal-724. 27.74 grams. Broad flan, full but partially weak pillars-and-waves
and cross, choice full crown, one clear date and parts of both others,
two bold mintmarks, bold assayer V at top right and weaker VR at
bottom left (the R-component not 100% certain), toned VF. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $300-$450.

waves and cross, two dates and mintmarks and assayers, well-centered
strike. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250$375.

477. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1682V, NGC VF 30. S-P39;
KM-26; Cal-720. 26.85 grams. Roundish flan with full pillars-and-waves
and cross, three assayers, rich old toning, CARO(LVS) and (PO)TOSI
in legend. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4435033008. Estimate: $300-$450.

478. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1684V. S-P39; KM-26; Cal-722.

480. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1684VR. S-P40; KM-26; Cal-725.
27.33 grams. Three clear dates, good full cross, off-center pillars above

100% full waves, trifle doubling and flatness, toned AVF. Pedigreed to
the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $300-$450.

27.63 grams. Broad flan with crudely cracked edge (as made), wellcentered full pillars-and-waves and cross (both partially weak), twoand-a-half dates and mintmarks and assayers, full POTOSI, nicely
toned AVF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$200-$300.

481. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1685VR, ex-Association
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(1707). S-P40; KM-26; Cal-726. 26.93 grams. Round flan with three 100%
full dates (rare thus), full pillars-and-waves and most of cross, lightly
toned and corrosion-free Fine. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection and from the Association (1707). Estimate: $400-$600.
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482. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1685VR. S-P40; KM-26; Cal- 483. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1686VR. S-P40; KM-26; Cal-727.
Round flan with slightly crude edge (as made) with
natural crack, full but partially weak pillars and cross, two clear dates
and assayers on pillars side, toned AXF for actual wear. Pedigreed to
the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

726. 26.24 grams.

26.83 grams. Bold date, mintmark and assayer on pillars side with bold
waves and full pillar-tops, most of cross, but only About Fine overall
with much peripheral flatness, toned in crevices. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

484. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1687VR. S-P40; KM-26; Cal-729.
27.07 grams. Thick, compact flan with full pillars-and-waves and off-

center cross, two dates (“887” between pillars due to doubling), full
king’s name and ordinal, toned AVF with spots of orange encrustation
and verdigris. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$250-$375.

485. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1688VR, rare, NGC VF details / holed, finest and only example in NGC
census. S-P40; KM-R26; Cal-684. 26.19 grams. Attractively toned and fairly well struck (minimal doubling) on a slightly smaller flan, slightly off-

center pillars (legend not 100% on that side), the small hole placed at bottom of cross, about 5 o’clock on pillars side, die-match with Lázaro
#223. NGC #5940510-004. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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486. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1688VR. S-P40; KM-26; Cal-730.
27.76 grams. Full and well-centered cross and pillars with very bold date,

VF+ with flat spots but nicely toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

487. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1688VR. S-P40; KM-26; CalToned AVF with full waves and tops of pillars, full
but partially weak cross with bold date below. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

730. 27.78 grams.

488. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1689VR, NGC VF 35. S-P40;
KM-26; Cal-731. 26.75 grams. Good full pillars-and-waves with two dates
and mintmarks and assayers, off-center cross with full king’s name,
richly toned (darker near edge). Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4435033-009. Estimate: $350-$500.

489. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1690VR, NGC XF details / holed. S-P40; KM-R26; Cal-686. 26.19 grams. Broad
flan with full legends and choice inner details enhanced by contrasting toning, no doubling, crudely holed to left of cross / about 7 o’clock on
pillars side, old scratches on lions and castles, probably same dies as Lázaro #227 (rated R3). NGC #5940510-005. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

490. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1690VR. S-P40; KM-26; CalFull pillars (slightly off-center) with bold date and
two assayers despite flatness, the cross even flatter but with part of
king’s name and ordinal in legend, toned Fine. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
733. 27.16 grams.
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491. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1691VR, rare, NGC VF details / holed. S-P40; KM-R26; Cal-687. 26.68 grams.
Choice, full, bold details with lovely contrasting toning, well centered and with no doubling save a slight chatter on the cross side, with neatly
drilled hole at bottom of pillars and cross, die-match with Lázaro #229 (and arguably superior to his published example). Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection (stated on label). NGC #5935499-002. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

492. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1691VR, NGC VF 35. S-P40;
KM-26; Cal-734. 27.2 grams. Chunky

flan (fat in middle) with great full
pillars-and-waves and cross, three assayers and mintmarks, lovely toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4459359-009
(extra-thick slab). Estimate: $350-$500.

493. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1692VR, ex-Association

(1707). S-P40; KM-26; Cal-735. 26.83 grams. Full pillars-and-waves and
cross with full king’s ordinal II, three mintmarks, two-and-a-half dates
and assayers, lightly toned VF+ with a couple dark spots but practically
no corrosion. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection and from the
Association (1707). Estimate: $400-$600.

494. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1695VR. S-P40; KM-26; Cal-738.

25.56 grams. Interesting shape with parts of edge rather crude (as made),
good full cross, 100% full right pillar, bold date, two mintmarks and
three assayers, AVF with black-toned fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.
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495. Potosí, Bolivia, cob
8 reales Royal (galano),
1696VR, NGC VF details / holed, finest and
only example in NGC
census. S-P40; KM-R26; CalNearly full
legends and choice full inner
details (no doubling, cross
side off-center), with lovely
toning all over, typical hole
at top of pillars / left of cross,
die-match with Lázaro #235.
NGC #5940510-006. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.
692. 26.64 grams.

496. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1696VR, NGC VF 30. S-P40;
Impressive detail all over, with full cross
and pillars-and-waves (doubled at top), all three dates and mintmarks
and assayers, richly toned, with natural edge-crack, attempted square
hole to left of cross (in waves on other side). Pedigreed to the Espinola
collection (stated on label). NGC #5845198-008. Estimate: $250-$375.
KM-26; Cal-739. 26.85 grams.

497. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1696VR. S-P40; KM-26; Cal739. 26.84 grams. Full

and well-centered pillars and cross, two assayers
and clear date, lightly toned Fine. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

498. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1698F, NGC VF details / holed, rev damage. S-P42; KM-R26; Cal-694. 26.69 grams.
Boldly struck on a smallish flan with about 50% legends, minimal doubling, attractively toned, with strange waffle pattern on upper-left castle
(apparently a punch applied to the surface long ago), holed at about 1 o’clock on cross side / 8 o’clock on pillars side, die-match with Lázaro
#237. NGC #5938548-003. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.
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503. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1701F. S-P42; KM-26; Cal-747.
499. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1698F. S-P42; KM-26; Cal-744.
26.96 grams. Squarish flan with choice full details on both sides (pillars-

and-waves and cross), including three bold dates and mintmarks,
two assayers, non-toned VF+ with trace of surface pitting near edge.
Estimate: $350-$500.

500. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1699F, ex-1715 Fleet. S-P42;
KM-26; Cal-745. 25.45 grams. Two bold dates, full but doubled pillars and

cross, deeply toned Fine with light surface porosity and large natural
edge-crack. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection and from the
1715 Fleet. Estimate: $250-$375.

25.18 grams. Crude strike (doubled, mostly flat) on a chunky flan but
with bold date and assayer, contrastingly toned About Fine, light surface porosity. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$200-$300.

504. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1704Y, NGC VF 30, finest
and only example in NGC census.

S-P43a; KM-31; Cal-1539. 26.8

grams. Choice cross, doubled pillars on a chunky flan with blue-gray
satin toning, three dates (rare thus) and two full assayers. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4435034-007. Estimate:
$350-$500.

501. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1700F. S-P42; KM-26; Cal-746.
25.87 grams. Choice full pillars-and-waves with bold full date and

two assayers, the cross also full with bold mintmark to left, slightly
crude edge (as made), Fine+ with toned fields, scarce date. Estimate:
$250-$375.

505. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1705Y, NGC VF 20, finest
and only example in NGC census. S-P43a; KM-31; Cal-1540. 27.30
grams. Full pillars with bold date, bold center of cross, flat peripheries
(chunky flan), deeply toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4435026-008 (extra-thick slab). Estimate: $300-$450.

502. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1700F. S-P42; KM-26; Cal-746.
24.77 grams. Full but doubled pillars with bold date (tooled) and two

assayers, choice full cross with bold full date below, About Fine with
contrastingly toned fields, very light surface porosity. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.
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506. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1706Y. S-P43a; KM-31; Cal-1541. 510. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1708Y, NGC F 15. S-P43a;
22.94 grams. Doubled but bold, with two dates and mintmarks, good

tops of pillars and most of cross, contrastingly toned VF. Pedigreed to
the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

KM-31; CT-868. 27.30 grams. Chunky flan with two sharp points, bold
date and clear assayer within doubled pillars, nearly full cross, lightly
toned, second finest of just two in NGC census behind the previous
lot. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4459359-013
(extra-thick slab). Estimate: $250-$375.

507. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1707Y. S-P43a; KM-31; Cal-1542.

27.76 grams. Chunky flan with crude strike (doubled) but clear date,
technically no worse than VF with contrasting toning. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

511. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1709Y. S-P43a; KM-31; Cal-1545.
27.21 grams. Full pillars-and-waves with clear date and assayer and two

mintmarks, full but slightly doubled cross, all a bit crude as usual but
with contrasting toning, About Fine and scarce. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

508. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1708/7Y, very rare. S-P43a;
KM-unl (31 for type); Cal-unl (Type 176). 24.02 grams. Chunky flan with two

dates, the one below the bold cross showing clear 8/7 overdate (only
the second we have seen in almost 40 years), toned Fine. Pedigreed to
the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

512. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1710Y.

S-P43a; KM-31; Cal-

1546. 26.07 grams. Quite chunky as usual for this period (this date very
scarce), with clear date within nearly full pillars, full assayer to right
of nearly full cross, About Fine with dark toning in crevices. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
509. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1708Y, NGC VF 35, finest
known in NGC census.

Good
full pillars-and-waves and cross, two full dates and part of a third, bold
assayer, toned in crevices. Pedigreed to the Espinola collection (stated on
label). NGC #5845198-009. Estimate: $250-$375.
S-P43a; KM-31; CT-868. 26.54 grams.
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513. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1713Y, error without 7 in legend date, very rare, NGC VF details / holed,

finest and only example in NGC census. S-P43a; KM-R31; Cal-1485. 25.73 grams. Rather broad flan (in stark contrast to the chunky regular
issues), with full crowns and legends, full but weaker and slightly doubled interiors, the date in legend dramatically omitting the 7 entirely
(mentioned on label), with tiny hole at about 7 o’clock on the pillars side / 11 o’clock on the cross side, die-match with Lázaro #257 (which
also lacks the 7 in the date, rated R4). NGC #5940510-007. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

514. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1713Y, NGC VF 25, finest
and only example in NGC census. S-P43a; KM-31; Cal-1549. 27.30
grams. Chunky flan with flat peripheries but most of pillars and cross,

clear date, lightly toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
NGC #4459362-005 (extra-thick slab). Estimate: $300-$450.

515. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1715+16Y, unique. S-P43a;
KM-unl (31 for type); Cal-unl (Type 176). 25.57 grams. Two clear dates with
715 on pillars side and 716 below cross, the first and only example
we have seen or heard of (hence an important discovery piece), wellcentered Fine with good full cross and pillars, nicely contrasting toning.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $1,000-up.

516. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1716Y, NGC VF 30, finest
and only example in NGC census. S-P43a; KM-31; Cal-1552. 27.75
grams. Bold full pillars with clear date, full but slightly off-center cross

with second date below, chunky flan with flat peripheries, contrasting toning. Pedigreed to the Espinola collection (stated on label). NGC
#5845198-010. Estimate: $250-$375.

517. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1717Y. S-P43a; KM-31; Cal-1553.
26.74 grams. Chunky flan with four points (two of them sharp) and

edge-split, bold date over waves, second date below doubled cross,
crude Fine with contrasting toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.
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518. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1719Y, rare, NGC VF details / holed. S-P43a; KM-R31; Cal-1491. 27.04 grams. Very
broad flan that extends beyond the outer border in places, the legends full but slightly doubled, good full inner details (a few weak spots),
attractively toned all over, die-match with Lázaro #264 (R3), who notes backwards N’s (bold in ANO on this coin) and “condor” ornaments
in legends and elsewhere, crudely holed to right of cross / left of pillars. NGC #5940510-008. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

519. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1719Y. S-P43a; KM-31; Cal-1555. 521. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1720Y. S-P43a; KM-31; Cal-1556.
26.95 grams. Broad but chunky flan with partially laminated edge-crack
(as made), good full cross and nearly full pillars-and-waves (right pillar
100% full), bold date (scarce), attractively toned VF+. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $300-$450.

520. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1720Y.

S-P43a; KM-31; Cal-

Chunky flan with peripheral flatness but bold full
date above waves and partial second date below doubled cross, scarce
date, nicely toned Fine+. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $250-$375.
1556. 27.32 grams.

25.22 grams. Round but chunky flan with good full pillars harboring
bold mintmark and assayer and clear date (scarce), nearly full cross with
light scrape over mintmark to left, toned AVF with minor edge-crack.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

522. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1722Y, NGC VF 35. S-P43a;
KM-31; Cal-1558. 27.31 grams. Well-centered strike with bold full pillars
and cross (peripheries flat), clear date and two assayers, lightly browntoned, top grade in NGC census. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. NGC #4459366-003. Estimate: $300-$450.
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524. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1727Y, Louis I, rare, with
Guatemala sun-over-mountains countermark (Type II,
1839) on cross. S-P43b; KM-35; Cal-50. 25.54 grams. Only VG (lightly
toned) and holed near edge but with two full dates, three mintmarks
and assayers and—most important—with full LVIS visible in legend,
the VF countermark deep and fully detailed (including die-crack).
Estimate: $500-$750.

523. Complete date-set of Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales of
Louis I (assayer Y): 1725, 1726 and 1727. S-P43b; KM-35; Cal-Type
Desirable set in that each piece has at least one
clear date and parts of king’s ordinal PR, grades averaging AVF, the
1725 and 1726 with contrasting toning in crevices, each with dealer
or auction tag for provenance. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
28. 77.69 grams total.

525. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1728M. S-P44; KM-31; Cal-1561.
26.78 grams. Chunky but choice with bold full pillars (doubled to left)
including full date and assayer and two mintmarks, the cross also full
but rather doubled, VF with nice toning all over, jagged edge as made.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $300-$450.

526. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1729M, rare, NGC VF details / plugged. S-P44; KM-R31a; Cal-1498. 27.55 grams.
Broad flan for the period and well-centered strike with most of legends, bold full interiors (cross doubled), toned in crevices, die-match with
Lázaro #276, expertly repaired hole at top of cross / left of pillars. NGC #5940510-009. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.
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527. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1731M. S-P44; KM-31a; Cal-

531. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1736E, NGC VF 30. S-P46;

Choice for the grade (Fine) with 100% full and
well-centered pillars-and-waves, the cross also full but doubled, with
two dates, three mintmarks and assayers, darkly toned fields. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

KM-31a; Cal-1571. 27.20 grams.

1564. 26.98 grams.

Broad flan for the era, with bold full
cross-lions-castles and nearly full pillars-and-waves, two dates and assayers three mintmarks, richly toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. NGC #4251254-011. Estimate: $300-$450.

528. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1733YA, rare. S-P45; KM-31a; 532. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1737E.
Cal-1567. 25.95 grams. Chunky but choice and very well centered, with
100% full pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles, two dates, three
mintmarks and assayers (desirable two-year assayer whose name was
identified by researcher Jorge Proctor in 2016 as Francisco de Yllaña),
VF+ with spotty dark toning. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

529. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1734E. S-P46; KM-31a; Cal-1569.
25.98 grams. Chunky XF with deep toning, choice full pillars-and-waves

and bold full cross, three mintmarks, clear date and assayer, hairline
edge-split. Estimate: $250-$375.

530. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1735E. S-P46; KM-31a; Cal-1570.
26.89 grams. Chunky flan with nearly full pillars-and-waves with bold

full date, second date below full cross, three assayers, lightly browntoned VF with traces of doubling. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

S-P46; KM-31a; Cal-

1573. 26.97 grams. Chunky VF with lots of detail for the era, including

100% full pillars-and-waves, full but doubled cross, three mintmarks
and assayers, bold date within pillars and 16 of date in legend, but
also with third date below cross that appears to be missing the final 7,
with contrasting brown sediment on fields and dark spot near edge.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $300-$450.

533. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1738M. S-P47; KM-31a; Cal-1576.
27.13 grams. Silvery VF with bold full cross, full pillars, two dates and

mintmarks, three assayers, typically chunky with hairline edge-split.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

534. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1739M. S-P47; KM-31a; Cal-

Choice grade (AU) on a very chunky flan with
rather bold full cross and pillars-and-waves, two dates and part of a
third in legend, no toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $250-$375.

1577. 27.20 grams.
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535. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1740M. S-P47; KM-31a; Cal-1578. 537. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1741P. S-P48; KM-31a; Cal-1580.

26.54 grams. Chunky XF with 100% full and bold pillars-and-waves
and cross-lions-castles, light toning on fields, parts of edge crudely
sheared (as made). Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

26.54 grams. Very bold and 100% full pillars and cross with two dates

and assayers, typically chunky and with parts of edge crude (as made),
VF+ with dark toning on fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

536. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1740P/M, unique. S-P48; 538. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1742P. S-P48; KM-31a; Cal-1581.
Chunky flan with
notch in edge (as made), bold full pillars-and-waves with two dates on
that side (bold 40 in legend) and full P/M at lower left (first example
we have ever seen or heard of ), nearly full cross with bold mintmark to
left and denomination at top, VF with dark toning on fields. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

KM-unl (31a for type); Cal-unl (Type 176). 26.90 grams.

27.02 grams. Chunky flan with parts of edge crude (as made), full

pillars-and-waves and nearly full cross, two full dates and mintmarks
and assayers, lightly toned VF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

539. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1742C, rare, NGC AU 53, Lázaro Plate. S-P49; KM-R31a; Cal-1514. 26.79 grams.
Small and thick flan with virtually no legends per the era, very choice bold details all over, well centered and only slightly doubled on cross
side, particularly rare without a hole and exceptional in grade, also with gorgeous deep toning throughout, highly desirable as plated in Lázaro
(rated at R4, meaning only three or four known), with no other dies known for this date and assayer. Plate Coin #297 on p. 375 of Lázaro’s
Los Redondos de Lima, Méjico y Potosí (1996). NGC #5931810-001. Estimate: $6,000-$9,000.
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540. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1742C. S-P49; KM-31a; Cal1583. 26.96 grams. Full but slightly doubled pillars-and-waves, bold full

cross, clear assayer, two dates and mintmarks, chunky, non-toned AXF.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

544. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1744C. S-P49; KM-31a; Cal1585. 27.11 grams. Chunky

flan with sharp point next to blank area at
bottom left of otherwise full pillars-and-waves, the cross also full and
bold but slightly off-center, one-and-a-half dates and two-and-a-half
mintmarks and assayers, XF+ with typical area of surface roughness
near edge and natural edge-crack. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

541. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1743C. S-P49; KM-31a; Cal-1584.
26.41 grams. Chunky flan with blank area at bottom right of otherwise

full pillars-and-waves, bold full cross, all three dates and assayers plus
two mintmarks, VF+ with light toning and traces of faint surface porosity. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

545. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1745q. S-P50; KM-31a; Cal-1588.
27.14 grams. Very bold full cross and pillars (both well centered) with
bold date, two assayers and mintmarks, flat peripheries, chunky XF
with very light toning. Estimate: $250-$375.

542. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1743C. S-P49; KM-31a; Cal-1584.
26.27 grams. Full waves and right pillar along with bold full date, nearly

full cross, chunky VF with peripheral flatness and surface porosity,
lightly toned. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$250-$375.

546. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1745q. S-P50; KM-31a; Cal-1588.
27.16 grams. Full and well-centered pillars and cross with bold date,

peripheral flatness, chunky flan with crude edge (as made), toned XF.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

543. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1743C. S-P49; KM-31a; Cal-1584.
24.37 grams. Exceptionally full and choice pillars-and-waves and cross-

lions-castles in high grade (near AU) with nice toning, two dates and
assayers and mintmarks, chunky flan with edge-crack, surface corrosion
near edge on cross side. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $250-$375.

547. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1745q. S-P50; KM-31a; Cal-1588.
26.78 grams. Chunky flan with sharp and pointed edge (as made), full

cross and pillars, with bold date and most of another, also two bold
mintmarks and parts of two assayers, VF with minor encrustation
in crevices. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$250-$375.
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548. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1746q. S-P50; KM-31a; Cal-1589.
23.44 grams. Superb full pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles (both

very bold and well centered), with bold date and part of another, two
full assayers and mintmarks, attractively toned XF, curiously low weight
despite sharply cut edges that don’t appear to be shaved or trimmed,
possibly with small (long) point broken off in its time. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

549. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1746q.

1589. 26.95 grams. Bold

551. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1749q. S-P50a; KM-40; Cal-511.

27.27 grams. Black-toned AU+ (arguably UNC but no luster) with bold

full pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles, two dates and assayers
and mintmarks, chunky flan with sharply cut edges. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

552. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1749q. S-P50a; KM-40; Cal-511.
S-P50; KM-31a; Cal-

full pillars-and-waves and cross with bold full
date and half of another, two mintmarks and assayers, chunky VF
with greenish encrustation all over. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

550. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1747q, Philip V. S-P50; KM-

Chunky flan with sharply cut edges, bold
full pillars and nearly full cross, two bold dates and three mintmarks,
king’s ordinal V in legend, VF with contrasting toning. Pedigreed to
the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

31a; Cal-1590. 26.91 grams.

26.52 grams. Relatively broad flan with full pillars, full but off-centered
cross, two assayers and three mintmarks, AVF with toned fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

553. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1751E. S-P51; KM-40; Cal-516.

26.92 grams. Choice full cross-lions-castles, bold but off-center pillars
with choice full right pillar, two dates, chunky XF+ with deeply toned
fields, very scarce assayer for the date. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

554. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1751q, mintmark and assayer transposed on pillars side (very rare). S-P52; KM-40; Cal-519.
26.64 grams. Chunky (small) flan with full and well-centered pillars

showing bold date and both mintmarks and assayers in transposed
positions, off-center cross with FERDIN visible in legend outside third
assayer, lightly toned AXF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $350-$500.
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555. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1751q. S-P52; KM-40; Cal-518. 559. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1753C, NGC VF 30. S-P53;

26.96 grams. Chunky flan with full and well-centered pillars-and-waves
and cross, two dates, three mintmarks and assayers, silvery VF. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

556. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1752q. S-P52; KM-40; Cal-522.
27.08 grams. Exceptionally bold full pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-

castles, all three dates and assayers, lightly toned AXF, odd-shaped flan.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $300-$450.

KM-40; Cal-526. 25.84 grams. Very thick and chunky flan with one long,

sharp point, bold pillars-and-waves and cross, brownish toning, area
of corrosion near edge on reverse, top grade in NGC census, scarce
assayer for the date. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC
#4459366-002 (extra-thick slab). Estimate: $250-$375.

560. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1754C. S-P53; KM-40; Cal-527.

24.08 grams. Bold date and two mintmarks within nearly full pillars,
clear assayer C at top right (bottom left could be q), nearly full but
lightly corroded cross with partial second date and third mintmark,
chunky oblong flan, lightly toned AXF overall. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

557. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1752q. S-P52; KM-40; Cal-522.
27.11 grams. Very bold full cross, full pillars-and-waves with bold date,

chunky XF with attractive toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

561. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1754C+q.

S-P53; KM-40;

Chunky as usual but with full pillars-and-waves
displaying bold date and fairly clear C at top right and q at bottom
left, second date below and bold mintmark to left of nearly full cross,
AVF with deep toning in crevices. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
Cal-528. 27.18 grams.

558. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1752q. S-P52; KM-40; Cal-522.
27.08 grams. Broad, rhomboid flan with bold full pillars and nearly full
cross (very three-dimensional), two dates and mintmarks and assayers,
lightly toned XF+ with slight surface roughness near parts of edge.
Estimate: $250-$375.

562. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1755q. S-P54; KM-40; Cal-533.
27.41 grams. Very sharply square-cut flan with bold date and mintmark

and assayer on both sides (full pillars and cross), XF with tan sediment
in crevices. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$250-$375.
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563. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1756q. S-P54; KM-40; Cal-534. 567. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1759q. S-P54; KM-40; Cal-537.

26.65 grams. Crazy chunky flan with long, tangential point caused by

natural lacuna on edge, bold date within full pillars, good full cross with
partial second date below, three assayers, VF with toning in crevices
only. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

564. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1756q.

S-P54; KM-40; Cal-

Sharply square-cut flan with four points, full pillars
with bold full date, bold cross with partial second date below, nicely
toned VF+. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$200-$300.

534. 27.14 grams.

565. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1757q, NGC VF 25. S-P54;

Chunky flan with bold date between full
pillars, nearly full cross with second bold date below, nicely toned, with
characteristic surface roughness near edge on opposing sides, currently
second finest in NGC census behind a single XF 45. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. NGC #4435030-010 (extra-thick slab).
Estimate: $250-$375.
KM-40; Cal-535. 26.95 grams.

26.04 grams. Chunky XF with sharply cut edges, bold date and assayer
within nearly full pillars, off-center cross with bold mintmark to left
and second date below, light toning in crevices. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

568. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1760V-(Y).

S-P57; KM-45;

Thick and chunky flan with small, sharp spur
(as made), choice full pillars-and-waves featuring a bold full date and
assayer V at top right, much cruder cross (slightly porous) with second
date below, overall VF with spots of light toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Cal-1136. 25.52 grams.

569. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1761V-Y. S-P57; KM-45; Cal1137. 26.77 grams. Crudely struck on a chunky flan with bold full date

within pillars (left pillar full), part of edge crude (as made), technically VF with toned fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.

566. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1758q. S-P54; KM-40; Cal-536. 570. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1762V-Y. S-P57; KM-45; Cal23.88 grams. Full pillars (especially the tops) and nearly full (off-center)

cross, bold date, chunky AVF, very lightly toned, corroded near part
of edge on cross side. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1138. 26.85 grams. Well-detailed strike with 100% full pillars and cross-

lions-castles, two dates and all three mintmarks and assayers, silvery
XF with surface porosity that appears to be as made. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.
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571. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1762V-(Y).

S-P57; KM-45;

Chunky round flan with nearly full pillars and
cross, two full dates, two assayers, light uneven toning, AVF with
some surface roughness (as made). Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Cal-1138. 27.07 grams.

575. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1764V-Y. S-P57; KM-45; Cal-

1140. 26.50 grams. Very bold full date between full pillars with both
assayers clear (also with interesting S in SVL showing exaggerated
serifs), bold but incomplete cross with full third assayer to right,
surface roughness near edge on opposing sides, nicely toned VF with
minor tooling in fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.

572. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1763V-(Y), NGC VF 25.
Good full cross, full but slightly
crude pillars-and-waves with bold date, assayer and both mintmarks,
third mintmark and second date on cross side, lightly toned all over,
chunky flan with part of edge crude (as made). Pedigreed to the Espinola
collection (stated on label). NGC #5845197-014. Estimate: $250-$375.

S-P57; KM-45; Cal-1139. 26.50 grams.

573. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1763V-Y. S-P57; KM-45; Cal-

Very thick and chunky flan with full but low-relief
cross, full pillars with parts of two assayers and one-and-a-half dates
on that side (and surface roughness near edge, as made), third date
and assayer on cross side, all three mintmarks visible, technically no
worse than VF, toned in crevices. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
1139. 27.08 grams.

574. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1763V-Y. S-P57; KM-45; Cal1139. 26.92 grams. Chunky VF

with full left pillar, clear date and both
assayers on that side, the cross incomplete and somewhat crude, extensive surface roughness (as made) on opposing sides, toned in crevices.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

576. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1765V-(Y). S-P57; KM-45; Cal-

1141. 26.82 grams. Thick and chunky flan with full pillars and cross, bold
date and two assayers, silvery AXF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

577. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1765V-(Y). S-P57; KM-45; Cal1141. 26.80 grams. Full cross and pillars with two bold dates on a very
chunky flan, silvery AXF with areas of surface roughness (as made).
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

578. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1766V-Y. S-P57; KM-45; CalChoice full pillars-and-waves (flat) with bold date
and both assayers, full cross (convex) with second date below, nicely
toned VF+. Estimate: $250-$375.

1142. 26.87 grams.
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579. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1766V-Y. S-P57; KM-45; Cal1142. 25.57 grams. Odd-shaped flan (still chunky) with bold full pillars-

and-waves and cross, with two dates and assayers, three mintmarks,
bold AXF (no toning) with areas of slight surface roughness near edge
on opposing sides (as made). Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

583. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1769V-Y-V.

S-P57; KM-45;

Cal-1147. 26.66 grams. Oblong flan with pillars side struck enough
off-center to allow two clear dates and full Y assayer, nearly full cross
with bold third date and full V assayer, chunky AVF with toning in
crevices, surface roughness near edge on opposing sides. Pedigreed to
the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

584. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1770V-J, very rare, NGC

580. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1767V-Y. S-P57; KM-45; Cal-

VF 20, finest and only example in NGC census. S-P58; KM-45;
Cal-1151. 27.70 grams. Full and well-centered pillars with bold full date,

toned VF on a very chunky flan with good
full cross, full waves and one full (and rather tall) pillar, three dates,
bold assayer Y, Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$250-$375.

clear assayer V at top right and J at bottom left, choice full cross with
second date below and left side of assayer V to right, attractively toned,
one of very few examples known and apparently the first to be graded
by NGC. NGC #5940510-010. Estimate: $750-$1,100.

581. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1767V-(Y). S-P57; KM-45; Cal-

585. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1770(V-Y).

1143. 26.25 grams. Deeply

1143. 26.95 grams. Roundish chunky flan with very bold denomination

and date within pillars, incomplete cross with strange lettering below
that looks like a combination of the first 7 of the date with the end
of the king’s ordinal (TERTI)VS, toned AVF. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Cal-1150. 26.63 grams. Dramatically strange flan (chunky) with sharply
sheared and pointed edge, two dates, slightly silvery and with surface
roughness near edge on opposing sides but technically AU or so for
actual wear. Estimate: $350-$500.

586. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1770V-(Y).

582. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1768V-Y. S-P57; KM-45; Cal1145. 27.00 grams. Bold full cross with particularly nice lions, full pillars-

and-waves with bold full date and both assayers (rare to see both the V
and Y so distinct), toned in crevices, chunky-flan VF+ with edge-crack.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

S-P57; KM-45;

S-P57; KM-45;

Chunky flan with much peripheral flatness but
rather three-dimensional center of cross with bold 8 above and clear V
to right, strong date above waves on other side with clearly re-punched
0 (also the L of SVL looks like an upside-down T), lightly toned AXF
with areas of surface roughness near edge on opposing sides. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Cal-1150. 27.05 grams.
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587. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1771V-Y. S-P59; KM-45; Cal-

Small, fat, chunky flan with bold and high-grade
(XF+) centers ringed with flat peripheries displaying the characteristic
surface roughness on opposing sides that plagues this era, lightly toned
in crevices, bold denomination 8 inexplicably punched over an offset
0 (first we have seen with this strange error). Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

1154. 26.96 grams.

591. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1658E. S-P37a; KM-18; Cal-1125.

12.77 grams. Broad-flan AVF, richly toned, with good full pillars-andwaves and cross, three dates and mintmarks, two assayers, large natural
crack in edge. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$250-$375.

592. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1682V. S-P39; KM-25; Cal-527.
588. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1771V-Y.

S-P59; KM-45;

Very bold date within full pillars, second date
below nearly full cross, high grade (XF+) but silvery and with surface
roughness on opposing sides as usual. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
Cal-1154. 26.83 grams.

12.74 grams. Broad, round flan with flat peripheries, somewhat weak

strike except for top of left pillar, clear date and assayer, gray-toned
Fine with light surface porosity. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

593. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1701F, posthumous

Charles II.

S-P42; KM-25; Cal-550. 12.86 grams.

Good full pillars and

589. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1772V-Y, assayer Y at lower nearly full waves, full but double-struck cross, clear date and parts of

right (rare).

S-P59; KM-unl (45 for type); Cal-unl (Type 109). 22.80 grams.

Well-centered pillars with clear date and three assayers (V at top right
and bottom left, Y at bottom right, mintmark P at top left), oversized
cross with particularly well-detailed castle, chunky AVF, part of edge
clipped away long ago. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $250-$375.

all three assayers (scarce), VF with dark encrustation in crevices and
slightly porous surfaces. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.

594. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1730M. S-P44; KM-30a; Cal-1180.
13.40 grams. Full pillars and cross, chunky round flan with small edge-

590. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1773/2(V)-Y, rare final date

crack, two dates and assayers, VF with toning in crevices. Pedigreed to
the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

of cobs. S-P59; KM-45; Cal-1157. 26.97 grams. Very crude and chunky
(ending the long run of cobs on a low point in quality), but with 100%
full date with clear overdate, full assayer Y, oversized (incomplete)
cross with one lion and one castle well detailed, non-toned Fine with
flatness and surface roughness in peripheries. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.
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595. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1736E.

1190. 13.48 grams. Chunky

S-P46; KM-30a; Cal-

flan with prominent sharp point, bold full
pillars and cross, two dates, lightly toned VF. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

599. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1739M. S-P47; KM-30a; Cal-1196.
13.73 grams. Broad flan for the date, with bold date and two mint-

marks within choice full pillars, good full cross with third mintmark
to left and assayer to right, VF with toning and light encrustation on
fields, some old scratches. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $175-$250.

596. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1737M/E, very rare. S-P47; 600. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1743C. S-P49; KM-30a; Cal-1203.
KM-unl (30a for type); Cal-unl (Type 145). 13.04 grams. Choice full pillars and

cross on a chunky flan with crude edge (as made), two dates and two
assayers (both of which show a faint but certain E underneath, only
the second example we have seen), XF with faint rose toning. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $500-up.

597. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1737M. S-P47; KM-30a; Cal-1192.
13.11 grams. Chunky VF with 100% full waves and nearly full pillars,

incomplete cross with clear M to right, one bold date and parts of
both the others, VF+ with toning in crevices. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

598. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1738M. S-P47; KM-30a; Cal1193. 12.59 grams. Bold full pillars with choice full date, full but slightly

doubled cross, VF with contrasting toning, slight surface porosity.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $175-$250.

13.97 grams. Good full pillars and cross, two bold assayers and part of a

third, two dates, VF+ with contrasting toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

601. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1745q. S-P50; KM-30a; Cal-1206.

13.29 grams. Chunky flan with bold date between full pillars, three-

dimensional cross with second date below, parts of all three assayers,
XF with some toning in crevices. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

602. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1746q. S-P50; KM-30a; Cal-1208.
13.58 grams. Deeply toned VF with full pillars-and-waves and (slightly
off-center) cross, bold assayer and date, the latter with final digit
curiously re-punched at least twice. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

603. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1749q. S-P50a; KM-39; Cal-400.
13.65 grams. Broad but chunky flan with one choice full pillar, , nearly

full cross, two full dates, non-toned AU with areas of slight surface
roughness (as made). Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.
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604. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1750E. S-P51; KM-39; Cal-403. 608. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1751q/E. S-P52; KM-39; Cal-unl

13.56 grams. Choice specimen with bold and full cross and (slightly
doubled) pillars-and-waves, with both pillars-side dates clear as well
as the assayer, VF with deeply toned fields (good contrast), chunky
flan with sharp point. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $250-$375.

605. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1750E.

(Type 55). 11.09 grams. Small, oblong, chunky flan with good full pillars

and cross, parts of all three assayers with top-right q/E bold (scarce),
XF with contrasting sediment in crevices, trace of corrosion near
part of edge. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$250-$375.

609. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1751q/E. S-P52; KM-39; Cal-unl

S-P51; KM-39; Cal-

Non-toned AU- with nearly full pillars-and-waves
and cross, bold date and parts of all three assayers, chunky flan with
three points. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$200-$300.
403. 13.58 grams.

606. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1750E. S-P51; KM-39; Cal-403.
11.59 grams. Chunky oblong flan terminating in a sharp point, bold

date between full pillars, choice but slightly off-center cross, attractively
toned XF+ with corrosion near edge on cross side only. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $175-$250.

607. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1751E. S-P51; KM-39; Cal-404.
12.95 grams. Bold full pillars and nearly full cross, two bold dates and

parts of all three assayers, chunky flan with point, VF with toning on
fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250$375.

(Type 55). 13.39 grams. Bold full cross and pillars-and-waves, with one
bold date and part of a second, parts of all three assayers with certain
over-assayer (scarce), contrastingly toned VF. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

610. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1752q. S-P52; KM-39; Cal-406.
13.61 grams. Full pillars-and-waves, good but slightly off-center cross,
bold date, three mintmarks, lightly toned XF with some peripheral
surface roughness as expected. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

611. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1752q. S-P52; KM-39; Cal-406.
13.63 grams. Very chunky flan with full pillars and (slightly off-center
cross), bold date, two full assayers and part of a third, lightly toned
VF. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
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612. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1753q. S-P52; KM-39; Cal-407. 616. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1758(q). S-P54; KM-39; Cal-415.

13.64 grams. Broad flan for the era (but still chunky), with nearly full

13.25 grams. Squarish flan (chunky) with one sharp point and an odd
“tail” on edge due to natural lacuna, full pillars but off-center cross, two
full dates, Fine+ with toned fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

613. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1753C. S-P53; KM-39; Cal-408.

617. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1761V-Y. S-P57; KM-44; Cal-905.

pillars and (well-centered) cross, two dates, clear assayer q to right of
cross that appears to have been punched over a retrograde C(?), richly
toned VF+. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$250-$375.

13.55 grams. Full and well-centered pillars and cross on a very chunky

flan with crude edge (as made), two bold dates and parts of all three
assayers, AXF with spotty toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

13.57 grams. Round (chunky) flan with bold date and full assayer Y
above waves, second bold date below off-center cross with assayer V to
right, low-contrast AVF with a few tiny black spots on cross. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

614. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1754C. S-P53; KM-39; Cal-409.

618. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1762(V-Y).

12.40 grams. Chunky flan in an odd, almost heart-like shape (possibly

with small piece broken from edge in its time), very richly old-toned
with bold date next to full right pillar, nearly full cross with bold
mintmark to left, AXF with peripheral surface roughness per the era.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

615. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1755(q). S-P54; KM-39; Cal-

Chunky flan with sharply sheared edge terminating
in several points (as made), hairline edge-split, nearly full cross and
pillars with bold date, nicely toned VF with typical surface roughness
near edge on opposing sides. Estimate: $200-$300.
412. 13.76 grams.

S-P57; KM-44;

Cal-906. 13.40 grams. Chunky AVF with bold date on well-centered
pillars side and nearly full second date below cross, peripheral surface
roughness on opposing sides as usual, faintly toned fields. Pedigreed to
the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

619. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1765V-Y. S-P57; KM-44; Cal-909.
13.24 grams. Very bold date and denomination between full pillars,
full cross with P to left and V to right, chunky VF with toned fields
(some light sediment). Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.
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620. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1772V-(Y). S-P59; KM-44; Cal-918. 13.34 grams. Very bold date
and denomination and clear assayer V on pillars side, 8R-sized cross, contrastingly toned Fine+. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

621. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1773(V-Y), rare final year of cobs. S-P59; KM-44; Cal-920.
13.03 grams. Full and bold date (rare thus) on flat pillars side, very deeply struck (convex) 8R-sized
cross, mostly lightly toned with slight surface roughness, Fine+. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

622. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales Royal (galano), 1720Y,
very rare. S-P43a; KM-unl (R29 for type); Cal-845. 6.27 grams. Practically
no legends but full inner details with doubling on cross side, VF with
deeply toned fields and inevitable hole at bottom of pillars / near top
of cross. Despite several appearances, this is the only specimen we
have ever seen or heard of. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

623. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales Heart, 1733E,
unique, NGC AU 50. S-P46; KM-unl; Cal-870. 6.89 grams.
This lovely piece bears the distinction of being the first
(and, for now, the only) numerically-graded AU Heart at
NGC, and it is well deserving, as all of its deeply impressed
interior design is full and well detailed (albeit with doubled
cross) and devoid of any significant wear or marks, plus
the fields are graced with a rich old toning that attests to
its unmolested history, the hole in the stem at top now
accurately considered to be a part of the piece’s original
manufacture. Per the period, there is not much legend
visible, although this coin does show a nearly full king’s
name. With well-formed stem, shoulders and tail, this piece
reflects the classic shape intended for these amulets whose
purpose was tied to the Catholic Church starting in the
1690s when the Sacred Heart of Jesus became a popular
symbol in Europe and abroad. This piece is also currently
unique, as the only other known 1733 2R Heart is assayer
YA (Coin Galleries auction of July 1975). Any Heart is
a rare beauty and an opportunity to acquire one should
not be taken lightly. NGC #5941036-001. Estimate:
$10,000-up.
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World Coins (silver unless otherwise noted)
Argentina (River Plate Provinces)

624. Argentina (River Plate Provinces), Potosí mint, 8 reales, 625. Argentina (River Plate Provinces), Potosí mint, 8 soles,
1815F, NGC MS 60, ex-Madonna (stated on label). Janson-5.1;

KM-14. Nice luster and strike with just the faintest of golden toning, no

more than trivial marks and what appears to be a fiber strike-through
on arms side (which is very slightly off-center), popular type and
somewhat rare in certified Mint State. Pedigreed to the J. Madonna
Collection. NGC #5931962-001. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1815FL, NGC AU 53. Janson-6.1; KM-15. Attractive rainbow toning
all over, good strike with mostly strong rims, light high-point wear
only. NGC #5938098-002. Estimate: $400-$600.

626. Argentina (River Plate Provinces), La Rioja mint, gold 8 escudos, 1826P, very rare, NGC AU 55, ex-Madonna (stated
on label). KM-21; Onza-1559; Janson-12.2. 26.77 grams. Sharp strike (particularly the ever-popular sunface motif ) with unmarked fields save a few

light hairlines, light high-point wear and only muted luster, typically broad rims, hint of toning around details, desirable first date of a rare
and popular type dating to the early days of Argentina’s independence. Pedigreed to the J. Madonna Collection. NGC #5931958-001. Estimate:
$12,500-$20,000.
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Argentina (Tucumán “imitation cobs”)

627. Tucumán, Argentina, “imitation cob” 2 reales, date “752” (struck 1820-24), proper

quadrants, oval at bottom right, semi-oval at bottom left, rare. Janson-2.2; KM-1. Choice full
cross-lions-castles, full pillars-and-waves with full date, well-detailed and well-centered AXF with light
olive toning. Estimate: $500-$750.

Argentina (Córdoba)

631. Córdoba, Argentina, 2 reales, 1844, NGC MS 63 (“top
628. Córdoba, Argentina, 8 reales, 1852, NGC MS 62+.
Janson-63.1; KM-32. Speckled toning over luster (strong around arms-side

details), no wear or marks but sunface slightly flat. NGC #5938098004. Estimate: $300-$450.

629. Córdoba, Argentina, 4 reales, 1845, with portcullis,
NGC VF 30, finest and only straight-graded example in NGC
census, ex-O’Brien. Janson-50.1.1; KM-24.2. 12.74 grams. Very scarce
type with portcullis inside castle entrance, typically crudely struck with
weak centers and cud on obverse rim, lightly toned, one of only two in
NGC census in addition to an XF details. Pedigreed to the John O’Brien
collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389-019. Estimate: $500-$750.

630. Córdoba, Argentina, 4 reales, 1846, laureate rim, NGC
AU details / cleaned, finest and only example in NGC census,
ex-O’Brien. Janson-52.3.1; KM-24.3. 13.92 grams. Scarce type represented
by no straight-graded examples at NGC, low in luster and contrast
but nicely struck with somewhat cartoon-like sunface. Pedigreed to
the John O’Brien collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389-020.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.

pop”), ex-O’Brien. Janson-48.2.14; KM-23. 6.68 grams. Superb deep
strike with choice luster and light toning, practically no marks or wear,
nicest we’ve seen for any of the various varieties of this date, this one
being Janson’s Type I Group B with flower over dot above branches
below castle (sunface side with 2.Rs.1844.9.Ds and twelve groups of
rays), tied with one other for finest known in NGC census. Pedigreed
to the John O’Brien collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389-015.
Estimate: $500-$750.

632. Córdoba, Argentina, 2 reales, 1845, NGC AU 55, finest
and only example in NGC census, ex-O’Brien. Janson-51.1.12;
KM-23. 6.58 grams. Deep bold strike with muted luster and toning
around details, a few minor marks and high-point wear, attributed
to Janson’s Type I Group A with flower above branches below castle
topped with flag to left (sunface side with 2.Rs.1845.9.Ds) and twelve
groups of rays). Pedigreed to the John O’Brien collection (stated on label).
NGC #5934389-016. Estimate: $300-$450.

633. Córdoba, Argentina, 2 reales, 1846, 2.Rs. 9.Ds., NGC

MS 61, finest known in NGC census, ex-O’Brien. Janson-53.5.4;

Slightly crude and shallow strike with nice luster
and light toning, variety with eight ray-groups each consisting of one
long and two short, the finer of just two entries (of any variety) at
NGC. Pedigreed to the John O’Brien collection (stated on label). NGC
#5934389-018. Estimate: $300-$450.
KM-25. 6.22 grams.
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634. Córdoba, Argentina, 1 real, 1840 *P*N*P*, castle type, rare, NGC VF 20, finest known

in NGC census, ex-O’Brien. Janson-12.2.3; KM-14. 3.36 grams. Typically crude (and slightly off-center)
but unusually full strike for the type, with nice toning and even wear, variety with small x shape (sotuer) to
right of date, the finer of just two entries for this type at NGC (the other being the next lot). Pedigreed to
the John O’Brien collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389-006. Estimate: $500-$750.

635. Córdoba, Argentina, 1 real, 1840 *P*(N*P*), castle type, rare, NGC VG 10, ex-O’Brien.
Janson-13.1.1; KM-14. 3.78 grams. Bold full date (sideways 4) and sunface but weak and/or crude closer to rims
(hence not all the PNP is visible), lightly toned and actually less worn than grade implies (evidently netted
for quality of strike), single-die variety in (Janson Type II) with rosette and crossed lances below castle and
dot and rosette after CORDOVA. Pedigreed to the John O’Brien collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389007. Estimate: $200-$300.

636. Córdoba, Argentina, 1 real, 1841 *P.N.P*, arms type, NGC XF 45, ex-O’Brien. Janson-31.1.2;
KM-7. 3.07 grams. Bold but slightly off-center strike with nice smooth fields, richly toned all over, Janson
Type II with CONFEDERADA around sunface with twelve three-ray groups, waves and rosettes behind
cap, tied with one other for finest known in the NGC census. Pedigreed to the John O’Brien collection (stated
on label). NGC #5934389-010. Estimate: $200-$300.

637. Córdoba, Argentina, 1 real, 1841 *.J.P.P.*, NGC XF 40, finest and only example in NGC
census, ex-O’Brien. Janson-35.1.9; KM-7. 2.52 grams. Even but slightly shallow strike with nice toning all
over, Janson Type I with dot-less waves behind cap, unlisted error with 90-degree axis rotation. Pedigreed to
the John O’Brien collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389-011. Estimate: $200-$300.

638. Córdoba, Argentina, 1 real, 1842 *.J.P.P.*, PROVINCIA, NGC XF 40, finest and only
example in NGC census, ex-O’Brien. Janson-38.1.26; KM-7. 3.08 grams. Choice but slightly off-center strike
with lovely toning and hint of luster, Janson Type I without dots below hands, properly spelled PROVINCIA, unlisted error with more than 90-degree axis rotation. Pedigreed to the John O’Brien collection (stated
on label). NGC #5934389-012. Estimate: $200-$300.

639. Córdoba, Argentina, 1 real, 1843 *.J*P*P* with retrograde J, CONFEDERADA, NGC
MS 63, finest and only example in NGC census, ex-O’Brien.

Janson-43.1.41; KM-21. 3.31 grams.

Crude strike as usual but with uniquely BU fields, the nicest technical condition we’ve seen for these coins,
Janson Type IV with rosettes but no waves behind right-pointing cap, date with tilted 4 and retrograde 3,
CONFEDERADA around sunface (label and census say “CONFEDERDA” in error). Pedigreed to the John
O’Brien collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389-013. Estimate: $400-$600.

640. Córdoba, Argentina, 1 real, 1844 J.P.P., CORDOV, NGC VF 25, finest and only example
in NGC census, ex-O’Brien. Janson-46.2.1; KM-21. 3.10 grams. Scarce final date of type (tilted 4’s), with
mostly bold strike (weakness only near part of rims, which are crude), no toning. Pedigreed to the John O’Brien
collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389-014. Estimate: $400-$600.

641. Córdoba, Argentina, 1/2 real, 1840 P.N.P, LIVERTAD, NGC VF details / cleaned, finest
and only example in NGC census, ex-O’Brien. Janson-21.1.1: KM-3. 1.77 grams. Scarce denomination,
with bold and evenly worn details defined by light toning, hairlines on high points, variety with EN UNION
Y LIVERTAD with uppercase R. Pedigreed to the John O’Brien collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389004. Estimate: $300-$450.

642. Córdoba, Argentina, 1/2 real, 1841 P.N.P., CONFEDERADA, rare, NGC VF 35, finest
and only example in NGC census, ex-O’Brien.

Janson-28.1.2; KM-16. 1.76 grams. Choice toning and
relatively even strike (albeit slightly off-center), generally rare denomination, single-date type with CONFEDERADA around castle. Pedigreed to the John O’Brien collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389-005.
Estimate: $600-$900.

643. Córdoba, Argentina, 1/4 real, 1833, rare, NGC AU 58, finest and only example in NGC census, ex-O’Brien. Janson-2.1.3;
KM-1.1. 0.74 gram. Attractively toned, with bold castle and sunface but some weakness near the crude rims, desirable first date of series in choice

condition. Pedigreed to the John O’Brien collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389-001. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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644. Córdoba, Argentina, 1/4 real, 1838,
NGC XF 40, finest and only example in
NGC census, ex-O’Brien. Janson-3.2; KM-1.1. 0.63

645. Córdoba, Argentina, 1/4 real, 1840
PP, NGC AU 53, ex-O’Brien. Janson-18.1.1;

gram. Scarce date (wide-castle variety), crude details

with faint luster and very light toning. Pedigreed to the John O’Brien
collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389-002. Estimate: $200-$300.

KM-2.2. 0.70 gram. Scarce date (single set of
dies), bold and well-detailed strike with minor
high-point wear, light luster and toning, crude partial rims. Pedigreed
to the John O’Brien collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389-003.
Estimate: $300-$450.

Argentina (La Rioja)

646. La Rioja, Argentina, 8 reales, 1838R, coin axis, NGC MS 63+. Janson-55.2; KM-8. Sharp details, brightly lustrous and clearly

devoid of wear but with a few minor marks and surface granularity per the type (rare grade), no toning. NGC #4489172-001. Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.

647. La Rioja, Argentina, 8 reales, 1838R, coin axis, NGC
AU 58. Janson-55.2; KM-8. Toned over luster, sharp strike with minor
high-point wear only. NGC #5938098-005. Estimate: $500-$750.

648. La Rioja, Argentina, 4 reales, 1846V, NGC MS 61.

Golden olive toning over muted luster, satin smooth
fields and minimal high-point wear, light adjustment marks in center
of reverse, tied with one other for second finest in NGC census behind
a single MS 63. NGC #3477030-006. Estimate: $600-$900.

Janson-59; KM-20.

649. La Rioja, Argentina, 4 reales, 1852B, NGC MS 62, finest

known in NGC census. Janson-62; KM-21. Impressively lustrous with
somewhat mirrorlike fields, several minor flaws (as made) including
flan- and die-cracks, the finest of just three entries at NGC (and the
only one rated MS). NGC #2803199-003. Estimate: $800-$1,200.
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Argentina (Republic)

650. Argentina, copper essai 2 centavos, 1878, NGC MS 651. Argentina, copper essai 1 centavo, 1878, NGC MS 63
65 RB (“top pop”). Janson-25.1; KM-E2. Lustrous fields with much
original light color, the details darker (nice contrast), virtually perfect,
tied with three others for finest in NGC census. NGC #4226246-013.
Estimate: $300-$450.

RB. Janson-26.1; KM-E1. Beautiful rainbow color over strong luster, a few

light rubs away from higher grade but still choice. NGC #4226246015. Estimate: $200-$300.

652. Argentina (struck in Dresden), copper pattern 1 centavo, 1880-E, NGC MS 63 RB. Janson-40; KM-Pn17. Good luster
with much original color, speckled uneven toning on denomination
side, really no wear or marks that we can discern. NGC #4226246014. Estimate: $200-$300.

Argentina (Tierra del Fuego)

653. Tierra del Fuego (struck in Buenos Aires), Argentina (Popper), gold 5 gramos, 1889, NGC MS 64.
Choice luster and fully detailed strike,
second finest of just three entries at NGC behind a single MS
65, the rarer of just two denominations in a one-year type
(highly sought by numismatists) struck by Romanian-Jewish
gold-prospector Julius Popper using gold dust found on the
beach of El Páramo in the Patagonian peninsula. Popper’s expedition, under the name of Gold-Washing Company of the
South (Lavaderos de Oro del Sud), achieved a sort of autonomy,
with its own army and coins and stamps, as well as a notorious
“wild west” atmosphere replete with crime and abuse of natives. Popper died suddenly and mysteriously in 1893. NGC
#5932407-001. Estimate: $7,000-$10,000.

Janson-7; KM-Tn8; Fr-2.

Austria

Belgium

654. Austria (Holy Roman Empire), gold
ducat, Joseph II, 1786, Hall mint. KM-1874.
3.48 grams. Bold and lustrous AU with tiny spots

of pinkish residue, light adjustment marks in
center of reverse and a couple minor irregularities
in rims (as made). Estimate: $350-$500.

655. Belgium, bronze proof pattern 100 francs, 1911, Albert I, plain edge,
NGC PF 66 RB, finest and only example in NGC census. Bogaert-1806B7; KM-unl.

Nearly full original luster and color with just faint streaks of incipient toning, near-flawless
condition, interesting sub-type with denomination on reverse as FRK (Flemish) as opposed
to FRS on later issues, scarce. NGC #4190672-001. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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Bermuda
656. Bermuda (struck at the London mint), bronzed proof restrike penny,

George III, 1793, filigree ornament after REX, very rare, PCGS PR64. Prid-8.

Chocolate-brown color all over with traces of luster and rainbow tones in fields, small
green spot behind head, popular and attractive design with sailing ship on reverse, die
details attributed by specialist Mark Sportack to a late Soho restrike from sometime between 1823 and 1848, per Pridmore #8 (not #5a as stated on label). PCGS #18019400.
Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

Bhutan
657. Set of three Bhutan gold proof 5, 2, and 1 sertums, 1966,
Jigme Wangchuk, 40th anniversary of accession, NGC PF 69 Ultra
Cameo (“top pop”), ex-Moore. KM-PS1. Nearly flawless proofs in identical
condition, very well matched in color and brilliance and attractively slabbed
together, each one a tie for finest known within its denomination, hence this full
set is (at least one of ) the finest of its kind. Pedigreed to the D. Moore collection.
NGC #2062776-003, -002, -001 (all in one slab). Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

Bohemia
658. Bohemia (Prague), 30 kreuzer, 1764, María Theresa, NGC AU details
/ cleaned. KM-785. Deeply rainbow-toned obverse, reverse with light surface hairlines, a
few minor lamination flaws but otherwise well struck and attractive. NGC #5931670-005.
Estimate: $200-$300.

Bolivia (colonial)
Gold

659. Potosí, Bolivia, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III,
1782PR, NGC AU 50.

Janson-68.5; KM-59; Cal-2066. Good luster,
light wear on bust and faint surface hairlines in obverse fields, tiny
lamination in front of nose, desirable type (much scarcer than Mexico
or Lima). NGC #5934196-005. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.
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660. Potosí, Bolivia, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles IV (laureate bust), 1791PR, very rare one-year type, NGC AU 53.
Janson-72.3.1; KM-81; Cal-1694. Bold

strike with full details (lightly worn on high points), a few minor marks including weight-adjustments on
reverse, decent luster for the grade. NGC #4916890-002. Estimate: $3,500-up.

661. Potosí, Bolivia, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles IV, 1808PJ. 662. Potosí, Bolivia, gold bust 4 escudos, Charles III,
lines on satin surfaces, a few tiny orange spots on reverse. According
to Janson, 1808-dated coins of Charles IV were struck as late as 1810.
Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

1780PR, rare. Janson-69.3; KM-58; Cal-1845. 13.41 grams. Well-struck
XF+ with hint of reddish toning (especially near rims), rare denomination struck in rather small quantities (just 2,329 for this date).
Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

Pillars

Busts

Janson-72.20; KM-81; Cal-1714. 27.00 grams. Lustrous UNC with light hair-

663. Potosí, Bolivia, pillar 4 reales, Charles III, 1770JR,
three dots around each mintmark, NGC XF details / cleaned.
Choice strike with deep toning around details (the fields paler), scarce and desirable type. NGC
#5939653-009. Estimate: $500-$750.

Janson-59.4.3; KM-49; Cal-928. 13.36 grams.

664. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1776PR,
NGC MS 62 (“top pop”). Janson-63.5; KM-55; Cal-1173. Choice strike
on a broad flan with strong luster (especially on reverse), faint rainbow
toning, no marks or wear but with wispy hairlines in obverse fields,
tied with one other for finest in NGC census, popular date with US
collectors. NGC #5931670-006. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
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Bolivia (Republic)

669. Oruro, Bolivia, 1 sol (medallic coinage), 1849JM,
Belzu, coin axis (very rare, two known), ex-Whittier. Burnett-

665. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1777PR,
NGC MS 62+. Janson-63.6; KM-55; Cal-1174. Choice luster with incipient
toning, no wear and practically no marks except for one small area of
hairlines in obverse field, good strike except for weak spot at bottom of
shield corresponding with a flattened bulge on king’s shoulder. NGC
#5931670-007. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

unl (cf 29A for medal axis); Fonrobert-unl (cf 9782 for medal axis); KM-X85.2. 3.36

grams. Obverse with Cerro de Socabon with church to left and sun to
right within wreath under legend CERRO DE. SOCN.; reverse with
GRATITUD / AL SOR. Pe: / [script] MYB. with legend REPUBLICA
BOLIVIANA at top and .OR.1S.1849.JM. across bottom, the latter
being the Oruro mintmark (monogram), denomination 1 sol, date and
assayer, hence unquestionably intended to circulate as a coin; reeded
edge. Bold but slightly off-center strike, AU- with hints of toning and
luster, holed at top, with characteristic die-crack across assayer. Among
the medallic coinage of Bolivia, the one-year Oruro issues are considered the keys and sell for much more than the rest. This one has the
distinction of having coin axis (all the more reason to consider it a true
coin), a trait shared by only one other known example. Pedigreed to the
Whittier Collection of Bolivian Monetary Medals. Estimate: $500-up.

Gold
666. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1778PR, NGC
MS 61. Janson-63.71.1; KM-55; Cal-1175. Strong luster and cameo-like bust
on slightly off-center obverse (very light hairlines in field), the reverse
a bit weak on high points (as made) and with parts of rim slightly
crude, light toning around details. NGC #5931670-008. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

670. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 8 scudos, 1834LM, PCGS AU53.
KM-99. Rich gold color, nice luster at rims (which are well defined),
central high-point wear and minor marks in fields. PCGS #21285546.
Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

667. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1779PR, NGC
MS 62. Janson-63.8.3; KM-55; Cal-1176. Bold but slightly off-center strike,
strong luster and incipient toning at obverse rim (faint hairlines in
field), trace of die-clash at part of reverse rim. NGC #5931670-009.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.

668. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 1/2 real,

671. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 8 scudos, 1838LM, NGC AU 58.

Ferdinand VII, 1822PJ, NGC MS
64. Janson-90.7; KM-90; Cal-437. Splotchy

KM-99. Choice strike, deep rich color, strong luster and hardly any wear

colorful toning (blue and red) with much
underlying luster, full rims, choice grade
(second highest grade in NGC census for this date). NGC #3897183001. Estimate: $200-$300.

(arguably MS), tied with one other for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 60. NGC #5938090-001. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
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672. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 8 scudos, 1851MF, NGC AU 55.

KM-110.

Desirable one-year type with thin, left-facing bust, this example with bold full
details, minimal wear but subdued in luster and with lamination flaw on and
behind the head. NGC #5938090-002. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

673. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 8 scudos, 1852FP, left-facing bust, rare. KM-115. Highly sought one-year type with larger, left-facing bust
in higher relief, boldly struck AU with matte (lightly marked) surfaces, spot of discoloration on reverse rim. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

674. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 8 scudos, 1853/2FP, NGC XF 45. KM-116. Much
luster for the grade, with faint reddish toning in legends, parts of rims weak. NGC
#3235193-001. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

675. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 8 scudos, 1856FJ/MJ, PCGS MS61. KM-116.
Good luster, a few faint hairlines in front of bust, weak strike in centers, not much
rim on either side. PCGS #16638673. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

676. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 4 scudos, 1834LM, rare. KM-102. Lightly cleaned AU with
luster near rims (full), well-detailed and attractive, desirable as a one-year type in a generally
rare denomination, also key assayer (unpriced in KM). Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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677. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 4 scudos,
1841LR, rare, NGC MS 62, finest
known in NGC census. KM-107. Bold
strike with strong rims and nice luster in
legends, top-graded example of a desirable one-year type. NGC #5938097-001.
Estimate: $7,000-$10,000.

678. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 2 scudos, 1834LM, rare, NGC
MS 63, ex-Newman. KM-101. Well-detailed and well-centered
strike, good luster, light adjustment marks, choice specimen of a
rare two-year type, tied with three others for second finest in NGC
census behind a single MS 64, desirable pedigree. Pedigreed to the
Eric P. Newman collection (stated on special label). NGC #2039208037. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

679. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 2 scudos, 1835LM, rare, PCGS VF20. KM-101. Reddish toning
over trace of luster, parts of edge crude (as made), decent for the grade, desirable two-year type. PCGS
#27985034. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

680. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 2 scudos, 1841LR, rare, NGC UNC details / cleaned. KM-106.
Very choice, bold strike, deeply rainbow toned on right half of obverse, muted luster but no marks
or wear, very eye-catching, desirable one-year type. NGC #5938090-004. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

681. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1 scudo, 1831JL, NGC MS 62, finest known in NGC census, ex-Lissner.
KM-98. Bold and fully detailed strike, satin smooth fields with good luster, finest by three grades, desirable first date
of issue. Pedigreed to the R.L. Lissner collection (stated on label). NGC #3751093-006. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

682. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1 scudo, 1832/1JL, NGC AU 58, finest and only example in NGC
census. KM-98. Red-toned fields and lustrous legends, light high-point wear only, scarce overdate. NGC
#2806763-003. Estimate: $500-$750.

683. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1 scudo, 1832JL, NGC MS 62. KM-98. Brilliant luster and very choice strike
with full details, faint surface hairlines, second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 63. NGC #3735724014. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

684. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1 scudo, 1835LM, NGC AU 55, ex-Newman. KM-98. Strong details, surfaces
with decent luster and slight variation in color (begs a higher grade), minor lamination flaws on reverse, second
finest in NGC census behind a single MS 61, desirable pedigree. Pedigreed to the Eric P. Newman collection (stated
on special label). NGC #2039208-039. Estimate: $400-$600.
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685. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1 scudo, 1837LM, PCGS AU58. KM-98. Choice luster and fully detailed
strike, faint surface hairlines, one of only two at PCGS and none at NGC. PCGS #5673254. Estimate:
$500-$750.
686. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1 scudo, 1838LM, NGC MS 61, finest known in NGC census. KM98. Good luster with hint of toning around details, choice strike with particularly strong rims, faint surface
hairlines. NGC #3477869-012. Estimate: $600-$900.

687. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1 scudo (medallic coinage), 1839, Constitu-

tion, very rare (two known), NGC MS 62, finest known in NGC census,
ex-Whittier. Burnett-15; Fonrobert-9522. 17.8 mm, 3.4 grams. Obverse with palm tree

inside legend POTOSI ALA CONSTITUCION DEL ANO 1839 . ; reverse with
angel flying right holding the open-book Constitution and blowing the word LIBER
/ TAD from horn to right above cornucopia, legend REPUBLICA BOLIVIANA
to left; diagonally reeded edge. Choice bold strike with ample luster, faint surface
hairlines, by far the rarer of just two gold monetary medals issued in 1839 (the other
with phoenix / standing angel), in fact the first gold monetary medals struck under
the Republic. Reportedly only two exist of this type with palm tree / flying angel, the
other being a slightly inferior AU58 with long pedigree (Eliasberg-Clapp-NewcomerJenks, sold in our Auction 26 in 2019). Pedigreed to the Whittier Collection of Bolivian
Monetary Medals. NGC #3807326-016. Estimate: $3,500-up.

688. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1 scudo, 1839LM, NGC AU 53, finest and only example in NGC

census. KM-98. Bold and lustrous, minimal wear but faint surface hairlines (might upgrade), incomplete
rims (as made). NGC #3637632-001. Estimate: $400-$600.

689. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1 scudo, 1853MJ, NGC MS 62. KM-114. Broad flan with bold but incomplete rims, choice details and decent luster, faint surface hairlines, minor flan-bulges in obverse fields,
second highest grade in NGC census for this date. NGC #3735712-010. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
690. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1 scudo, 1855MJ, NGC AU 55, ex-Newman. KM-114. Full rims and
details, satin smooth fields (somewhat matte), minimal wear but a few old marks on bust, desirable pedigree. There appears to be some confusion about the assayer on the 1855 1 scudo, as it is clearly MJ but KM
erroneously has it as LM/J and NGC adopted that convention for their census (which, as a result, omits
the present coin). Pedigreed to the Eric P. Newman collection (stated on special label). NGC #2039208-047.
Estimate: $500-$750.
691. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1/2 scudo, 1841LR, NGC MS 63, ex-Eliasberg. KM-104. Bold but slightly offcenter strike with full details, hints of light toning over luster, second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 64,
desirable pedigree Pedigreed to the Eliasberg collection (stated on label). NGC #3605672-014. Estimate: $600-$900.

692. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1/2 scudo, 1842LR, NGC MS 63, ex-Flores. KM-104. Choice bold strike with
slightly crude rims (as made), strong luster and bright yellow color, faint flan-bulge on obverse, second finest in
NGC census behind a single MS 64. Pedigreed to the Luis Flores collection (stated on label). NGC #3635723-007.
Estimate: $600-$900.

693. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1/2 scudo, 1844R, coin axis, NGC MS 62 (“top pop”), ex-Newman. KM-104.
Bold strike and rims, light rainbow toning over luster, tied with one other for finest in NGC census, desirable pedigree.
Not noted on the label is the fact that this coin was struck with coin axis (rare thus), as opposed to normal medal
axis. Pedigreed to the Eric P. Newman collection (stated on special label). NGC #2039208-042. Estimate: $600-$900.

694. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1/2 scudo, 1844R, medal axis, NGC AU 55, ex-Newman. KM-104. Light red
toning and muted luster, bold full strike, desirable pedigree. Pedigreed to the Eric P. Newman collection (stated on
special label). NGC #2039321-039. Estimate: $350-$500.
695. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1/2 scudo, 1845R, NGC MS 64, ex-Newman. KM-104. Rich gold color and near
mirrorlike luster, choice strike (just a couple tiny laminations on reverse), desirable pedigree. Pedigreed to the Eric P.
Newman collection (stated on special label). NGC #2039208-043. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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696. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1/2 scudo, 1846R, PCGS AU58. KM-104. Bold strike and rims, strong luster,
faint surface hairlines but virtually no wear. PCGS #2845261. Estimate: $350-$500.

697. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1/2 scudo, 1847R, NGC MS 63 (“top pop”). KM-104. Very bold strike and
good rims, strong luster and no wear, tied with two others for finest in NGC census. NGC #1523499-009. Estimate: $600-$900.

698. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1/2 scudo, 1852/1FP, NGC MS 64, finest known in NGC census. KM-113.
Scarce overdate, first date of new design with smaller (but still right-facing) bust bearing BOLIVAR in the truncation, this example with blazing luster and bold strike with choice details, no marks or wear. NGC #3313146-001.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.

699. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1/2 scudo, 1852/1FP, NGC MS 62. KM-113. Identical date as previous lot but the
overdate not noted on label or in census, this with choice details and very light toning over luster, slight flattening
on highest points. NGC #1881300-001. Estimate: $500-$750.

700. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1/2 scudo, 1855FP, PCGS MS64. KM-113. Choice bold details, trace of light red
toning over slightly subdued luster. PCGS #15029588. Estimate: $600-$900.

701. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1/2 scudo, 1855MF/FJ, NGC AU 58, finest and only example in NGC
census, ex-Newman. KM-113. Toned around details, clean fields with very muted luster, light high-point flatten-

ing and/or wear, single graded specimen of this over-assayer (as opposed to MJ/FJ, MJ or FP). Pedigreed to the Eric
P. Newman collection (stated on special label). NGC #2039321-045. Estimate: $350-$500.

702. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1/2 scudo, 1855MJ, NGC MS 64 with WINGS gold sticker, finest known
in NGC census, ex-Lissner. KM-113. Satin-smooth fields with brilliant luster and light red toning, choice full
strike, just some parts of the rims slightly crude (as made). Pedigreed to the Lissner collection (stated on label). NGC
#3751093-046. Estimate: $600-$900.

703. Potosí, Bolivia, gold 1/2 scudo, 1856FJ, NGC MS 62. KM-113. Bright luster in light yellow gold, broad
flan, choice strike, minuscule lamination on reverse. NGC #3405338-002. Estimate: $500-$750.

Silver

704. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 soles, 1827JM, laureate head, NGC
MS 61. KM-97. Lightly toned over luster (and faint hairlines) with
a few black spots near reverse rim, fully detailed strike, desirable first
date of issue. NGC #4488467-007. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

705. Potosí, Bolivia, 4 soles, 1830JL, Potosí monogram
(“PTS”) low on island, NGC MS 62, finest known in NGC
census. KM-96a.1. Smooth fields with very light rainbow toning over
luster, weakly struck central details and incomplete rims, strange oneyear variety with second mintmark near bottom of island in design.
NGC #4916888-004. Estimate: $250-$375.
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Brazil (colonial)

706. Brazil, 600 reis, crowned-600 countermark (1663) 707. Brazil (Rio mint), 960 reis, João VI, 1821-R, struck
on a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional
(Transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top, very rare, NGC VF
details / saltwater damage, c/s XF standard, Mastalir Plate.
Gomes-4.01; Russo-12. 25.87 grams. Bold and full countermark at top of
full cross with bold date below and mintmark to left, one full pillar
(left) above full waves with bold date and assayer and second mintmark,
full 1-PH-6 at top, broad flan with some flat spots but nicely toned,
the noted surface corrosion very light, rather choice overall. With
photo-certificate, pedigreed to the UBS auction of March 2007 (lot 78),
and Plate Coin on p. 220 of Roberto Mastalir’s The Great Transition at
the Potosí Mint 1649-1653, The 1652 Transitional 8 Reales (2015).
NGC #5939913-001. Estimate: $500-$750.

over an Argentina (River Plate Provinces) “sunface” 8 reales,
Potosí mint, 1813J, also with die-clash error, NGC MS 63.

Gomes-25.18; Russo-479. Deeply rainbow toned over most of the surfaces,
fully detailed strike yet with traces of important undercoin visible
(not mentioned on label) including sunface and date as well as dieclash evidence on obverse, really a neat coin in a lot of ways. NGC
#5938098-010. Estimate: $300-$450.

Chile (colonial)
Gold

708. Santiago, Chile, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III (bust of Ferdinand VI), 1762J. KM-20; Cal-2129. 26.96 grams. Lustrous
AU- with minor marks, full but somewhat lightly struck details, small natural lacuna at top of head, mostly weak rims, generally rare type.
Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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709. Santiago, Chile, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles IV (bust of Charles III), 1805FJ, NGC MS 62, finest known in NGC
census. KM-54; Cal-1775. Choice luster and fairly strong details, starting to tone in legends, slightly off-center obverse and small lamination
flaw on reverse. NGC #4916868-003. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

710. Santiago, Chile, bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VII transitional
(“admiral” bust), 1811FJ, PCGS MS62. KM-72; Cal-1856. Choice luster
and superb rims with toning just inside, bold strike with trace of adjustment
marks and lamination on bust, light black staining at top of head. PCGS
#35109660. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

711. Santiago, Chile, gold bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VII (bust of
Charles IV), 1816FJ, NGC MS 62 (“top pop”). KM-78; Cal-1873. Blazing luster and choice strike, a few tiny flaws (and surface hairlines) but overall
quite eye-catching. NGC #4916881-001 (chip in plastic on edge). Estimate:
$3,000-$4,500.

712. Santiago, Chile, gold bust 4 escudos, Ferdinand VI, 1750/5J, NGC
AU 58 / Luz shipwreck. KM-2; Cal-742. Typical shipwreck specimen with slightly
matte fields but lustrous legends, weak strike in centers. From the Luz (1752). NGC
#19999751-001. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
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713. Santiago, Chile, gold bust 4 escudos, Charles IV, 1808FJ, rare. KM-62; Cal-1580. AU with strong luster, choice reverse but bust
slightly weak in center, prominent but partially crude rims (as made), low mintage (only 1207 struck). Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

714. Santiago, Chile, gold bust 4 escudos, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV), 1815FJ, unique (unlisted), NGC XF 45,
finest and only example in NGC census. KM-unl (77 for type); Cal-unl (Type 413). Slightly off-center strike on a broad flan, with obverse center
weak (some wear, too) and with minor laminations, light toning around details, clear date (despite break at bottom of 5) that has not come
to light publicly till now (probably less than 100 were struck), hence a major discovery piece for Chilean collectors. NGC #5936682-005.
Estimate: $3,500-up.

Busts
715. Santiago, Chile, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1796DA,
NGC VF 20. KM-51; Cal-1026. Deeply toned all over, parts of rims
weak (as made) and with faint flan-bulge in front of face, generally
scarce type in certifiable grade, second finest in NGC census behind a
single AU 55. NGC #5938098-015. Estimate: $200-$300.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com
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716. Santiago, Chile, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1800AJ, “CROLUS” error, extremely rare, NGC AU 55, finest and only

example in NGC census. KM-51; Cal-1033. Lustrous and well struck, with clean fields and only light high-point wear, very light toning. Curiously, this is not the only instance of the “CROLUS” misspelling, as it also happened previously at the Potosí mint on some 1/2R of 1778.
Pedigreed to the Numisor SA auction of October 2020. NGC #5710111-001. Estimate: $20,000-up.

717. Santiago, Chile, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII transitional (laureate “admiral” bust), 1810FJ, NGC MS 61. KM-75;
Cal-1403. Choice

bold strike with light natural toning over faint luster
throughout, with a few small (old) marks on the well-detailed bust
and just a touch of high-point wear, scarce and desirable two-year type
with laurel wreath in Ferdinand’s hair. NGC #5938098-016. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

718. Santiago, Chile, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1814FJ,
NGC AU 55. KM-80; Cal-1407. Lightly struck with low-contrast toning over luster, with adjustment marks and strike-through error in
crown, die-cracks around date, still a scarce type in AU or better. NGC
#5938098-017. Estimate: $200-$300.

719. Santiago, Chile, bust 1/2 real, Charles IV, 1797DA, “CAOLUS” error, rare,
NGC VF details / rev scratched. KM-57; Cal-344. 1.62 grams. No toning but hints of luster,
two light marks to right of crown on reverse, scarce and interesting error lacking the R in the
king’s name. NGC #5933767-001. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Chile (Republic)
Gold

720. Santiago, Chile, 8 escudos, 1851LA, incuse ENERO on edge, NGC
MS 61 (“top pop”). KM-105. Lustrous and well struck, with light bagmarks and
hairlines in obverse fields, desirable final date of issue and tied with two others for
finest known in NGC census. NGC #5934196-007. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

Silver

721. Santiago, Chile, “volcano” peso, 1817FJ, “Y” to left,

722. Santiago, Chile, 8 reales, 1839IJ, XF details / cleaned.

NGC AU 50. KM-82.2. Choice natural toning over slightly lustrous
and unmolested surfaces, light high-point wear but no marks (more like
AU 55 in our opinion), quite attractive and popular. NGC #5938098013. Estimate: $500-$750.

KM-96.1. Lightly toned over matte surfaces with light abrasion, even
wear on high points but no significant marks, minor flan-cracks on
reverse, scarce type. NGC #5938098-014. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Colombia (colonial)
Cobs

723. Cartagena, Colombia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer E below
mintmark NR to left (1626-30), rare, PCGS VF30, ex-Eldorado.

Restrepo-M45.11; S-C3; KM-3.4; Cal-Type 298. 27.21 grams. Thick and chunky cob
with nearly full shield and cross, the former with bold (V)III vertically to right
and bold NRE to left (the E larger than the others and apparently re-punched),
some toning here and there. Pedigreed to the Eldorado Collection (Stack’s Bowers auction of January 2018, with original lot-tag 11021). PCGS #85752590.
Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

724. Cartagena, Colombia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer E below
mintmark RN to left (1626-30), rare, NGC VF 35. Restrepo-M45.3; S-C3;
KM-3.4; Cal-Type 298. 26.84 grams. Barrel-shaped flan (struck on a diagonal) with

bold full shield and cross, nearly full crown, full RNE and bold denomination
VIII, spotty dark toning on fields, erroneously labeled as “(1628)NRE.” NGC
#4922284-007. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

725. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 reales, (16)27P, date at 5-6 o’clock on reverse, lions and castles
transposed in cross and shield, rare, ex-Eldorado, Nesmith plate. Restrepo-M28.3; S-B4; KM-6.1; Cal-

937. 6.66 grams. Interesting

little cob with last digit of date and H of HISPANIARVM apparently punched
over IIIIIII (seven ones, not a die-clash as previously cataloged), perhaps an attempt to denote the 7 of the
date without a proper 7-punch (akin to the 16ZIII at Potosí for the date 1623), on a reverse whose legend is
rotated 180 degrees from normal anyway, with full 27 of date, nearly full but doubled cross, good full shield
with clear mintmark N(R) to left and denomination II above two dots and nearly full assayer P (with top
broken), lightly toned with additional peacock coloration here and there. Pedigreed to the Eldorado Collection
(Stack’s Bowers auction of January 2018, with original lot-tag 11067) and Plate Coin #3b on p. 517 and plate
XXIX in Robert Nesmith’s 1958 “A Hoard of the First Silver Coins of Nuevo Reino de Granada (Colombia),”
also with original Christensen tag. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

726. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 1 real, Philip IV, assayer R below denomination I to right (no

dot in between), mintmark NR to left, NGC VF 25.

Restrepo-M20.27; S-B6; KM-5; Cal-Type 209. 3.43
grams. Odd shape with choice full cross and good full shield, full king’s ordinal IIII, clear denomination and

assayer to right and bottom letter of mintmark to left, richly toned, scarce. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada
collection (stated on label). NGC #5938639-020. Estimate: $200-$300.

727. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 1 real, Philip IV, assayer not visible (R), motto as P-LV-S, NGC

XF 40. Restrepo-M24; S-B7; KM-9; Cal-Type 211. 3.33 grams. Off-center strike with blank right side but full shield
(lions and castles in proper quadrants) and one full pillar, mintmark N in middle below motto, attractively
toned, scarce. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5938639-021. Estimate:
$200-$300.

728. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 1/4 real, Philip IV, no assayer, rare, finest and only example
in NGC census, Restrepo Plate, NGC VF 25. Restrepo-M14.3; KM-B7; Cal-531. Bold full lion (“slender”) and castle (“narrow… without windows”) on a small, odd-shaped flan with what appears to be a
rope border on both sides, lightly toned, placed under Philip IV in Restrepo with the note that “Design
details such as slender lions... suggest [it] should be located after Philip IV.” Apparently this is the first
Colombian cob cuartilla to be numerically graded by NGC (with one other in the “details” census at the
VF level. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 69 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia
(2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938639-001. Estimate: $250-$375.
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Gold
729. Bogotá, Colombia, gold bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VI, 1757SJ.
Restrepo-24.5; KM-32.1; Cal-815. 26.92 grams. Well-detailed AU- with lots of small
marks but no significant wear or problems, lightly toned and with luster in legends, full rims, scarce early type. Estimate: $1,750-$2,500.

730. Bogotá, Colombia, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III (“rat nose” type), 1770/69VJ, NGC AU 58, finest and only example in NGC census. Restrepo-71.18; KM-41; Cal-2092. Scarce date of a rare and desirable type, with choice golden red color, ample luster,

bold strike and minimal wear (just a few light marks), traces of die-clashing on reverse, the overdate quite prominent. NGC #4916892-002.
Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

731. Popayán, Colombia, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III,

1775JS. Restrepo-73.14; KM-50.2; Cal-2042. 26.92 grams. Bold AU- with
light marks on obverse, somewhat weak rims (as made), nice color and
luster. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

732. Bogotá, Colombia, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III,
1776JJ, no dot in assayer, re-punched 6, NGC AU 58. Restrepounl (cf 72.12a); KM-50.1; Cal-2103. Brightly

lustrous all over (very flashy),
with light marks but no wear, unrecorded variety with far 6 punched
over near 6, second finest in NGC census for the date (varieties not
noted by NGC) behind a single MS 60. NGC #4916889-001. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

733. Bogotá, Colombia, gold bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VII
(bust of Charles IV), 1809JF, NGC AU 55. Restrepo-127.6; KM-66.1;
Deeply red-toned, with light marks but minimal wear (no
luster), slightly irregular edge (as made), small lamination in front of
neck. NGC #5939651-003. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

Cal-1835.
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734. Popayán, Colombia, gold bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VII (bust of

Charles IV), 1818FM. Restrepo-128.31; KM-66.2; Cal-1823. 26.87 grams. Lightly polished XF/AU with full rims despite slightly off-center reverse. Pedigreed to the Ponterio
auction of April-May, 2004, with original lot-tag 432. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

735. Popayán, Colombia, bust 4 escudos, Charles III (bust of Ferdinand VI),
1762J, mintmark P•N. Restrepo-64.6; KM-37; Cal-1832. 13.32 grams. AXF with scratches in
reverse fields, light yellow color with traces of luster in legends, scarce transitional type.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.

736. Popayán, Colombia, gold bust 4 escudos, Charles III, 1776SF, PCGS AU55. Restrepo-68.3; KM-44; Cal-1835. Highly lustrous reverse,
choice red toning, very attractive and desirable date for US collectors, also a very scarce type. PCGS #31800254 Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

739. Bogotá, Colombia, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III,
737. Popayán, Colombia, gold bust 4 escudos, Charles III,
1780/70SF, unlisted overdate, NGC AU 55 (“top pop”).

Restrepo-unl (68 for type); KM-unl (44 for type); Cal-unl (Type 175). Nice red
toning, the reverse lustrous, parts of rims slightly crude (as made),
prominent overdate, tied with one other for finest in NGC census.
NGC #4916867-008. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

1776JJ, dot between assayers, NGC AU 55 (“top pop”).
Restrepo-unl (cf 61.11; KM-49.1; Cal-1693. Broad

flan with full rims, good
luster for the grade (light marks and wear, nothing major), scarce
date anyway but the assayer variety significantly missing in Restrepo,
popular date with US collectors, tied with one other for finest known
in NGC census (variety not noted on label). NGC #4916867-006.
Estimate: $500-$750.

738. Bogotá, Colombia, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III 740. Bogotá, Colombia, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III,
(“rat nose” type), 1768JV, NGC AU 55.

Restrepo-60.14; KM-40;

Cal-1681. Bold strike with luster, light yellow color, no more than light

high-point wear, rare type, second finest in NGC census behind a single
MS 63+. NGC #4916888-006. Estimate: $1,000-up.

1785JJ, NGC AU 55, finest and only example in NGC census.
Restrepo-61.29; KM-49.1a; Cal-1710. Scarce date, bold strike with muted
luster, incipient toning, somewhat granular surfaces (as made). NGC
#5911098-014. Estimate: $600-$900.
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Pillars

741. Bogotá, Colombia, pillar 1 real, Charles III,
1760JV, very rare, NGC UNC details / holed, finest
known in NGC census, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-36.1;
Brightly lustrous (almost prooflike) with
minimal marks and no wear, choice full rims, no toning, the
hole somewhat internal and possibly done at the mint, one
of just two in the NGC census (the other VF details / graffiti
and hammered in our Auction 25 for $3900). Pedigreed to the
Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 112 of Restrepo’s
Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938639022. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

KM-34; Cal-499.

Busts

742. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales proclamation medal,
Charles III, 1760, engraver Bento, eagle left, rosette edge,
very rare, NGC XF details / mount removed, Restrepo Plate.
Lightly
toned, a few old marks, light scratches at top, also lamination on
reverse rim at about 8 o’clock, but the strike bold and evenly worn,
an important early medal with pillar dollar edge (tulips or rosettes)—
consider how rare and valuable the pillar dollars are! Pedigreed to the
Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 111 of Restrepo’s Coins of
Colombia (2012) (sated on label). NGC #5931969-001. Estimate:
$1,000-up.

Restrepo-10 (p. 111); Herrera-93; Medina-109. 26.84 grams; 38.5mm.

743. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales proclamation medal, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV), 1808, from the merchant
community, corded edge, NGC AU 58. Restrepo-18 (p. 130); Herrera-79; Medina-382; Fonrobert-8046. 30.13 grams; 41mm. Light steely toning
with much luster in legends, well struck but with die-crack across
reverse, tied with one other for second finest in NGC census behind
a single MS 65. Curiously, the reverse of this medal displays the same
Cartagena arms as 4R pieces made under Charles IV (but in larger
format). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label).
NGC #5931969-007. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

744. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales proclamation medal, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV), 1808, from the merchant
community, plain edge, NGC VF 35. Restrepo-18 (p. 130); Herrera-79;
Medina-382; Fonrobert-8046. 30.11 grams; 39mm. Attractive, rich, old toning
with just a trace of luster around details (more like XF to our eyes),
somewhat smaller flan than previous lot (see note about the design),
finest and only example in NGC census with plain edge. Pedigreed to
the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5931969-006.
Estimate: $500-$750.

745. Bogotá, Colombia, 4 reales proclamation medal,
Charles IV (bust of Charles III), 1789, with CAICEDO,
corded edge, NGC VF 30. Restrepo-p. 121; Herrera-215; Medina-253.
14.11 grams; 32.5mm. Deeply toned with dark stain on reverse, traces

of luster (more like AXF in our opinion). For some unknown reason
all of the proclamation medals of Charles IV were struck in the 4R
size, which is interesting because Colombia did not strike any actual
4 reales in that reign. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated
on label). NGC #5931969-003. Estimate: $500-$750.
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746. Cartagena, Colombia, 4 reales proclamation medal,

Charles IV (bust of Charles III), 1789, plain edge, NGC
XF details / cleaned. Restrepo-p. 121; Herrera-126; Medina-138. 15.67
grams; 33mm. Higher-relief bust with strong details, a few old marks

and bumps but nothing major (the stated cleaning old and fairly well
toned-over), minor flan-bulge to left on reverse. Pedigreed to the Nueva
Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5931969-002. Estimate:
$500-$750.

747. Cali, Colombia, 4 reales proclamation medal, 1790,
Caicedo, corded edge, rare, NGC VF details / holed. Restrepo-p.
Deeply toned, lowerrelief bust with even wear, a few minor marks in addition to the hole
at top, slightly off-center obverse. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5931969-004. Estimate: $350-$500.
121; Herrera-unl; Medina-unl. 13.05 grams; 31.5mm.

748. Popayán, Colombia, 4 reales proclamation medal, 1790,
Tenorio, corded edge, NGC XF details / plugged. Restrepo-p.
121; Herrera-186; Medina-213. 13.41 grams; 33mm. Choice strike on a very
broad flan with steely toning, a few marks and light weak, the stated
plug virtually imperceptible. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection
(stated on label). NGC #5931969-005. Estimate: $350-$500.

749. Popayán, Colombia, 4 reales proclamation medal, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV), 1808, corded edge, NGC
AU details / obv damage. Restrepo-22 (p. 130); Herrera-49; Medina-344;
Fonrobert-8218. 9.82 grams; 32mm. Golden toning (deeper on reverse) over

luster, choice strike and well preserved but with small, attempted hole
above head. Though a bit thinner and lower in weight, the diameter
of this piece puts it in the category of 4R (half dollar-sized) medals. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC
#5931969-009. Estimate: $300-$450.

750. Zitará (Quibdó), Colombia, 4 reales proclamation medal, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV), 1808, José María Valencia, corded edge, extremely rare, NGC MS 62, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-24 (p. 130); Herrera-cf. 92 (in gold); Medina-cf. 407 (in gold). 9.53

grams; 32.5mm. Broad flan (size of a 4R but thinner and lower in weight) with choice full details, light green-gold toning over luster, minimal
high-point wear, a very rare medal (probably struck in Popayán, location not mentioned on label in any case) that classic references only
mention in gold (could be unique in silver). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 130 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia
(2012) (stated on label). NGC #5931969-008. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

751. Popayán/Cali, Colombia, gilt silver 4 reales proclamation medal, 1811,
liberation by Baraya, corded edge, NGC MS 63, finest and only example
in NGC census. Restrepo-p. 121; Herrera-unl; Medina-unl; Fonrobert-8219. 10.28 grams; 32mm.

Choice grade with fully detailed strike, nearly full gold plating remaining on obverse only
(reverse just nicely toned silver), a rare muling of two colonial reverse designs (Cali and
Popayán) with legends changed to give tribute to the (temporary) liberator of the region,
Don Antonio Baraya, diameter of a 4R but thinner and lower in weight. Pedigreed to the
Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5931969-010. Estimate: $500-$750.
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752. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 2 reales, Charles
III, 1772VJ, N•R and V•J, NGC F 12. Restrepo-42.2;
KM-47; Cal-742. Moderate, even wear with nice toning, the

bust slightly weak, more like AVF in our opinion, very
scarce first date of colonial milled 2 reales (as none were
produced under Ferdinand VI). Pedigreed to the Nueva
Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5938641006. Estimate: $600-$900.

753. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 2 reales, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV),
1817/1817FJ, NGC XF details / obv scratched, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-113.5a; KM-70.1;
Light but fully detailed strike (slightly off-center) with satin fields indicative of higher
grade but with light surface hairlines (no toning) and scratch on bust, bold overdate with much
change of spacing between the digits, scarce. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection and plated
on page 134 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938641-007. Estimate: $250-$375.

Cal-933.

754. Popayán, Colombia, bust 2 reales, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV), 1819MF,
NGC MS 62+, finest known in NGC census.
Restrepo-114.11; KM-70.2; Cal-903. Highly lustrous, with
well-detailed strike despite minor porosity in centers
(as made), strong rims despite slightly off-center strike,
scarce date, exceptional grade that tops Eldorado and
all other specimens known to us. Pedigreed to the Nueva
Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5938641008. Estimate: $900-$1,350.

755. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 1 real, Charles III, 1773VJ, with dot between assayers’ initials,

NGC VF details / obv tooled, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-38.3; KM-46.1; Cal-501. Bold and well-detailed
strike with deep toning all over, a few (old) harsh scratches on bust, slightly rough texture on reverse (as
made). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 113 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia
(2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938639-023. Estimate: $150-$225.

756. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 1 real, Charles
III, 1775JJ, rare, NGC XF details / environmental damage, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-38.5; KM46.1; Cal-502. Bold strike with full details, dark toning
with underlying light surface oxidation (exposed in
places). This can be considered the finer of just two
at NGC, as the census shows the other is in the PoorAbout Good range. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada
collection and plated on page 113 of Restrepo’s Coins of
Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938639024. Estimate: $500-$750.
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757. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 1 real, Charles
III, 1776JJ, NGC VF details / environmental
damage. Restrepo-38.7; KM-46.1; Cal-503. Bold strike on
a broad flan with nice toning over lightly scratched
and minimally oxidized surfaces, very scarce, popular
date with US collectors. The only other examples in
the NGC census are inferior (one numerically graded
VG and one F details). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada
collection (stated on label). NGC #5938639-025. Estimate: $500-$750.

758. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 1 real, Charles III, 1784JJ, rare, NGC Fine details / holed, finest
and only example in NGC census, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-38.13; KM-46.1; Cal-506. Even wear on wellstruck details with smooth fields and contrasting toning in legends, very small hole near top. It appears this
is the only example currently slabbed by NGC. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection and plated on page
113 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938639-026. Estimate: $200-$300.

759. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 1 real, Charles IV,
1794/3JJ, very rare, NGC VG 10, finest known in NGC
census, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-78.9; KM-58; Cal-489. Broad flan
with slightly crude edge (as made), typically weaker in centers
than the bold legends which, in our opinion, indicate a higher
grade, nevertheless the finer of just two in the NGC census
among what Restrepo says are only three known in total (all
three of which now have appeared in our auctions). Pedigreed to
the Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 123 of Restrepo’s
Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938639027. Estimate: $500-$750.

761. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 1 real, Ferdinand
760. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 1 real, Charles IV, 1801/799JJ, extremely
rare, NGC VG 8, finest and only example in NGC census, Restrepo
Plate. Restrepo-78.33; KM-58; Cal-497. Good contrast from deep toning, worn and

weakly struck in centers, also with light laminations on reverse, but apparently
this overdate is so rare that only this example is known (according to Restrepo,
confirmed by the fact that we have never seen another). Pedigreed to the Nueva
Granada collection and plated on page 123 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012)
(stated on label). NGC #5938639-028. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

VII (bust of Charles IV), 1810JJ, rare, NGC
VG 8, finest known in NGC census. Restrepo-111.1;

KM-68.1; Cal-649. Decent detail for the grade, with minimal toning (just around letters in legend) and light
hairlines, die-crack on reverse, the finer of just two in
the NGC census, first we have handled. Pedigreed to
the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC
#5938639-029. Estimate: $200-$300.

762. Popayán, Colombia, bust 1 real, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV), 1813/0JF, very
rare, NGC VG 8, finest and only example in
the NGC census, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-112.2;
KM-68.2; Cal-631. Very broad flan with slightly off-center

obverse creating a massive rim to right, deeply contrasting toning, very nice for the grade, reportedly among
only five or six examples known, one of which hammered for $11,000 in our Auction 11 (the Jorge Ortiz
Murias specimen). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada
collection and plated on page 134 of Restrepo’s Coins of
Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938639030. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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763. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 1/2 real, Charles III, 1772VJ, NGC F 12, finest and only example in NGC census. Restrepo-32.1;
KM-45.1; Cal-269. Very

scarce and popular first date (reportedly fewer than ten known) and an interesting issue with denomination shown as
a I with horizontal bar in middle (the subsequent dates struck without denomination), this example with bold strike and deep, contrasting
toning, slightly crude edge (as made). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5938639-011. Estimate: $500-$750.

764. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 765. Popayán, Colombia, bust 1/2 real, 766. Popayán, Colombia, 1/4 real, 1816, 1 over
1/2 real, Charles III, 1773VJ, Charles III, 1774JS, NGC VF details / 2 in date (penultimate digit), mintmark PN,
dot between assayers’ initials, cleaned, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-34.2; KM- NGC AU 55, finest and only example in NGC
NGC Fine details / corrosion, 45.2; Cal-219. Choice strike with full details, census, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-101.2; KM-67.2; Calcleaned. Restrepo-32.3; KM-45.1; Cal- deeply toned except for high points (nice 283. Exceptional example with bold strike and only light

Strong details and nice toning
despite light surface corrosion all
over, scarce date and variety (first we
have handled). Pedigreed to the Nueva
Granada collection (stated on label).
NGC #5938639-012. Estimate:
$350-$500.

270.

contrast), hairline edge-split (as made), first
example we have offered of this single-year
type from this mint (one of just two Charles
III issues from Popayán, the other being 1R
1772). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 112 of Restrepo’s Coins
of Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC
#5938639-013. Estimate: $350-$500.

Colombia (Popayán Royalist)

767. Popayán, Colombia, copper 2 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1813 (large
date), NGC MS 65 BN, finest known in NGC census.

Restrepo-116.1;

KM-B2; KM-B2; Cal-907. Satin

smooth fields, no wear at all, some original color
and luster around the details, strong rims, the single finest of sixteen entries in
the NGC census. Restrepo: “Necessity issue of royalist style but coined by the
patriots,” alongside similar examples in 1/2 and 8 reales. NGC #2645606-004.
Estimate: $600-$900.

Colombia (Cartagena royalist)

768. Cartagena (Royalist), Colombia, copper 1/2 real, fantasy date “800” (1815), struck over Cartagena (Republican)
1/2 real of 1812-13, rare, NGC AU 58 BN, finest and only
example in NGC census. Restrepo-108.1; KM-unl; Cal-unl. Crude design
with full and clear PHILIPPVS monogram (small) above 800 date
on obverse, bold full cross (also small, slightly off-center) on reverse,
traces of undercoin details, dark bronze color, with strong metal-flow
lines and very little evidence of actual wear. Technically this should
fall under the category of “imitation cob,” as the design mimics that of
colonial cobs of a century prior, but the flan is copper and uniformly
round. NGC #5936682-007. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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high-point wear, the rims typically crude (as made) but
the fields clean and smooth, scarce bold overdate (first
we have handled, labeled as 1816/26 by NGC) that can
be explained by the fact that it was struck by patriots
after 1820. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection
and plated on page 131 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia
(2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938639-002. Estimate:
$200-$300.

The Esmeralda Collection of Coins of Gran Colombia
The Esmeralda Collection is the finest assemblage ever formed specializing in the coinage struck from 1819 to 1830 in the original Republic
of Colombia, popularly known as “Gran Colombia,” the realization of Bolívar’s dream of a large, independent country comprising the lands of
modern-day Colombia, Ecuador, Panama and Venezuela. This collection includes many “finest knowns” and key rarities, and it encompasses
examples from some of the top collections of all time like Eldorado, Eliasberg, Lissner, Newman, Norweb and Sedwick (in addition to private
collections). For this special collection we designed an original NGC label featuring the Indian head from the obverse of lot 832.

Santa Marta Royalist

769. Santa Marta, Colombia, 2 reales, 1820, very rare, NGC

AU 58, finest known in NGC census, ex-Ortiz, ex-Medina.
A very rare and historically
important necessity issue in silver from the besieged royalist stronghold of Santa Marta, this example with fairly strong and even strike,
satin-smooth surfaces, lustrous fields and the lightest of toning, also
highly desirable for its important pedigree. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda
Collection (stated on special label) and to the Emilio Ortiz and José Toribio Medina collections (both stated on label). NGC #5937517-004.
Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

Restrepo-117.1; KM-B5; Cal-936. 4.60 grams.

770. Santa Marta, Colombia, copper 1/4 real, 1820, NGC MS 63 BN. Restrepo-104.1; KM-B4; Cal119. Popular royalist necessity issue in copper, choice grade with traces of original color and luster remaining

on fields, in fact tied for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 64. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda
Collection (stated on special label). NGC #2773388-017. Estimate: $300-$450.

Busts / Gold

771. Bogotá, Colombia, gold bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand
VII (bust of Charles IV), 1819JF, NGC MS 62. Restrepo-127.32;

KM-66.1; Cal-1857. Choice example with bold strike, no wear, minimal
marks. Most experts believe the 1819-20 issues under Ferdinand VII
were actually struck by patriots using colonial dies, particularly the
gold coins (as no gold issues are known for this period with Republican
designs). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label).
NGC #3706901-017. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

772. Bogotá, Colombia, gold bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand
VII (bust of Charles IV), 1820JF, NGC AU 58. Restrepo-127.34;
KM-66.1; Cal-1859. Broad flan with choice full rims and bold interior
details except for slight weakness in center of reverse, much luster, no
wear, minimal marks (begs a higher grade). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda
Collection (stated on special label). NGC #3355320-002. Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.

773. Bogotá, Colombia, gold bust 1 escudo, Ferdinand VII

774. Bogotá, Colombia, gold bust 1 escudo, Ferdinand VII

(bust of Charles IV), 1819JF, NGC MS 62, finest known in
NGC census. Restrepo-122.25; KM-64.1; Cal-1558. Choice strike with

(bust of Charles IV), 1820JF, NGC MS 62, finest known in
NGC census. Restrepo-122.27; KM-64.1; Cal-1559. Bold strike all over,

strong luster, slight central weakness, practically no marks or wear,
exceptional grade for this type. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection
(stated on special label). NGC #3908143-005. Estimate: $500-$750.

no marks or wear but somewhat subdued luster, exceptional grade for
this type. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label).
NGC #1811920-002. Estimate: $500-$750.
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Busts / Silver
775. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 2 reales, Ferdinand
VII (bust of Charles IV), 1819FJ, NGC AU 58. Restrepo-113.9; KM-70.1; Cal-935. Bold

full strike and nice luster,
effectively MS but with just a few light hairline scratches
on obverse. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on
special label). NGC #3355322-006. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

776. Popayán, Colombia, bust 2 reales, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV), 1819MF,
NGC VG 8, finest and only example in NGC census. Restrepo-114.11; KM-70.2; Cal-903. Deep
rainbow toning (particularly near rims), smooth fields but high-points a little weak (should be
at least Fine), minor flan-flaws and rim-lacuna (as made), scarce date. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda
Collection (stated on special label). NGC #3355398-002. Estimate: $300-$450.

777. Popayán, Colombia, bust 2 reales, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV),
1820FM, NGC AU 53, finest known in NGC census. Restrepo-114.15; KM-70.2; Cal-906.
Well struck and deeply rainbow toned over luster with minimal high-point wear, in fact begging a higher grade, top coin at NGC nonetheless. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated
on special label). NGC #3355396-001. Estimate: $400-$600.

778. Popayán, Colombia, bust 2 reales, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV), 182/10MF,
NGC MS 64, finest known in NGC census.
Choice strike with
brilliant luster (almost prooflike) and light rainbow
toning in legends, broad flan with parts of rims
crude/weak (as made), exceptional grade for this
type, also with very bold overdate 2/1. Pedigreed
to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label).
NGC #5937517-003. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

Restrepo-114.12; KM-70.2; Cal-904.

779. Pasto, Colombia, bust 2 reales, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV), 1822O,

two dots to right of date, NGC AU 50, finest and only example in NGC census.
Restrepo-115.1; KM-74; Cal-894. Very

choice for this crude type, believed to have been struck by
fleeing royalists using modified Popayán dies with CONST in legend (unique among colonial
issues) in reference to the new Spanish Constitution of 1812, typically off-center and with
rough rims but much bright luster on reverse fields and in obverse legend. Pedigreed to the
Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #3355393-017. Estimate: $500-$750.

780. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 1 real, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV), 1819FJ, inverted
J, NGC AU 58, finest known in NGC census. Restrepo-111.18; KM-68.1; Cal-658. Deeply toned and
choice, with all details sharply struck, minimal high-point wear but somewhat low in luster, far and away
the best at NGC among just three entries (the other two being VF). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection
(stated on special label). NGC #3711598-005. Estimate: $600-$900.
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Gold
781. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1822JF, PCGS AU55.
Choice rims, bold legends with hints of toning
and luster, slightly granular interiors, rated as RR in Sedwick. Pedigreed to the
Esmeralda Collection. PCGS #21806878. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

Sed-6; Restrepo-165.1; KM-82.1.

782. Popayán, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1822FM, NGC MS 61 (“top pop”), ex-Eldorado. Sed-7; Restrepo-166.1; KM-82.2. Very
bold strike, lovely toning over brilliant luster, faint surface hairlines and slightly crude rims, rated as RR in Sedwick, tied with one other for
finest known in NGC census (the single MS61 at PCGS being this same coin crossed-over). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on
special label) and to the Eldorado Collection (Stack’s Bowers auction of January 2018, lot 12106), also to the Ponterio auction of December 1984 (lot
773). NGC #5936656-003. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

783. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1823JF, NGC MS 62, finest known in NGC census. Sed-6; Restrepo-165.3; KM-82.1. Choice
bold strike (just the fasces a little light), bold rims and nice luster, minor bagmarks, single finest at NGC by two whole points, rated as R in
Sedwick. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #3730360-014. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.
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784. Popayán, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1823FM, NGC AU 58 (“top

pop”), ex-Millennia (stated on label).

Sed-7; Restrepo-166.3; KM-82.2. Nice
luster and well-detailed strike, minimal marks and high-point wear, tied with
two others for finest known in NGC census, rated as R in Sedwick. Pedigreed
to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and to the Millennia Collection (Goldberg auction of May 2008, lot 1027). NGC #1950242-023. Estimate:
$2,000-$3,000.

785. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1824/3JF, PCGS AU55. Sed-6;
Restrepo-165.4; KM-82.1. Light luster and incipient toning, generally bold strike
with only minor surface granularity and marks, rated as R in Sedwick. Pedigreed
to the Esmeralda Collection. PCGS #2712437. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

786. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1824JF, NGC MS 62 (“top pop”), ex-Frank Sedwick (stated on label). Sed-6; Restrepo-165.5; KM-82.1. Very

bold strike all over, with choice rims and nice luster, light bagmarks only, currently tied with two others for finest
known in NGC census. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and to the Dr. Frank Sedwick Collection (Sedwick Auction
9, lot 225). NGC #3477459-027. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

787. Popayán, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1824FM, NGC MS 61.
Sed-7; Restrepo-166.5; KM-82.2. Frosty

with luster, slightly weak centers as usual, a
few faint marks, tiny lamination flaw on reverse. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #3351678-010. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.
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788. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1825JF, NGC MS 62, finest known in NGC census. Sed-6; Restrepo-165.7; KM-82.1. Choice
smooth surfaces with luster and very light toning, bold strike, small void in obverse rim (as made). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated
on special label). NGC #3607295-003. Estimate: $2,750-$4,000.

789. Popayán, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1825FM, NGC MS 63, finest known in NGC census, ex-Eliasberg (stated on
label).

Sed-7; Restrepo-166.7; KM-82.2. Very strong strike and luster, attractive golden toning, minimal marks, great pedigree. Pedigreed to the
Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and to the Eliasberg Collection (ANR auction of April 2005, lot 1562). NGC #1839121-111. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

790. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1826JF, NGC MS 62. Sed-6;
Restrepo-165.9; KM-82.1. Nice luster and good rims, hint of toning, minimal small
marks, tied with one other at MS 62 behind a single MS 62+ in the NGC census.
Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #4266724005. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.
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791. Popayán, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1826FM, NGC AU 55, finest known in NGC census, ex-Frank Sedwick (stated on label). Sed-7;

Restrepo-166.11; KM-82.2. Choice luster, minimal marks and only light high-point

wear, finest at NGC (two finer at PCGS). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection
(stated on special label) and to the Dr. Frank Sedwick Collection (Sedwick Auction
9, lot 243). NGC #3477459-044. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

792. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1827JF, NGC MS 61 (“top
pop”), ex-Millennia (stated on label).

Sed-6; Restrepo-165.11; KM-82.1.

Brightly lustrous in yellow gold with strong rims and strike (begging a higher
grade), light adjustment marks on obverse, tied with one other for top honors
at NGC, rated as RR in Sedwick. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated
on special label) and to the Millennia Collection (Goldberg auction of May 2008,
lot 1028). NGC #1950242-024. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

793. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1827RR, NGC MS 62,
finest known in NGC census, ex-Frank Sedwick (stated on label).
Sed-6; Restrepo-165.13; KM-82.1. Very lustrous and bold (especially the rims),
minimal marks, far and away the finest in the NGC census above a quartet
of VF’s, rated as RR in Sedwick. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated
on special label) and to the Dr. Frank Sedwick Collection (Sedwick Auction 9, lot
230). NGC #5937517-001. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

794. Popayán, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1827FM, NGC MS 62 (“top pop”), ex-Eldorado (stated on label). Sed-7; Restrepo-166.13;
KM-82.2. Fairly

strong strike with small patches of light color over luster, very light high-point wear, tied with two others for finest in NGC
census (and with two in the PCGS census, one of which is this coin crossed over), rated as R in Sedwick. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and to the Eldorado Collection (Stack’s Bowers auction of January 2018, lot 12118). NGC #5936656-004. Estimate:
$3,000-$4,500.
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795. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1828RR, NGC AU 58,
finest known in NGC census. Sed-6; Restrepo-165.14; KM-82.1. Bold strike,
nice luster and rims, minimal marks and light surface hairlines (net-graded
from MS), small rough spot above head (as made), rated as RR in Sedwick.
Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #277697003. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

796. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 8 escudos,
1828RS, NGC MS
62, finest known in
NGC census. Sed-6;
Restrepo-165.15; KM-82.1.

Lustrous and bold except for very centers (as
usual), slightly off-center
strike, lamination flaw
on reverse. Pedigreed to
the Esmeralda Collection
(stated on special label).
NGC #3504309-019. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

797. Popayán, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1828FM, NGC AU 55.
Sed-7; Restrepo-166.17; KM-82.2. Nice luster and trace of toning, unusually bold
reverse, light marks and wear on bust, rated as RR in Sedwick. Pedigreed to the
Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #3476890-003. Estimate:
$2,000-$3,000.

798. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1829RS, NGC
MS 62, finest known
in NGC census. Sed-6;
Restrepo-165.17; KM-82.1.

Strong luster and full
details despite typically
soft central strike, full
rims with small die-chip
at 3 o’clock on reverse,
minimal small marks.
Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated
on special label). NGC
#1526267-011. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.
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799. Popayán, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1829FM, NGC XF details
/ surface hairlines. Sed-7; Restrepo-166.21; KM-82.2. Fairly strong strike with
lustrous (hairlined) surfaces contrasting with dark encrustation around details,
rated as RR in Sedwick. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special
label). NGC #3476890-004. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

800. Popayán, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1829UR, NGC MS 62, finest known in NGC census, ex-Eldorado (stated on

label). Sed-7; Restrepo-166.23; KM-82.2. Deep golden toning over luster, strong strike except for highest points on obverse (minimal marks and
wear). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and to the Eldorado Collection (Stack’s Bowers auction of January 2018, lot
12125). NGC #5936656-005. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

801. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1830RS, NGC MS 62. Sed6; Restrepo-165.19; KM-82.1. Good luster, bold rims and fairly strong strike with
faint surface graininess, second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 64.
Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #2085170005. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.
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802. Popayán, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1830UR, NGC MS 64, finest known, ex-Eliasberg (stated on label). Sed-7; Restrepo-166.27; KM-82.2. Strikingly lustrous and boldly struck, the rims and details all perfect and devoid of marks and wear, top grade at both NGC

and PCGS (where finest is MS63), in fact one of only three coins of the entire type rated MS 64 at NGC. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection
(stated on special label) and to the Eliasberg Collection (ANR auction of April 2005, lot 1577. NGC #1839121-123. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

803. Popayán, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1830FM, rare, NGC VF 25
(“top pop”). Sed-7; Restrepo-166.25; KM-82.2. Typically lightly struck in centers with

expected wear for grade, slightly off-center strike with partially crude rims, contrasting sediment around details, tied with one other at VF in NGC census (none
at PCGS), this combination of date and assayer rated as RRR in Sedwick (“scarce”
in Restrepo). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC
#3476890-010. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

804. Popayán, Colombia, gold 8 escudos, 1830FW (inverted M), rare, NGC AU 58, finest known, ex-Eldorado (stated on

label). Sed-7; Restrepo-166.26; KM-82.2. Good but off-center strike, nice luster and color, some high-point wear but nevertheless the finest and
only example at NGC and finer than three in PCGS census (one of which is this coin crossed over), rated as RRR in Sedwick (“scarce” in
Restrepo). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and to the Eldorado Collection (Stack’s Bowers auction of January 2018,
lot 12127). NGC #5936656-006. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.
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806. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 2 escudos, 1824JF, rare, NGC
XF 45 / SS New York (1846). Sed-4; Restrepo-163.3; KM-83. While not
as rare as the one-year 4E, the five-year 2E series is similarly demanding
and rarely encountered, all its dates (only 1824, 1825, 1826, 1829
and 1836 confirmed) rare and “underrated” (according to Sedwick,
who rates all the dates as RR), this example better than average and
additionally desirable for its shipwreck provenance, with nice luster
in bright yellow color, minor laminations on obverse. Pedigreed to the
Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and from the SS New York
(1846). NGC #1578120-037. Estimate: $600-$900.

807. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 2 escudos, 1825JF, rare, NGC
MS 62, finest known in NGC census. Sed-4; Restrepo-163.5; KM83. Bold strike, muted luster, no marks or wear, very lightly toned,
rare and desirable type, finest at NGC by four grades, rated at RR in
Sedwick. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label).
NGC #3351678-006. Estimate: $2,000-$300.

805. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 4 escudos, 1826JF, very rare,
NGC MS 64, finest known, ex-Eliasberg, ex-Lissner (stated
on label). Sed-5; Restrepo-164.1; KM-86. A very important and highly
sought one-year issue, in fact the only 4E issue of the Republic of
Colombia, this example famous for its long pedigree and exceptional
grade, the next highest (currently) being a distant XF 45, deeply
gold-toned over luster and bold strike and rims, no marks or wear,
an absolute gem with no equal. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection
(stated on special label) and to the R.L. Lissner Collection (St. James’s /
CNG / Teller auction of August 2014, lot 1444) and to the Eliasberg Collection (ANR auction of April 2005, lot 1568). NGC #3831522-029.
Estimate: $35,000-up.

808. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 2 escudos, 1826JF, extremely
rare, NGC XF details / rev scratched, finest and only example in NGC census, ex-Eldorado (stated on label). Sed-4;
Restrepo-163.7; KM-83. The rarest date of a very short and desirable series,

in fact one of only two known, according to Restrepo, this example
deeply red-toned and with an obviously old “+” scratch on reverse,
good contrast to make up for the wear and lightly struck centers.
Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and to the
Eldorado Collection (Stack’s Bowers auction of August 2018, lot 40376).
NGC #5936656-007. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
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809. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 2 escudos, 1829RS, rare, NGC
AU 50, finest known, ex-Eldorado.

Sed-4; Restrepo-163.9; KM-83.

Bold strike with contrasting sediment around details, nice light toning all over, part of reverse rim weak (as made), finest-known example
of an elusive, brief type, way finer than the only other NGC entry at
VG and missing in the PCGS census (except for this very coin, now
crossed over). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special
label) and to the Eldorado Collection (Stack’s Bowers auction of August
2018, lot 40377). NGC #5936656-008. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

810. Bogotá, Colombia, gold

815. Popayán, Colombia, gold

1 escudo, 1823JF, NGC AU 58.

1 escudo, 1825FM, NGC AU
53, ex-Frank Sedwick (stated on
label). Sed-3; Restrepo-162.6; KM-81.2.

Very
broad flan and unusually bold strike,
good luster, light wear on high points
only, scarce type that Sedwick calls a
“short, undervalued series” (this date rated RR). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #3355389-001. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.
Sed-2; Restrepo-161.1; KM-81.1.

811. Popayán, Colombia, gold 1

816. Popayán, Colombia, gold
1 escudo, 1826FM, NGC AU
55. Sed-3; Restrepo-162.7; KM-81.2. Light

escudo, 1823FM, NGC MS 62.
Sed-3; Restrepo-162.1; KM-81.2. Great luster

and nice strike (parts of rims weak, as
made), tied with one other for finest
known in NGC census. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated
on special label). NGC #4330855-002.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.

812. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 1
escudo, 1824JF, unique (unlisted), NGC VF details / damaged.

yellow color with ample luster for the
grade, minor edge-flaw and slightly
crude reverse rim (as made). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection
(stated on special label). NGC #3355378-003. Estimate: $500-$750.

817. Popayán, Colombia, gold 1
escudo, 1827FM, NGC MS 61,
finest known in NGC census. Sed3; Restrepo-162.9; KM-81.2. Exceptionally

Sed-unl (2 for type) Restrepo-unl (161 for type);
KM-unl (81.1 for type). Broad flan, with light

adjustment marks on bust,
gouge and scratches in front of face, lightly toned, this date not listed
in Restrepo or Sedwick, the latter stating “most books list 1824… but
who has ever seen one?” Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on
special label). GC #N4222146-023. Estimate: $500-$750.

813. Popayán, Colombia, gold
1 escudo, 1824FM, NGC MS
61. Sed-3; Restrepo-162.3; KM-81.2. Bold

strike except for center of reverse, very
light toning over luster, second finest
in NGC census behind a single MS 63. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda
Collection (stated on special label). NGC #1523511-002. Estimate:
$500-$750.

814. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 1
escudo, 1825JF, NGC AU 53. Sed-2;
Bold strike with
contrasting red sediment around details,
muted luster, rated as RR in Sedwick.
Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC
#2787476-001. Estimate: $400-$600.

Restrepo-161.3; KM-81.1.

Choice red toning and nice strike, hints
of luster. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label)
and to the Dr. Frank Sedwick Collection (Sedwick Auction 9, lot 211).
NGC #3477459-012. Estimate: $400-$600.

lustrous for the grade, no wear, minimal marks, arguably higher grade but finest in any case. Pedigreed to
the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #1912738-001.
Estimate: $600-$900.

818. Popayán, Colombia, gold 1
escudo, 1827RU/FM, rare, NGC
AU 58, finest and only example
in NGC census, ex-Eldorado.
Sed-unl (3 for type); Restrepo-162.10; KM-unl
(81.2 for type). Lightly red-toned over

muted luster, bold but slightly uneven strike, labeled as assayer RU/M
but Restrepo calls it RU/FM (unlisted in Sedwick in any case), with
no other examples listed at NGC or PCGS (except for this same coin
crossed over). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special
label) and to the Eldorado Collection (Stack’s Bowers auction of August
2018, lot 40331). NGC #5936656-009. Estimate: $400-$600.

819. Popayán, Colombia, gold
1 escudo, 1827RU, NGC MS
61, finest known in NGC census, ex-Norweb (stated on label). Sed-3; Restrepo-162.12; KM-81.2.

Lightly rainbow toned over muted luster, unusual doubling on obverse,
desirable pedigree. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special
label) and to the Norweb Collection. NGC #3355388-002. Estimate:
$600-$900.
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820. Popayán, Colombia, gold
1 escudo, 1828RU/FM, PCGS
MS61, finest and only example
in PCGS census, ex-Eldorado.

826. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 1 peso,
1826JF, NGC MS 62.

Sed-3; Restrepo-162.13; KM-unl (81.2 for
type). Patchy deep-purple toning, slightly uneven strike, minimal wear

and subdued luster. Sedwick and Restrepo both list the over-assayer as
RU/FM but label says just RU/M, no other examples listed at PCGS
or NGC in any case. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on
special label) and to the Eldorado Collection (Stack’s Bowers auction of
August 2018, lot 40333). PCGS #84978804. Estimate: $500-$750.

821. Popayán, Colombia, gold
1 escudo, 1828RU, NGC AU
55, finest known in NGC census, ex-Frank Sedwick (stated
on label). Sed-3; Restrepo-162.15; KM81.2. Broad

flan, nice yellow color and some luster, fairly bold strike,
light adjustment marks and minor flan-flaws on reverse. Pedigreed to
the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and to the Dr. Frank
Sedwick Collection (Sedwick Auction 9, lot 214). NGC #3477459-015.
Estimate: $400-$600.

822. Popayán, Colombia, gold
1 escudo, 1829RU, NGC AU 50,
finest known in NGC census, exFrank Sedwick (stated on label).
Good
luster for the grade, nice strike except for reverse center (which also
shows light adjustment marks) enhanced by contrasting sediment
around details. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special
label) and to the Dr. Frank Sedwick Collection (Sedwick Auction 9, lot
215). NGC #3477459-016. Estimate: $400-$600.

823. Popayán, Colombia, gold
1 escudo, 1830RU, NGC AU 58,
finest known in NGC census.
Sed-3; Restrepo-162.20; KM-81.2. Light

red
toning over luster, bold strike but with
granular adjustment marks in reverse center, broad flan. Pedigreed to
the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #4624903-010.
Estimate: $400-$600.

824. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 1 peso,
Sed-1; Restrepo-160.1;

Sed-unl (1 for type); Restrepo-unl (160 for type); KM-unl (84 for type). Small flan
with minimal rims, somewhat crude strike, die-engraving error with
mint name as BOGO facing rim with large space between BO and
GO followed by TA facing inward (but reading counterclockwise),
the medal-axis aspect listed for this date in Restrepo but the mintname error missing in all references and not mentioned on the NGC
label. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and
pedigreed to the Louis E. Eliasberg, Jr. collection (Coin Galleries auction
of April 2010, lot 1768) and to the Clapp collection prior to that. NGC
#3355400-002. Estimate: $300-$450.

828. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 1 peso,
1827RR, NGC MS 63+, finest known,
ex-Eldorado (stated on label). Sed-1;
smooth fields, good luster, the finest of nine in the NGC census with
none finer at PCGS (their single MS63 being this coin crossed over).
Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and to the
Eldorado Collection (Stack’s Bowers auction of August 2018, lot 40290).
NGC #5936656-011. Estimate: $400-$600.

829. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 1 peso,
1829/7JF, very rare, NGC XF details
/ mount removed, ex-Frank Sedwick
(stated on label). Sed-1; Restrepo-unl (160 for
Broad flan with crude rims and details including bold overdate (unlisted in Restrepo and erroneously listed in
Sedwick and KM with non-existent assayer PJ, probably for the same
reason stated in lot 824 above), polished surfaces, scratch in center
of reverse. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label)
and to the Dr. Frank Sedwick Collection (Sedwick Auction 9, lot 203).
NGC #3477459-004. Estimate: $200-$300.

type); KM-unl (84 for type).

830. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 1 peso,

KM-84. Streaks of dark toning over luster, sharp

strike with smooth fields. Note the NGC census shows several entries (including this coin) with assayer erroneously
as “PJ” due to a confusing arrangement of “1-P-J-F” (for 1 peso, assayer
JF) at the bottom of the reverse. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection
(stated on special label). NGC #3355319-017. Estimate: $400-$600.

825. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 1 peso,

1826/5JF, NGC AU 58. Sed-1; Restrepo-160.2;

Choice bold strike with contrasting
toning around details, tiny lamination flaw at
top of reverse, virtually no wear but also no
luster, technically second finest in NGC census behind a single MS
64+. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC
#3905569-001. Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-84.

827. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 1 peso,
1827RR, medal axis with BOGOTA
facing rim (unique?), NGC VF 35, exEliasberg (stated on label), ex-Clapp.

Restrepo-160.7i; KM-84. Very bold strike with satin

Sed-3; Restrepo-162.18; KM-81.2.

1825JF, NGC MS 63.

Sed-1; Restrepo-160.3;

Bold strike, light toning over luster,
slightly weak rims (as made), tied with one
other for second finest in NGC census. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda
Collection (stated on special label). NGC #3735726-011. Estimate:
$300-$450.

KM-84.

1829/7JF, very rare, NGC XF details /
cleaned. Sed-1; Restrepo-unl (160 for type); KM-unl

Broad flan with crude rims and
details including bold overdate (unlisted in
Restrepo and erroneously listed in Sedwick with non-existent assayer
PJ, probably for the same reason stated in lot 824 above), deeply redtoned, small old marks on bust. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection
(stated on special label). NGC #5937428-001. Estimate: $200-$300.

(84 for type).

831. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 1 peso,
1829RS, NGC MS 62. Sed-1; Restrepo-160.9;
KM-84. Choice strike with satin smooth fields,

muted luster but no wear or marks, tied with
one other for second finest in NGC census. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda
Collection (stated on special label). NGC #3733175-003. Estimate:
$350-$500.
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Silver

832. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales, 1819JF, Nueva Granada (“Libertad Americana”), NGC MS 64, finest known. Restrepo-142.1;
The finest example ever seen of this scarce and desirable first “crown” of independent Colombia, normally found worn and weakly
struck but this specimen with all details fully defined against smooth fields, full original luster and light toning all over, none finer among
several entries at both NGC and PCGS, truly a numismatic trophy on so many levels. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special
label whose design uses the obverse of this very coin). NGC #5936656-012. Estimate: $25,000-up.

KM-78.

833. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales, 1820/19JF, Nueva Granada (“Libertad Americana”), NGC VF 20, finest known in NGC
census. Restrepo-142.2; KM-78. Broad flan with full but slightly crude rims, typically lightly struck centers with inoffensive (even) wear and nice
toning over hint of luster, technically the highest graded for this type at NGC (whose terminology for it is “Nueva Granada” as opposed to
“Cundinamarca”), which apparently does not distinguish the super-rare non-overdate issue from this still-rare 1820/19 (label and census say
1820 only). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #3641701-006. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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834. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales, 1820JF, República de Colombia / Nueva Granada mule, rare, NGC AU 53, finest known.

Restrepo-156.1; KM-D7. Choice bold strike with mostly deep toning over luster, minimal marks and only very light wear, the finer of just two at
NGC (the other being VF), with none in the PCGS census except for this same coin, now crossed over, desirable muling of types. Pedigreed
to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #5936656-014. Estimate: $8,000-$12,000.

835. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales, 1820JF, Cundinamarca, NGC AU 58. Restrepo-157.1; KM-C6. Lustrous and choice, with full details
and smooth fields, just some slight central weakness perceived as light wear, still a rare grade (second finest in NGC census behind a single
MS 62), with minor lamination flaw on face, attractive light toning. (Note: NGC’s census lists several coins as “1820 JF CUNDINAMARCA
CROWNED HEAD RIGHT” in error, perhaps confused with the colonial issues showing king’s head facing right, as the Cundinamarca issues
like the present coin clearly show an Indian head facing left.) Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #5936656013. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.
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836. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales, 1821JF, Cundinamarca, no
mintmark, NGC VF 35.

Scarce first variety for
the date with no mintmark in legend, choice flan with full rims, typically
lightly struck centers with only light wear and old marks, slightly granular
texture. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC
#3641701-003. Estimate: $800-$1,200.
Restrepo-157.3; KM-C6.

837. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales, 1821JF, Cundinamarca, mintmark BA (no dot below A), NGC MS 62, finest known in
NGC census. Restrepo-157.4a; KM-C6. Choice strike with full details, uneven toning (mostly dark) over ample luster, broad rims with a few

minor flaws (as made), scarce variety that appears to be more of an accidental die-filling, with remaining traces of the intended dot below the
A of the mintmark, the finest of 26 entries currently in the NGC census. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC
#5937517-002. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

838. No lot.

839. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales, 1821JF, Cundinamarca, mintmark BA (no dot below A), with pomegranate countermark
for the Republic of New Granada, NGC VG 8. Restrepo-157.4r; KM-73. Deeply old-toned host with bold full countermark, with disturbance
on other side from deep impression, all very rich in color and accordingly attractive, technically tied with two others for finest in NGC census.
Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #3641701-004. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
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840. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1819JF, Nueva
Granada (“Libertad Americana”), denomination in
legend, struck over a cut-down Cartagena imitation cob
4 reales with fantasy date not visible, unique, NGC VF
35. Restrepo-unl (139 for type); KM-unl. 4.51 grams. In the absence of
fresh planchets, the independent government of Nueva Granada
struck its 2 reales “Libertad Americana” design over confiscated
“imitation cobs,” which were typically from Caracas but a few
were from Cartagena, as is the case here except that it is an
edge-clipped Cartagena 4 reales (Restrepo 119) with unreadable
fantasy date, its all-important denomination 4 visible on the
reverse and distinctive lions and castles (transposed quadrants)
on obverse, both sides dominated by the new coin design in
relatively choice grade with lovely old toning, a unique and very
important new type for advanced collectors. Pedigreed to the
Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #5937428004. Estimate: $5,000-up.

841. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1819JF, Nueva
Granada (“Libertad Americana”), denomination
in legend, struck over a Cartagena “imitation cob”
2 reales with fantasy date 182, unique, NGC F 15,
Restrepo Plate Coin. Restrepo-139.2; KM-unl. Among the
necessity-issue overstrikes mentioned in the previous lot is
this (also) unique piece whose host-coin is a Cartagena 2R
“imitation cob” (Restrepo 118) with distinctive lions and
castles (in improper quadrants) plus fantasy date 182 very
prominent in centers while the new legends are also nearly
full, including date and assayer, all nicely toned with a couple
of light, old clips in edge for standardization. Note: Restrepo
catalogs this host as Caracas in error based on the fantasy date,
which was used in both places. To our knowledge this coin is
the only known example with Cartagena 2R host. Pedigreed
to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and Plate
Coin on p. 147 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated
on label). NGC #5937428-003. Estimate: $3,500-up.

842. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1819JF, Nueva Granada
(“Libertad Americana”), denomination in legend, rare, NGC
MS 63, finest known in NGC census. Restrepo-138.1; KM-76. High
grade but lightly struck in centers as usual, with muted luster over
somewhat grainy surfaces, also lightly toned, struck with the same
dies as the previous two lots (imitation cob overstrikes) but on a fresh
planchet, the finest of fourteen entries currently in the NGC census
with just one finer at MS64 at PCGS. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda
Collection (stated on special label). NGC #5936656-015. Estimate:
$1,250-$2,000.

843. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1819JF, Nueva Granada
(“Libertad Americana”), denomination 2-pomegranate-R,
rare, NGC Fine details / surface hairlines. Restrepo-140.1; KM-77.
Toned and fully detailed despite the (honest) wear, the rims weak but
overall a decent example of this rare second die-type with interior
denomination. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special
label). NGC #4223453-027. Estimate: $400-$600.
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844. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1820JF, Nueva Granada
(“Libertad Americana”), rare, NGC G 6, finest and only
example in NGC census. Restrepo-140.2; KM-77. Typically weak and
worn in centers but with bold legends and nice toning, nearly nonexistent rims. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special
label). NGC #4223453-028. Estimate: $200-$300.

846. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1821JF, no BA, dots on
reverse, PCGS VG08, finest and only example in PCGS census, ex-Eldorado. Restrepo-155.4; KM-C5. Typically worn and weak in
centers but with all details clear, mostly contrasting toning, rated as
“very scarce” in Restrepo. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated
on special label) and to the Eldorado Collection (Stack’s Bowers auction of
August 2018, lot 42380). PCGS #84929868. Estimate: $200-$300.

845. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1820JF, Cundinamarca,

dots in legend, NGC F 12, finest and only example in NGC
and PCGS censuses, ex-Eldorado (stated on label). Restre-

po-155.1; KM-C5. Very bold legends enhanced by dark toning, centers
weakly struck as usual, but overall quite nice for the grade and type
(“very scarce” in Restrepo), the only example listed at either NGC or
PCGS as the listing in the latter census is this same coin, now crossed
over. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and
to the Eldorado Collection (Stack’s Bowers auction of August 2018, lot
42374). NGC #5936656-016. Estimate: $200-$300.

847. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1821JF, Cundinamarca, no
BA, stars on reverse, NGC F 12. Restrepo-155.5; KM-C5. Broad flan
with some rims (albeit crude), good but uneven strike with nice toning
and honest wear, tied with one other for finest in NGC census (which
does not distinguish between the dots and stars varieties). Pedigreed to
the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #4223453-029.
Estimate: $200-$300.

848. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1821JF, Cundinamarca, mintmark BA with dots below and in front
of the A, NGC MS 64, finest and only example in
NGC census. Restrepo-155.6; KM-C5. Choice bold strike with
brilliant luster and full rims, eye-catchingly flashy and a far
cry from the usual worn examples, the only entry at NGC
for this variety but technically behind a single MS 65 for
the date (without dots). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection
(stated on special label). NGC #5936656-017. Estimate:
$2,000-$3,000.

849. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1821JF, Cundinamarca, mintmark BA, no dots,

with pomegranate countermark for the Republic of New Granada, NGC AU details /
cleaned, c/s XF. Restrepo-155.6r; KM-unl (host C5). Bold details (particularly the reverse legend) with

nearly full countermark on reverse (and corresponding protrusion on obverse), crude rims (as made),
white from cleaning. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #4822299009. Estimate: $500-$750.

850. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1821/3JF, Cundinamarca, mintmark BA, rare,
PCGS VF25, finest and only example in PCGS census, ex-Eldorado. Restrepo-155.7; KMunl (C5 for type). Unusually strong reverse with weaker obverse (more like F/VF grade) with mostly

good rims, low contrast, small bits of brown sediment on obverse, rare and unusual backdated
overdate. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and the Eldorado collection
(Stack’s Bowers auction of August 2018, lot 42382). PCGS #84929874. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
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851. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1823JF, Cundinamarca,
very rare, NGC VG 8, finest and only example in NGC census,
ex-Dana Roberts (stated on label). Restrepo-155.8; KM-C5. Very rare
final date of Cundinamarca coinage, whose dies had deteriorated to
the point that the centers of this coin are nearly flat while the legends
are almost pristine (with luster, even), nicely toned all over, visually
superior to the Eldorado specimen at the same grade (PCGS), which
is the only other example sold publicly in recent years. Pedigreed to the
Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and to the Dana Roberts
collection (Heritage auction of April 2011, lot 25490). NGC #5937428005. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

852. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 real, 1819JF, Nueva Granada
(“Libertad Americana”), NGC XF 45.

Restrepo-135.1; KM-75.

Choice details and strong rims (slightly out-of-round, as made) with
nice toning all over, minimal wear (more like AU-), very attractive
overall. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label).
NGC #3711591-016. Estimate: $300-$450.

853. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 real, 1821JF, Cundinamarca,
mintmark BA with dot below A, NGC MS 63, ex-Whittier
(stated on label). Restrepo-152.1; KM-B9. Choice bold strike with full
details, lovely rainbow toning over luster all over, tied with one other
for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 64. Pedigreed to
the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label) and to the Whittier collection (Heritage auction of May 2012, lot 24092). NGC #302853-002.
Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

855. Popayán, Colombia, 1 real, 1828MF, NGC XF 45,
finest and only example in NGC census. Restrepo-154.5; KM-87.2.
Nice strike and toning over muted luster, light wear only (arguably
AU 50). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label).
NGC #4223453-025. Estimate: $300-$450.

856. Popayán, Colombia, 1 real, 1829RU, NGC XF 40.
Restrepo-154.10; KM-87.2. Off-center strike, toned all over (low contrast),

slightly grainy surfaces. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on
special label). NGC #3711594-019. Estimate: $200-$300.

857. Popayán, Colombia, 1 real, 1830RU, NGC XF details /
surface hairlines. Restrepo-154.12; KM-87.2. Lustrous from cleaning but
not much wear, re-punched 3 in date (but decidedly not the known
overdate 30/29). Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special
label). NGC #2737284-001. Estimate: $125-$200.

858. Bogotá, Colombia, 1/2 real, 1821JF, Cundinamarca,
mintmark BA, rare, NGC MS 61, ex-Norweb, ex-Dana Roberts. Restrepo-149.1; KM-F8. Bold strike (particularly the legends), light
toning over muted luster, choice specimen of a desirable one-year issue,
great pedigree. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special
label), the Norweb collection, and the Dana Roberts collection (Heritage
auction of April 2011, lot 23651). NGC #3312950-011. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

854. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 real, 1827RR, NGC AU 55. Re- 859. Bogotá, Colombia, 1/4 real, 1820, no mintmark, destrepo-153.2; KM-87.1. Olive-colored

fields with luster contrasting with
darker details, bold strike with minimal wear, second highest grade
in NGC census. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special
label). NGC #3711593-001. Estimate: $400-$600.

nomination 1-4, NGC XF 45, finest known in NGC census.

Restrepo-145.1; KM-79.1. Broad flan with full rims (reverse slightly offcenter), deep toning, even wear, scarce date, the design (Phrygian cap
splitting denomination 1-4) unchanged from the 1814-16 Cundinamarca issues under the United Provinces of New Granada. Pedigreed to
the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #2806799-006.
Estimate: $350-$500.
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860. Bogotá, Colombia, 1/4 real, 1821, no mintmark, denomination 1-4,

doubled 8 and 2 of date, NGC VF 35. Restrepo-145.2a; KM-79.1. Bold strike (slightly
off-center) with somewhat polished surfaces that are starting to tone, interesting sub-variety
with low 8 and 2 of date punched over high 8 and 2. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection
(stated on special label). NGC #3711591-017. Estimate: $200-$300.

861. Bogotá, Colombia, 1/4 real, 1821, mintmark BA without dot to left,

denomination 1/4 to right, NGC AU 55. Restrepo-145.3; KM-79; KM-79.2. Broad flan
with full rims, bold details, very lightly toned over luster. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #3711591-018. Estimate: $350-$500.

862. Bogotá, Colombia, 1/4 real, 1826, B.T.R., rare, NGC XF details / rim

damage. Restrepo-148.1; KM-85.1. Fairly bold strike, with light rainbow toning all over,
scratches on raised rims, interesting one-year one-denomination issue with mintmark as
B to left of assayers’ initials T and R (for Truxillo and Rodríguez), apparently their only
joint contribution to minting in Colombia. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated
on special label). NGC #4822299-007. Estimate: $500-$750.

863. Popayán, Colombia, 1/4 real, 1826RU, rare, NGC AU 55. Restrepo-147.1;
KM-85.3. Bold but crude details, nearly full rims, toned all over (good contrast), commonest
date of a generally rare type. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label).
NGC #3711594-017. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

864. Bogotá, Colombia, 1/4 real, 1828RS, NGC VF 25. Restrepo-146.2; KM-85.2.

Somewhat crude strike (particularly the rims) but with all details clear, toned all over,
technically second finest in NGC census behind a single lofty MS 66. Pedigreed to the
Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #4822299-008. Estimate: $300-$450.

865. Colombia, copper pattern 1/8 real, 1825-dated, first pattern of Colombia, unique and unlisted, NGC MS 63 BN.

Restrepo-unl; KM-unl. Lustrous bronze color with dark contrast around details, circular polish lines (as made) evident in fields. The precedent for
this piece was set by order of Colombia’s Congress, specifically in Article 2 passed by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Republic
of Colombia on May 31, 1823: “Art. 2º.- Las monedas de cobre tendrán por el anverso el busto de la libertad con la inscripción: REPUBLICA
DE COLOMBIA. Por el reverso una orla de laurel, y en el centro en letras, un cuarto, o un octavo de real, año de tantos.” (Tomado de Monedas
Venezolanas, by Mercedes Carlota De Pardo [1973], pp. 60-61.) This law was repealed by Congress on March 14, 1826, hence the prescribed
1/4 and 1/8 reales were never minted; however, it appears at least one pattern was made in 1825 (or at least with that date), which is what we see
here. As such, to our knowledge it is officially the first pattern struck for the newly formed Republic of Colombia, which included modern-day
Venezuela and Ecuador and Panama. Pedigreed to the Esmeralda Collection (stated on special label). NGC #4223453-103. Estimate: $5,000-up.
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Colombia (Republic)

866. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales, 1835RS, NGC MS 63 (“top pop”). Restrepo-158.4; KM-89. Attractively deeply toned over faint luster,
slightly off-center strike (incomplete rims), very light high-point wear, rather scarce without die-flaws or damage, tied with three others for
finest known in NGC census. NGC #5938098-020. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
867. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 real, 1834RS, rare, NGC VF details / cleaned. Restrepo-153.12; KM-87.1.

Strong details with nice light toning over old and unimportant hairlines, incomplete rims (as made), rare
key date for this denomination (none seen since Dana Roberts in 2011). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada
collection (stated on label). NGC #5938641-001. Estimate: $300-$450.

868. Popayán, Colombia, 1 real, 1834RU, rare, NGC VF details / cleaned. Restrepo-154.20; KM-87.2.

Broad flan with full rims, crude inner details with tiny black bits in crevices and light streaks (dull) against
silvery surfaces, rare key date (last of type) for this denomination. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection
(stated on label). NGC #5938641-002. Estimate: $400-$600.

869. Bogotá, Colombia, 1/2 real, 1835RS, rare, NGC VF details / cleaned, finest and only example

in NGC census. Restrepo-150.5; KM-88.1. Full details but weak in center of reverse, crude rims (as made), light toning
around details. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5938639-014. Estimate: $200-$300.

870. Popayán, Colombia, 1/4 real, 1831RU, very rare, NGC Fine details /

cleaned, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-147.3; KM-unl (85.3 for type). Bold strike with deep toning, slightly crude rims (reverse off-center), a few old marks, reportedly among only four
known (according to Restrepo) and one of two in the NGC census, the other being XF
details. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 149 of Restrepo’s Coins
of Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938639-003. Estimate: $500-$750.

871. Popayán, Colombia, 1/4 real, 1832/7RU, rare, NGC UNC details / obv

scratched. Restrepo-147.4; KM-unl (85.3 for type). Very sharp and bold details with lustrous and
lightly rainbow toned fields, slightly crude edge (as made), light pin-scratches on obverse
but otherwise choice. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC
#5938639-004. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

872. Popayán, Colombia, 1/4 real, 1833RU, rare, NGC AU 50, finest and only
example in NGC census, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-147.6; KM-85.3. Bold strike with full
details, light toning, minimal luster, partially crude rims (as made). Pedigreed to the Nueva
Granada collection and plated on page 149 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated on
label). NGC #5938639-005. Estimate: $400-$600.

873. Popayán, Colombia, 1/4 real, 1834RU, NGC AU 50. Restrepo-147.7; KM-85.3.

Very bold strike (except for the U of the assayer), slightly off-center, colorfully toned, scarce,
second finest in NGC census behind a single AU 55. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5938639-006. Estimate: $250-$375.
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Colombia (Republic of New Granada)

877. Popayán, Colombia, 2 reales, 1840RU, NGC AU details / cleaned. Restrepo-188.1; KM-91.2. Choice details and nice luster,
incomplete rims (slightly off-center strike), small lamination flaw near

874. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales, 1837RS. Restrepo-193.1; KM-92. reverse rim, no toning but also no blatant hairlines from cleaning, first
26.99 grams. Beautifully toned over muted luster, AU with a few old

scratches on obverse, slightly off-center strike, very scarce two-year
issue. Estimate: $250-$375.

date of type for this mint. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection
(stated on label). NGC #5938641-009. Estimate: $350-$500.

878. Popayán, Colombia, 2 reales, 1841VU/RU, rare, NGC

875. White-metal pattern for Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales,
1839RS, unique, NGC AU details / environmental damage,
Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-6 (p. 170, type 194); KM-unl. 20.07 grams; 39.5mm.
Darkly stained and oxidized but with clear details (noticeably different
orientation of wing-feathers from the white-metal restrike supposedly
made by Medina in 1909) including colonial edge (raised circles and
squares) and most of rims, possibly unique but also known in copper.
Comes with small XRF report of elements detected (54% copper, 25%
zinc, probably silver plated). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection
and plated on page 170 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated
on label). NGC #5931969-011. Estimate: $1,000-up.

VF details / cleaned, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-188.2; KM-91.2. Flashy
surfaces with colorful toning, slight graininess on reverse, atypically
bold and even strike with very bold V/R (assayer). Pedigreed to the
Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 162 of Restrepo’s Coins of
Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938641-010. Estimate:
$250-$375.

879. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 real,
1840/39RS, NGC XF 45. Re-

Nice rainbow
toning over luster, the center of the
reverse slightly weak but overall well
detailed and with good rims, clear
overdate. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label).
NGC #5938641-003. Estimate: $200-$300.

strepo-182.6; KM-91.1.

880. Popayán, Colombia, 1/2 real,

1841VU/RU, very rare, NGC VF details
/ cleaned. Restrepo-178.9; KM-unl (96.2 for type).

876. Copper (off-metal) trial strike for Bogotá, Colombia, 8
reales, 1840RS, unique, NGC AU 53 BN. Restrepo-unl (cf. 194.3);
Medium brown color, evenly struck
with full details, only light wear and minimal marks, colonial edge
(raised circles and squares), first of its kind we have ever seen or heard
of. Comes with small XRF report of elements detected (88% copper). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC
#5931969-012. Estimate: $200-$300.

KM-unl. 21.24 grams; 36.5mm.

Fully detailed but somewhat crude (weak
center and laminations on reverse, uneven rims, bits of encrustation),
lustrous here and there, the all-important over-assayer (five known,
according to Restrepo, who attributed this coin) not mentioned on
label but pieces of an under-letter are definitely visible. Pedigreed to
the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5938639-015.
Estimate: $400-$600.

881. Popayán, Colombia, 1/2 real,
1844UM, rare, NGC VF details / polished, finest and only example in NGC
census. Restrepo-178.16; KM-96.2. Bold full de-

tails, lightly toned, with crude rims (as made) and slick surfaces from
polishing, scarce issue (first we have offered and first to be slabbed by
NGC). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC
#5938639-016. Estimate: $200-$300.
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882. Popayán, Colombia, 1/2
real, 1844UE, very rare, NGC
VF details / rev tooled, finest
and only example in NGC census, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-178.18; KM-96.2. Lightly rainbow

toned over luster, mostly sharp details but with laminations
and heavy marks on reverse, partially crude rims, among
only four known (according to Restrepo), the first we have
offered and first to be slabbed by NGC. Pedigreed to the Nueva
Granada collection and plated on page 160 of Restrepo’s Coins
of Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938639-017.
Estimate: $400-$600.

axis, rare, NGC VF details / cleaned. Restrepo-173.10i;

KM-unl (90.2 for type). Strong obverse with very bold overdate,
the reverse somewhat crude, with weak POP- of mint name
and patches of surface oxidation, some luster remaining,
parts of rims crude as well (as made), medal axis not noted on label. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5938639-009.
Estimate: $300-$450.

883. Popayán, Colombia, 1/4 real,

1838, extremely rare, NGC VF 25,
finest and only example in NGC
census, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-173.1;

KM-90.2. Bold cornucopia above weaker but 100% certain
date (of which Restrepo says only one or two are known),
deeply toned, parts of rims weak (as made). The Popayán
1/4R of the Republic of New Granada, spanning the eightyear period of 1838-46, are all very rare as a type, this being
the first and rarest date. It is the first example we have seen,
and the first to be slabbed by NGC. Pedigreed to the Nueva
Granada collection and plated on page 159 of Restrepo’s Coins
of Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938639-007.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.

884. Popayán, Colombia, 1/4 real,
1844/3, very rare, NGC VF 35, finest
known in NGC census. Restrepo-173.10;

KM-unl (90.2 for type). Full details with clear
overdate, partially crude rims (as made), lightly toned, one of
only three to five known with coin axis (according to Restrepo),
not to be confused with the overdate 44/33 (also very rare).
This is the only numerically graded example at NGC (none
listed for 44/33), which also shows two VF details entries in
its census (one being the next lot in medal axis). Pedigreed to
the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5938639008. Estimate: $500-$750.

885. Popayán, Colombia, 1/4 real, 1844/3, medal

886. Silver proof pattern for Popayán, Colombia, gold 8 pesos
(12.9032 grams), 1849, reeded edge, medal axis, rare, NGC PF 62,
finest and only example in NGC census, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-76

Lovely toning over muted luster,
choice strike, just a few tiny marks and hairlines. Pedigreed to the Nueva
Granada collection and plated on page 173 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia
(2012) (stated on label). NGC #5931969-015. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

(p. 173); Sed-p. 29; KM-unl. 8.70 grams; 26mm.

887. Silver proof pattern for Bogotá,

Colombia, gold 4 pesos (6.4516 grams),
1849, reeded edge, medal axis, rare,
NGC Proof AU details / cleaned, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-72 (p. 173); Sed-unl; KM-

unl. 4.37 grams; 21mm. Mostly

darkly toned with lighter fields and bust from
old cleaning, minor small marks. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection
and plated on page 173 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated on label).
NGC #5931969-016. Estimate: $500-$750.

888. Silver proof pattern for Popayán, Colombia, 8 reales, 1849, plain edge, medal axis, rare, NGC PF 64, finest known

in NGC census. Restrepo-unl (cf. 64, p. 172); KM-Pn21. 21.01 grams; 34mm. Sharp strike, beautifully toned over strong luster with minimal marks,
numerically superior to the Eldorado examples in PCGS SP62 that hammered for as much as $9500 in 2018. Restrepo calls this type lettered
edge (and only Bogotá) in error, as all examples we have seen (from both mints) are plain edge. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated
on label). NGC #5931969-014. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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889. Silver proof pattern for Popayán, Colombia, 2 reales, 1848/7, reeded edge, rare, NGC
PF 60. Restrepo-36 (p. 171); KM-Pn7. 5.09 grams; 23mm. Attractively toned over luster, sharp strike with no
wear but some light scratches, the overdate erroneously omitted on label. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada
collection (stated on label). NGC #5931969-013. Estimate: $500-$750.

890. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1849, new wreath and LEI, very rare, NGC AU 53, Re-

strepo Plate. Restrepo-191.1; KM-109. No toning but some luster, slightly weak center on reverse as usual
for this first date of new type, still far superior to the Eldorado example in PCGS VG08. Pedigreed to the
Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 163 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated on label).
NGC #5938641-011. Estimate: $600-$900.

891. Popayán, Colombia, 1/4 real, 1854, rare, NGC VF 30, finest and only example
in NGC census. Restrepo-175.11; KM-unl (108.2 for type). Bold full details with light toning, first we
have offered and first to be slabbed by NGC. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on
label). NGC #5938639-010. Estimate: $300-$450.

Colombia (Granadine Confederation)

892. Bogotá, Colombia, gold 20 pesos, 1859, very rare, PCGS XF 45. Restrepo-236.1; Sed-27; KM-130. Still lustrous despite light wear
and minor marks (scratch on neck), with tiny rim-flaw and hairline flan-crack on obverse, highly desirable first date of Colombian 20 pesos
and the only one struck under Confederación Granadina, a famous and important rarity represented by only eight known examples (according
to Restrepo). PCGS #12942568. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.
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Colombia (United States of Colombia)
893. Pair of gilt-bronze uniface proof patterns (obverse
and reverse essais) for Medellín, Colombia, gold 20 pesos,
1873, engraver A. Barré (Paris), rare, NGC PF 64 (both,
one slab). Restrepo-78 (p. 207);
Bright gold
surfaces with strong luster, light
marks and rim-bumps for the grade
but desirable as a nicely matched
pair slabbed together, from a wellknown series of trials by engraver
Albert Barré, of which the 20 pesos
was never adopted at the Medellín
mint. NGC #2111696-001, -002.
Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

Sed-45; KM-TS11, TS12.

894. Pair of gilt-bronze uniface proof patterns (obverse
and reverse essais) for Medellín, Colombia, gold 10 pesos,
1873, engraver A. Barré (Paris), nine five-point stars,
reeded edges, very rare, NGC PF 65 Cameo and PF 64
Cameo (both in one slab). Restrepo-63 (p. 207); Sed-p. 47; KM-TS9,

Brightly
lustrous and choice, neither with any marks but both with traces
of light oxidation and verdigris, actually a perfectly matched pair
despite the dissimilar grades. Like the 20 pesos patterns in the previous lot (same design), the 10 pesos were struck in several different
forms, including a regular issue (unlike the 20 pesos), not to be
confused with a concurrent design by Wyon in London. Pedigreed
to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #2110892001, 002. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

TS10. 15.63 grams total; 26mm each; slab 4-3/8” x 3-7/8”.

895. Medellín, Colombia, gold 5 pesos, 1885/74, fineness 0.666/0.900, very rare, NGC MS 63+, finest known in NGC

census. Restrepo-330; Sed-38; KM-163. As close to pristine as this type comes, with choice details and no marks or wear, just a few very slightly
crude spots on rims (as made), non-lustrous and granular surfaces in dull color from low fineness, clear overdate and 6/9 in fineness, die-cracks
in reverse legends, from a three-coin issue (2, 5 and 10 pesos of 1885-6) that barely survived, best explained by Dr. Frank Sedwick in his book
The Gold Coinage of Gran Colombia (1991): “In the long interval between 1878 and 1913, Colombia issued no gold coins except these three
matching pieces, all recut from earlier dies. No record indicates how many of these coins were minted, but the issue must have been very
small. This, however, is probably not the main reason for their rarity. It was their unacceptably low gold content, the only 16-karat gold coins
ever issued by any Colombian government, that destined them to the melting pots. The survival of any of these .666 pieces is a miracle, for
they were coins that nobody wanted, and were issued at a time when serious collectors of Colombian coins hardly existed.” Curiously, NGC
lists a couple 1885 entries without the 85/74 overdate, which we suspect are erroneous, but neither of those approaches the grade level of this
finest-known piece, which dominates above two other straight-grade XF 40’s in the census as well as Dr. Sedwick’s XF details example for the
properly attributed 1885/74 overdate. NGC #5930643-010. Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.
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896. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 décimos, 1865, rare, NGC AU 50, finest known in NGC

census, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-278.1; KM-149. Rare one-year type in 0.900 fineness, this specimen
with only light wear and marks over lustrous surfaces (no toning), far and away the finer of just two
in the NGC census (the other being F 12) and also finer than the single XF45 at PCGS (Eldorado).
Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 189 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012)
(stated on label). NGC #5938641-012. Estimate: $250-$375.

897. Medellín, Colombia, 2 décimos, 1872, classic effigy, rare, NGC XF 40, Restrepo
Plate. Restrepo-283.1; KM-155.2. Bold strike with light, contrasting toning, minimal marks and wear

for the grade (second highest in NGC census behind a pair of AU 58’s), rare one-year type with
different bust distinguished by extra hair and longer neck. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection
and plated on page 190 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938641-013.
Estimate: $200-$300.

898. Medellín, Colombia, 20 centavos, 1884, NGC MS 62, finest and only example

in NGC census, ex-Sánchez. Restrepo-289.2; KM-178.3. Choice luster but somewhat crude in strike
(high points weak), traces of toning. Pedigreed to the V. Sánchez Collection (stated on label). NGC
#4201402-018. Estimate: $200-$300.

899. Medellín, Colombia, 20 centavos, 1886, very rare, NGC VF details / cleaned,
Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-291.1; KM-178.3a. Very rare one-year type struck in 0.500 fineness (the only

such coin of this denomination), the debased silver manifest in a light rosy hue, with muted luster
and rather nice strike with full details, light porosity on part of reverse, overall more like AU in
our estimation, arguably comparable to the Eldorado specimen that hammered for $2400 in 2018
(Restrepo estimates $5000 for XF). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC
#5938641-014. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

900. Medellín, Colombia, 10

902. Medellín, Colombia, 1/2 décimo,

centavos, 1886, GRAM and two
stars in reverse legend, NGC UNC
details / cleaned, Restrepo Plate.

1870, very rare, NGC VF 30, finest and
only example in NGC census, Restrepo
Plate. Restrepo-257.3; KM-150.2a. Contrasting

Restrepo-276.3; KM-175.2a. Bold strike with

nice luster (bright silver), a few marks on bust and light hairlines from
cleaning (spots of brownish toning near rims), very scarce variety of a
generally scarce issue in 0.500 fineness, this specimen arguably finer
than the three straight-graded examples in AU 55 at NGC and the
single example at PCGS (AU 50, Eldorado), also a great companionpiece to the previous lot (20c). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection
and plated on page 189 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated
on label). NGC #5938641-004. Estimate: $300-$450.

901. Medellín, Colombia, 10
centavos, 1886, GRA and three
stars in reverse legend, NGC AU
55 (“top pop”), Restrepo Plate.
Restrepo-276.4; KM-175.2a. Same basic issue as previous lot but with different reverse (slightly more common,
still scarce), lightly toned, only light high-point wear, die-crack above
head, tied with two others for finest in NGC census. Pedigreed to the
Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 189 of Restrepo’s Coins of
Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938641-005. Estimate:
$200-$300.

toning around bold details, full but slightly crude rims (as made), very
rare final date of type with 0.666 fineness, of which Restrepo states
only three are known. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection and
plated on page 184 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated on
label). NGC #5938639-018. Estimate: $400-$600.

903. Medellín, Colombia, 5 centavos,
1875, NGC VF details / damaged, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-265.1; KM-174a.2. Full
details with light toning, die-cracks in reverse
legend, prominent flan-bulge in front of face
(a natural flaw, in our opinion, and not “damage”), with light surface
hairlines on that side, very scarce issue. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada
collection and plated on page 186 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012)
(stated on label). NGC #5938639-019. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Colombia (modern Republic)
904. Silver specimen pattern

(essai) struck in France for Medellín, Colombia, gold 5 pesos,
1923, reeded edge, rare, NGC
SP 62, finest and only example
in NGC census, Restrepo Plate.
Restrepo-140 (p. 256); KM-Pn95. 5.01 grams; 22mm. Bold strike with attractive toning, no marks or wear but somewhat low in luster, in fact quite
comparable to Eldorado’s PCGS SP64 with arguably nicer toning.
Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 256 of
Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5931969024. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

905. Silver specimen pattern (essai) struck in France for Medellín,
Colombia, gold 2-1/2 pesos, 1923,
reeded edge, rare, NGC SP 60, finest
and only example in NGC census,
Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-136 (p. 256); KM-Pn93. 3.06 grams; 19mm. Bold

strike with light toning, the obverse (only) lightly polished, great companion-piece to the previous lot (5p). Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada
collection and plated on page 256 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012)
(stated on label). NGC #5931969-025. Estimate: $500-$750.

908. Silver proof pattern struck at the Heaton Mint (England) for Bogotá, Colombia, 20 centavos, 1900, reeded edge,
very rare, NGC PF 62 (“top pop”), Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-78
Bold strike, brilliant luster, no
toning, just some faint wispy hairlines, clearly superior to Eldorado’s
SP58 (PCGS) and apparently more brilliant than the lightly toned PF
62 with which it is tied in the NGC census (but with slightly different
description) that we offered in Auction 24, a perfect companion-piece
to lot 906 above (50c). As Restrepo points out, the obverse of this piece
was eventually used for the 5 pesos papel moneda pattern of 1907
struck in Bogotá (see lot 911 below). If KM’s assessment of “three
known” is correct, the entire census is accounted for here. Pedigreed to
the Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 254 of Restrepo’s Coins
of Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5931969-020. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

(p. 254); KM-Pn81. 5.64 grams; 23mm.

909. Medellín, Colombia,
silver piefort pattern 20
centavos, 1915, with ENSAYO, reeded edge, rare,
ex-Eldorado, PCGS SP62.
Restrepo-116 (p. 255); KM-unl.

23mm. Brightly lustrous with splashes of very colorful toning (mostly

magenta and aquamarine) over light hairlines and polishing scratches.
Pedigreed to the Baldwin’s Sale of May 1994 (lot 407) and to the Eldorado
Collection (Stack’s Bowers auction of August 2018, with lot-tag 42278).
PCGS #85758091. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

906. Silver proof pattern struck at the Heaton Mint (England) for Bogotá, Colombia, 50 centavos, 1900, plain edge,
very rare, NGC PF 61, finest and only example in NGC
census, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-80 (p. 255); KM-Pn82. 12.50 grams;
30mm. Brilliantly lustrous and choice, with just a few wispy hairlines

in fields, no toning, evidently superior to the Eldorado specimen in
SP58 (PCGS), listed as “three known” in KM. As Restrepo notes, the
dies used for this pattern were used for the regular issues of 1906-8
struck in Bogotá. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection and plated
on page 255 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated on label).
NGC #5931969-019. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

910. Copper-nickel specimen pattern for Colombian
20 centavos, 1956, reeded
edge, rare, NGC SP 67 (“top
pop”). Restrepo-230 (p. 258); KM-unl.
5.00 grams; 23mm. Bold and lus-

trous, with no marks and virtually no wear, minor hairline flan-crack
in Bolívar’s temple, attractive steely color, technically a tie for finest
known with another in MS 67 in the NGC census that should have
been considered a specimen (Sedwick Auction 24, lot 994). Pedigreed
to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5931969-027.
Estimate: $250-$375.

911. Silver proof pattern struck at the Heaton Mint (England) for Bogotá, Colombia, 10 centavos, 1900, reeded edge, very rare,
NGC PF 63, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-76
907. Silver specimen pattern for Bogotá, Colombia, 50
centavos, 1951-B, reeded edge, rare, NGC SP 63, finest and
only example in NGC census, Restrepo Plate. Restrepo-214 (p.
258); KM-Pn103. 6.15 grams; 24mm. Strong luster with choice toning at
rims, lots of die-polish and metal-flow lines and typically lacking the
sharpness of a regular issue. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection
and plated on page 258 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated
on label). NGC #5931969-026. Estimate: $500-$750.

(p. 254); KM-Pn80. 2.56 grams; 17mm. Bold
strike and mirrorlike luster, with faint wispy hairlines overpowered
by strong die-polish lines and metal flow, faintest of toning at rims,
clearly superior to Eldorado’s SP55 (PCGS) but technically second
in the NGC census to a PF 64 we offered in Auction 24 (lot 995),
perfect companion for lots 906 and 908 above, also listed as “three
known” in KM. Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection and plated
on page 254 of Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012) (stated on label).
NGC #5931969-021. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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912. Copper-nickel pattern for Bogotá, Colombia, 5 pesos papel moneda, 1907, plain edge,
very rare, NGC MS 62, finest and only example in NGC census. Restrepo-84 (p. 255); KM-unl. 4.13
grams; 21mm. Very light toning over muted luster, slightly crude rims (as made) and tiny speckles here and

there, the obverse made from the Heaton die from 1900 but with new date and Lady Liberty’s headband
changed to PAZ from the usual LIBERTAD (an unadopted design), evidently missing in Eldorado. Pedigreed
to the Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5931969-023. Estimate: $500-$750.

913. Copper-nickel pattern struck at the Waterbury Mint (Connecticut) for Colombian 2-1/2 centavos,

1900, plain edge, rare, NGC MS 64 (“top pop”). Restrepo-64 (p. 254), also 361.1; KM-190. 1.04 grams; 14mm. Choice
luster for copper-nickel graced with a hint of rainbow toning, an issue that is alternately considered a circulating issue (per KM), hence technically tied for finest with two others (as non-patterns) in the NGC census. Pedigreed to the
Nueva Granada collection (stated on label). NGC #5931969-022. Estimate: $600-$900.

914. Bogotá, bronze 2-1/2 centavos, 1901, Lazareto, extremely rare,
NGC MS 63, finest and only example in NGC census, Restrepo Plate.
Restrepo-360.1; KM-L1. Light

copper color with traces of original red and luster, typically crude rims (as made) and minor die-cracks, clearly superior to and remarkably
quite different in color from the only other example we have seen (Sedwick Auction
11, lot 1147, hammered for $6650) among the “twelve known” cited in Restrepo,
by far the rarest denomination in a series of coins struck specially for leprosariums.
Pedigreed to the Nueva Granada collection and plated on page 216 of Restrepo’s Coins of
Colombia (2012) (stated on label). NGC #5938641-015. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

Costa Rica (countermarks and counterstamps)
Type III

915. Costa Rica, 2 reales, female head / ceiba tree double countermark (Type III, 1845) on a Cuba (Trinidad / Santiago /
Principe) 2 reales lattice countermark (1841) on a Seville, Spain, bust 2 reales, Charles III, 1776CF, NGC G 6, c/s VF weak.

KM-36. 5.12 grams. Scarce and important triple-country coin with clear details on host, including assayer and mintmark and date (popular with

US collectors), nearly full lattice countermark and clear upper half of final countermark showing bold COSTA RICA, all deeply toned (just a
few small non-toned spots). Costa Rican experts assert that the female head on this countermark was modeled after a portrait of Queen Victoria,
supposedly related to the fact that Great Britain was beginning a coffee commerce with Costa Rica around this time, thereby connecting this
fascinating issue with yet a fourth country! NGC #5933743-001. Estimate: $1,000-up.

916. Costa Rica, 2 reales, female head / ceiba tree double countermark (Type III, 1845) on a Madrid, Spain, bust 2 reales,
1799MF, NGC G 6, c/s VF standard. KM-37. Bold countermark with full female head (rumored to be modeled after Queen Victoria) and
full reverse design, also full legends on host but the centers weak and/or worn, nicely toned all over. NGC #5934196-013. Estimate: $250-$375.
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Type V

917. Costa Rica, 2 reales, 1846JB counterstamp (Type V) on a Mexico City, Mexico,
cob 2 reales, Philip V (1700s). KM-unl. 6.21 grams. Nearly full counterstamp (Fine) on a nearly

slick host (Fair) with only the bottom of the Bourbon arms showing near one point of its somewhat
triangular flan, attractively toned all over. Estimate: $250-$375.

Costa Rica (Republic)
918. Costa Rica, brass 25 céntimos, 1946-BNCR, NGC MS 65 (“top pop”). KM-181. Bright
and lustrous light-brass color with small dark spot at top of arms, slight die-rust in legends but no
marks or wear, tied with one other for finest known in NGC census. NGC #2850184-006. Estimate:
$300-$450.

919. Costa Rica, copper-nickel 5 céntimos, 1942-BNCR, struck over a Costa Rican 2 céntimos, 1903,

NGC MS 67, finest known in NGC census. KM-178. Choice bold strike with full luster, lots of undercoin detail,
the single finest among 45 entries at NGC. NGC #5933030-001. Estimate: $250-up.

920. Lot of 15 miscellaneous Costa Rican tokens of the 1800s and early 1900s. 60.55 grams total. Mixed metals (mostly brass but
a couple aluminum and copper-nickel) and denominations (1/2 to 50 centavos), all round except one square (ROHRMOSER Hnos, RulauSJS31, in addition to a round one from the same issuer, Rulau-SJS32), several countermarked, mostly coffee tokens in addition to one railroad
pass (COSTA RICA RAILWAY, Rulau-SJS42), many Almacén Gamboa (several different), plus one Guatemalan token (EL DELIRIO, RulauGma121), grades from Fine to AU, worthy of close examination by the specialist. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $100-$150.

Cuba (under Spain)

921. Guanabacoa, Cuba, cast silver 4 reales-sized proclamation medal, Charles IV, 1789, Miguel Nunes, very rare, NGC AU
58. Herrera-140; Medina-160; VQR-13185. 8.44 grams; 31mm. The cast silver proclamation medals of Cuba are all very rare and nearly impossible to
find in choice, unholed condition like the present piece, with 100% full and bold details and light toning on lustrous surfaces, all with a sharpness that belies its hand-engraved manufacture in Guanabacoa by Miguel Nunes, whose name appears in full in the reverse legend. Medina lists
three varieties for this issue (Herrera two, VQR one), and this is the one with the names Miguel Nunes and Guanabacoa spelled correctly; the
only other example we can find that sold publicly in the last several years was a holed XF. NGC #5935525-002. Estimate: $15,000-$22,500.
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922. Quiebraxaha (Quiebra Hacha), Cuba, cast silver 2 reales-sized proclamation medal, Charles IV, 1789, Domingo Ruis,

very rare, NGC XF details / private countermark. Herrera-199; Medina-231; VQR-13233. 7.48 grams; 29mm. Like the previous lot, this cast

proclamation medal follows a distinctively Cuban hand-engraved style with maker’s name and location in legend, in this case Domingo Ruis
(Ruiz) of Quiebra Hacha (QUIEBRAXAHA on the medal) which Benjamin Betts (1897) attributed to Santa María del Rosario by virtue of the
fact that the reverse design is otherwise identical to a 1760 medal with the locality stated in legend as SMR and maker’s name as JHP RVIZ,
whom Medina (1917) identifies as José Ruiz and the father of Domingo. The history of both Quiebra Hacha and Santa María del Rosario can
be found in the growing corpus of literature on slave revolts in the 1700s. Specifically, the Havana-area sugar plantation of Quiebra Hacha
was the site of a famous slave revolt in 1727, after which its owner, the Count of Casa Bayona, built a new town with the name Santa María
del Rosario on the site of the Quiebra Hacha sugar mill. Quoting Manuel Barcia in his 2012 book The Great African Slave Revolt of 1825:
“in the place where the Quiebra Hacha sugar mill had once thrived, a new town that aimed to have a ‘large population’ was founded with
the intention of erasing the memory of the rebellion from the minds of the slaves.... The establishment of Santa María del Rosario, a popular
urban center to this day, was a direct result of the first large slave uprising to take place in Cuba.” Santa María del Rosario today is a town east
of Havana centered around an eponymous church and also features a restored home of the relocated Count of Casa Bayona. The connection
to these medals is indisputable, and it can be safely assumed that the 1760 medals refer to the new town of Santa María del Rosario while
the 1789 medals refer instead to the original plantation, both medals almost certainly commissioned by (at least the heirs of ) Count of Casa
Bayona himself. In any case, only four of these 1789 Quiebra Hacha medals are known, in just one design, and this is believed to be the finest
example, with bold details enhanced by dark toning contrasting with lightly gold-toned fields, significantly non-holed but with unattributed
backwards-R countermark (for Rosario?) in field in front of neck. NGC #5935525-001. Estimate: $5,000-up.

Cuba (Republic)
923. Cuba, “souvenir” peso, 1897, Type II (closely spaced date and star

to right below baseline), NGC MS 63. KM-M2. Lightly gray-toned over muted
luster with hints of rainbow colors in legends, a few faint marks but no wear, popular
issue struck by Gorham Manufacturing in Providence, Rhode Island, for the Cuban
Revolutionary Party. NGC #5938098-021. Estimate: $500-$750.

924. Cuba (struck at the Philadelphia mint), gold 20 pesos,
1916, José Martí, NGC MS 63. KM-21. Near top grade, with cartwheel luster and no more than a handful of light bagmarks, desirable as
within the top 5% of examples graded by NGC. NGC #4916888-001.
Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

925. Cuba (struck at the Philadelphia Mint), gold 10 pesos, 1916, José Martí, NGC MS 61. KM-20. Matte luster with a
modicum of small bagmarks, per the grade. NGC #5939651-004.
Estimate: $800-$1,200.
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926. Cuba (struck at the Philadelphia Mint), gold 5 pesos, 1915, José Martí, NGC MS 63.
KM-19. Minimal bagmarks, light rosy toning over matte luster. NGC #5939651-008. Estimate: $400-$600.

927. Cuba (struck at the Philadelphia Mint), gold 5 pesos, 1915, José Martí, NGC MS

62+. KM-19. Faint rosy color and decent luster, minimal bagmarks but a couple of them maybe a little
too deep to make it to MS 63. NGC #5939651-007. Estimate: $400-$600.

928. Cuba (struck at the Philadelphia Mint), gold 5 pesos, 1915, José Martí, NGC MS

61. KM-19. Nice yellow gold with lustrous fields, a modicum of bagmarks as usual. NGC #5939651-005.
Estimate: $350-$500.

929. Cuba (struck at the Philadelphia Mint), gold 5 pesos, 1915, José Martí, NGC MS 61.

KM-19. Good luster and practically no bagmarks but slight wear or weakness on highest point of bust.
NGC #5939651-006. Estimate: $350-$500.

930. Cuba (struck at the Philadelphia Mint), gold 5 pesos, 1916, José Martí, NGC MS
62. KM-19. Nice luster with light rosy toning throughout, not many bagmarks but a few in obverse field
slightly deep. NGC #5939651-009. Estimate: $400-$600.

931. Cuba (struck at the Philadelphia Mint), gold 5 pesos, 1916, José Martí, NGC MS 62.

KM-19. Lightly yellow color with ample luster, practically no bagmarks but with slight wear or weakness
on highest point of bust. NGC #5939651-010. Estimate: $400-$600.

932. Cuba (struck at the Philadelphia mint), gold 2 pesos, 1916, José Martí, NGC MS 63.
KM-17. Matte

luster, no heavy bagmarks (scarce thus). NGC #4916888-004. Estimate: $350-$500.

933. Cuba (struck at the Philadelphia mint), proof 1 peso,

1915, high relief star, rare, PCGS PR62. KM-15.1. Very lightly

toned over mirrorlike fields except for traces of cloudiness, just a few
tiny marks, popular and rare as from a mintage of only 100 pieces.
PCGS #18019411. Estimate: $1,750-$2,500.

934. Cuba (struck at the Philadelphia mint), proof 40
centavos, 1915, high relief star, rare, PCGS PR63. KM-14.1.

Choice light toning on mirrorlike fields that make the high-relief star
stand out, some light cloudiness but minimal marks, popular and rare
as from a mintage of only 100 coins. PCGS #18019412. Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.

935. Cuba, proof copper-nickel 1 centavo, 1915, NGC PF 65.

KM-9.1. Vivid
rainbow toning over luster, no marks but a few tiny carbon spots, near top grade, from a
mintage of just 200 coins. NGC #1317667-007. Estimate: $600-$900.
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936. Cuba, gold 100 pesos, 1980, First Soviet / Cuban space flight (first Afro-Cuban

in space), PCGS MS68. KM-52. Perfect satin finish with lustrous fields and frosty details, fairly

low-mintage issue (1000 coins) commemorating the 1978 Soyuz 38 mission in which Arnaldo
Tamayo Méndez became the first Cuban, first Latin American, first person of African descent and
first person from the Western Hemisphere other than the US to orbit the Earth. PCGS #12935863.
Estimate: $1,000-up.

937. Cuba, gold piefort 100 pesos, 1990, José Martí, rare, NGC MS 70, finest known in NGC census. KM-P51. There is nothing
finer than MS 70, which denotes perfection, and this piece is the only one with that designation among six entries at NGC (and only twelve
struck), the satin surfaces (not Proof, which is actually slightly more common) fully lustrous and 100% devoid of any marks or wear. Pedigreed
to the Isaac Rudman numismatic cabinet. NGC #5935005-001. Estimate: $5,000-up.

938. Cuba, gold proof piefort 50 pesos, 1990,
José Martí, very rare, NGC PF 67 Ultra Cameo,
ex-Rudman. KM-P47. No marks or wear but with slight

haze on the otherwise brilliant obverse, from a paltry mintage of just twelve pieces, tied with two others for second
finest in NGC census behind a single PF 68. Pedigreed to
the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. NGC #2837152031. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

939. Cuba, gold piefort 25 pesos, 1988, José Martí,
very rare, NGC MS 69 (“top pop”), ex-Rudman. KM-P9.

Matte beauty whose only imperfection seems to be very faint
specks of discoloration in some fields, from a mintage of just
ten pieces, tied with three others for finest in NGC census
(therefore as close to perfect as you can get!). Pedigreed to the
Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. NGC #4503129-020.
Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.
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940. Cuba, gold piefort 10 pesos, 1988, José Martí, very rare, NGC MS 68, ex-Rudman. KM-P4. Matte
surfaces with no marks or wear but very faint rays of light discoloration behind the head, from a mintage of just
thirty pieces. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. NGC #4916933-011. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

941. Cuba, gold 10 pesos, 1989, José Martí, NGC MS 69 (“top pop”). KM-211. Matte but lustrous, with
faint light marks above “10” keeping it from a perfect MS 70, which none of the (only) fifty struck has achieved
so far. NGC #4916859-004. Estimate: $500-$750.
942. Cuba, gold proof piefort 10 pesos, 1990, José Martí, rare, NGC PF 69 Ultra Cameo. KM-P41.
Super bright and flashy and nearly flawless, tied with one other for second finest in NGC census behind a single PF
70, from a paltry mintage of just twelve pieces, first example we have seen on the market in recent years. Pedigreed
to the Isaac Rudman numismatic cabinet. NGC #5935005-002. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

943. Cuba, gold proof 50 pesos, 1990, XI Pan-American games / high jump,

NGC PF 67 Ultra Cameo, ex-Rudman. KM-322. Rich red-gold color with flawless fields,
stains on HA of HABANA and top right of shield, one of only fifteen struck. Pedigreed to
the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. NGC #4503145-013. Estimate: $1,750-$2,500.

944. Cuba, platinum 500 pesos, 1993, Fidel Castro, rare, 945. Cuba, gold proof 200 pesos, 1994, Montecristi Mani-

NGC PF 67 Ultra Cameo. KM-605. Near-perfect cameo with just
one tiny light mark on Castro’s beard, popular large coin in platinum,
only eighteen of which were struck. NGC #4246567-001. Estimate:
$4,000-$6,000.

festo, NGC PF 69 Ultra Cameo. KM-545. Brilliant and perfect
except for the tiniest of marks on the date side, from a mintage of 100
pieces only, tied with two others for second finest in NGC census behind a single PF 70. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman numismatic cabinet.
NGC #5935005-003. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

Curaçao

Danish West Indies

946. Curaçao (Dutch ad-

947. Danish West Indies, 10

ministration), 3 reaals,
countermark 3 in dentillated
circle (1819) on a 1/5 cut of
a Spanish colonial bust 8
reales of Ferdinand VII, NGC VF 25, c/s AU standard. KM-

Choice deep countermark on a well-defined host but
cut from the top 1/5 of the coin so that no identifying information
is visible (besides Ferdinand’s distinctive laurel wreath), attractively
toned all over. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman numismatic cabinet. NGC
#5935005-004. Estimate: $300-$450.

29. 4.79 grams.

cents, Christian IX, 1879,
PCGS MS64. KM-70. Light, patchy

rainbow toning over luster with tiny
black spots here and there (especially
at rims), just a couple minuscule
marks, tied with one other for second finest in PCGS census. PCGS
#18019398. Estimate: $200-$300.

948. Danish West Indies, 5 cents,
Christian IX, 1879, PCGS MS64, finest known in PCGS census. KM-69. Faint
colorful toning over luster, couple trivial
marks only, just one better at NGC at MS 65. PCGS #18019397.
Estimate: $200-$300.
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Denmark

949. Denmark, gold ducat, Christian VI, 1738, PCGS AU58.
KM-542. Rich

gold color, lustrous and only lightly marked (no visible
wear), rare grade, second finest in PCGS census behind a single MS62
(and none at NGC), popular issue with reverse showing Fort Christiansborg (now known in Osu Castle) in Accra, Ghana (Guinea coast
of Africa). PCGS #18019413. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

950. Denmark (struck at the Soho mint), copper proof
pattern speciedaler, no date (1799), Christian VII, NGC PF
65 BN. Sieg-50B; Hede-16. Gorgeous rainbow toning over lustrous,
copper-brown fields, minimal marks and hairlines. NGC #4224691001. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Dominican Republic (colonial)
951. Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, 1/2 real, Charles-Joanna, no assayer (F), very

rare. S-SD1; KM-24; Cal-57. 1.29 grams. Choice full legends (a mix of Gothic and Latin) and inner details

(pillars and banner on one side, crowned K and Y for Karolvs and Yohana on the other), lightly toned
on fields, overall AVF but with surface porosity and a couple tiny interior holes from corrosion (which
nearly all specimens have). Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

952. Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, copper 2 maravedís, Philip II, assayer X, extremely rare. S-SD2; KM-unl; Cal-28. 2.74 grams. Bold full assayer X and weaker but still certain mintmark
SDo monogram to left of bold full castle (faint pomegranate below), good full lion on other side (weak
in center), minimal legend, AVF with light copper color but pitted all over, one of only two or three
known (unlisted in Estrella, 1979). Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman numismatic cabinet. Estimate: $500-up.

Dominican Republic

954. Dominican Republic, proof 5 centavos, 1961, NGC
953. Dominican Republic (struck at the Paris mint), 5 fran-

cos, 1891-A, NGC AU 58. KM-12. Lustrous and rainbow toned in
legends, also toned around details for good contrast, some small marks
but practically no wear. NGC #5938098-022. Estimate: $200-$300.

PF 65 Cameo, ex-Rudman (stated on label). KM-18. Very faint
rainbow toning over mirrorlike luster, just the faintest of marks behind
the head (arguably more like PF 66 or even PF 67, which is the top
grade in the NGC census), only ten known, the rarest of the series
in Proof. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. NGC
#3070607-023. Estimate: $750-$1,100.
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Ecuador
955. Quito, Ecuador, gold 4 escudos, 1836FP. KM-19. 13.30 grams. Better than VF
details but with pitted surfaces from over-polishing, also with a couple edge-nicks and
solder-spot at top where a loop was removed, still worthwhile and popular for its early
design. Estimate: $500-$750.

956. Quito, Ecuador, 4 reales, 1844MV-A, NGC MS 65, finest known in NGC census, ex-Lissner. KM-27. An incredible example
of this rare one-year type, finest of all known (none at PCGS, the next highest at NGC being only VF), with superb luster around fully struck
details (the bust bold, also with clear A on condor, rarely seen), very faintly toned, no wear and just a few contact marks, a trophy coin for the
ages. Pedigreed to the R.L. Lissner collection (stated on label). NGC #2789301-013. Estimate: $20,000-up.

958. Ecuador (struck in Birmingham, England), gold 1
957. Quito, Ecuador, 5 francos, 1858GJ, NGC AU 55. KM-39. condor, 1928, NGC MS 61. KM-74. Lustrous and wear-free, with
Lightly toned obverse but deeply amber-toned reverse, light wear and
faint hairlines but overall rather desirable grade for this scarce one-year
type. NGC #5938098-023. Estimate: $750-$1,100.

minimal marks and no more than trivial surface hairlines, one-year
type that is somewhat scarce as only 5000 pieces were released for
circulation. NGC #5939651-001. Estimate: $600-$900.
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France

France (Republic)

959. France (Paris Mint), double louis d’or, Louis XV, 1724A, NGC AU details / saltwater damage. KM-471. Bold strike
with choice full details, minimal marks but matte texture all over,
no adjustment marks, highly desirable type. NGC #5931389-001.
Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

960. France (Paris Mint), louis

964. France (Paris mint), 5 francs, 1873-A, NGC MS 66. KM-

Lustrous and choice (near top grade), with splashes of vibrant
rainbow toning on Hercules side, a few light contact marks only,
popular type. NGC #4348106-002. Estimate: $500-$750.

820.1.

d’or, Louis XV, 1723-A, palmbranch type, NGC UNC details
/ saltwater damage. KM-468.1. Bold

strike with much remaining luster,
no marks or wear, faint traces of
adjustment marks within the details. NGC #5933737-001. Estimate:
$1,250-$2,000.

961. France (Troyes Mint),
louis d’or, Louis XV, 1723-V,
palm-branch type, NGC AU
details / saltwater damage. KM-

965. France (struck at the Paris mint), aluminum-bronze 20

468.17. Matte

but still lustrous, with
full and sharp details but oddly pitted on both sides, scarce mint (none straight-graded in NGC census).
NGC #5931389-002. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

962. France (Caen Mint), louis
d’or, Louis XV, 1724-C, palmbranch type, NGC AU details
/ saltwater damage. KM-470.4.

francs essai, 1929, by Pierre Turin, NGC MS 61.

Maz-2554A;

Large-module essai in bright gold color, lustrous and wearfree but with light surface hairlines. NGC #4246293-002. Estimate:
$125-$200.
KM-E50.

French West Africa

966. French West Africa
(struck at the Paris mint),
brass token 10 units (50
francs), 1883, rare, PCGS
MS63. Lecompte-24; KM-Tn8.

Matte but still lustrous, no marks or
wear but parts of rims slightly crude
(as made). NGC #5931389-003. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

Speckled low-contrast toning
with traces of rainbow colors and
luster, no marks or wear but a few tiny stains for the grade (near top
grade). PCGS #18019407. Estimate: $750-$1,100.

963. France (La Rochelle
Mint), louis d’or, Louis XV,
1724-H, palm-branch type,
NGC AU details / saltwater
damage. KM-470.8. Matte surfaces

967. French West Africa (struck at

with luster, heavy adjustment marks
on bust, parts of rims crude (as made). NGC #5931389-004. Estimate:
$1,250-$2,000.

the Paris mint), brass token 5 units
(25 francs), 1883, rare, PCGS genuine / not gradable (environmental
damage). Lecompte-23; KM-Tn7. Light
brass color with traces of luster, no marks or wear, but with spot of
encrustation in center of reverse, UNC otherwise. PCGS #18019406.
Estimate: $350-$500.

968. French West Africa (struck at the Paris mint), brass token 1
unit (5 francs), 1883, rare, PCGS MS63, finest and only example
in PCGS census. Lecompte-21; KM-Tn6. Bright original brass color and luster
around details, the fields toned but free of marks or wear, choice grade. PCGS
#18019408. Estimate: $500-$750.
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German States
Prussia

969. Prussia (German States), lead klippe 5 mark reverse
trial, 1888, by Otto Schulz, NGC MS 64. Schaaf-5M/G4 (var); cf

KM-512, 513. A

large, clipped square of lead showing on one side the
perfectly struck reverse of a German 5 mark of 1888, with much luster
and metal flow-lines but no wear or marks. Curiously, it is unknown
whose reign this piece pertains to, as 1888 was known as the “Year
of Three Emperors” in which Wilhelm I, Friedrich III and Wilhelm
II all held the title of Emperor successively. NGC #3903691-002 (in
oversized holder). Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

Saxony

970. Saxony (German States), mining taler, Friedrich August
I, 1811-SGH, NGC MS 64 (“top pop”).

KM-1071. Brilliantly
lustrous, with typical adjustment marks on bust and light hairlines
on obverse fields only, light die-crack near reverse rim, tied with just
one other for finest known in NGC census. NGC #4929659-006.
Estimate: $200-$300.

Great Britain
971. Great Britain (London, England), gold 5 pounds, Victoria

(jubilee bust), 1887. Sp-3864; KM-769. Brightly lustrous UNC with scattered
marks but none significant, rich gold color, a large and impressive popular
gold “crown.” Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

972. Great Britain (London, England), 500 pounds (one
kilo of .999 fine silver), Elizabeth II, 2012, London 2012
Olympics, NGC Gem Proof. 100mm, 9-3/4” x 9-3/4” box. This
piece, housed in a special oversized slab and official Royal Mint box
with brochure, is truly massive, its frosted details and mirror fields
amplified and exaggerated from its size, with no marks or wear except
for a light circular buffing on the non-frosted XXX OLYMPIAD, the
legend boldly pronouncing UNITE OUR DREAMS TO MAKE
THE WORLD A TEAM OF TEAMS, from a reported mintage of
910 pieces. NGC #3564947-021. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
(image reduced)
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Guatemala (colonial)
Cobs

973. Guatemala, 2 reales “moclon,” crown countermark (Type B, 1662) on shield
side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer B (3rd period). KM-B1.2. 5.89
grams. Broad-flan AVG host with full crown and much legend, full inner details, much of the shield
covered by bold AVF countermark (about 2/3 impressed) with deeply contrasting toning, crudely
holed at edge as usual, scarce type that does not hit the market often. Estimate: $250-$375.

974. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1733J, extremely rare. S-G1; Cal-1237; KM-6; JP-8R1b. 26.48 grams. The Guatemala cob 8 reales of 1733 is
officially the first “dollar” of Central America, struck just one year after the comparatively common but highly lauded 1732 first-date pillar
dollar of Mexico and using the same basic design but without the benefit of proper milling equipment (note, however, that a single example
exists of the Guatemala pillar dollar 1733 on a proper milled flan). Only about four or five are known publicly, most of them holed and with
only partial date and assayer. In contrast, our example is unholed and shows a bold full date, mintmark, assayer and denomination, in addition
to the rest of the central details, including a choice full crown above the globes, and is struck slightly off-center, enabling the flan to extend
past the outer border on the pillars side. It is also attractively toned, typical of finds from the Reijgersdaal, with minimal surface corrosion near
the shield-side edge only, otherwise Fine+ for actual wear. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection and to the Superior auction of June 1997 (lot 6503)
and the Ponterio auction of January 2004 (lot 1823), original salvaged from the Reijgersdaal (1747) in 1979. Estimate: $10,000-up.

975. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1734J, rare. S-G1; Cal-1238; KM-6; 976. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, (17)36/5J, rare. S-G1; Cal-unl (Type
JP-8R2. 26.58 grams. Bold AVF with full date, choice crown above globes,
well-detailed full crown and shield, with toning and dark encrustation
in crevices (good contrast), all on a squarish flan, particularly rare as
unholed. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

160); KM-unl (6 for type); JP-8R4a. 26.54 grams. Squarish flan with full date
(the 36 bold but the overdate questionable), non-toned VG with lots
of tiny marks, slightly doubled and off-center shield with a few small
black spots, particularly rare as unholed. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

977. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, (1)737(J). S-G1; Cal-1241; KM-6;
JP-8R5. 23.78 grams. Oddly oval flan with bold full date, slightly doubled

shield, VG with nice toning, scarce as unholed and non-salvage. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection and to the Cayón auction of February 2009
(lot 7392). Estimate: $350-$500.
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981. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1740(J). S-G1; Cal-1246; KM-6; JP978. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, (1)738J. S-G1; Cal-1242; KM-6; JPBig flan with bold full date and mintmark, full but
weak inner details, close to VF for actual wear but with a few light marks
and light surface corrosion (salvaged like most examples of this date),
lightly toned. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

8R6. 26.08 grams.

8R8c. 26.84 grams. Choice AVF with no hole (rare thus) and lovely toning
all over, full and bold date and mintmark, shield side off-center and
slightly doubled. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection and Cayón auction
of February 2012 (lot 512). Estimate: $350-$500.

982. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1741(J), rare.

S-G1; Cal-1247;

Richly old-toned AVF with bold full date,
nearly full interior details, particularly rare without hole. Pedigreed to
the Antigua collection and to Sedwick Auction 13 (lot 1359). Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

KM-6; JP-8R9. 26.63 grams.

979. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1739J. S-G1; Cal-1243; KM-6; JP-8R7.
26.72 grams. Squarish flan with 100% full date (slightly doubled) below

full pillars, crown, globes and waves, other side with full crown and
assayer, Fine+ with a few old marks, toning around details and black
stains on shield side, scarce as unholed and non-salvage. Pedigreed to
the Antigua collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

983. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1742J, rare. S-G1; Cal-1248; KM-6;
JP-8R10. 26.50 grams. Thick flan with sharply cut edges, full date below

bold pillars-globes-waves, full but weak assayer, nicely toned with
very light surface corrosion, AVF otherwise. Pedigreed to the Antigua
collection and from the Reijgersdaal (1747). Estimate: $350-$500.

980. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1740/30J, very rare, with sunover-mountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on shield side.
S-G1; Cal-1244; KM-6; JP-8R8b. 26.47 grams. Square

flan with hole in one
corner next to the very bold full countermark (XF) below full assayer,
good full shield and crown, well-defined globes and waves above full
date with bold 0/0 (which some scholars call 0/9) but penultimate
digit weak due to the countermark on the other side (but with clear
top-right point of underdigit 3), lightly toned AVF. Pedigreed to the
Antigua collection and to the Cayón auction of February 2012 (lot 673).
Estimate: $700-$1,000.

984. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, (1)743(J), rare. S-G1; Cal-1250;
KM-6; JP-8R11c. 26.47 grams. Bold upper half of date (very clear), VF+ for

wear with deep (distinctive) toning but areas of light surface corrosion
near edge, partially weak strike, shield side off-center. Pedigreed to the
Antigua collection and to the Cayón auction of February 2012 (lot 515),
from the Reijgersdaal (1747). Estimate: $400-$600.
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985. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, (1)744(J), rare, with sunover-mountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on pillars side.
S-G1; Cal-1251; KM-6; JP-8R12. 26.00 grams. Rectangular flan with bold
full 744 of date, VG with light toning and lots of tiny marks, some
crude areas (as made) near edge on shield side, the countermark (Fine)
rather weakly impressed on right globe, holed as usual. Pedigreed to the
Antigua collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

988. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1747J, Ferdinand VI, rare.
S-G1a; Cal-418; KM-12; JP-8R15. 26.17 grams. Broad flan with bold full
pillars-globes-waves and choice full crown above shield, bold 47 of date
and left mintmark, also full assayer and denomination, VF with choice
(contrasting) toning but lots of tiny marks, holed at edge. Pedigreed to
the Antigua collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

989. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1748J, rare, with sun-overmountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on shield side. S-G1a;

986. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1745(J), very rare, with sunover-mountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on shield side.
Rectangular flan with hole
near one corner next to a very prominent VF countermark, clear upper
half of the rare date (probably fewer than ten known), rather worn
overall (Good) but with contrasting toning. Pedigreed to the Antigua
collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

S-G1; Cal-1252; KM-6; JP-8R13. 25.79 grams.

Cal-420; KM-12; JP-8R16b. 26.47 grams. Broad, rectangular flan with 100%

full date and assayer, nicely toned Fine+ with lots of tiny marks and
dark area near edge past right pillar, choice full countermark (AXF),
clear king’s ordinal VI, particularly rare as unholed. Pedigreed to the
Antigua collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

990. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1749J, with sun-over-moun987. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, (17)46(J), Philip V, very rare.
S-G1; Cal-1253; KM-6; JP-8R14b. 26.73 grams. Bold VF+ with neatly plugged

hole above both crowns, bold full 46 of date and full mintmark,
toned around details. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

tains countermark (Type II, 1839) on shield side. S-G1a; Cal-

Full 749 of date (very scarce), bold
full assayer, lightly struck AVF with olive toning, bold and deep (XF)
countermark, faint but discernible king’s ordinal VI, no hole (rare thus).
Pedigreed to the Antigua collection. Estimate: $500-$750.
422; KM-12; JP-8R17b. 25.55 grams.

991. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1750J, with sun-over-moun-

tains countermark (Type II, 1839) on shield side. S-G1a; Cal-423;

Full date (scarce) and clear assayer, fairly
well centered with nearly full interior design but all a bit weak and
worn (Good) and with neatly drilled hole in one corner, two small
punchmarks on pillars side, also rather underweight so undoubtedly
clipped long ago (since the edges are worn too), full and deep countermark (AXF), lightly toned all over. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection
and to the Aureo auction of May 2014 (lot 928). Estimate: $300-$450.

KM-12; JP-8R18. 20.74 grams.
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992. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1751(J).

S-G1a; Cal-424; KM-12;

Fascinating coin with its broad flan exhibiting a
large, natural bubble-hole in center, 100% full and bold date, mintmark, assayer and king’s ordinal VI, choice crown and central details
(around the aforementioned hole, of course), VF with lovely toning
but with mount-marks on shield side, scarce date. Pedigreed to the
Antigua collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

994. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1752J, NGC F 15. S-G1a; Cal-426;

Full date and most of inner details, clear mintmark
and assayer and denomination, lightly toned and problem free (scarce
thus), second finest in NGC census behind a single VF. Pedigreed to the
Heritage auction of January 2013 (lot 28137). NGC #3069838-008.
Estimate: $400-$600.

JP-8R19. 26.48 grams.

KM-12; JP-8R20b.

993. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1752J. S-G1a; Cal-426; KM-12; JP-

995. Guatemala, cob 8 reales, 1753J, very rare, with sunover-mountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on shield side.

Choice grade (VF+) with excellent toning, broad
flan with 100% full and bold date and both mintmarks, nearly full
inner details, particularly desirable as unholed. Pedigreed to the Antigua
collection and to the UBS auction of January 2003 (lot 3434). Estimate:
$500-$750.

8R20b. 26.85 grams.

S-G1a; Cal-427; KM-12; JP-8R21. 26.89 grams. Choice grade (AXF) but
neatly holed near edge as usual, with right pillar and both globes 100%
full and well defined, full assayer and upper half of date, lightly contrasting toning. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

996. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1733(J), very rare. S-G1; Cal-1004; KM-5; JP-4R1c. 12.64 grams. Full and bold date (especially rare thus),
also bold full denomination, good central details (shield side off-center) with contrasting toning, Fine with neatly drilled hole near edge. No
more than five examples of this important and desirable first date are known in this denomination, with only one offered publicly in recent
decades, and it is lacking in most near-complete collections. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection. Estimate: $3,000-up.

997. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1734J, rare, with sun-overmountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on shield side.

S-G1;

Cal-1005; KM-5; JP-4R2. 11.21 grams. Off-center pillars with 100% full date

and mintmark, full assayer on other side with very deep and full countermark (XF+) in center, overall VG with minor edge-splits but no hole
(very rare thus). Pedigreed the Antigua collection and to the Aureo auction
of April 2004 (lot 472). Estimate: $400-$600.
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998. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1735J, with sun-over-moun- 1001. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1737(J). S-G1; Cal-1008; KM-5;
tains countermark (Type II, 1839) on pillars side.

S-G1; Cal-

1006; KM-5; JP-4R3. 13.03 grams. Choice full countermark (VF) over full

and bold date and mintmark, full denomination and part of assayer
on other side, lightly toned Fine with crudely drilled hole near edge,
scarce date. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

999. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1736(J), Pellicer I Bru Plate,

Calicó Plate, Cayón Plate. S-G1; Cal-1007; KM-5; JP-4R4. 13.48 grams.

Thick flan with bold strike in choice grade (VF/XF), with 100% full
date, well-detailed upper half of shield, attractively toned, no hole (rare
thus), desirable multiple pedigrees. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection
and Plate Coin #1333 on page 282 of Pellicer I Bru’s Medio Duro (1971),
Plate Coin #1007 on page 279 of Calicó’s Numismática Española (2019),
and Plate Coin #9096 on page 908 of Cayón’s Las Monedas Españolas
(2005), also pedigreed to the Cayón auction of February 2009 (lot 7387).
Estimate: $500-$750.

JP-4R5b. 13.28 grams. Superb grade (salvaged AU) with full and bold
date, full denomination, nice central details, no toning and minimal
surface corrosion, odd-shaped flan, no hole. Pedigreed to the Antigua
collection and Sedwick Auction 17 (lot 1045). Estimate: $350-$500.

1002. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1738/7(J), rare, with sunover-mountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on pillars side.
S-G1; Cal-unl (131 for Type); KM-unl (Type 5); JP-4R6a. 12.93 grams. Broad flan
with full date and denomination, good central details including bold
and deep countermark (crude VF), overall Fine with rich old toning and
inevitable hole in one point, particularly rare as non-salvage. Pedigreed
to the Antigua collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

1003. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, (1)738(J). S-G1; Cal-1009; KM-5;
1000. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, (17)37/6J, rare, with sunover-mountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on shield side.

JP-4R6b. 10.42 grams. Off-center pillars side with bold full 738 of date
(scarce thus), corroded shield side with bold denomination 4, AVF
for actual wear, with toned fields. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection,
from the Reijgersdaal (1747). Estimate: $200-$300.

S-G1; Cal-unl (131 for Type); KM-unl (Type 5); JP-4R5a. 12.82 grams. Large flan

with full 37 of date showing clear 7/6 overdate, full mintmark, slightly
off-center strike, deeply toned About Fine with typical hole near
edge, full and deep countermark (VF) with curious die-crack that on
other, less well-defined examples is often confused for Type I (Quetzaltenango). Pedigreed to the Antigua collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

1004. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1739J. S-G1; Cal-1010; KM-5; JP4R7. 13.25 grams. Rectangular flan with 100% full date and mintmark

and assayer, lightly toned AVF with no hole (rare thus, especially as
non-salvage), very small edge-split. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection.
Estimate: $400-$600.
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1005. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1740/30(J), rare. S-G1; Cal-unl
(131 for Type); KM-unl (Type 5); JP-4R8 var. 13.29 grams. Lightly toned VF/F

with 100% full date showing clear 4/3 but clean 0 (not to be confused
with 1740/34, which also exists), particularly rare without hole. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

1006. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1741J, rare.

1009. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1744(J), extremely rare.
S-G1; Cal-1016; KM-5; JP-4R12. 13.19 grams. Rarest

date of the type, here
manifest as just the tops of the last two digits due to small size of the
flan (thick), low grade (Good with tiny marks) and with small (drilled)
hole at edge, but the all-important date 100% certain and missing in
nearly all current Guatemala cob collections. Pedigreed to the Antigua
collection. Estimate: $1,000-up.

S-G1; Cal-1013;

Bold but worn (VG) with 100% full date
and denomination, deeply toned around details, holed in one point
near edge. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

KM-5; JP-4R9. 12.71 grams.

1010. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, (17)45(J), rare. S-G1; Cal-1017;
Bold full 5 of date and clear top-right of
4, bold globes and full crown above shield, nicely toned Fine with
crude hole through right mintmark. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection.
Estimate: $300-$450.

KM-5; JP-4R13. 13.05 grams.

1007. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1742(J), rare. S-G1; Cal-1014;
KM-5; JP-4R10. 10.24 grams. Corroded from salvage (impossible to grade)

but with very clear date and nicely toned, missing in many important
collections. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection, from the Reijgersdaal
(1747). Estimate: $200-$300.

1011. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1747J, Ferdinand VI, rare.

S-G1a; Cal-345; KM-11; JP-4R15. 13.37 grams. Off-center VF with 100%
full date and assayer, full upside-down right mintmark, trace of king’s
ordinal VI, richly toned and typically holed in one point. Pedigreed to
the Antigua collection. Estimate: $300-$450.

1008. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1743J, very rare. S-G1; Cal-1015; 1012. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1748J, Pellicer I Bru Plate
KM-5; JP-4R11b. 12.81 grams. Broad flan with full and clear date and
mintmark, assayer and king’s ordinal V, off-center VG with nice toning, crude hole near one point, missing in many important collections.
Pedigreed to the Antigua collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

Coin. S-G1a; Cal-346; KM-11; JP-4R16. 13.19 grams. Choice VF on a squar-

ish flan with 100% full date and mintmark and assayer, nice central
details, attractively toned, with small edge-split (rare thus), scarce date,
desirable pedigree. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection and Plate Coin
#1475 on page 309 of Pellicer I Bru’s Medio Duro (1971), also pedigreed
to the Cayón auction of March 2014 (lot 441). Estimate: $400-$600.
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1013. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1749J. S-G1a; Cal-347; KM-11; JP-

4R17. 13.18 grams. Choice

VF/F on a large, squarish flan with hole in
one corner, rich old toning, full date (except for bottom of last digit)
and left mintmark, full assayer and king’s ordinal VI, scarce. Pedigreed
to the Antigua collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

1014. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, (1)750(J), with sun-over-

mountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on pillars side.

Fine/Fair with full 750 of
date, very bold full countermark (AU, contemporary counterfeit) with
deep toning inside, very scarce date. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection.
Estimate: $250-$375.

S-G1a; Cal-348; KM-11; JP-4R18. 13.05 grams.

1015. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1752J.

S-G1a; Cal-351; KM-11;

Odd-shaped plan with bold globes, full date,
mintmark, assayer and denomination, Fine/Good for wear with mostly
deep toning, holed in one point. Pedigreed to the Antigua collection.
Estimate: $250-$375.
JP-4R20b. 13.08 grams.

1016. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1753J. S-G1a; Cal-352; KM-11;
JP-4R21. 13.20 grams. Very squarish flan with bold globes, full date and
assayer, lightly toned VG with tiny hole near edge. Pedigreed to the
Antigua collection. Estimate: $300-$450.

1017. Silver necklace made of 29 Guatemala cob minors
(one 2R, 27 1R and one 1/2R), several with visible dates.

89.51 grams total. Fascinating colonial artifact made from 29 genuine
coins connected with tiny, soldered-on loops (broken in one place,
easily reparable) with the single 2R (1737?) situated as a pendant,
all the coins with visible details and some with clear dates including
1737, 1739, 1745, 1747 and 1751, grades from Good to Fine, only
one with a tiny hole and one with stamped-in initials C.H.R. next to
the clasp (which is affixed to the entire reverse of a 1/2R 1737), gaudy
by today’s standards but surely a status symbol in its time. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

1018. Silver bracelet made of fifteen Guatemala cob 1/2R, most with visible dates. 27.78 grams total. A companion piece to the
previous lot, fully intact and wearable, the coins all 1/2R with at least partially visible dates (including a clear 1743 and 1746) in G-VG grade,
none holed, simple shepherd’s-crook clasp, probably an important sign of wealth among colonial Guatemala’s indigenous class. Estimate:
$350-$500.
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Pillars

1019. Guatemala, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1762P, rare,
NGC VF 35. KM-27; Cal-994. Deeply toned all over (some blues and
greens on shield side), traces of adjustment marks in the centers. NGC
#4673312-029. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

1020. Guatemala, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1768P. KM-27;
Cal-1000. 26.79 grams. Bold XF with full rims (but crude at QUE), light

adjustment marks on globes, non-toned and somewhat hairlined.
Estimate: $400-$600.

Busts
1021. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1803M, NGC VF 35.

KM-53; Cal-896. Choice old toning, broad flan, slightly off-center strike, weak
centers with adjustment marks on neck, overall rather wholesome-looking
for the grade. NGC #5938098-024. Estimate: $200-$300.

1022. Guatemala, 8R-sized silver proclamation medal, Ferdinand

VII, 1809, to the people of Guatemala, very rare. Herrera-21; Medina-303;

Obverse with laureate bust of king over a
pedestal with friar kneeling at left under legend VIVA . FERNANDO . VII
. REY . DE . ESP . E . IND . with ANO DE 1809 . in exergue; reverse with
A LA FIEL / GENEROSIDAD / DE LOS INDIOS / DEL REYNO DE /
GUATEMA *. An impressive piece struck in Mexico City for loyal citizens
in Guatemala (using their own silver!), not the holed example pictured in
Medina and Herrera and described by the latter in 1882 as “único ejemplar
que conocemos” but one of a handful of unholed examples published since
then, lustrous and well struck, with faint traces of light rainbow toning, AU
with minor nicks and marks and striations on surfaces and edge. Estimate:
$2,000-$3,000.
Grove-F66a. 41mm; 26.50 grams.
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1023. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1819M, NGC MS
62, finest known in NGC census. KM-69; Cal-1234. Beautiful rainbow
toning over luster at rims, traces of adjustment marks in center of reverse,
the finest of eight entries in NGC census. NGC #5938098-026. Estimate:
$300-$450.

Guatemala (Central American Republic)

1024. Guatemala (Central American Republic), 8 reales,
1846/2AE/MA, CREZCA/CRESCA variety, NGC AU 58+.

KM-4. Light rainbow toning over luster, good strike with full leaves,
also full rims, but weak on the R to right of tree, second highest grade
at NGC. NGC #5938098-027. Estimate: $300-$450.

1025. Guatemala (Central American Republic), 8 reales,
1847/6A, NGC AU 55. KM-4. Choice bold strike all over, very faint

rainbow toning over muted luster, minor marks only. NGC #5934196012. Estimate: $400-$600.

1026. Guatemala (Central American Republic), 1 real, 1824M, NGC MS 64. KM-3. 3.40 grams.

Fully detailed strike with bold rims but die-crack across mountains, dark streak on and to left of tree, good
luster. NGC #5936532-005. Estimate: $200-$300.

1027. Guatemala (Central American Republic), 1/2 real, 1824M, NGC MS 64. KM-2. 1.72 grams.

Fully detailed strike and good luster, the mountains side slightly off-center, choice overall. NGC #5936532004. Estimate: $200-$300.

1028. Guatemala (Central American Republic), 1/4 real, 1833, extremely

rare, NGC MS 62. KM-1. 0.57 gram. Bold strike, off-center mountains side and tree
side with signs of die failure, choice grade (second finest in NGC census behind a single
MS 62) with practically no wear, an important key-date rarity that is listed without
values in KM. NGC #5936532-001. Estimate: $1,000-up.

1029. Guatemala (Central American Republic), 1/4 real, 1837, NGC

MS 65. KM-1. 0.78 gram. Choice full strike with brilliant mint luster, no toning,
just a touch of die rust that does not visually detract but precludes the MS 66 to 68
grades this hoard date can achieve. NGC #5938553-002. Estimate: $200-$300.
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1030. Guatemala (Central American Republic), 1/4 real, 1838, extremely rare, NGC VG details / corrosion. KM-1. 0.53 gram. Crudely weak

strike with light surface porosity but clear date, a key rarity (listed without values
in KM) that we have not handled or seen before. NGC #5936532-002. Estimate:
$400-$600.

1031. Guatemala (Central American Republic), 1/4 real, 1841, very
rare, NGC VF 30, finest known in NGC census. KM-1. 0.48 gram. Toned,
slightly uneven strike but date clear, the finer of just two in the NGC census. NGC
#5936532-003. Estimate: $400-$600.

1032. Guatemala (Central American Republic), 1/4 real, 1845, rare,

NGC VF details / cleaned. KM-1. 0.68 gram. Toned around bold details for good
contrast, crude rims (as made) with light surface scratches. NGC #5938553-002.
Estimate: $300-$450.

Guatemala (countermarks and counterstamps)
Type II

1033. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark (Type II,
1843) on a Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1740V. KM-111.3. 26.05 grams. Full but

double-punched VF countermark, the host a well-centered AVF with full cross and
pillars-and-waves, two assayers, attractively toned all over. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection and to the Gaspar de Portola collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

1034. Guatemala, sun-over-mountains countermark (Type II, 1843) on

pillars side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal (galano), 1684VR, NGC VF details / holed, c/s XF standard.

KM-96.1.

26.53 grams. This is a massive Royal whose very broad flan extends well past the outer borders all around on both sides (almost like a cliché

proof ) with several minor edge-splits as a consequence, light toning in crevices and a few dark spots near edge, holed at bottom of pillars /
right of cross, die-match with Lázaro #212, the countermark full and deep but clearly double-punched. NGC #5937385-001 (extra-large slab).
Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.
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Guatemala (countermarks and counterstamps)
Type III

1035. Guatemala, 8 reales, Type III double countermark
(1840) on a Lima, Peru, 8 reales, 1834MM. KM-120.3. 26.73

grams. Bold full countermarks (XF) with vertical die-crack on moun-

tains side, VF+ host with traces of luster and toning in crevices. Estimate: $300-$450.

1036. Guatemala, 8 reales, Type III double countermark
(1840) on a Lima, Peru, 8 reales, 1841MM. KM-unl. 27.25 grams.

Both countermarks double-punched (XF) and applied separately in
different places per Type III of 1840 (but obviously used later, as the
host is 1841), the host AVF with very light toning and encrustation
around details, typically weak in centers. Estimate: $300-$450.

Guatemala (Republic)

1037. Guatemala (struck at the Paris mint), gold proof 10 pesos essai, 1894-A, NGC PF 64, finest known, ex-Eliasberg,
ex-Flanagan, KM Plate. KM-Pn13. Brightly lustrous and without any marks or wear at all, just traces of a natural stain (on the reverse-side

date) that distinctly identifies it as the Eliasberg specimen and almost disappears in the right light at the right angle, with strong die-polish
lines all over and crisp, high rims that attest to its total lack of handling, from a tiny mintage of just ten pieces. This coin’s long pedigree has
inspired a litany of research about the oeuvre of its engraver (Jean LaGrange, whose name appears below the bust) and comparisons with two
inferior specimens (the only others confirmed to exist) in the collections of Newcomer and Norweb/Rudman; we prefer instead to focus on its
incomparable beauty within the aesthetic constraints of Central American coinage as a whole, its unique Romanesque portrait of Lady Liberty with finely intricate detail in her laurel-wrapped locks of coiled hair reminiscent of the U.S. “Stella” $4 gold pieces of 1879-80. The only
proper response to the fact that this design was not adopted is “¡qué lástima!” Pedigreed to the Eliasberg collection (ANR auction of April 2005,
lot 3062) and to the Col. James W. Flanagan collection (Stack’s auction of March 1944, lot 375), also Plate Coin in the Krause-Mishler Standard
Catalog reference books. NGC #3129036-001. Estimate: $15,000-up.

Honduras

1038. Tegucigalpa, Honduras (State), low-silver 2 reales (provisional), 1848G,

CREZCA and PROVISIONL, PCGS XF40. KM-19b. Good strike for the type, with light
silvery fields contrasting with darker details, some luster but also some old marks, rare grade
(second finest in PCGS census behind a single XF45, with just one AU 53 above it at NGC).
PCGS #40467644. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Italian States
Sicily

1039. Sicily (Italian States), 4 tari, Philip II, 1558TP, Messina mint, NGC

XF 45, finest and only example in NGC census. Varesi-317/3. 11.68 grams. Bold
strike with well-detailed portrait of Philip II, lightly doubled reverse, much legend
including full date, deeply toned. NGC #5938548-002. Estimate: $350-$500.

Jamaica

1040. Jamaica (British administration), 6 shillings 8 pence, “GR”

double countermark (1758) on a Lima, Peru, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1757JM, NGC VF 25, c/s VF standard. KM-8.5. Attractively

toned, with both countermarks bold and full, popular issue. NGC #4835102002. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

Keeling-Cocos Islands

1041. Keeling-Cocos Islands, gold proof 150 rupees, 1977, fineness .916, NGC PF 68

Cameo. KM-X10a. Brilliantly lustrous in bright yellow gold, with just a faint touch of cloudiness and
just a couple minor blemishes, second highest grade in NGC census. NGC #5901720-006. Estimate:
$500-$750.

Mexico (colonial)
Gold

1042. Mexico City, Mexico, gold bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VI, 1750MF, NGC MS 62, finest known in NGC census. Cal-784;
KM-150. Choice full strike and obverse rim (reverse rim weak at bottom), frosty surfaces (muted luster) with only minor bagmarks and no wear,

just some tiny rim-nicks (under slab prongs) but otherwise very choice for the grade with sharp details all over, the single finest of seventeen
at NGC. NGC #4916878-001. Estimate: $8,000-up.
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1043. Mexico City, Mexico, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles

1044. Mexico City, Mexico, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles

marks and light surface hairlines, hint of reddish toning and nice luster.
Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

grams. Broad flan with prominent rims, lustrous reverse with incipient red toning, some small marks. NGC #5939653-016. Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.

III, 1774FM. Cal-2002; KM-156.2. 26.95 grams. AU with a few minor

III, 1778FF, NGC AU details / cleaned. Cal-2007; KM-156.2. 26.95

1045. Mexico City, Mexico, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III, 1780/70FF, unlisted overdate, NGC AU 53, finest and only

example in NGC census. Cal-unl (196 for Type); KM-unl (Type 156.2). An apparent discovery piece, as no others with 8/7 in date have been
recorded (here with clear diagonal of 7 inside the upper half of 8) in any reference or public sale, also rather decent for the type with lustrous
reverse, light marks and wear on obverse, full rims. NGC #5934196-002. Estimate: $2,500-up.

1046. Mexico City, Mexico, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles

1047. Mexico City, Mexico, gold 8 escudos, Charles IV,

IV, 1796FM, NGC AU 55. Cal-1636; KM-159. 27.00 grams. Lustrous
and choice for the grade, with just light wear on bust and faint hairlines, full rims, nice yellow color. NGC #5934006-001. Estimate:
$1,750-$2,500.

1805TH. Cal-1649; KM-159. 27.00 grams. Highly lustrous UNC with
faint surface hairlines, parts of rims weak. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
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1048. Mexico City, Mexico, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles IV, 1808TH, mintmark over inverted mintmark (unlisted for this
date), NGC MS 61, finest and only example in NGC census. Cal-unl (182 for Type); KM-unl (Type 159). Another apparent discovery piece,
most likely a muling of the known reverse of 1807 showing bold oM punched over upside-down oM with an 1808 obverse, all in brilliant
UNC with light surface hairlines, impressively flashy and choice. NGC #5893027-001. Estimate: $3,000-up.

1049. Mexico City, Mexico, gold bust 2 escudos, Ferdinand VI, 1756MM. Cal-658; KM-126.2.

6.64 grams. Polished XF+ with light stains at about 5 and 10 o’clock on reverse, well-detailed strike.
Estimate: $750-$1,100.

1050. Mexico City, Mexico, gold bust 1 escudo, Philip V, 1733/2F, very rare. Cal-1745; KM-

Broad-flan XF with small dents, scratches and polished surfaces (ex-jewelry), also with
lightly re-engraved edge and plugged hole at bottom (the mintmark and penultimate 3 of date contrived
thereon), but the final digit of the date with 3/2 original and clear and with contrasting toning around
details, an important rarity that goes well into four figures in higher grade. Estimate: $350-$500.

113. 3.15 grams.

1051. Mexico City, Mexico, gold bust 1 escudo, Charles III, 1780FF/M, unlisted overassayer, NGC AU 53. Cal-un (134 for Type); KM-unl (Type 118.2). Fully detailed but not overly bold, muted
luster but minimal wear, with bold over-assayer that is known but unlisted in references, second finest
in NGC census behind a single AU 58. NGC #4916867-003. Estimate: $350-$500.
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Pillars

1052. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V,
1739/6MF, very rare, ex-Reijgersdaal (1747). Cal-1450; KM-103.
26.63 grams. Clear overdate (rated R4 in Gilboy, #M-8-11b), explained
by the fact that the 6 punch was used for a 9 and the engraver just
had it turned the wrong way, with bold AU details despite very light
surface corrosion, steel-gray toning all over. From the Reijgersdaal Research Collection (Sedwick Auction 14, lot 546). Estimate: $400-$600.

1053. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1744MF,

NGC UNC details / obv cleaned. Cal-1466; KM-103. 27.05 grams.
Choice bold strike with faint rainbow toning (all over) hiding surface
hairlines in obverse fields, nice grade for this date nevertheless (scarce
as non-salvage). NGC #5934006-002. Estimate: $200-$300.

1054. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1753MF, NGC MS 63 (“top pop”). Cal-479; KM-104.1. Deeply
toned over near-pristine surfaces (no luster), with light adjustment
marks in centers, tied with seven others for finest in NGC census.
NGC #5938098-030. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1055. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1754MM, dissimilar crowns, ex-Potomac. Cal-487; KM-104.2.
27.12 grams. Lightly toned XF+, well struck and problem-free. Pedigreed to the Potomac collection (Sedwick Auction 22, with original lot-tag
1053). Estimate: $300-$450.

1056. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1758MM, NCG AU 55. Cal-494; KM-104.2. Steely toning over luster
with light marks and high-point wear, well struck. NGC #4494515013. Estimate: $600-$900.

1057. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1762MM, cross between H and I, UNC details / rev cleaned.
Cal-1080; KM-105. 26.94 grams. Flashy and choice but with light surface
hairlines, lightly toned at obverse rim. NGC #5934006-003. Estimate:
$300-$450.
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1062. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 2 reales, Charles III,
1058. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1760M, A over inverted A in king’s name (very rare), NGC
1765MF.

Cal-1088; KM-105. 26.96 grams. AU+ with rainbow toning
over luster all over, light strike as usual. Estimate: $300-$450.

AU 55, ex-Potomac. Cal-641 (unl var); KM-87 (unl var). Per Yonaka #M2-

60c (rated R3), with A in king’s name punched over a partially erased
upside-down A (very clear on this coin), with lovely rich toning all
over, deeply impressed edge, minimal wear and no marks but without
much luster, still arguably AU 58 or better (top at NGC being MS 61).
Pedigreed to the Potomac collection (Sedwick Auction 25, with original
lot-tag 1178). NGC #4913558-003. Estimate: $500-up.

Busts
1059. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,

1765MF, double-arc crown (rare). Cal-1088; KM-105. 26.89 grams.

Lustrous and lightly toned AU with light surface hairlines from old
cleaning, variety with lower arc below crown above globes (Gilboy
#M-8-45b, rated R). Estimate: $250-$375.

1063. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III,
1772FM, initials facing rim. Cal-1104; KM-106.1. 26.95 grams. Scarce

1060. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,

and desirable first date with assayers in proper order (as opposed to the
initial use of MF) and facing the rim (two-year type), Yonaka #M872, typically broad flan with full rims, lightly cleaned AU-. Estimate:
$200-$300.

1768MF. Cal-1094; KM-105. 26.78 grams. Deeply toned AU- with parts
of rims crude (as made), slight central flan bulge on pillars side, mark
in field below the E of QUE, pleasing overall. Estimate: $250-$375.

1064. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles IV,
1796FM, NGC MS 62.

Cal-959; KM-109.

Choice luster splashed

1061. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, with light rainbow toning, excellent strike with full rims, Yonaka
1769MF. Cal-1095; KM-105. 26.33 grams. XF+ on broad flan (slightly
off-center pillars side) with choice, contrasting toning, some surface
granularity but still very attractive to the unaided eye. Estimate:
$250-$375.

#M8-96, second highest grade in NGC census. NGC #5938098-031.
Estimate: $350-$500.
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Mexico (War of Independence)
Sombrerete de Vargas

1065. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles IV,
1807TH, NGC MS 64 (“top pop”). Cal-986; KM-109. Deep, rich
toning all over (stronger at rims) with underlying luster, nice strike
but with parts of rims weak (as made), Yonaka #M8-107, tied with
one other for finest in NGC census. NGC #5938098-032. Estimate:
$600-$900.

1068. Sombrerete, Mexico, 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1811, issued under General Vargas, countermarked type, rare. Cal-1425;

KM-176. 26.06 grams. Rarer first type with bold and full countermarks
on obverse, reverse with well-detailed upper-left portion of Bourbon
arms but with heavy adjustment marks surrounding, XF overall with
test cut on reverse, toned at rims. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of
February 1998, with original lot-tag 398. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1066. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles IV,

1808TH, NGC MS 63. Cal-988; KM-109. Brilliantly lustrous, with

eye-catching golden toning on obverse (some faint hairlines), choice
strike with mostly full rims, Yonaka #M8-108. NGC #4916888-008.
Estimate: $500-$750.

1069. Sombrerete, Mexico, 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1812,

issued under General Vargas, rare, NGC XF 40. Cal-1427; KM-

177. Bold full date in center below weaker but still-clear VARGAS, bold
full arms on other side with full SOMBRERETE in legend, deeply
toned and typically mostly flat but with fewer adjustment marks than

1067. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII

transitional (“armored” bust), 1811HJ, NGC MS 63. Cal-1317;

KM-110. Bold and lustrous with very light toning on obverse, some
weakness in crown and parts of rims, Yonaka #M8-111, tied with one
other for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 64. NGC
#5938098-034. Estimate: $500-$750.

usual. NGC #4916885-001. Estimate: $500-$750.

1070. Sombrerete de Vargas, Mexico, 1 real, Ferdinand VII,

1811, denomination 1-R, rare, NGC AU 55, finest known
in NGC census. Cal-683; KM-173. 3.35 grams. Typically crude with
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particularly severe (but not unusual) adjustment marks, mostly full
details including date and denomination, attractive toning, the finest
of just three in the NGC census (the others being F and XF). Pedigreed
to the Ponterio auction of August 1997, with original lot-tag 819. NGC
#5932409-002. Estimate: $400-$600.
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Zacatlan

1071. Zacatlan, Puebla, Mexico, copper 2 reales, 1813,

issued under General Osorno, NGC MS 62 BN, finest and only example in NGC census, KM Plate Coin
(stated on label). Cal-1019; KM-252. 5.45 grams. Choice grade
with weak spot in centers but otherwise clear details against
satin smooth fields (very rare thus), dark all over and with some
crudeness at rims but overall far above the usual quality for this
scarce type. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of August 1997, with
original lot-tag 827, and Plate Coin in Krause-Mishler’s various
Standard Catalog references. NGC #5932409-001. Estimate:
$500-$750.

Mexico (Empire / Iturbide)

1072. Mexico City, Mexico, 8 reales, 1822JM, Iturbide, short uneven truncation, 8R.J.M. below eagle, NGC AU 58. KM-310. Choice,
deep, rainbow toning with much underlying luster in legends, good strike
with full rims, honest high-point wear (a true “choice AU” in every sense).
NGC #5938098-033. Estimate: $300-$450.

Mexico (Republic / “hookneck” eagle)

1073. Durango, Mexico, “hookneck” 8 reales, 1824RL, folded snake, small Libertad, NGC AU 58, finest known in NGC

census. DP-Do1; KM-376.5. Choice strike with full Libertad and nearly full eagle-feathers, full rims except for top-right on cap-and-rays side (as

made), lovely light toning over ample luster, just enough high-point wear to call it AU but definitely choice for the grade and apparently the
finer of just two in the NGC census for this particular variety among the six recorded at NGC. NGC #5938098-038. Estimate: $1,500-up.

1074. Mexico City, Mexico, “hookneck” 8 reales, 1824JM,
NGC AU 53. DP-Mo2; KM-A376.2. Full Libertad despite typical central
weakness and light wear, muted luster under light toning all over, full
rims, popular type. NGC #5938098-039. Estimate: $800-$1,200.
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Mexico (Empire / Maximilian)
1075. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 peso, 1866, Maximilian, NGC MS

64+.

KM-388.1. Strong luster with light (spotty) toning, just minor bagmarks
and contact-mark on reverse rim, one of the top five entries at NGC among
almost 300 graded. NGC #5938098-040. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

Mexico (Republic)
1076. Guanajuato, Mexico,

gold 20 pesos, 1896R, NGC
MS 64. KM-414.4. Cartwheel luster

and choice strike with trace of rosy
toning (a little cloudy) near parts
of rims, strong die-polish lines
in fields, second finest in NGC
census behind a single MS 65.
NGC #4234312-010. Estimate:
$4,000-$6,000.

1077. Guanajuato, Mexico, cap-and-rays 8 reales, 1878FR, 1078. Culiacan, Mexico, cap-and-rays 1 peso, 1900JQ, NGC

NGC MS 64. DP-Go58; KM-377.8. Nice strike and choice grade, with
red-over-gold toning (somewhat spotty) over luster, tied with two
others for second finest in the NGC census behind a single MS 66.
NGC #5938098-037. Estimate: $250-$375.

MS 65 (“top pop”). KM-409. Brilliant white with luster, choice strike
with only faint die-cracks above rays, minimal marks and no wear, tied
with two others for finest known in NGC census. NGC #5939914012. Estimate: $250-$375.

Mexico (Revolutionary)
1079. Guerrero, Mexico, 2 pesos, 1914-GRO, NGC MS
61.

KM-643. Bold central details with light toning over white luster
on fields, slightly crude toward rims and small (natural) lamination to
right of sunface, popular type with metallic content explicitly stated
as containing 0.595 (grams of ) gold. NGC #5938098-036. Estimate:
$200-$300.
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Mexico (United States of Mexico)

1080. Mexico City, Mexico, gold 1000 pesos, 1988, 50th anniversary

of the nationalization of the petroleum industry, very rare, NGC MS
63. KM-535; Fr-189. Brightly lustrous (prooflike) with touch of graininess, sharp full

details, apparently one of only three graded by NGC and very rarely offered for sale.
The portrait on obverse is that of President Lázaro Cardenas, who nationalized the
old industry in Mexico in 1938. NGC #5936682-002. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

Mongolia

1081. Mongolia (struck at the Leningrad mint), tugrik (togrog), AH15
(1925), NGC MS 64 (“top pop”). L&M-619; K-1287; KM-8. Cartwheel luster

with small flames of rainbow toning emanating from the rims, minimal bagmarks,
popular issue with “yin-yang” symbol in center, a rather choice specimen in a very
rare grade, in fact one of just seven (among hundreds graded) at this top number
at NGC and with none higher at PCGS (which has about triple the number of
entries). NGC #3675364-003. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Netherlands (United)

1082. Utrecht, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1641, 1084. Gelderland, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1648,
PCGS AU50 (special label), finest known in PCGS census.

knight left, NGC AU 50 (special label). Dav-4850; KM-36. Broad

Dav-4863; KM-32.1. Broad

flan with good full details (the legends bold), lustrous and white, just
a touch of porosity (as made) but finer overall than ones we have seen

flan with full details including legends (date
bold), lightly lustrous, variety with uncrowned lion. PCGS #34241109.
Estimate: $175-$250.

1083. Kampen, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1647, in MS. NGC #4503475-001. Estimate: $175-$250.
PCGS AU53 (special label). Dav-4879; KM-42.2. Bright white with 1085. West Friesland, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon,
luster and lack of toning, bold full legends and inner details (weak in
centers), trace of porosity, quite flashy for the grade, second finest in
PCGS census. PCGS #34241117. Estimate: $200-$300.

1765/62, PCGS XF45, finest and only example in PCGS
census. Delm-1022; Dav-1834; KM-127.2. Typically full details (slightly
weak strike at CONCORDIA) with well-detailed “rider” and bold
5/2 overdate, toned all over (darker on date side). Pedigreed to the “B
Kingdom Collection” (stated on label). PCGS #39733082. Estimate:
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$400-$600.

1086. Holland, United Netherlands, 1/2 “rider” ducatoon,
1766, PCGS AU55 (“top pop”).

Sharp full
details with light toning and underlying luster, light high-point wear
only, tied with one other for finest known in PCGS census. Pedigreed
to the “B Kingdom Collection” (stated on label). PCGS #39733081.
Delm-1047; KM-105.

Estimate: $350-$500.

1087. Westfriesland, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon,
1792.

Dav-1834; KM-127.3. 32.47 grams. AU with very light toning
over muted luster, choice strike as usual, tiny natural pit in left lion.
Estimate: $300-$450.

Panama
Cobs

1088. Panama(?), P countermark on a Seville, Spain, 1 real,

Ferdinand-Isabel, special “crowned-F” issue for New World
use, five-dot crosses flanking shield, o and mintmark S on
reverse, very rare. Host: Lopez de la Fuente-F8.7.3; Cal-444. 3.03 grams.

Broad-flan host with full legends and inner details nicely contrasted
with toning (XF) but with some light surface porosity, the somewhat
indistinct countermark deeply impressed into the upper half of the
shield. Estimate: $500-$750.

1089. Panama(?), P countermark on a Seville, Spain, 1/2
real, Ferdinand-Isabel, special “crowned-F” issue for New
World use, S mintmarks with single dots below and four
(left) or five (right) dots above flanking the crowned F, very
rare. Host: Lopez de la Fuente-unl (E8 for type); Cal-unl (Type 55). 1.63 grams.

Very broad flan that extends past the outer borders, AU with traces of
light toning, unlisted variety with curious clover-over-X assayer-mark
at end of legends, deep and bold countermark in center of “crownedF” side. Estimate: $500-$750.

1090. Panama, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer oB to left, mintmark AP over denomination II to right, very rare, NGC AU
details / cleaned. S-AP4; Cal-363; KM-3.2. 6.51 grams. Exceptionally choice full cross-lions-castles and shield (Aragon omitted as usual), with
bold full oB (slightly doubled) to left and AP-II to right, much crown but legends mostly missing, nicely toned with faint porosity on reverse,
die-match with Proctor #2R.8B but this specimen unrecorded. NGC #5932113-002. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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Paraguay (War of the Triple Alliance)

1091. Paraguay (War of the Triple Alliance), 1 real, countermark “1” in rounded hexagonal field of horizontal lines

(1865-70) on a wavy-edge 1/4 cut of a Bolivian Republic 4 soles of the mid-1800s, NGC AU 55, c/s UNC standard, finest
known in NGC census. Pratt-MR2; KM-B2. 3.53 grams. Choice full countermark, the arc-cut edges of the host very sharp and almost as-made,
all lightly toned, the finest (by four grades) of just ten in the NGC census, a scarce and important emergency issue from the war against the
Triple Alliance of Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay in 1865-70. NGC #5935503-001. Estimate: $600-$900.

1092. Paraguay (War of the Triple Alliance), 1 real, countermark “CO” within tooth-edged box (1865-70) on a wavy-edge
1/4 cut of a Potosí, Bolivia, 4 soles, rare, NGC VF 25, c/s XF standard (“top pop”). Pratt-MC2 for cut, MR9 for c/m; KM-C2. 3.52 grams.

Very bold and full inward-facing countermark that takes up one entire side of the oddly-cut host, deeply toned all over, tied with one other for
finest in NGC census, a rare and important emergency issue believed to have been made by the Compañía Oriental of Paraguay during the
war against the Triple Alliance of Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay in 1865-70. NGC #5935503-002. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

Paraguay

1093. Paraguay, gold 300000 guaranies, 1993, eighth term of
President Alfredo Stroessner, NGC PF 69 Ultra Cameo (“top pop”).
Large coin in rich-color gold (1.3562 oz AGW), currently top
grade (tied with two others for finest known in NGC census) with a tiny divot
after the R of PARAGUAY being the only apparent blemish, still the closest to
perfection available, from a reported mintage of about 500, of which 250 were
known to have been melted. NGC #3748589-006. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

KM-174; Fr-28.

Peru (colonial)
Gold

1094. Lima, Peru, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III, 1772JM, 1095. Lima, Peru, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III, 1778MJ,
assayer to right, mintmark to left, NGC AU details / obv
cleaned. Cal-1931; KM-82.1. 26.93 grams. Choice strike with full details,

bold full rims, nice red toning in legends, minor natural lacunas in
centers, scarce first date of issue. NGC #5939653-004. Estimate:
$2,000-$3,000.

NGC XF 40. Cal-1939; KM-82.1. 26.92 grams. Bright yellow gold with
much luster for the grade, slight weak spot at bottom right of shield,
full rims, arguably AU in our opinion. NGC #5939653-007. Estimate:
$2,000-$3,000.
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1096. Lima, Peru, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III, 1780MI, NGC

AU 55. Cal-1942; KM-82.1. Beautifully rainbow toned over luster in legends,
choice strike with full details, just a few light hairlines in obverse fields, part
of reverse rim crude (as made), second highest grade in NGC census. NGC
#5934196-006. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

1097. Lima, Peru, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III, 1783MI, rare, NGC AU 58, finest
known in NGC census. Cal-1535; KM-80. Very broad flan with choice full rims, superb luster,

slightly crude bust, scarce type, the finer of just two entries in the NGC census (the other being
VF). NGC #4916876-001. Estimate: $2,000-up.

Busts

1098. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1776MJ, NGC

XF 40. Cal-1042; KM-78. Broad flan with full rims, well-detailed strike,
lightly toned, popular date with US collectors. NGC #4916875-003.
Estimate: $250-$375.

1099. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1793IJ, NGC

MS 61. Cal-909; KM-97. Choice luster with light, colorful toning, also
choice strike on a broad flan with full rims. NGC #5938099-017.
Estimate: $250-$375.

1100. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, 1801IJ, Charles IV, NGC

MS 61. Cal-919; KM-97. Brilliantly lustrous and frosty (begging for a

higher grade), with very faint adjustment marks on bust, not much of
either rim. NGC #4216459-002. Estimate: $200-$300.

1101. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1807JP, NGC
MS 63. Cal-927; KM-97. Muted luster, deep toning all over, satin-smooth

fields with no marks, near top grade in NGC census. NGC #5938099018. Estimate: $250-$375.

1102. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII transitional
(“imaginary” bust), 1811JP, long ribbons, NGC MS 62, finest
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known in NGC census. Cal-1242; KM-106.2. Choice luster with lovely

light rainbow toning all over, very little obverse rim (as made), slight
central weakness on reverse, the finest of seven for this variety currently
in the NGC census. NGC #5938099-019. Estimate: $500-$750.

1103. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII transitional

1242; KM-106.2. Bold strike with deep rainbow toning around perimeters,
very attractive for the grade. PCGS #25217415. Estimate: $500-$750.

1104. Lima, Peru, bust 2 reales, Charles III, 1785MI, PCGS
MS64, finest known in PCGS census.

Cal-600; KM-76a.

(“imaginary” bust), 1811JP, short ribbons, PCGS MS61. Callustrous with pristine surfaces except for some as-made granularity
near the incomplete rims, starting to tone, very rare grade, in fact the
finer of just two in the PCGS census, with none listed at NGC. PCGS
#33019518. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

1105. Lima, Peru, 1/4 real, 1816, NGC MS 65. Cal-267; KM108.

Top-notch strike with all details full and bold (even the rims),

nearly prooflike luster on fields, trace of incipient toning, tied with two others
for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 66. NGC #5893023-002.
Estimate: $200-$300.

Peru (Provisional Republic)

1106. Lima, Peru, provisional 8 reales, 1823JP, “Peru Libre,”

NGC AU 55. KM-136. Deeply rainbow toned over muted luster, the

centers typically weak and crude, weak LIBRE in legend, popular and
important first issue of independent Peru (struck only from July 1822
to June 1823), second highest grade in NGC census. NGC #5938099011. Estimate: $250-$375.

Peru (Republic of South Peru)
1107. Cuzco, South Peru, 1838BA, NGC AU 58. KM-170.4. Deep

rainbow toning with underlying luster, light high-point wear only, popular
artistic design. NGC #5938099-014. Estimate: $350-$500.

1108. Cuzco, South Peru, 1838MS, NGC AU 55. KM-170.4. Light

rainbow toning over muted luster, light high-point wear, an attractive example
of a popular design. NGC #5938099-015. Estimate: $250-$375.
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Highly

Peru (Republic)

1109. Lima, Peru, gold 4 escudos, 1855MB, NGC MS 64,
finest known in NGC census, ex-Lissner. KM-150.4. Brilliantly

lustrous and choice, with typical central weakness and also a weak area
at 9 o’clock on both sides, numerically the finest on record and in fact
the one specimen that all other recent offerings have been compared to
for this desirable one-year type with REPUB abbreviation. Pedigreed
to the R.L. Lissner collection (stated on label). NGC #3839945-008.
Estimate: $2,000-up.

1110. Lima, Peru, 1 sol, 1894TF, NGC MS 65.

KM-196.26.

Prooflike Liberty side with frosty details and mirrored fields displaying
tiny marks, the reverse also brilliant but not prooflike, with incipient
toning on both sides (especially at rims), numerically highest grade but
technically second to a single MS 65+ at NGC. NGC #2833667-003.
Estimate: $200-$300.

Philippines (under Spain)

1111. Philippines (under Spain), 1 peso, Isabel II, crowned-

Y.II countermark (1837) on volcano side of a Santiago, Chile,
“volcano” peso, 1834IJ, NGC XF details / graffiti, c/s XF
strong. Cal-668; KM-108. Bold full countermark, well-struck host (just

a few die-cracks in INDEPENDIENTE) with deep and rich toning
that tends to characterize this type, minor old marks including a very
light X scratch on protrusion on opposite side where countermark was
impressed, scarce and popular issue. NGC #5939914-013. Estimate:
$1,250-$2,000.

1112. Philippines (under Spain), 1 peso, Isabel II, crowned-

Y.II countermark (1837) on a Guanajuato, Mexico, capand-rays 8 reales, 1834PJ, NGC XF details / chopmarked,
c/s AU standard. Cal-668; KM-128. Bold strike (both the host and the

countermark) with light, contrasting toning, trace of luster, rare and
fascinating combination with chopmark from circulation in Asia under
right wing, a virtual road map of this coin’s travels from Mexico to
China to the Philippines. NGC #5939914-014. Estimate: $300-$450.

Poland
1113. Poland, gold 10000 zlotych, 1982-CHI, visit by
Pope John Paul II, NGC MS 64. KM-Y140. A large gold coin

(0.9983 oz AGW) that was struck in much greater quantities in
proof (700 pieces versus 200 non-proof ), hence this MS example
is rare, its bright yellow surfaces mirrored but not cameo, with
light cabinet friction on the pope side evident under strong
magnification. NGC #5936682-004. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

(image reduced)
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Portugal

1114. Lisbon, Portugal, gold cruzado, Afonso V (1438-81, struck 1457-81), dot below
cross and ringlet in bottom-right quadrant, legends CRVZATVS : ALFONSVS : QVINTI /
ADIVTORIVM : NOSTRVM : IN : NO, rare. Gomes-34.09; Fr-9. 3.50 grams. Salvaged AU with light

luster among the intricate details (full on both sides, including legends), choice survivor from the era of
Portuguese exploration of the gold-bearing African coast of Ghana, no doubt the source for the metal in
this coin. From a late-1400s wreck off Isle of Wight, south of England, with original certificate from the salvor.
Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

Puerto Rico (under Spain)
1115. Puerto Rico (under Spain), half dollar, fleur-de-lis countermark (1884)

on a USA (San Francisco mint) seated Liberty half dollar Type 2 with lower
weight standard (1856-66), rare. KM-10. 11.54 grams. Choice bold countermark on

well-detailed Liberty above clear 18 of date with requisite hole over rest of date, nicely
toned Good with a few old marks on reverse. Estimate: $300-$450.

1116. Puerto Rico (under Spain), quarter dollar, fleur-de-lis countermark (1884) on a
USA (Philadelphia mint) seated Liberty quarter dollar, 1854, with arrows, rare. KM-6.2.

5.89 grams. Full countermark to left of full Liberty above bold date and arrows, incomplete or partially

repaired hole between tenth and eleventh stars, lightly toned VG. Estimate: $300-$450.

1117. Puerto Rico (under Spain), 1 peso, Alfonso XIII, 1895PG-V,
NGC AU 55. Cal-128; KM-24. 24.98 grams. Lustrous (especially the reverse)
but typically bagmarked, with very light toning all over. NGC #5935502001. Estimate: $250-$375.

1118. Puerto Rico (under Spain), 40 centavos, Alfonso
XIII, 1896PG-V, NGC MS 63. Cal-127; KM-23. Gorgeous, vibrant

rainbow toning (especially strong at rims) with underlying luster, just
a few contact marks but no wear, this denomination very rare to find
in Mint State, this example among the top ten graded at NGC. NGC
#5901720-004. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

1119. Puerto Rico (under Spain), 20 centavos, Alfonso XIII,
1895PG-V, NGC MS 62. Cal-126; KM-22. Eminently lustrous with
frosty white bust contrasting with blue-toned fields, minor marks
only, very attractive for the grade. NGC #5901720-005. Estimate:
$300-$450.
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1120. Hatillo, Puerto Rico, brass 1 centavo token, A. de Vargas (ca. 1880), very rare,

ex-Roehrs. Fumero-643. 2.66 grams. Both sides with A. DE VARGAS / HATILLO and stars around
central denomination 1, unlisted in Rulau and Archilla-Diez, AU with light speckled toning and hint
of rainbow coloration, tested (XRF) at 63% copper and 36% zinc. Pedigreed to the Edward Roehrs collection. Estimate: $500-up.

1121. San German Municipio, Puerto Rico, brass 10 almudes token, Hacienda Filial
Amor (ca. 1880), very rare, ex-Roehrs. Fumero-36; Archilla-Diez-446; Rulau-Sng9. 2.59 grams. Obverse
with HACIENDA / * / FILIAL / * / AMOR; reverse with denomination 10; lustrous Mint State with
an area of tiny black spots near rim on reverse, listed as RRR in Archilla-Diez, tested (XRF) at 63%
copper and 36% zinc. Pedigreed to the Edward Roehrs collection. Estimate: $500-up.

1122. San German Municipio, Puerto Rico, brass 50 almudes token, Hacienda Filial
Amor (ca. 1880), very rare, ex-Roehrs.

Fumero-38; Archilla-Diez-448. 4.06 grams. Obverse with
HACIENDA / [six-point star] / FILIAL / [row of three six-point stars] / AMOR; reverse with large
50. XF with slightly spotty toning and verdigris around details, listed as RRR in Archilla-Diez and
missing in Rulau, tested (XRF) at 63% copper and 36% zinc. Pedigreed to the Edward Roehrs collection. Estimate: $500-up.

1123. San German Municipio, Puerto Rico, zinc 1 almud token, Hacienda
Filial Amor (ca. 1880), very rare, ex-Roehrs.

Fumero-35; Archilla-Diez-443a. 6.15 grams.

Obverse with HACIENDA / [six-point star] / FILIAL / [six-point star] / AMOR; reverse
with large 1. Very dark-gray surfaces with veneer of oxidation (UNC details), listed as RRR
in Archilla-Diez and missing in Rulau, tested (XRF) at 98% zinc. Pedigreed to the Edward
Roehrs collection. Estimate: $500-up.

1124. San German Municipio, Puerto Rico, zinc 25 almudes token, Hacienda Filial Amor

(ca. 1880), very rare, ex-Roehrs. Fumero-37; Archilla-Diez-447. 3.12 grams. Obverse with HACIENDA

/ [five-point star] / FILIAL / [row of three five-point stars] / AMOR; reverse with large 25. Very darkgray surfaces with veneer of oxidation (UNC details), listed as RRR in Archilla-Diez and missing in
Rulau, tested (XRF) at 98% zinc. Pedigreed to the Edward Roehrs collection. Estimate: $500-up.

1125. Lot of eight Puerto Rican tokens, various dates and denominations, mostly late 1800s. 52.41 grams total. All round, all
brass except for one gambling chip in iron-nickel (El San Juan Hotel Casino, $100, missing the colored outer ring), the brass pieces all for various coffee haciendas in denominations of 1/4 to 5 almudes, about half VF-XF but the rest UNC (those being a complete set of Hacienda Vega
Redonda 1/4-1/2-1-2 almudes, Rulau-Lsm15-18), worth inspection by a specialist. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $100-$150.

Romania
1126. Romania (struck at the Paris mint), silver essai 1 leu, Carol I, 1914, NGC PF 63.
Rainbow-toned fields with underlying luster, frosty details, light surface
hairlines throughout. NGC #3419541-008. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Stambuliu-74-1.1; KM-PnB179.

Russia (Soviet Union)

1127. Russia (Soviet Union), 1 rouble, 1921-AГ, NGC MS 63. Dav-300;
KM-Y84. Lightly

gold-toned on reverse (Soviet symbols), the obverse (star side) with
light bagmarks. NGC #5879458-002. Estimate: $300-$450.
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South Africa
Griquatown

1128. Griquatown, South Africa, proof silver 10 pence, no date (struck 1815-16), diagonally reeded edge, rare, NGC PF

64, finest known in NGC census. Hern-GT1; KM-Tn5. Mirror surfaces with light steely toning over hairlined surfaces showing just a few light
marks, the finest of seven in the NGC census (breaking the tie with a trio of MS 63’s that were previously considered top grade). This piece
and the next four lots represent proofs of the highly important official first coinage of South Africa, made for the London Mission Society’s
outpost of Griquatown (originally Klaarwater, now known today by its Afrikaans name, Griekwastad, founded in 1805), without denomination stated or documented but presumed to be in pence (also officially the first Christian missionary coinage made anywhere in the world).
NGC #5901720-001. Estimate: $5,000-up.

1129. Griquatown, South Africa, proof silver 5 pence, no date (struck 1815-16), rare, diagonally reeded edge, NGC PF 65,

finest known in NGC census. Hern-GT2; KM-Tn4. Bright luster with hint of rainbow toning over strong luster, no hairlines but some small
patches of light oxidation, very attractive overall, apparently a new “finest known” as its immediate inferior at PF 64 was regarded as finest as
recently as last year. Important first coinage of South Africa (see previous lot). Curiously, the denomination of this type is given as five Roman
numeral I’s as opposed to a Roman numeral V, perhaps to ease the understanding of coins and denominations to a population that had no
previous experience with either. NGC #5901720-002. Estimate: $5,000-up.

1130. Griquatown, South Africa, bronze pattern penny, Victoria, 1890, rare, NGC PF 62 BN. Hern-GT20; KM-Pn5. Lightly but
colorfully rainbow toned over luster (especially the reverse) with a few small dark spots, virtually no marks or wear, from a rare and important
single-denomination issue engraved by L.C. Lauer and struck in Berlin by Otto Nolte & Co., presumably as samples only (not released for
actual circulation). NGC #5901720-003. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
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1131. Griquatown, South Africa, copper 1/2 penny, no date (1815-16), diagonally reeded edge, rare, NGC UNC details /
corrosion. Hern-GT3; KM-Tn2. Dark chocolate toning over mark-free surfaces that show a faint veneer of pitting instead of luster, still choice

condition as lacking any wear (most were melted), important first coinage of South Africa (see note in lot 1128 above). NGC #5901747-001.
Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

1132. Griquatown, South Africa, proof copper 1/4 penny, no date (1815-16), diagonally reeded edge, unique, NGC PF

61 BN. Hern-GT4; KM-Tn1. Deep blue toning over mirrored surfaces with prominent circular hairlines and horizontal die-polish lines as usual,
important first coinage of South Africa (see note in lot 1128 above). NGC #5901747-002. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

Spain (Visigoths)

1133. Seville, Spain (Visigoths), gold tremissis, Sisebut (612-621 AD), PCGS MS64, ex-Jones.

Cay-216. Superb luster on pristine fields (like a modern Proof ), all the details sharp and fully as-made, broad
flan that extends past the outer border, very flashy and choice. Pedigreed to the Dr. Peter Jones collection and
to the CNG electronic auction of September 2015, with original lot-tag 440. PCGS #40867109. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

Spain

Ferdinand-Isabel (Special Issue for Use in the New World)

1134. Seville, Spain (special issue struck for New World use), 1/2 real, Ferdinand-Isabel, mintmark S above assayer * to

left and to right of crowned F, very rare, NGC VF 25. Cal-272; Lopez de la Fuente-E8.1.2. 1.64 grams. Broad flan with full legends and inner
details, toned all over and with light encrustation here and there, minor old marks. Note the label attributes this coin to Santo Domingo, as
some experts believe these coins were specifically intended for that colony. NGC #4440726-011. Estimate: $1,000-up.
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Ferdinand-Isabel

1135. Seville, Spain, gold double excelente, Ferdinand-Isabel, cross of five dots at top and mintmark S with dots below

and to right between busts, NGC MS 63. Cal-732. 7.01 grams. Lustrous and choice, with sharp full details (queen’s face slightly weak) and

lacking any handling marks or wear, broad flan with metal extending past outer border in places, Gothic legends, rare and impressive grade
for the age. NGC #5854917-001. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

1136. Seville, Spain, gold double excelente, Ferdinand-Isabel, cross at top and S-over-dot at bottom between busts (dot in
middle), PCGS MS62. Cal-733. 6.92 grams. Broad, round flan with boldly struck full legends (Latin) and inner details, lustrous and sharp,
some die-rust in fields (as made), tied with four others for second finest in PCGS census. PCGS #85102399. Estimate: $4,500-up.

1137. Granada, Spain, gold double excelente, Ferdinand-

Isabel, mintmark G (Gothic) to left and cross-shape to right
on reverse. Cal-707. 6.62 grams. Lustrous AU with light marks (espe-

cially around edge but also re-engraved around some inner details), full
legends (Gothic) and inner details, bright yellow gold, scarcer mint.
Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

1138. Seville, Spain, 8 reales, Ferdinand-Isabel, mintmark

S to left, denomination o-VIII to right, assayer Gothic D on
reverse, legend ending in LEGIONI, NGC VF 35. Lopez de la

Fuente-I5.1.12; Cal-577. 26.61 grams. Broad flan with 100% full legends
(Latin) and inner details, contrasting toning, small partial edge-split,
important and popular as the first 8 reales of Spain, struck in 156066 in tribute to the prior regents. NGC #4671143-001. Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.
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Philip III

1139. Seville, Spain, 4 reales, Ferdinand-Isabel, mintmark S
to left, denomination o-iiii to right, assayer * twice on reverse,
legends ending in DEI GRATI and ARAGON GRA. Lopez de
la Fuente-H5.5.26; Cal-561. 13.70 grams. Very broad-flan AU with much
legend (trifle doubled) and nearly full crown (parts of edge crude),
very sharp full inner details, lightly toned all over with a few darker
spots here and there. Estimate: $300-$450.

1142. Toledo, Spain, cob 4 reales, 1614, no assayer. Cal-843;

KM-unl (36.3 for type). 13.40 grams. Choice XF, deeply toned all over, with
bold full shield and cross, king’s ordinal III below mintmark oTo, plus
100% full and bold date, really everything you could ask for in a cob,
with additional interest for the fact that it lacks an assayer mark (the
oTo mintmark sometimes confused for oT with assayer o in error).
Estimate: $300-$450.

Philip IV

1140. Seville, Spain, 4 reales, Ferdinand-Isabel, mintmark

S to left, denomination o-iiii to right, assayer Gothic D on
reverse, legends ending in DoGo and ARAGOo. Lopez de la

Well-struck XF with choice
toning, full crown and most of legends (the variety very clear), two
tiny edge-splits. Estimate: $200-$300.
Fuente-unl (cf H5.6.11); Cal-564. 13.61 grams.

1143. Madrid, Spain, cob 8 reales, 1643B, retrograde 4. Cal-

1274; KM-120. 27.23 grams. Bold VF with nice toning, nearly full crown
above full shield with full but slightly indistinct MD mintmark (vertical) and assayer B to left, denomination •8• to right, full but doubled
cross with 100% full and bold 164 of date followed by the bottom-left
point of the 3, confirmed as 1643 since 1642 would have retrograde
B (assayer). Estimate: $250-$375.

Philip II

1141. Segovia, Spain, cob 2 reales, Philip II, mintmark
aqueduct over denomination II to left, assayer oD to right,
Calicó Plate. Cal-374. 6.88 grams. XF with attractive steely toning
all over, full crown and nearly full legends, choice full (well-detailed)
shield and cross, very small edge-splits. Plate Coin #512 on p. 217 of the
2008 edition of Calicó’s Numismática Española. Estimate: $300-$450.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

1144. Segovia, Spain, milled 8 reales, Philip IV, 1651, assayer

I. Cal-1615; KM-111. 27.27 grams. XF with good contrast from light toning on fields, broad flan that extends slightly past outer borders, no
problems. Estimate: $350-$500.
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1145. Segovia, Spain, milled 8 reales, Philip IV, 1660BR,
NGC AU 50.

Cal-1625; KM-111. Sharp details contrasted with light
toning over strong metal-flow lines in fields, broad flan extending past
outer borders, final year of type known in several varieties (this with
horizontal mintmark and cross-shaped flowers above and below the
denomination, as noted on the label). NGC #5938912-001. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

Charles II

Philip V

1148. Seville, Spain, gold milled 8 escudos, Philip V, 1701M,

1146. Segovia, Spain, milled 4 reales, Charles II, 1683BR,

three-arch aqueduct, NGC AU 55.

Very broad
flan that extends well past the outer border with a couple natural flaws
on edge, choice full details with attractive toning, first year of type,
variety with three-arch mintmark and no dots, as noted on the label,
tied with two others for second finest in NGC census behind a single
MS 63. NGC #5938912-002. Estimate: $500-$750.
Cal-558; KM-200.

mintmark-assayer and denomination on obverse, NGC AU
55. Cal-2266; KM-259. Scarce initial issue of this first date of type with

mintmark-assayer S-M and denomination VIII crammed into the
areas between the Golden Fleece chain and legend on obverse (later
moved to the tressure-dimples of the cross), also a sub-variety with
dots flanking the fleece between king’s name and ordinal at bottom
(noted on the label as “flower after V” as opposed to before), somewhat
irregular edge (as made) but inner details choice. NGC #4916890-001.
Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

1147. Segovia, Spain, milled 4 reales, Charles II, 1684BR,

1149. Seville, Spain, gold milled 8 escudos, Phillip V,

ANACS VF 30. Cal-562; KM-200. Deep, rich toning all over, broad flan

1712M, assayer at top right, mintmark at lower left, NGC AU
55. Cal-2281; KM-260. Much luster for the grade, good full rims, nice full

extending past outer borders, bold full details, small natural lacuna at
bottom left on shield, cross-shaped flowers above mintmark and below
assayer. ANACS #451572. Estimate: $250-$375.

details but with slight weakness and granularity in centers (as made),
light yellow gold. NGC #4916891-001. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.
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1150. Segovia, Spain, gold milled 8 escudos, Philip V, 1721/19F, rare, NGC AU 58+, finest known in NGC census. Cal-2262;
KM-unl (316 for type). The

Segovia 8 escudos of Philip V represent the pinnacle of quality in the shield/cross type from Spanish mints, and this
example is a perfect example, with perfectly even and centered strike with intricately engraved dies (very bold overdate), milled along the edge
without splitting the edge or disturbing the inner details, its lustrous fields graced with beautifully deep, rich toning, officially the single finest
of just three entries in the NGC census above a pair of AU 55’s, a true “Best in Show” for the extensive Spanish offerings in this auction. NGC
#5777877-018. Estimate: $30,000-up.

1151. Seville, Spain, gold milled 4 escudos, Philip V, 1701M, mintmark-assayer

and denomination on obverse, rare. Cal-2067; KM-256. 13.36 grams. Bold but lightly polished
AU with mount-mark removed from top, slightly off-center strike, initial variety of first date
of type. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

1152. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 2 escudos, Philip V, 1730 (no
assayer), NGC MS 61. Cal-1862; KM-352. Lustrous fields with light

reddish toning, faint hairlines and high-point wear, clear die-clash in
legend on obverse, second finest in NGC census behind a single MS
63. NGC #5911098-015. Estimate: $1,000-up.

1153. Seville, Spain, gold bust 2 escudos, Philip V,
1733/2PA, unique overdate, NGC AU 55, finest and only
example in NGC census. Cal-unl (cf 1987); KM-unl (353 for type). Light
yellow gold with ample luster, well struck with full rims and only light
high-point wear and marks, the overdate clear (manifest as an arc to
left past the top of the 3), very flashy and believed to be unique as the
overdate is not listed in any references so far. NGC #5935002-001.
Estimate: $1,000-up.
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Ferdinand VI

1158. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1/2
escudo, Ferdinand VI, 1747JB, NGC
MS 63. Cal-548; KM-372. Sharp strike with
satin-smooth fields and strong luster, slightly

1154. Seville, Spain, gold bust 2 escudos, Philip V, 1741PJ. off-center obverse, choice grade. NGC
Cal-1994; KM-353. 6.70 grams. Polished AU, the obverse slightly off-center,

well-struck reverse. Estimate: $350-$500.

#2803717-004. Estimate: $400-$600.

1159. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1/2

escudo, Ferdinand VI, 1749JB, NGC
MS 63 (“top pop”). Cal-551; KM-378. Choice

luster, strong rims, one of four at this (currently) top grade at NGC (among 28 entries).
NGC #2803717-005. Estimate: $500-$750.

1155. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1 escudo, Philip V, 1736JF, 1160. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1/2
NGC AU 55, finest and only example in NGC census. Cal-1715;

KM-342. Broad flan with full rims, bold strike with satin-smooth fields,

good luster, small bits of encrustation in letters of legends, scarce type.
NGC #5934196-008. Estimate: $500-$750.

1156. Seville, Spain, gold bust 1/2 escudo, Philip V, 1745/4PJ, NGC MS 62,
finest known in NGC census. Cal-1650;

Choice, resplendent
luster with frosty details, just a hairline scratch
to left of shield keeping it from higher grade, nevertheless the finer of
just two in the NGC census (the other being MS 61), impressively
flashy. NGC #5131396-002. Estimate: $500-$750.
KM-unl (361.2 for type).

escudo, Ferdinand VI, 1757JB, NGC
MS 65. Cal-561; KM-378. Broad flan with

bright luster and choice strike (no flattening
in wig detail), trace of die-clashing on reverse,
second highest grade in NGC census (the single example behind a pair
of MS 66’s). NGC #2062508-002. Estimate: $500-$750.

Charles III

1161. Seville, Spain, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III,

1773CF, no dot between C and F, NGC AU 53. Cal-2182; KM-

Good luster (especially on reverse), well struck in light yellow
gold, some high-point wear and light marks. NGC #5934196-001.
Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

409.2.

1162. Seville, Spain, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III,
1157. Madrid, Spain, milled 2 reales “pistareen,” Philip V,
1723A, NGC MS 65, finest known in NGC census. Cal-777;

Now-popular “pistareens” seem to come two ways: worn and
toned or white and flashy, like the present coin, with almost unbelievably bright luster and sharpness of detail all over, the reverse graced
with one streak of rainbow toning, the flan slightly warped (as made)
and broad, extending past the outer border, clearly a coin that was kept
in pristine condition since the day it was made. (Note: Burgundy in
the shield shows two fleurs and not three as stated on label, still finest
known.) NGC #3841620-009. Estimate: $300-$450.
KM-296.

1773CF, with dot between C and F, NGC AU details / cleaned.
Cal-2182; KM-409.2. 26.93 grams. Lustrous and well struck but with light

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

wear and marks (the cleaning no worse than you see on AU 53), labeled
as “dot before IND” but the more relevant aspect is that the CF assayer
has a dot in between. NGC #5939653-008. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

1163. Seville, Spain, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III,
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1776/5CF, NGC AU 53.

Cal-2185; KM-unl (409.2 for type). Lustrous and well
struck in light yellow gold, expected amount of marks and light wear for the
grade, popular date for US collectors, second finest of just two in the NGC
census behind a single MS 63+. NGC #4916868-001. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

1164. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 4 escudos, Charles III, 1782JD, NGC

AU details / cleaned. Cal-1787; KM-418.1. 13.48 grams. Good strike and luster with minimal

wear and marks but light hairlines in fields, traces of reddish toning. NGC #5939653-017.
Estimate: $800-$1,200.

1165. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 4 escudos, Charles III, 1786DV, NGC MS 62+.

Cal-1791; KM-418.1a. Choice luster and strike (bold and well detailed), a few light marks in
obverse fields only, second finest in NGC census (among 85 entries) behind a single MS 63,
impressively flashy. NGC #4916880-001. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

1166. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 4 escudos, Charles III, 1788/3M/JD, rare (unlisted), NGC XF 45, finest and only example in NGC census, ex-Iriarte. Cal-unl (Type

169); KM-unl (418.1a for type). 13.47 grams. Good luster and rather smooth fields for the grade,
well struck as usual (in light yellow gold), clear overdate (not noted on label) and over-assayer
(known but not yet listed in references), technically finest in NGC census as no others with
M/JD are listed yet. Pedigreed to the Iriarte collection (Aureo auction of March 1998, lot 912).
NGC #5939653-003. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1167. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III, 1774PJ, NGC VF 35. Cal1546; KM-417.1. Lustrous and well struck in light yellow gold, with only light marks and wear,

clearly XF or better in our opinion. NGC #5934196-009. Estimate: $600-$900.

1168. Seville, Spain, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III, 1776/5CF, NGC MS 62+, finest
known in NGC census. Cal-1729; KM-unl (417.2 for type). Choice luster, especially on the reverse (bold

strike on that side), very flashy and impressive, overall exceptional
and also rare (the finer of just two in the NGC census and finer
than any non-overdate examples, too), popular date for US collectors. NGC #4916873-001. Estimate: $1,500-up.

1169. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III,

1778/7PJ, NGC XF 45, ex-Iriarte (stated on label), finest
and only example in NGC census. Cal-1555; KM-unl (417.1 for

Good strike and luster, no more than expected wear and marks for the grade, clear
overdate (known and listed, but apparently the first to be slabbed so far by NGC). Pedigreed to the
Iriarte collection (Aureo auction of March 1998, lot 805). NGC #5939653-010. Estimate: $500-$750.

type). 6.72 grams.

1170. Sevilla, Spain, gold bust 1 escudo, Charles III, 1774CF, NGC AU 58, finest known

in NGC census. Cal-1497; KM-416.2. Brightly lustrous in light yellow gold, the reverse nearly pristine
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1173. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1/2

but with light wear or striking weakness
in center of bust, the finer of just two in
the NGC census. NGC #4916872-002.
Estimate: $600-$900.

escudo, Charles III, 1774PJ, NGC MS
63. Cal-1260; KM-415.1. Bright yellow gold

1171. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1/2

escudo, Charles III (young bust), 1760JP, plain crown, NGC
MS 65 (“top pop”). Cal-1242; KM-389.1. Exceptionally lustrous and

choice in bright, light-yellow gold, also choice bold strike, tied with

with much luster, faint hairlines in obverse
fields and adjustment marks in crown, still among the top 30% of
numerically graded examples in the NGC census. NGC #2801828021. Estimate: $400-$600.

1174. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1/2
escudo, Charles III, 1775PJ, NGC MS
63, finest known in NGC census. Cal1262; KM-415.1. Bold strike and nice luster,
just some faint surface hairlines in obverse fields, the finest of 19
entries currently in the NGC census. NGC #2803717-013. Estimate:
$500-$750.

one other for finest known in the NGC census among a whopping
52 entries (the type of crown not noted on label but listed in Calicó
along with an “ornate crown” variety). NGC #2803717-009. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

1172. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1/2 escudo, Charles III
(young bust), 1770PJ, NGC MS 64 (“top pop”). Cal-1254; KM389.1. Superb strike and blazing luster, with only a couple light marks,

1175. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1/2
escudo, Charles III, 1778PJ, NGC MS
64. Cal-1267; KM-415.1. Choice luster and pris-

tine fields, small spots of incipient red toning,
second highest grade in NGC census and among the top 30% of all
numerically graded pieces therein. NGC #2803717-015. Estimate:
$500-$750.

Charles IV

tied with one other for finest in NGC census among just six entries
(note NGC calls this type “bare bust” and Calicó calls it “cara de rata”).
NGC #2062508-001. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

1173. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1/2 escudo, Charles III, 1176. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 4 escudos, Charles IV,
1774PJ, NGC MS 63. Cal-1260; KM-415.1. Bright yellow gold with

much luster, faint hairlines in obverse fields and adjustment marks in

1792MF, NGC MS 62.

Brightly lustrous and
well struck, with some bagmarks and light hairlines in obverse fields
in addition to a slight lamination, still rather choice and one of just
four currently at this second highest grade in the NGC census among
a whopping 82 entries total. NGC #4916880-003. Estimate: $1,500$2,250.
Cal-1475; KM-436.1.

1177. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 4 escudos, Charles IV, 1796MF, NGC MS 63 PL, finest known in NGC census. Cal-1479;
KM-436.1. Despite minor marks on the obverse, the extreme luster on this coin (not to mention its choice strike) qualifies at as one of only three

4 escudos OF ANY PERIOD designated Prooflike by NGC, and for this date this one is the finer of two with that designation, a premium
piece for the advanced condition-sensitive collector of Spanish coins. NGC #4916866-001. Estimate: $3,500-up.
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Ferdinand VII

1184. Barcelona, Spain, gold

1178. Madrid, Spain, gold
bust 2 escudos, Charles IV,
1801FA, NGC MS 61. Cal-1303;
Deep red toning over
muted luster, strong obverse rim,
some light wear on highest points
but no marks or problems, among the top 25% of numerically graded
entries in the NGC census, which currently total 42. NGC #5893022027. Estimate: $500-$750.

KM-435.1.

1179. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1

80 reales de vellon, Ferdinand
VII, 1823SP, NGC MS 63
(“top pop”). Cal-1574; KM-564.1.
Mirrorlike luster (especially on
reverse) that makes the frosty (textured) bust pop out, light marks and a few tiny divots (natural), some
of which have black encrustation inside, tied with two others for finest in NGC census. NGC #4916872-001. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

1185. Madrid, Spain, gold
bust 2 escudos, Ferdinand VII,
1825AJ, NGC AU 58. Cal-1631;

escudo, Charles IV, 1789MF, NGC
AU 50. Cal-1106; KM-434. 3.31 grams. Red

KM-483.1. Brilliant luster, bright
yellow gold, minimal rims despite
the broad flan, light hairlines on obverse but no actual wear. NGC #4916882-002. Estimate: $600-$900.

toning at rims, lightly struck centers, no
more than expected wear and marks for
the grade. NGC #5939653-013. Estimate: $300-$450.

1180. Madrid, Spain, gold bust

Isabel II

1 escudo, Charles IV, 1791MF,
NGC XF 45. Cal-1108; KM-434. 3.33

1186. Madrid, Spain, gold
100 reales, Isabel II, 1860,
NGC MS 64+. Cal-787; KM-

grams. Slightly off-center strike (with

parts of rim crude as a result), very light
reddish toning over muted luster. NGC
#5939653-011. Estimate: $300-$450.

605.2. Choice strike and brilliant
cartwheel luster, light bagmarks
only, tied with one other for finest
known in NGC census. NGC #5911097-010. Estimate: $400-$600.

1181. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1
escudo, Charles IV, 1792MF, NGC
AU 53. Cal-1109; KM-434. 3.38 grams.

1187. Madrid, Spain, gold

Bold strike, muted luster, light hairlines,
partially weak rims (as made), a few small
dark spots in legends. NGC #5939653-012. Estimate: $300-$450.

100 reales, Isabel II, 1861,
NGC MS 64+. Cal-788; KM-605.2.
Nice luster and choice strike,
practically no bagmarks but with
tiny spot of whitish encrustation
in center of shield. NGC #5911097-024. Estimate: $400-$600.

1182. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1
escudo, Charles IV, 1792MF, NGC
XF 40. Cal-1109; KM-434. 3.38 grams.
Broad flan, muted luster, light wear but
no bad marks, red toning at rims. NGC
#5939653-014. Estimate: $300-$450.

1188. Madrid, Spain, gold
100 reales, Isabel II, 1862,
NGC MS 64. Cal-789; KM-605.2.

1183. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1
escudo, Charles IV, 1797MF, NGC
VF 35. Cal-1115; KM-434. 3.26 grams.

Lustrous for the grade, no problems, deep
purple toning at rims. NGC #5939653-015. Estimate: $300-$450.

Highly lustrous and well struck,
light bagmarks on bust only.
NGC #5911097-028. Estimate:
$400-$600.

1189. Barcelona, Spain, gold 80 reales de vellon, Isabel II, 1840PS, NGC MS 65*, finest known in NGC census. Cal-578.1;
KM-705. Prooflike luster with prominent die-polish lines (like a specimen strike), very sharp details (the bust with grainy texture, making it
“pop” like a proof ), starting to tone at rims, the single finest of twelve entries currently in the NGC census. NGC #4916884-002. Estimate:
$1,500-up.
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Alfonso XII

1190. Madrid, Spain, gold 25 pesetas, Alfonso XII, 1878DE-M, with 18-78 inside
stars, NGC MS 64. Cal-70; KM-673. Brightly lustrous in light yellow gold with strong die-polish
lines in fields, a couple bagmarks and light cabinet friction at top of reverse. NGC #4916883-005.
Estimate: $600-$900.

1191. Madrid, Spain, gold 25 pesetas, Alfonso XII, 1882MS-M, with 18-82 inside
stars, NGC MS 64+. Cal-85; KM-687. Strong luster with die-polish lines, bright yellow color,
minimal bagmarks and tiny edge-nick, second highest grade in NGC census behind a pair of MS
65’s. NGC #4916858-004. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

1192. Madrid, Spain, gold 25 pesetas, Alfonso XII, 1883/2MS-M, with 18-83 inside
stars, rare, NGC MS 64. Cal-86; KM-unl (687 for type). Strong luster and die-polish lines, light bag-

marks, very faint toning, tied with one other for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS
65. NGC #4916858-005. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

St. Kitts / Tortola
(British Virgin Islands)

Tortola (British Virgin Islands)

1193. St. Kitts / Tortola (British Virgin Islands), half dollar,
double-island countermarks (ca. 1801) on a half-cut segment
of a Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1798FM,
with countermarks of three incuse S’s and raised TORTOLA
within shaped indent (Type I/b) on obverse, very rare, PCGS
VG08, c/m XF detail. Prid-26; KM-5/7. 13.33 grams. Detail-laden

1194. Tortola (British Virgin Islands), 1 shilling, countermark TORTOLA within shaped indent (Type 1/a, ca. 1801)
on an eighth-cut segment of a Spanish colonial bust 8 reales,
rare, PCGS G06, c/m VF detail. Prid-4; KM-5. 3.34 grams. Bold and

host—being the right half that shows date, mintmark, denomination
and assayer—with bold and full countermarks on obverse, great old
toning all over, the individual countermarks rare enough on their own
but particularly rare in combination, highly desirable as a double-island
issue, technically tied with one other for finest in the PCGS census.
Pedigreed to the Spink Numismatic Circular of March 1977. PCGS
#41537474. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

deep countermark (partially encrusted, darkly toned) that appears to
be an extremely rare early die-state, no important host details, light old
scratches, nicely toned, technically the finer of just two in the PCGS
census. Pedigreed to the Dix Noonan Webb auction of November 2015
(lot 625). PCGS #41537475. Estimate: $500-$750.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325
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Uruguay

1195. Montevideo, Uruguay, bronze 40 centesimos, 1844, female
sunface, coin alignment, very rare.

Antunez-6.6.1; KM-4. 36.03 grams.

Though hardly visible on this coin, die details show this is the very rare “sol
de caballera” variety (as opposed to the usual male sunface), all in typically
horrible condition (particularly the edge and rims, with one large void) but
most details still clear, Fair overall with patchy toning over light brown surfaces. Estimate: $300-$450.

1196. Uruguay, gold proof essai 2 pesos, 1994, granulated 1198. Uruguay, gold essai 50 centesimos, 1994, NGC MS 65,
legends, NGC PF 65 Ultra Cameo, finest and only example in
NGC census. KM-unl (cf 104.1 for regular issue in aluminum-bronze). Unlisted
off-metal essai in proof gold with mirrored fields and frosted cameo
details (enhanced by granular texture), first we have seen or heard of.
NGC #4768047-001. Estimate: $600-$900.

1197. Uruguay, gold proof essai 1 peso, 1994, granulated
legends, NGC PF 65 Ultra Cameo, finest and only example in
NGC census. KM-unl (cf 103.1 for regular issue in aluminum-bronze). Unlisted
off-metal essai in proof gold with mirrored fields and frosted cameo
details (enhanced by granular texture), first we have seen or heard of.
NGC #4768047-002. Estimate: $500-$750.

finest known in NGC census. KM-unl (cf 106 for regular issue in steel).
Unlisted off-metal essai in bright yellow gold with luster all over, minute
pimples per the quality of the dies but no marks or problems, only the
second we have seen and superior to that specimen by one grade level
in the NGC census. NGC #4768047-003. Estimate: $500-$750.

1199. Pair of Uruguay gold essai 20 and 10 centesimos, 1994,
NGC MS 66 and 64, both finest and only examples in NGC
census. KM-unl (cf 102 and 105 for regular issue in steel). Unlisted off-metal

essais in gold, both brilliantly lustrous with minute pimples per the
quality of the dies but no marks or problems, spots of red toning on
reverses (the 10 more so than the 20), first of each we have seen or
heard of. NGC #4768047-004, -005. Estimate: $350-$500.

Venezuela (Caracas royalist)

1200. Caracas, Venezuela, 4 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1819BS, proper quadrants, very rare, NGC VF 35. KM-C7.2. Far rarer than

the common 2 reales of this design (somewhat imitative of cobs, its royalist nature manifest in the F to left and 7 to right of cross), and rarely
found in undamaged condition like this one (tied with two others for second finest in NGC census behind a single AU 55), with deep old toning
all over, some faint luster in quadrants of cross, fairly smooth fields and not much wear (arguably XF), very rare first date of a very rare type, in
fact the first 1819 example we have offered and only the second we have seen in recent years. NGC #5936682-006. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.
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Venezuela (Republic)
1201. Venezuela, copper essai 2 centavos, 1863-E, NGC SP 61 BN.

KM-E2.

Deeply rainbow toned over mirrorlike luster, with faint surface porosity on reverse and light
circular die-polish lines on bust, some brassy spots on obverse as well. NGC #4473675003. Estimate: $500-$750.

Venezuela (United States of Venezuela)
1202. Venezuela (struck at the Paris mint), gold 5 venezolanos, 1875-A, PCGS MS62 (old

green label). KM-Y17. Rich gold color with pervasive luster, the bust side bagmarked. PCGS #3305269.
Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1203. Venezuela, gold 100 bolívares, 1889, NGC AU 55. KM-

Y34. Large

gold coin with nice rich color and ample luster, somewhat
bagmarked and with light high-point wear. NGC #5939651-011.
Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

1204. Venezuela (struck at the Philadelphia mint), 5 bolívares, 1936, high 3, NGC MS 65 (“top pop”). KM-Y24.2. Frosty
white with strong luster, minimal bagmarks (mostly on bust side), tied
with one other for finest known in NGC census for this particular
variety. NGC #3356000-075. Estimate: $300-$450.

1205. Venezuela (struck at the Philadelphia mint), 2 bolívares,
1929, NGC MS 64. KM-Y23. Cartwheel luster on slightly matte surfaces with
practically no marks or wear, tied with five others for second finest in NGC
census behind a single MS 66. NGC #2757005-013. Estimate: $200-$300.

1206. Venezuela (struck at the Brussels mint), 1/2 bolívar, 1879, NGC XF 45. KM-Y21.
Honest, even wear on high points, with light toning and traces of muted luster at rims, very scarce
first date of type. NGC #4910950-015. Estimate: $300-$450.

1207. Venezuela (struck at the Philadelphia mint), 1/4 bolívar, 1919, NGC MS 65. KM-Y20.
Strong luster, no marks, prominent die-polish lines in arms-side fields, tied with three others for second
finest in NGC census behind a single MS 67. NGC #3155514-001. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Vietnam (Annam)

1208. Vietnam (Annam), gold 1 lang hand-engraved currency bar, Emperor Tu Duc (184883), unique. cf KM-238 (different ruler); cf Sch-190 (different ruler); Fr-50 (5th ed, for basic type); cf Yunnan Coin Research
Association-p. 323 #39/40 (for basic type); cf Paris Administration of Money and Medals-V305 & V306 (for basic type). 36.20

grams; 43x12x5mm. Obverse with hand-inscribed Chinese characters “Tu Duc Nien Tao” within rectangle

border; reverse with hand-inscribed Chinese characters “Hoang Kim Nhat Lang” within rectangle border;
edge with hand-inscribed vine/floral design on sides, square at top and circle at bottom. This general type
is extremely rare, the only other examples we could find (but from other rulers) being one of Emperor Gia
Long (1802-20, ex-Lawrence Adams, CNG 2016, hammered at $13,000) and one of Emperor Minh Mang
(1820-41, ex-King Farouk, Sotheby’s 1954, sold again in 2014 for $18,000 hammer, plated in KM); none of
this hand-engraved type are yet known for Emperor Thieu Tri (1841-47), the father and immediate predecessor to Emperor Tu Duc (this bar), who was considered the last independent ruler of Annam. XF surfaces
with a few marks and one long hairline scratch, toned in the markings. Tested (XRF) at 62% gold and 37%
silver. Pedigreed to the Stack’s Bowers-Ponterio auction of August 2017 (lot 61005). Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

1209. Vietnam (Annam), 5 tien, no date (1848-83), Emperor Tu Duc, rare, PCGS AU58. KM-456.1; Sch-349.2. Slightly lustrous
and barely circulated (if at all), with faint orange toning around the sharp details, die-crack on dragon’s face at top, impressively large coin
with small square hole in middle. PCGS #25071676. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

Windward Islands (French colonial)

1210. Windward Islands (French colonial, struck in Paris), billon pattern 2 sous 6 deniers,
Louis XVI, 1789-A, rare, PCGS MS62, finest and only example in PCGS census. KM-Pn2.

Bold strike with satin fields and low-contrast toning all over, no luster but also no marks or wear (note
the label and KM listing omit the “6 deniers” part of the denomination). PCGS #18019410. Estimate:
$2,500-$3,750.

Mixed Countries (Latin American)

1211. Large lot of 93 Latin American tokens, various dates and denominations, late 1800s to early 1900s. 360.69 grams total.

Massive collection of tokens from Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Guatemala, Honduras, Peru and Uruguay (others possible) in
various materials (copper, aluminum and vulcanite), mostly round but a few oval or multi-sided, various purposes and denominations (where
stated), grades anywhere from VG to AU, literally hours (if not days) of enjoyment for the specialist or beginning collector. SEE INTERNET
FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $600-$900.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com
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Medals and Decorations
Argentina

Austria (Holy Roman Empire)

1213. Austria (Holy Roman Empire), silver medal, 1683

1212. Argentina, bronze oval medal, 1893, by R. Grande, date, Count Ernst Ruediger von Starhemberg, Siege of Vienna
commemorating the reconquest of Buenos Aires from the
British forces led by Admiral Popham and General Beresford
in 1806. 99.03 grams; 60mm x 50mm. Obverse with high relief busts of

Admiral Popham and General Beresford within wreath inside legend
POPHAM Y BERESFORD at top and GENERALES BRITANICOS
DE MAR Y TIERRA; reverse with 12 DE AGOSTO inside small
wreath below MDCCCVI under arc of six stars and above MDCCCXCIII / LA / JUNTA DE NUMISMATICA / AMERICANA, all within
large wreath with outside legend EN CONMEMORACION DE LA
GLORIOSA RECONQUISTA / DE BUENOS AIRES. Heavy and
thick, with muted luster on light brown fields (details darker), AU
with minimal marks and high-point wear, small spot of verdigris in
wreath. Estimate: $300-$450.

and Victory over the Turks, by Hans Jacob Wolrab, NGC AU
53. Julius-190; Mont-934; Hirsch-46. 41mm. Obverse with right-facing bust

of Count inside legend ERN . RUDI . COM . a . STARR . SCM . C
. C . B . GCM . VIENN . COMM.; reverse with Turkish prisoner in
chains, war trophies in background, below six-line inscription DER 60
TAGE / LANG DIE GROSTE / WUHT AUS HIELTE / MACHT
DAS DER TURK ZELT / GELD, FELD, STUCK U. GLUCK /
16 VERSPIELTE. 83. Attractively toned over luster, small old marks
in fields and light high-point wear. NGC #5931670-002. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

Bohemia (Holy Roman Empire)

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
1214. Bohemia (Holy Roman Empire), silver medal, un-

Consign to our Auction #30
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dated (1500s), Holy Trinity, by N. Milicz, NGC AU details
/ damaged. Katz-412. 41mm. Obverse with God and Jesus seated on

throne below radiate dove (Holy Spirit) within legend ALM . CIX .
CRISTVS . SEDET . ADDEXTERAM . PATRIS . DEVS . PATER .
IS .; reverse with apostles in and around open columnar temple below
open-wing dove, SPRTVS / SCTVM in exergue. Very intricate details,
deeply toned, with attempted hole at top of obverse and scratches in
field on that side. (Note: NGC label attributes to Germany in error.)
NGC #5931670-004. Estimate: $500-$750.
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France

1215. France (Paris mint), bronze medal, 1830, visit of King
Francis I and Queen María Isabella of the Two Sicilies to the
Paris Mint, NGC MS 63 BN. Mazard-901A. 38mm. Obverse with

crowned double arms within wreath inside legend FRANCOIS IER /
MARIE ISABELLE; reverse with LL . MM . above six-line inscription
LE ROI ET LA REINE / DES DEUX SICILES / VISITENT LA
MONNAIE / DE PARIS / LE 11 JUIN / 1830. A rare medal normally
found in silver (5 francs), this being the first we have encountered in
bronze, light brown in color with a couple minor darker spots, muted
luster, no marks or wear. NGC #5940420-001. Estimate: $300-$450.

Great Britain

Selections from the John Adams Collection of Admiral Vernon Medals

This offering of John Adams Admiral Vernon medals (through lot 1244) is dedicated to the memory of Fernando Chao (h), 1946-2021,
co-author of the AC reference cited herein.

1216. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,
1739, Porto Bello, Admiral Haddock issue (rare), ex-Adams
(Plate). AC-NLh1A. 12.44 grams, 35 mm. AU with minute traces of
original color and luster around some details, the rest matte, medium
brown. Satirical issue with design of normal Porto Bello types but with
obverse portrait of Admiral Haddock and legend referring his having
taken “O” (nothing) with “several ships only” in his campaign in the
Mediterranean, compared to Admiral Vernon’s (exaggerated) successes
in the Caribbean. Tested (XRF) at 50.8% zinc and 46.3% copper (full
results on small printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection (plated on p. 44 of his book). Estimate: $500-up.

1218. Great Britain, medium-sized copper-zinc Admiral
Vernon medal, 1739, Porto Bello, ex-Adams (Plate). AC-PBv12J.
10.98 grams, 35 mm. Olive brown AU+ with muted luster around details
(especially on reverse), tall rims, scarce. Tested (XRF) at 48.87% copper
and 47.72% zinc (full results on small printout included). Pedigreed to
the John Adams collection (plated on p. 58 of his book), purchased from
A.H. Baldwin in 1969. Estimate: $350-$500.

1219. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,

1217. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,

1739, Porto Bello, ex-Adams. AC-PBv7E. 16.31 grams, 38 mm . XF,

matte brown obverse but bright copper color on reverse. Tested (XRF)
at 51.52% copper and 44.75% zinc (full results on small printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1739, Porto Bello, ex-Adams.

AC-PBv13K. 13.43 grams,40 mm.

Lustrous AU with brassy fields, very tall rims (very slightly bruised
here and there). Tested (XRF) at 48.99% copper and 48.40% zinc
(full results on small printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
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1220. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,

1223. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,

1739, Porto Bello, ex-Adams (Plate).

1739, Porto Bello, ex-Adams (Plate). AC-PBv42QQ. 13.11 grams, 37

and satin fields, small (natural) voids in rims. Tested (XRF) at 55.78%
copper and 40.19% zinc (full results on small printout included).
Pedigreed to the John Adams collection (plated on p. 66 of his book).
Estimate: $200-$300.

ing small brass spots, bulge in center of reverse, scarce. Tested (XRF)
at 48.83% copper and 47.90% zinc (full results on small printout
included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection (plated on p. 77 of his
book). Estimate: $150-$225.

AC-PBv26U. 17.91 grams,
37 mm. AU-, dark but well detailed, with light crust around details

mm. Dark AXF (cleaned and retoned) with slightly crude rims show-

1221. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,

1739, Porto Bello, ex-Adams (Plate).

AC-PBv26V. 15.91 grams,
38 mm. AU- with mostly olive-colored fields (dark elsewhere), slight

surface oxidation, specific gravity measured at 8.2. Tested (XRF) at
49.42% zinc and 48.05% copper (full results on small printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection (plated on p. 66 of his
book). Estimate: $200-$300.

1224. Great Britain, silver-plated copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal, 1739, Porto Bello, ex-Adams (Plate).

AC-PBvi5E.

15.15 grams, 40 mm. Choice AU+ with excellent plating, lustrous and

well detailed, traces of dark encrustation in crevices of some of the
fortresses, specific gravity of about 8.3, also tested (XRF) at 47.47%
copper and 46.43% zinc with 3.16% silver from the plating (full results
on small printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection
(plated on p. 91 of his book). Estimate: $350-$500.

1222. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,

1739, Porto Bello, ex-Adams. AC-PBv41NN. 17.34 grams, 37 mm.

Bold UNC with light-brass color and muted luster, scarce. Tested
(XRF) at 48.84% copper and 47.49% zinc (full results on small
printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection. Estimate:
$350-$500.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

1225. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,
1739, Porto Bello, ex-Adams. AC-PBvi5E. 15.19 grams, 40 mm.

Lustrous UNC with much original brass color, very choice and attractive. Tested (XRF) at 48.69% copper and 47.91% zinc (full results
on small printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection.
Estimate: $300-$450.
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1226. Great Britain, brass Admiral Vernon medal, 1739,
Porto Bello, ex-Adams. AC-PBvi5F. 15.51 grams, 40 mm. Nice VF with

dark spots on reverse, off-center obverse, abnormally light in color due
to higher copper and lead content, with specific gravity measured at
8.47, which almost exactly matches brass, but Adams’ tag says only
“hard metal.” Tested (XRF) at 57.85% copper and 33.56% zinc (full
results on small printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

1229. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,
1739, Porto Bello, ex-Adams. AC-PBvi11P. 16.21 grams, 38 mm. UNC

or close to it, with mostly brass color and luster, scarce. Tested (XRF)
at 49.74% copper and 49.01% zinc (full results on small printout
included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

1230. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,

1739, Porto Bello, ex-Adams. AC-PBvi20GG. 12.53 grams, 36 mm.

1227. Great Britain, gilt copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,
1739, Porto Bello, ex-Adams.

AC-PBvi6G. 13.18 grams, 37 mm.

Bright and lustrous UNC with choice, complete gold coloring on
surfaces (non-auric), just the highest points slightly brown, one tiny
rim-bump on reverse. Tested (XRF) at 51.40% copper and 37.45%
zinc along with 7.33% phosphorus from the gilding (full results on
small printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

Medium brown with a hint of luster, overall AU-. Tested (XRF)
at 55.07% copper and 42.37% zinc (full results on small printout
included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection and to the Stack’s
Bowers auction of September 2011, with original lot-tag 34. Estimate:
$150-$225.

1231. Great Britain, silver-plated copper-zinc Admiral
Vernon medal, 1739, Porto Bello, ex-Adams.

1228. Great Britain, silver-plated cast copper-zinc Admiral
Vernon medal, 1739, Porto Bello, very rare, ex-Adams. AC-

PBvi11N. 18.73 grams, 38 mm. Heavy piece crudely cast in “spongy” metal
(mostly zinc) with light silver color from plating (a few darker areas),
VF+ overall. Tested (XRF) at 67.40% zinc and 23.88% copper in addition to 5.27% silver from the plating (full results on small printout
included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

AC-PBvi23LL.

13.10 grams, 40 mm. XF with most of the plating remaining (lustrous

in places), toned around details, mounted in a thin (old) silver bezel
with brass jump-ring at top (Adams: “Neat piece of work!”), the medal
itself tested (XRF) at 56.08% copper and 36.35% zinc with 3.29%
tin and 1.37% silver from the plating (full results on small printout
included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection. Estimate: $150-$225.
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1232. Great Britain, gilt small-sized copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal, 1739,
Porto Bello, ex-Adams. AC-PBvi26PP. 5.61 grams, 26 mm. Lacquered XF with bright brassy
fields from gold-colored coating (non-auric), darker details for nice contrast, tested (XRF)
at 48.47% zinc and 48.36% copper (full results on small printout included). Pedigreed to
the John Adams collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

1233. Great Britain, white-brass Admiral Vernon medal,
1739, Porto Bello, Vernon and Brown, ex-Adams. AC-PBvb7L.

15.79 grams, 37 mm. AVF with full details and smooth fields, light toning in legends, bold rims, slight obverse die-buckle, specific gravity
measured at 8.544 (looks like silver), tested (XRF) at 53.59% copper
and 38.46% zinc with 5.91% tin as well (full results on small printout
included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

1236. Great Britain, silver-plated copper-zinc Admiral
Vernon medal, 1739, Porto Bello, Fort Chagres, ex-Adams.
AC-FCv3B. 14.82 grams, 38 mm. Bold XF with dark toning around
details (great contrast) and much silver remaining (Sheffield plate),
slightly granular surfaces, old scratch in center of reverse, unusually
medal-aligned, tested (XRF) at 46.85% copper and 46.41% zinc with
3.62% silver from the plating (full results on small printout included).
Pedigreed to the John Adams collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1234. Great Britain, small-sized copper-zinc Admiral Ver-

non medal, 1739, Porto Bello, Vernon and Lezo, ex-Adams
(Plate). AC-PBvl5D. 6.26 grams, 26 mm. Choice AU with sharp full

details, traces of original brassy color and luster, small patch of encrustation in center of reverse, minor rim-flaws. Tested (XRF) at 47.89%
copper and 47.70% zinc (full results on small printout included).
Pedigreed to the John Adams collection (plated on p. 131 of his book).
Estimate: $200-$300.

1235. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,
1739, Porto Bello, Vernon and Lezo, ex-Adams (Plate). ACNicely detailed, near AU, medium-dark
brown color (note photo in AC is much lighter). Tested (XRF) at
49.95% copper and 47.18% zinc (full results on small printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection (plated on p. 133 of his
book). Estimate: $200-$300.
PBvl8G. 13.61 grams, 37 mm.

1237. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,
1739, Porto Bello, Fort Chagres, ex-Adams. AC-FCv6H. 14.78

grams, 36 mm. Mostly medium-dark brown in color with a few areas
scratched down to original brass, AXF. Tested (XRF) at 49.72% copper
and 47.09% zinc (full results on small printout included). Pedigreed
to the John Adams collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

1238. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,

1739, Porto Bello, Fort Chagres, ex-Adams (Plate). AC-FCv12P.
11.69 grams, 36 mm. Dark olive-brown XF with tiny hole at top. Tested

(XRF) at 50.47% copper and 45.52% zinc (full results on small printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection (plated on p. 152
of his book). Estimate: $100-$150.
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1239. Great Britain, gilt copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,

1741, Cartagena, ex-Adams. AC-CAv3D. 12.35 grams, 37 mm. Very

bright and brassy-gold AU with lacquering over gold-colored surfaces
(non-auric plating), die-break at date, tested (XRF) at 48.24% copper
and 47.66% zinc with a little more lead than usual at 3.39% (full results
on small printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1240. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,

1741, Cartagena, ex-Adams. AC-CAv6G. 12.04 grams, 36 mm. AUwith choice full details, mostly dark-chocolate brown but with some
original copper color around the design elements, rim thinning at top
of obverse / bottom of reverse. Tested (XRF) at 51.09% copper and
45.51% zinc (full results on small printout included). Pedigreed to the
John Adams collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1241. Great Britain, gilt copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,
1741, Cartagena, Vernon, Lezo and Ogle, ex-Adams.

AC-

CAvlo1B. 14.45 grams, 37 mm. Very bright gold color (non-auric plating),

sharply detailed AU with tiny hole at top of obverse, hairlines in fields.
Tested (XRF) at 43.25% copper and 39.71% zinc plus a significant
amount of tungsten (13.13%) from the plating (full results on small
printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection. Estimate:
$100-$150.

1242. Great Britain, copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal,
1741, Cartagena, Vernon, Lezo and Ogle, ex-Adams.

AC-

CAvlo1B. 14.77 grams, 37 mm. Very dark AXF, well detailed and problem-

free. Tested (XRF) at 48.54% copper and 48.34% zinc (full results
on small printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams collection.
Estimate: $125-$200.

1243. Great Britain, silver-plated copper-zinc Admiral Vernon medal, 1741, Cartagena, Vernon, Ogle and Wentworth,
ex-Adams. AC-CAvow1A. 13.62 grams, 37 mm. Bold XF in Sheffield plate
(mostly remaining on fields) with corrosion around details (dark there,
good contrast), specific gravity measured at 8.312, tested (XRF) at
46.86% zinc and 46.14% copper with 3.19% silver from the plating
(full results on small printout included). Pedigreed to the John Adams
collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1244. Great Britain, cast-iron Admiral Vernon medal, 1741,
Cartagena, Vernon, Ogle and Wentworth, ex-Adams.

AC-

CAvow2B. 13.01 grams, 35 mm. AXF with bold but slightly rusty details,
a few minor rim-flaws, specific gravity measured at 7.57, tested (XRF)
at 98.05% iron (full results on small printout included). Pedigreed to
the John Adams collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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1245. Great Britain, silver-plated copper medal, General George Augustus Eliot, 1st Baron Heathfield, 1783, Relief of
Gibraltar, by J. Reich of Furth, Bavaria, NGC MS 64, finest known in NGC census, ex-Prieto, MHE Plate. BHM-254; Eimer-802;
MHE-714. 28.66 grams, 42 mm. Obverse with uniformed bust of General Elliot right, wearing tricorn hat, with raised REICH on shoulder truncation, all within legend ELLIOT AN MARTIS SOCIVS . NON : IVPITER IPSE EST; reverse with panorama of the mountain siege showing
cannonballs in flight from both sides within legend VICTRIX IN FLAMIS VICTRIX GIBRALTAR IN VNDIS . with Roman numeral date
MDCCLXXXIII above R in exergue. Choice, lustrous and bold all over, with small circle of exposed copper at bottom on both sided, slabbed
for census purposes as a “British Historical Medal.” Pedigreed to the Tomás Prieto collection (stated on label) and plated in Medallas de la Historia
de España (2017) by de Ramón, Rodríguez Casanova and Canto García. NGC #5931823-006. Estimate: $350-$500.

1246. Great Britain, high-relief copper medal, Admiral Earl

Howe, 1794, Battle of the Glorious First of June, by C.H.
Kuechler, NGC MS 65 BN, finest known in NGC census,
ex-Prieto. BHM-383; Eimer-855; Pollard-8. 61.65 grams, 48 mm. Obverse

with bust right with engraver’s initials C.H.K. on shoulder truncation (his name spelled out on reverse as well) within legend RIC .
COMES HOWE THALASSIARCHA BRITAN . with PATRIAE
DECUS ET TUTAMEN at bottom; reverse with battle scene at sea
showing Howe’s flagship sinking a French ship below legend NON
SORTE SED VIRTUTE ., with GALLOR . CLASSIS PROFLIG .
/ DIE I JUNII . / MDCCXCIV . in exergue. Deep red color all over,
no wear and barely a small mark here and there, slabbed for census
purposes as a “British Historical Medal.” Pedigreed to the Tomás Prieto
collection (stated on label). NGC #5931823-007 (extra-large slab).
Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Papal States

1247. Papal States (Italian States), tin “steckmedaille” box medal, ca. 1823, death of Pope
Pius VII (1800-1823), by Stettner, containing
eight double-sided copperplate-engraved picture
roundels plus a roundel inside each side with German inscriptions, all housed in a small case with
booklet printed in Dutch. Pressler-441. 32.61 grams, 49
mm. Charming relic that looks like a small book made
from paper over chamois, the inside containing a tiny
printed booklet in Dutch and the all-important tin box
medal that houses eight sturdy paper roundels depicting
sixteen various religious and historical scenes, beautifully
hand-colored, with German cursive writing below, in
addition to two more German-written roundels affixed
to the insides of the box medal giving the personal history of Pope Pius VII, whose portrait appears on the obverse of the medal under legend
PIVS VII . PONT : MAX : with Mary and Christ Child on reverse below legend S . MARIA MATER DEI REGINA COELI ., all in excellent condition except for the outer binding (a bit loose), a fascinating Catholic artifact from almost two centuries ago. Estimate: $350-$500.
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Russia

1248. Russia, specimen silver medal, 1807, Alexander I, treaties of Tilsit, by Abramson, PCGS SP63. Diakov 312.2; Marienburg

2740; Hoffmann 113; Bramsen 639; Bolzenthal 49. 43mm, 312.2 grams. Obverse

with conjoined busts of Alexander I and Friedrich Wilhelm III facing
right and bust of Napoleon facing left within legend NAPOLEON
PRIMVS / ALEXANDER PRIMVS / FR . WILHELM . TERTIVS
with flower at top, raised ABRAMSON on rim at bottom; reverse
with radiant sun rising on sea horizon to left, storm clouds receding to
right under legend NVBES FVGAT SOLEMOVE PACIS REDVCIT,
exergue with four-line inscription CONGR . AVGG . PRO . TILSAM
/ MEDIO IN FLVM . NEME . / D . XXVI . IVN . / MDCCCVII.
Traces of original luster within gold-gray color, attractive and well
preserved. PCGS #82299724. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

1249. Russia (St. Petersburg mint), silver medal, struck
1850, Pacification of Hungary and Transylvania in 1849.

Smirnov-543; Diakov-589.1. 10.86 grams, 29mm. Obverse with double-head-

ed eagle with wings outspread within legend in Old Church Slavonic
lettering; reverse with five-line Russian inscription translated as FOR
THE PACIFICATION OF HUNGARY AND TRANSYLVANIA
above date 1849. An award for Russian participants in the conflict in
which revolutionary Hungary and Transylvania were defeated, lustrous
XF+ with light rainbow toning and typical hairlines plus a few old
marks, integrated loop at top. Estimate: $300-$450.

Spain

Charles IV

1250. Antequera, Spain, silver proclamation medal, Charles
IV, 1789, by J. Amat, dots in obverse legend, NGC MS 61,
finest known in NGC census, ex-Prieto, ex-Jordana de Pozas.

Herrera-8; VQR-13070. 8.12 grams, 27mm. Obverse with bust right, AMAT
on shoulder truncation, legend CAROL . IV . D . G. / HISP . ET
IND . R . (dots instead of flowers for stops), date at bottom; reverse
with three flowers in urn between castle left and lion right under
legend SINGILIA / LUBENS and six-petal flower, exergue with IN
EIUS ACCLA / MAT [flower] D [flower]. Nice pewter-gray color
with luster around details, minimal marks and light high-point wear,
rare in this condition. Pedigreed to the Tomás Prieto collection (stated
on label) and the Jordana de Pozas collection. NGC #5931823-001.
Estimate: $600-$900.

1251. Jerez de la Frontera, Spain, 2R-sized proclamation

medal, Charles IV, 1789, NGC MS 62, finest known in
NGC census, ex-Prieto. Herrera-53. 6.48 grams, 26mm. Obverse with

bust right, legend CAROL . IV . D . G . HISP . ET IND . R ., date
between six-petal flowers at bottom; reverse with oval arms between
leaves and flowers top and bottom, legend [flower] ACCLAMATIO
XERICIENSIS [flower]; linked-chain borders on both sides (plain
edge). Rather lustrous and very lightly toned, rare in this condition
Pedigreed to the Tomás Prieto collection (stated on label). NGC #5931823003. Estimate: $350-$500.

1252. Jerez de la Frontera, Spain, bronze proclamation medal, Charles

IV, 1789, NGC AU 50 BN, finest known in NGC census, ex-Prieto.

Herrera-50 but in bronze. 18.67 grams, 32mm. Obverse with bust right, legend CAROL
. IV . D . G . HISP . ET IND . R ., date between six-petal flowers at bottom;
reverse with oval arms between leaves and flowers top and bottom, legend [flower]
ACLAMACIO XERICENSIS [flower]; linked-chain borders on both sides (plain
edge). Even brown color all over, no marks or significant wear. Pedigreed to the
Tomás Prieto collection (stated on label). NGC #5931823-002. Estimate: $250-$375.
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U.S. Coins, Medals, Tokens and Paper Money
Gold

Half Eagles

Double Eagles

1256. USA (Philadelphia Mint), Liberty Head $5 half eagle,

1253. USA (San Francisco Mint), $20 coronet Liberty double

1847. 8.29 grams. Bright AU with light hairlines in fields, bold design
details. Estimate: $400-$600.

eagle, 1892-S, NGC MS 61. Well-struck details with considerable cartwheel luster, a few bagmarks as is typical for the type, rose
gold-toned outlines around Liberty and eagle. NGC #5939650-001.
Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

1257. USA (Philadelphia Mint), Liberty Head $5 half eagle,

1857, NGC AU 55. Lightly circulated with some bagmarks, mildly
lustrous surfaces with spots of red-orange toning. NGC #5939650-004.
Estimate: $400-$600.

Three Dollars
1254. USA (Philadelphia Mint), $20 coronet Liberty double

eagle, 1895, NGC UNC details / cleaned. Sharp design elements
with somewhat subdued luster, light surface wipe. NGC #5939650002. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

1258. USA (New Orleans Mint), Indian Head $3, 1854-O,
NGC Fine details / obv cleaned. Well circulated example of a

tough type as 1854 was the only year that the New Orleans Mint
struck this “odd” denomination (just 24,000 were minted) intended
for purchasing 100-count stamp sheets. While the obverse was wiped
and there are some old contact marks on both sides, a decent amount
of detail has been retained, especially around the reverse wreath. NGC
#5939650-005. Estimate: $400-$600.

1255. USA (Philadelphia Mint), $20 Saint Gaudens double

Quarter Eagles

eagle, 1908, no motto, NGC MS 63. Strongly struck with mattelike fields showing off a fair amount of luster, scattered light bagmarks
for the grade, nice example of a popular type coin. NGC #5939650003. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

1259. USA (Dahlonega mint), $2-1/2 coronet Liberty, 1843D, large D, NGC XF details / cleaned. The large-D mintmark

(variety 4-I) is considerably scarcer than the small-D type; out of a
total mintage of 36,209 1843-D quarter eagles, it is believed that
just 3,537 coins were struck with this larger style mintmark. Lightly
cleaned, non-toned surfaces with muted luster and some bagmarks,
bold details in areas such as across the eagle’s shield and wings. NGC
#5934004-001. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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1260. USA (Philadelphia Mint), Liberty Head $2-1/2 quarter eagle, 1905, NGC MS
62. Crisp details with satin surfaces, muted luster, a few speckles of red color across otherwise
non-toned fields. NGC #5939650-006. Estimate: $300-$450.

1261. USA (Philadelphia Mint), Indian Head gold $2-1/2, 1928, NGC MS 64. Sharply
struck and quite lustrous with patches of green hues across golden surfaces, nicer than usually seen
in Mint State. NGC #2230004-001. Estimate: $400-$600.

Gold Dollars

1262. USA (Philadelphia Mint), Indian Head gold dollar, 1862, type three, NGC MS
61. A common yet popular date for being struck during the Civil War. Both sides exhibit lustrous

satin-like surfaces, with two small divots noted near the date. NGC #3460749-004. Estimate:
$300-$450.

Silver

Dollars

1263. USA (Philadelphia Mint), Draped Bust dollar, 1796, small date, large letters, NGC VF 30. Bolender-4; Bowers-Borckardt-61

(R.3). Struck during the presidency of George Washington, this silver dollar saw a fair amount of circulation across the early years of the United
States before being saved. Liberty’s hair curls and face retain significant definition and even some luster, while the date is similarly quite sharp.
The only notable marks are a pair of small bumps on the obverse rim at 2 o’clock. On the reverse, the eagle is rather flat due in equal measures
to circulation rub and design / strike weakness when compared to the bold peripheral wreath and legend. A slight off-center strike on both
sides (as is typical for the type) accounts for protracted denticles along the left border steadily decreasing in length when progressing towards
the right and, on the obverse, ending up completely off the planchet. The stony gray silver surfaces still possess a good deal of mint luster,
particularly along the reverse wreath. NGC #5936291-001. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com
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1264. USA (San Francisco Mint), Morgan dollar, 1878-S,

PCGS MS65. Bright white with ample luster throughout, only a
few minuscule bagmarks for the grade, desirable as the first year for
Morgan dollars and a branch mint piece at that. PCGS #21706607.
Estimate: $150-$225.

1267. USA (Denver Mint), Peace dollar, 1927-D, PCGS

MS62. Brilliant, lustrous surfaces with minor bagmarks on the
obverse, the reverse quite nice with bands of red-gold toning. PCGS
#12463331. Estimate: $150-$225.

1265. USA (Carson City Mint), Morgan dollar, 1883-CC, 1268. USA (Philadelphia Mint), Peace dollar, 1928, PCGS

in GSA holder, NGC MS 63. Exceptionally frosty surfaces with
minor bagmark chatter on the high points while the fields remain
mostly untouched, a bit nicer than the numerical grade suggests. With
GSA box and certificate #83558872. NGC #5935500-001. Estimate:
$150-$225.

MS63. Flashy with bright, cartwheel luster across non-toned centers,
hints of toning around the rims, a few minuscule contact marks for
the grade, nice example of a key date in the Peace dollar series. PCGS
#12409848. Estimate: $350-$500.

Half Dollars

1266. USA (Carson City Mint), Morgan dollar, 1884-CC, in 1269. USA (Philadelphia Mint), Capped Bust half dollar,

GSA holder, NGC MS 62. Frosted surfaces with contact friction
on the high points, almost completely white but for a few flecks of
faint amber toning. With GSA box. NGC #5935500-002. Estimate:
$150-$225.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

1831, O-108 variety, ex-Tuscaloosa Hoard (Civil War era).

13.33 grams. This piece is one of 276 buried coins discovered in April
of 1998 in Northport, Tuscaloosa County, Alabama, by resident Steve
Webb while digging for a fence post. The Tuscaloosa Hoard (also known
as the Tuscaloosa Collection) was most likely buried during the Civil
War by a local merchant for safekeeping during the turbulent period.
The hoard consisted mostly of early to mid-1800s US halves and
quarters along with a few gold US $2.50 and $1 pieces, plus several
Spanish and French silver coins. The hoard was disseminated in the
early 2000s and very few of these Civil War relics have turned up in
recent years. Bold VF, previously cleaned with faint toning starting to
form around some of the design elements, very desirable provenance
and the earliest date we have offered from this hoard. From the “Tuscaloosa Hoard” (1860s) near Tuscaloosa, Alabama, with certificate.
Estimate: $125-$200.
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Base Metals
Nickels

1270. USA (Denver Mint), Buffalo 5 cents, 1937-D, three-legged buffalo, NGC

AU 58. FS-901. A pleasing example of one of the most popular US coin varieties with just a
little circulation rub on the high points of the Indian’s cheek and the buffalo’s shoulder and
hindquarter to denote the grade, light gold toning with streaks of red encompassing the rather
lustrous surfaces. NGC #5935501-001. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Classic Commemoratives
1271. USA (Philadelphia Mint), Isabella commemorative silver quarter, 1893,
PCGS MS63. Well struck with sharp details and original surfaces free of any distracting
marks, very subdued luster. PCGS #06580810. Estimate: $250-$375.

1272. USA (Philadelphia Mint), Oregon commemorative silver half dollar,
1926, PCGS MS65. Brilliantly lustrous surfaces with a very faint gold-toned hue all

over, particularly choice representative of this popular classic commemorative design.
PCGS #03810948. Estimate: $125-$200.

Philippines (U.S. Administration)
1273. Philippines (struck in San Francisco), 1 peso, 1907-S, NGC MS
64. KM-172; Allen-17.01. Bright silvery appearance with light russet tones around the

edges, some adjustment lines across Liberty, very difficult in this high of a grade
as illustrated by the fact that of the 247 examples listed in the NGC census this
piece is tied with twelve others for second finest and topped by only two other
examples. NGC #5939914-015. Estimate: $400-$600.

Paper Money
Colonials

1274. Delaware, General Assembly, 10 shillings, January 1,

1776, serial 72676, PMG Choice AU 58 EPQ. Fr-DE-79. Nice

example of a colonial Delaware type note printed by James Adams just
a few months prior to the Declaration of Independence when references to “the Reign of His Majesty Geo. the 3d. (George the Third)”
were still found on bank notes. On the reverse, underneath a sheaf of
wheat vignette, the note bears the common warning found on colonial
notes: “To Counterfeit is Death.” It is clear this note was printed on
the bottom right corner of a sheet as the right and bottom margins are
particularly wide and show some crudity from the paper manufacture
process of the time; trivial handling is noted in the right margin yet
does not affect the design itself, the printing as well as the penned serial
and signatures very bold. PMG #1022232-007. Estimate: $350-$500.
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1277. Boston, Massachusetts, 1 shilling and 6 pence, Oct. 16,

1778, serial 6573, “codfish” note engraved by Paul Revere,
PMG Choice Fine 15. Fr-MA-261. Popular type note made using

1275. Georgia, 1 dollar, 1776, serial 6707, green Justice

copper plates engraved by Paul Revere, who was also responsible for
printing the front of these notes (Thomas Fleet printed the reverses).
Only 8,751 notes were printed and most, like this example, saw a good
deal of circulation. A small piece is missing at the top center (noted
on the label), yet the text and design is readily legible along with clear
penned serial number and signature “J Brown.” Pedigreed to an 1800s
era English collection. PMG #8084196-001. Estimate: $150-$225.

seal, PMG VG 10, with early 1800s English collector’s envelope. Fr-GA-71d. A scarce Georgia colonial note with the Justice seal

at lower right in green, the denomination ONE SPANISH MILLED
DOLLAR in red. Circulated yet with a bold design, full seal details,
and clear penned signatures, some paper damage at lower center and
light staining (noted on the label). Interesting provenance to an early
1800s English collection of colonial US notes and accompanied by
the handmade envelope they came in reading “Specimens of the early
paper currency in North America.” Pedigreed to an 1800s era English
collection with handmade envelope. PMG #8084196-004. Estimate:
$200-$300.

1278. New Jersey, 30 shillings, Dec. 31, 1763, serial 7516,

plate position D, PMG Choice Fine 15. Fr-NJ-158. Denominated

1276. Georgia, 1 shilling, 1776, PMG VG 8. Fr-GA-63. Circu-

lated with some edge pieces missing (noted on the label) yet affecting
very little of the bold design, two clear ink signatures, contemporary
penned annotation on the reverse. Pedigreed to an 1800s era English
collection. PMG #8084196-003. Estimate: $125-$200.

to 30 shillings or “Four Ounces, Seven Pennyweight, and Twelve Grains
of PLATE (silver)” with nicely printed black vignettes of the royal
coat of arms and half of a sunface on the front; the back features a leaf
vignette in addition to the printer’s title and warning “’Tis Death to
counterfeit.” Edges are a bit worn from handling yet the interior design
remains quite bold, while the back has a contemporary penned annotation and light smudge. This scarce type was apparently a “workhorse”
note in colonial New Jersey, as the few seen on the market exhibit some
degree of circulation. PMG #1991019-009. Estimate: $200-$300.
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1279. New York, 3 pounds, Feb. 16, 1771, serial 2511, PMG

VF 20. Fr-NY-165. Nice representative of the type of paper money circulating in New York City around the time that American historical
figures like Alexander Hamilton were active in the city. Some edge splits
along the center fold (noted on the PMG label) and a few pinholes in
the center do little to detract from its boldly printed and well centered
design. PMG #1991023-014. Estimate: $300-$450.

1282. Rhode Island, $4 remainder, July 2, 1780, serial 2147,
PMG Gem UNC 65 EPQ. Fr-RI-285. A true Gem with choice,
original paper quality and inking plus bold embossing throughout,
notable for the denomination being payable in “Spanish milled DOLLARS” with subsequent interest accrual; also note the large United
States vignette rendered in two colors on the reverse, one of several
anti-counterfeiting measures utilized by printer Hall and Sellers on
this note. PMG #1611107-008. Estimate: $350-$500.

1280. North Carolina, 2 pounds, December 1771, serial
3269, PMG VF 30. Fr-NC-141. Boldly printed and well-centered
design with a vignette of a dove carrying an olive branch and the Latin
phrase “Pax reddita (Peace Restored) May 1771,” clear penned serial
number and signatures. The blank reverse also contains several inked
endorsements. The split repair noted by PMG is well hidden. PMG
#8069752-003. Estimate: $200-$300.

1281. Rhode Island, $1/36, May 22, 1777, serial 9053, PMG

VF 30. Fr-RI-264. This series of small denomination notes was made in
1777 to alleviate a shortage of small change throughout the state. Well
printed with bold embossing on the text, decent paper quality with
a small internal tear above signature (noted on label), clear penned
serial and signature. Pedigreed to an 1800s era English collection. PMG
#8084196-002. Estimate: $200-$300.

1283. South Carolina, 20 pounds, June 1, 1775, serial 9099,
backed with violin sheet music. Fr-SC-100. An interesting display
of the importance of paper money in the southern colonies, where
notes were heavily circulated for some time in less than ideal climate
conditions. A previous bearer backed this large denomination note
with a piece of contemporary violin sheet music so as to keep the
note intact and usable. Though the reverse design is now only slightly
visible when held up to the light, the obverse is still very legible (see
the mention of “Charles Town,” now Charleston) with a sharply
rendered vignette of clasped hands holding olive sprigs with the Latin
motto FIDES PUBLICA (Public Trust) above. This note was issued
by the “Provincial Congress,” organized in January of 1775 by those
seeking to break away from British control; within several months,
the Congress had sent the royal governor away and effectively became
the legislative body of a South Carolina revolting against the crown.
Estimate: $200-$300.
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Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

Obsoletes

Confederate States

1284. Jacksonville, Florida, Bank of St. Johns, $10, 21-31859, serial 1963, plate position A, PMG VF 20. Haxby-FL30G4a.

Scarce and popular Florida obsolete featuring a large central vignette of
a hunter shooting a white stag along with a Native American depicted
to the left. Boldly inked signatures, well-cut margins, pencil annotation on reverse, single closed pinhole at center (as noted by the PMG
holder). PMG #5012283-005. Estimate: $200-$300.

1286. Lot of two CSA $10 notes of Sept. 2, 1861: serial

39810, plate position Z-Z, block CSA watermark; serial
16347, plate position F T-26, T-29. The first note, printed by Keating
& Ball, is F/VF with strong embossing still visible plus a thin gutter
fold printing error on the right side. The second note, printed by D.
Duncan, is VG+ with a few internal holes and edge splits, light stains.
Estimate: $100-$150.

United States Notes

1285. St. Joseph, Florida, Commercial Bank, $5 remainder,
18XX (1830s), plate position A, PMG VF 20, “top pop.”

Very rare note from the St. Joseph branch of
the Commercial Bank of Florida, considerably scarcer than the Apalachicola branch and listed as Rarity-7 in Benice with four to twelve
examples known; currently tied with one other note for finest known
of just three graded by PMG. Well centered and bold design with a
steamboat vignette at center and portraits of presidents Washington
and Jackson at left and right respectively. PMG #1886483-001. Estimate: $250-$375.

Haxby-FL5G46; Benice-1.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

1287. USA, United States Note, “woodchopper” $5, series of

1907, Speelman-White, serial M39409784. Fr-91. Nice, problem-free VF popular “woodchopper” type note. Estimate: $125-$200.
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Argentina

World Paper Money
China

1288. Buenos Aires, Argentina, Provincia de Buenos Ayres,
50 pesos, 1-1-1869 (1877-83), serial 603020, plate F, PMG
Choice VF 35 EPQ, finest known in PMG census, very rare.

Exceedingly rare type in any grade, much less one as
nice as this note; far better than the Standard Catalog plate note
where it is cataloged as unpriced in any grade higher than Fine. Nice
paper originality and with strong embossing showing, small part of
printer’s guide mark in lower left corner as made. PMG #8084197002. Estimate: $800-up.

SCWPM-S490a.

1290. Beijing, China, Central Reserve Bank, 10,000 yuan,
1944, serial M/B 559491K, PMG Choice UNC 64. SCWPM-

J37b; SM-C297-81. The portrait of Sun Yat-Sen on this high denomination

note was selected to add legitimacy to this bank established by the
puppet government of Wang Jingwei. Boldly printed with strongly
embossed serial numbers. PMG #8053553-001. Estimate: $250-$375.

Colombia

1291. Bogotá, Colombia, Banco Nacional, 10 centavos specimen, 5-8-1885. SCWPM-181sp; CHPM-133 (cf.). Two POCs. Printed

1289. Buenos Aires, Argentina, Provincia de Buenos Ayres,
20 pesos, 1-1-1869, serial 518365, plate A, PMG AU 55,
finest known in PMG census. SCWPM-S487b. A rare note in this

by the Homer Lee Bank Note Company of New York City with large
red Banco Nacional seal on both sides. VF with mounting remnants
on the front. Estimate: $80-$120.

high of a grade with the only other example in the PMG census graded
VF 35 EPQ. Choice note with a single faint vertical center fold for
the grade that’s only visible from the back, closely cut along the right
margin as made, bold design with very vibrant underprint colors. PMG
#8084197-001. Estimate: $500-$750.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

1292. Bogotá, Colombia, Banco Nacional, 10 pesos, 4-31895, series A, serial 233465. SCWPM-236a; CHPM-188. VF with a

few edge splits in the right margin, very bold ink colors on both sides.
Estimate: $150-$225.
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1296. Bogotá, Colombia, Banco de la República, 200 pesos
oro, 1-11-1984, serial 00000010, very low serial number.

1293. Bogotá, Colombia, Banco de la República, 1 peso

oro front essay, 1929, with proof vignette, ex-Eldorado.

Choice UNC note with a desirable low serial number
10. Estimate: $100-$150.
SCWPM-429a.

SCWPM-380p. Interesting front proof showing the transition from the
peso design of 1929 (380a) to the 1940 issuance (380b) with ABNCo
penned alteration and request for models dated to April 25, 1940.
Accompanied by a 1929-dated vignette of Santander as featured on
the note. Pedigreed to the Eldorado collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

1297. Barranquilla, Colombia, Banco de Barranquilla, 50
centavos, September 1900, serial 242344. SCWPM-S244; CHPM-

AU/UNC with only a small corner tip fold in the lower right
margin to note, rather bold printing for this rudimentary type made
during the Thousand Days’ War. Estimate: $125-$200.
6157.

1294. Bogotá, Colombia, República de Colombia, 5 pesos

oro, 22-3-1938, series A, serial 1686904, PMG Gem UNC 66
EPQ. SCWPM-341. Beautiful Gem-quality note with vivid ink coloring

all over. PMG #8012677-009. Estimate: $250-$375.

1295. Bogotá, Colombia, República de Colombia, 5 pesos

oro, 20-7-1944, series M, serial 21880461, PCGS Gem New
66 PPQ. SCWPM-386c. Colorful and well-centered design with excep-

tional embossing, printed on bright original paper with noticeable
waviness as made. PCGS #59044374. Estimate: $100-$150.

1298. Bogotá, Colombia, Banco de la República, 5 pesos
/ 5 dollars remainder, no date (1880s), serial 185.

SCWPM-

Fine with contemporary yet spurious inked date
and signature, some edge splits and a couple of pinholes, very scarce
type. Estimate: $250-$375.

S809Ar; CHPM-7142.
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1300. Bucaramanga, Colombia, Banco Prendario de Soto, 5
pesos, 1-9-1886, series B, serial 0852. SCWPM-S796a; CHPM-9266.

AU+ with small corner tip fold at upper right and a few light stains,
very bold design as printed by D. Paredes in Bogotá, a fairly scarce
type and the only collectible denomination known for this private
bank. Estimate: $250-$375.

1299. Set of Bogotá, Colombia, Banco Hipotecario, 10 pesos
front and back proofs, 1881, series Z, ex-Eldorado. SCWPMS512p; CHPM-8376. Uncut sheet of two front proofs plus one back proof
mounted on cardstock with various written ABNCo production notes
in the margins of both. Pedigreed to the Eldorado Collection. Estimate:
$200-$300.

1301. Socorro, Colombia, Banco del Norte, 10 pesos remainder, 1-1-1882, series C, serial 1639. SCWPM-S683r; CHPM-8217.

UNC with minor edge damage along the upper right margin (typical
for the type), nicely centered with bold colors. Estimate: $300-$450.

Costa Rica

1302. San José, Costa Rica, Banco Internacional, 50 colones, 1-3-1916, series B, serial 20050, PMG Choice Fine 15, finest
and only example in PMG census, rare. SCWPM-170Ab. Rare and desirable “La Mandolina” note with an attractive ABNCo-produced

central vignette of a woman playing a mandolin. Though circulated with cancellation perforations (most incomplete), the bold design remains
nicely embossed. With no recent auction appearances of this issued type and this note being the only one graded by PMG, it is doubtful that
even the most serious of Costa Rican paper money collections has an example. PMG #8084195-006. Estimate: $2,000-up.
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1303. San José, Costa Rica, República de Costa Rica, 100 colones remainder, no date (1917), serial 00014, PMG UNC
62 EPQ, finest and only example in PMG census, very rare. SCWPM-150A (unlisted as a remainder). Until now, this 100 colones silver

certificate printed by the ABNCo was only known to collectors in specimen or proof formats. This note is the first remainder for the type to
appear on the market; it has a low serial number 14 with the date and signature lines left blank. The front vignette depicts the right-facing bust
of Christopher Columbus against a vivid blue, red, and green underprint while the reverse features the coat of arms of Costa Rica. Excellent
ink colors complementing with choice paper originality, with the numerical grade only reflecting a closely cut top margin. PMG #8084195008. Estimate: $3,000-up.

1304. San José, Costa Rica, República de Costa Rica, 50 colones remainder, no date (1917), serial 00013, PMG Gem UNC

65 EPQ, finest and only example in PMG census, very rare. SCWPM-150 (unlisted as a remainder). As with the prior lot, this is the first
reported appearance of this 50 colones silver certificate remainder, which features a low serial number 13 along with blank date and signature
lines. Costa Rica is known for colorful bank notes and this design is no exception with the Columbus vignette on the front shown against
brown, green, and purple undertones; the tan reverse features the Costa Rican coat of arms. Well centered design with excellent paper quality
and color, especially deserving of the EPQ designation. PMG #8084195-007. Estimate: $3,000-up.

1305. San José, Costa Rica, República de Costa Rica, 1 colón, 5-6-1918, serial 632906, PMG Choice UNC 64 EPQ (“top

pop”). SCWPM-148. Desirable and rare silver certificate note with choice paper originality and great ink colors, tied with three others for finest
known in PMG census. PMG #8084195-004. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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1306. San José, Costa Rica, República de Costa Rica, 50
céntimos, 21-11-1921, serial 655728, PMG Choice UNC 64
EPQ. SCWPM-147a. Nice and original quality with bold ink colors,
final date for the type. PMG #8084195-002. Estimate: $200-$300.

1307. San José, Costa Rica, República de Costa Rica, 50
céntimos, 21-11-1921, serial 655729, PMG Choice UNC
64 EPQ. SCWPM-147a. As printed with nice embossing and great
paper quality, final date for the type. PMG #8084195-003. Estimate:
$200-$300.

1308. San José, Costa Rica, República de Costa Rica, 2 colones, 2-3-1921, serial 1868823, black overprint, PMG Choice
UNC 64 EPQ. SCWPM-152. A choice and original note with a strongly embossed overprint and noticeable paper wave, well centered design
with vibrant red and yellow ink colors, a difficult type to find in high grade like this note. PMG #8084195-005. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1309. San José, Costa Rica, Banco Nacional, 2 colones, 1211-1943, series E, serial 1534584, without signature title
overprint, PMG Gem UNC 66 EPQ. SCWPM-201a. Very colorful
and high grade example of this popular type with the portrait of Juan
Vázquez de Coronado in the center. PMG #8074036-005. Estimate:
$125-$200.

1310. San José, Costa Rica, Banco Nacional, 2 colones, 1311-1946, series F, serial 457723, with sub-gerente and vicepresidente overprint, PMG Gem UNC 65 EPQ. SCWPM-203a.

Vivid red design with green undertones, decent centering and original
paper quality, higher grade than normally found. PMG #8077394-003.
Estimate: $125-$200.
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1311. Set of Costa Rica, Banco Central, photographic essays on manila paper dated 8-20-1971: 50 colones, series C; 20

colones, series C; 10 colones, series D. Proposed obverse and reverse designs of three different denominations as made by the United
States Banknote Corporation for the Central Bank. In 1972, a different company, the American Bank Note Company, printed these notes for
circulation using similar designs. Estimate: $200-$300.

Cuba

1312. Havana, Cuba, Banco Español de la Habana, 1 peso, 6-8-1883, serial 934360, PMG VF 25. SCWPM-27e. Nicely designed
Cuban note with an allegorical vignette of Havana on the front and a historical vignette of Columbus and his crew sighting land on the back.
Moderately circulated, with perforated edges as made. PMG #8078397-002. Estimate: $200-$300.

Dominican Republic
1313. Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, Banco Nacional, 25 centavos front proof,
1869, PMG Gem UNC 66 EPQ, ex-Rudman.

SCWPM-S119p; Rudman-269. American presidents almost
never appear on other countries’ bank notes, yet a
vignette of President Abraham Lincoln appears on
this Dominican Republic small-denomination note
printed by the ABNCo. Strongly embossed front
proof mounted on cardstock. Pedigreed to the Isaac
Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. PMG #8031059-001.
Estimate: $400-$600.
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Guatemala

1314. Guatemala, Banco Central, 10 quetzales, 21-4-1934, serial A094494 / 94531, PMG Choice UNC 63, finest known
in PMG census, very rare. SCWPM-12a. Rare in any grade, this example is far and away the finest of five notes graded by PMG and certainly

the finest to cross the auction block in recent years. It even surpasses the singular specimen example (graded XF 45) in the PMG census as
well. This is the highest denomination made for this particular note issuance beginning in 1928. The design, rendered in bold red ink, features
the bust of General Orellana at left and a quetzal bird at right perched above an encircled Guatemalan coat of arms watermark. The reverse
depicts the historic bridge at Amatitlán over water with mountain in background. Ample security fibers are seen in two columns at the center
as an anti-counterfeiting measure. Plentiful embossing is noted throughout this Waterlow & Sons printed note and the watermark stands
out prominently too. The ink colors are especially vivid and original plus the paper quality, though toned around the margins, is quite nice.
With very few examples of this type ever appearing at auction, a note of this caliber provides a not-to-be-missed opportunity to assemble (or
upgrade) a top quality Guatemalan paper money collection. PMG #8084195-001. Estimate: $10,000-up.
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Haiti

1315. Haiti, Empire of Haiti, 2 gourdes, 16-4-1851, PMG Choice Fine 15 net / previously mounted, ex-Rudman. SCWPM-

15a. Scarce, large format note from the Second Empire of Haiti displaying much circulation handling (as usual for the type), some mounting
evidence on the back, and, interestingly enough, possessing both left and right “Deux gourdes” denominators (most other examples are closely
cut and don’t show the denomination on the left side). Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. PMG #8028313-010. Estimate:
$150-$225.

India
1316. India (British), Reserve Bank, 5 rupees, no date (1937),

George VI, serial J/33 640247, signer Taylor, PMG Choice UNC
64. SCWPM-18a; Jhun&Rez-4.3.1. Colorful and nicely centered design, staple

holes at left as issued. PMG #2510148-002. Estimate: $125-$200.

Nicaragua

1317. Nicaragua, Billete del Tesoro Nacional, 1 peso, 1896, series VIII, serial 58427, PMG VG 10 net / splits, rust. SCWPM-

24b. A large portrait of Simón Bolívar features prominently on the front of this early Nicaraguan note printed by Paydt, Upham & Co.; the
back is an ornate combination of the national arms and denominators. Well circulated with some edge splits and a small rust spot at lower
right (noted on the label), the design still quite vivid in spite of the handling. PMG #1204377-015. Estimate: $500-$750.
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Rhodesia

1318. Denomination set of four Salisbury, Rhodesia, Reserve Bank dollars with matching low serial 000056: $10, 17-21970, J/6, PMG Choice UNC 64; $5, 16-8-1972, M/1, PMG Superb Gem UNC 67 EPQ, “top pop”; $2, 17-2-1970, K/35,
PMG Superb Gem UNC 67 EPQ; $1, 17-2-1970, L/19, PMG Gem UNC 66 EPQ. SCWPM-33a, 32a, 31a, 30a. Each note in this
colorful denomination set bears the same low serial number 56, a feat not likely to be replicated any time soon. Only a small missing upper
right corner tip on the $10 note precludes it from reaching a Gem grade that the other notes possess. Strong embossing and exceptional ink
colors are evident on each of these beautifully designed notes. PMG #8074561-005, -004, -003, -002. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

Venezuela

1319. Caracas, Venezuela, Banco Central, 10 bolívares specimen, no date (1963-70), PMG Gem UNC 66 EPQ, finest and
only known example in the PMG census. SWPM-45s. Gorgeous note with great centering, bold embossing, and original paper quality.

PMG #1886484-009. Estimate: $125-$200.
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Ancient Greek

Ancient Coins

Attica

Ionia

1320. Attica, Athens, AR tetradrachm “owl,” ca. 440-404

1323. Ionia, EL 1/24th stater, ca. 625-550 BC, NGC XF,
strike 4/5, surface 4/5. BMFA 1782; Rosen 365; SNG von Aulock 1778

BC, NGC Choice AU, strike 5/5, surface 4/5. SNG Copenhagen

31-40; Kroll 8. 17.21 grams. Helmeted head of Athena right, with frontal
eye / Owl standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent to left;
all within incuse square. Non-toned, full details and small gouge in
neck of Athena not affecting aesthetics. NGC #4935014-043. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

Raised swastika pattern / Quadripartite incuse
square of swastika pattern. Interesting use of the same pattern—one
side raised, one size incuse—and a good example of some of the earliest coinage in the world, despite its small size. NGC #5872269-030.
Estimate: $200-$300.

and 7777. 0.66 gram.

1324. Ionia, EL 1/48th stater, ca. 625-550 BC, NGC Ch XF,

1321. Attica, Athens, AR tetradrachm “owl,” ca. 440-404
BC, NGC Choice AU, strike 4/5, surface 4/5. SNG Copenhagen
31-40; Kroll 8. 17.13 grams. Helmeted head of Athena right, with frontal
eye / Owl standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent to left;
all within incuse square. Bright, non-toned example with full details,
some flan cracks on reverse that are not unusual for these coins. NGC
#2086335-012. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

strike 4/5, surface 4/5. Elektron I 46; Traite I 238. 0.30 gram. Raised
swastika pattern / Quadripartite incuse square of swastika pattern.
Interesting use of the same pattern—one side raised and one side
incuse—and another good example, albeit tiny, of some of the earliest
coinage in the world. NGC #5872269-038. Estimate: $200-$300.

Kingdom of Macedon

Calabria

1322. Calabria, Tarentum, AR didrachm, 281-240 BC, “boy

on dolphin,” NGC Ch XF, strike 4/5, surface 3/5. Cf. Vlasto 834-

836; SNG ANS 1165; HN Italy 1025. 6.26 grams. Helmeted, nude warrior on

horse walking left / Taras astride dolphin left, chlamys over outstretched
left arm and brandishing trident in right; owl standing behind. Some
softness of strike but full details apparent. NGC #4372896-007. Estimate: $300-$450.

1325. Kingdom of Macedon, AR tetradrachm, Alexander
III (the Great), 336-323 BC, lifetime issue, struck under
Stamenes or Archon circa 324/3 BC, Babylon mint, NGC
XF, strike 5/5, surface 2/5. Price 3653. 17.04 grams. Head of Her-

akles right, wearing lion’s skin headdress / Zeus seated left, holding
eagle in right hand, sceptre in left; kylix in left field. Bright non-toned
with some softness of features on obverse although overall a pleasing
example, interesting to note that this coin was struck around the
time that Alexander the Great died in Babylon. NGC #5872238-018.
Estimate: $300-$450.
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1326. Kingdom of Macedon, AR drachm, Alexander II (the Great), 336-323 BC,

lifetime issue, struck under Antipater as Governor of Macedonia, Amphipolis mint.

Price 89. 17.07 grams. Head of Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin headdress / Zeus seated left, hold-

ing eagle in right hand, sceptre in left; crescent in left field. Bright non-toned AXF made more
interesting by being a lifetime issue. With certificate. Estimate: $300-$450.

Ancient Roman
Roman Empire

1327. Roman Empire, AR denarius, Augustus (27 BC-14 AD), Lyons mint (misattributed to

Rome mint), struck 2 BC-4 AD, ANACS genuine. RIC I 207; RSC 43; BMC 519. Laureate head right / Caius
and Lucius Caesars standing facing, two shields and two spears between them; above, on left, simpulum left,
and on right, lituus right. Bright XF with slightly off-center strike, most of legend visible, small gouge on cheek
as made. ANACS #7118191. Estimate: $500-$750.

Byzantine Empire
1328. Byzantine Empire, AV solidus, Phocas, 602-610 AD, Constantinople mint, NGC AU,

strike 5/5, surface 2/5. MIBE 9; DOC 10g; Sear 620. 4.39 grams. Draped and cuirassed bust facing, wearing
crown without pendilia and holding globus cruciger / Angel standing facing, holding long staff surmounted
by staurogram and globus cruciger. Lustrous with crisp details. NGC #6155001-002. Estimate: $500-$750.

1329. Byzantine Empire, AV solidus, Heraclius, 610-641 AD, Constantinople mint, NGC

MS strike 5/5, surface 3/5. MIBE 39; DOC 33c; Sear 758. 4.47 grams. Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine,
both wearing crowns surmounted with crosses, and Heraclonas, uncrowned, standing facing; each holding
globus cruciger in their right hand; in upper field to left, cross / Cross potent on base and three steps; in
field to right, Heraclian monogram. Typically cupped planchet, bright and well struck with coincidentally
medallic alignment. NGC #6155001-001. Estimate: $600-$900.

1330. Byzantine Empire, AV histamenon nomisma, Constantine X, 1059-67 AD,
Constantinople mint, NGC AU, strike 4/5, surface 4/5. DOC 2; Sear 1848. 4.40 grams. Christ
Pantokrator enthroned facing / Constantine standing facing, being crowned by the Virgin Mary
also standing facing. Typically cupped planchet with slightly oblong shape, full details. NGC
#4684162-011. Estimate: $600-$700.
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Ancient Coins

Coin Jewelry

Ancient Greek

1331. Calabria, Tarentum, AR nomos, ca. 291 BC, “boy on
dolphin,” mounted dolphin-side out in 14K gold bezel with
fixed bail. 12.13 grams total. Helmeted, nude warrior on horse pranc-

1334. Kingdom of Macedon, AR drachm, Alexander III
(the Great), 336-323 BC, mounted head-side out in 14K
gold men’s ring, size 10. 15.73 grams total. Head of Herakles right,

ing right / Taras astride dolphin left, distaff over his left shoulder, ivy
leaf behind and waves below. Sturdy setting, VF with well-centered
boy on dolphin. Estimate: $500-$750.

wearing lion’s skin headdress / Zeus seated left, holding eagle in right
hand, sceptre in left. Nice little VF drachm mounted in setting with
rounded top, pre-made coin holder containing prongs inside to affix
coin thus rendering both sides of coin visible, hollow shank with peened
interior. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $400-$600.

1332. Corinth, Corinthia, AR stater, ca. 345-307 BC,

1335. Kingdom of Macedon, AR drachm, Alexander III
(the Great), 336-323 BC, mounted head-side out in 14K
gold bezel with shackle bail. 6.87 grams total. Head of Herakles

“pegasus,” mounted pegasus-side out in 14K gold twistedwire bezel with shackle bail. 11.82 grams total. Pegasos flying left /

Helmeted head of Athena left with Artemis running right. Beautifully
centered, nicely toned XF pegasos set in attractive twisted-wire bezel
and ornate bail. Estimate: $500-$750.

right, wearing lion’s skin headdress / Zeus seated left, holding eagle
in right hand, sceptre in left. Small, attractive three-prong setting for
well-toned VF coin. Estimate: $275-$400.

1336. Kingdom of Macedon, AR drachm, Alexander III
(the Great), 336-323 BC, mounted head-side out in 14K
gold bezel with fixed bail. 4.99 grams total. Head of Herakles right,
1333. Kingdom of Macedon, AR tetradrachm, Alexander
III (the Great), 336-323 BC, mounted head-side out in thick
silver bezel with 14K gold prongs and shackle bail. 24.29 grams

wearing lion’s skin headdress / Zeus seated left, holding eagle in right
hand, sceptre in left. Lightweight setting for well-toned VF coin. With
certificate. Estimate: $250-$375.

total. Head of Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin headdress / Zeus seated

left, holding eagle in right hand, sceptre in left. Attractive blend of
gold and silver in bezel, VF coin with a few small bits of porosity on
obverse. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $500-$750.
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Consign to our Auction #30
November 2021

1337. Zeugitania, Carthage, EL stater, ca. 310-290 BC, mounted head-side out

in thick 18K gold bezel with shackle bail. 14.61 grams total. Wreathed head of Tanit left,
wearing necklace and triple-pendant earring / Horse standing right on double exergue line; pellet
before forehoof. Well-centered AVF with light toning and aligned axis attractively mounted in
appropriately heavy, high-karat setting. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Ancient Roman
1338. Roman Republic, AR denarius, moneyer M. Furius L., ca. 119 BC, mounted

“Janus” side out in 14K gold bezel with shackle bail. 6.63 grams total. Laureate head of
bearded Janus / Roman standing left, holding wreath and scepter. Lovely setting of AXF coin
depicting the two-faced Janus, god of beginnings, transitions, doorways and endings. Estimate:
$300-$450.

Byzantine Empire
1339. Byzantine Empire, AV solidus, Heraclius, (610-641 AD), Constantinople
mint, mounted in 18K gold bezel with fixed bail. 7.54 grams total. Crowned and draped
facing busts of Heraclius and Constantine; cross above / Cross potent set on three steps. Lustrous
XF+ coin encased in high-karat bezel, minor scratch on coin reverse. Estimate: $600-$900.

1340. Byzantine Empire, AV solidus, Constans II (641-668 AD), mounted in 18K
gold twisted-wire bezel with shackle bail. 8.72 grams total. Crowned and draped facing busts

of Constans and Constantine; cross above / Cross potent set upon three steps. Nicely centered
XF coin in attractive, high-karat twisted-wire bezel and ornate bail. Estimate: $500-$750.

Parthian Kingdom
1341. Parthian Kingdom, AR drachm, Mithridates II, ca. 123-88 BC, mounted
bust-side out in 14K gold bezel with shackle bail. 7.19 grams total. Diademed and draped
bust left / Archer (Arsakes I) seated right on throne, holding bow. Lightweight gold setting for XF
coin with aligned axis, obverse bust of ruler considered to be one of the greatest of his dynasty.
With photo-certificate. Estimate: $300-$450.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Gold Cobs

Mexico City, Mexico

1342. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 escudos, (171)5J, ex-1715 Fleet, mounted cross-side out in 18K gold bezel with swivel
bail. 30.55 grams total. UNC details (rather high grade for this date) with choice full shield and crown and cross, bold denomination VIII,
very bottom of the 5 of the date visible above partial oMJ, flat contour mount (can’t even see it straight on). From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate:
$10,000-$15,000.

1343. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 escudos, Philip V, assayer L (1702-5), ex-1715 Fleet,
mounted in 18K gold pendant by Smith’s of Cayman. 14.14 grams total. Very sturdy and
thick-gauge mounting and bail (Smith’s is always top quality) around a choice AU-details coin with
full and well-detailed shield, full but off-center cross (oriented as an X in this setting), full oXML,
minor edge-splits. From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

Bogotá, Colombia
1344. Pair of Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, posthumous

Charles II, no assayer (Arce), ex-1715 Fleet, mounted crossside out in 14K gold earrings. 29.80 grams total. Nearly full shields
and crosses, both AU with flat spots, in hefty post-and-clip mountings
that make for an impressive set, great retail item. From the 1715 Fleet,
with original Fisher photo-certificates #10442 and NCB3127MO and
Sedwick photo-certificate. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

Seville, Spain

1345. Seville, Spain, 1 escudo, Charles-Joanna, assayer * to
left, mintmark S to right, mounted cross-side out in 18K
gold bezel with fixed bail. 9.60 grams total. Broad-flan AU with full

legends and inner details, crisp and sharp as usual, sturdily mounted.
Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1346. Seville, Spain, 1 escudo, Charles-Joanna, assayer * to
right, mintmark S to left, mounted cross-side out in 18K gold
bezel with fixed bail. 8.49 grams total. Superb full legends and inner
details in AU grade, sturdily mounted. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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1347. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II or III, assayer
B, mounted cross-side out in 18K gold bezel with fixed bail.

1348. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip III, assayer not

to left and denomination II to right, AU with peripheral flatness, well
mounted in low-gauge wire with squared sides. Estimate: $1,000$1,500.

see both sides of the coin, which displays a choice full cross (top) and
shield (inside the ring) in AU grade, also with denomination II visible.
Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

9.78 grams total. Choice full cross, good full shield with bold assayer B

visible, mounted cross-side out in 18K gold ring (size 9-1/2).

18.12 grams total. Sturdy, unadorned ring with open back so you can

Shipwreck Coins

Atocha, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida

1349. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayer R, Grade 1, ex-Atocha (1622), mounted cross-side out in 14K gold
bracelet with six emeralds. 19.20 grams total, 7-1/4” long. Choice coin for Atocha with full (doubled) cross and very well-detailed full shield

with bold P-R to left, the containing bezel very thin and flat and wide, with plain rectangular links connecting it to six emeralds (three on each
side) in round, open settings, a highly desirable retail piece. From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher certificate #151560 (tag missing). Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.

Capitana, sunk in 1654 off Chanduy, Ecuador

1350. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1653E, •PH• at top,

ex-Capitana (1654), mounted cross-side out in thick silver
bezel with 14K gold prongs and shackle bail and pirate-face
embellishment. 33.63 grams total. Solid coin with full but doubled

cross with bold date below, second date between nearly full pillars above
full waves, lightly corroded with toning in crevices for good contrast,
partially crude edge that may have been slightly rounded for the bezel.
From the Capitana (1654). Estimate: $250-$375.
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1351. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1653E, •PH•, ex-Capita-

na (1654), mounted cross-side out in thick silver bezel with
14K gold prongs and shackle bail and pirate-face embellishment. 31.46 grams total. Lightly corroded surfaces but still-solid coin

with most of cross and pillars visible, two bold assayers and mintmarks,
toned in crevices. From the Capitana (1654). Estimate: $250-$375.

1352. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1653E, •PH• at top, exCapitana (1654), mounted cross-side out in thick silver bezel
with 14K gold prongs and shackle bail. 35.71 grams total. Good
full cross (only lightly corroded) aligned nicely with an edge-point at
bottom, full pillars with some moderate corrosion on that side, toned
in crevices. From the Capitana (1654). Estimate: $250-$375.

Consolación, sunk in 1681 off Santa Clara Island, Ecuador

1353. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Charles II, date and as- 1354. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, 1671E, ex-Consolación
sayer not visible, ex-Consolación (1681), mounted cross-side
out in 14K gold bezel with fixed bail. 8.92 grams total. Very bold

upper half of cross with contrasting toning, one bold full pillar with
dark toning on that side, some corrosion and edge-split above cross,
thin-gauge mount. From the Consolación (1681), with certificate.
Estimate: $350-$500.

(1681), mounted cross-side out in 14K gold bezel with fixed
bail. 2.68 grams total. Dainty piece (small and round) with good full

cross, full but off-center pillars-and-waves with bold date, lightly corroded all over but with nice toning. From the Consolación (1681),
with certificate. Estimate: $300-$450.

Spanish 1715 Fleet, east coast of Florida
1355. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1714J, ex-1715
Fleet, mounted in 14K gold bezel with shackle bail. 31.62

grams total. Large flan, interesting shape (mounted lengthwise), with
clear date and mintmark, most of shield and cross, peripherally flat
but no corrosion, small black spots of horn silver here and there. From
the 1715 Fleet, pedigreed to Sedwick Auction 17 (The 1715 Fleet Anniversary Auction 1715-2015), lot 486, with photo-certificate. Estimate:
$800-$1,200.
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Vliegenthart, sunk in 1735 off Zeeland, Netherlands

1356. Holland, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1729,
ex-Vliegenthart (1735), mounted knight side out in 18K
gold bezel with fixed bail. 14.51 grams total. Choice Mint State
coin with full details, broad flan, much red toning on reverse, very
thick and sturdy mounting and bail. From the Vliegenthart (1735),
with original (generic) certificate and booklet from the salvors. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

1357. Holland, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1729, exVliegenthart (1735), mounted knight-side out in 18K gold
bezel with fixed bail. 6.80 grams total. Typically UNC coin with

choice, bold details, traces of light toning in legend, snugly mounted
in a thin-gauge (square-sided) wire bezel. From the Vliegenthart (1735),
with original certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

Mexico Silver Cobs
Shield Type

1358. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer

F, mounted cross-side out in thick silver bezel with 14K gold
looped prongs and shackle bail and two-dolphins embellishment. 41.05 grams total. XF coin with superb full cross-lions-castles

with lovely contrasting toning, the shield also full and well-detailed
with bold oMF to left, king’s ordinal III in legend, very heavy round
bezel (the coin’s edge probably lightly shaved to fit). Estimate: $250$375.

1359. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer
P, mounted cross-side out in thick silver bezel with 14K gold
prongs and shackle bail and pirate-face embellishment. 26.44

grams total. Very large for a 4R, with full but mostly weakly struck
shield and cross (AVF overall), bold assayer P, king’s ordinal IIII, black
toning in crevices, thick mounting with cross side oriented as an X.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1360. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayer F

(pre-1607), mounted cross-side out in 14K gold bezel with fixed
bail. 10.46 grams total. Choice full cross and shield on a broad flan with nice
toning, AXF. Estimate: $250-$375.
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Lima, Peru
1361. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de

la Torre, *-ii to left, P-oD to right, mounted in 14K gold
bezel with fixed bail. 9.96 grams total. Lightly oxidized AU coin

with sharp full details, especially the choice full cross-lions-castles but
also the (slightly doubled) shield, with much legend and light toning,
medal-aligned axis so you can wear it with either side out. Estimate:
$500-$750.

Potosí Silver Cobs

1362. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, Philip II, assayer B (3rd
period), mounted cross-side out in 14K gold bezel with fixed
bail. 6.07 grams total. Bold full cross (slightly off-center), full shield with
clear P-B to left, Fine with toning in crevices, minor surface porosity.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1364. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P

(1620s), quadrants of cross transposed, ex-Panama hoard
(ca. 1629), mounted cross-side out in thick silver bezel with
14K gold prongs and shackle bail. 38.45 grams total. VF coin, bold

but slightly off-center cross with some weak areas (turned 90 degrees
clockwise relative to the mounting), good full shield (slightly doubled)
with much orange sediment in crevices, sturdy round mounting (coin
edge probably lightly shaved to fit). From the ca.-1629 “Panama hoard,”
with photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

1363. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th

period), ex-Panama hoard (ca. 1629) mounted cross-side
out in thick 14K gold bezel with shackle bail. 37.19 grams total.

Choice full cross-lions-castles and shield with full denomination to
right and P-B to left, VF with light orange sediment on fields, sturdy
round mounting (coin edge probably lightly shaved to fit). From the
ca.-1629 “Panama hoard,” with photo-certificate. Estimate: $250-$375.

Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

1365. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P
(1620s), ex-Panama hoard (ca. 1629), mounted cross-side
out in thick silver bezel with 14K gold prongs and shackle
bail. 38.99 grams total. Full cross (mounted upside-down) and choice

full shield (both slightly doubled), VF with much orange sediment in
crevices, thick round mount (coin edge probably lightly shaved to fit).
From the ca.-1629 “Panama hoard,” with photo-certificate. Estimate:
$200-$300.
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1366. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T (1620s), ex-

Panama hoard (ca. 1629), mounted cross-side out in thick silver bezel
with 14K gold prongs and shackle bail. 37.47 grams total. Thick-flan VF with

choice full shield, bold but slightly doubled full cross, orange sediment in crevices,
heavy bezel (coin edge probably lightly shaved to fit). From the ca.-1629 “Panama
hoard,” with photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

1367. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, Philip II, assayer not visible, mounted crossside out in 14K gold bezel with fixed bail. 4.55 grams total. Toned XF with light surface
corrosion and edge-split, choice full cross and shield, bold denomination I, thin-gauge wire
mount. With certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

Pillars and Waves
1368. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1752(q or C), mounted cross-side

out in 14K gold bezel with fixed bail. 20.50 grams total. Chunky AVF coin
with bold full pillars and cross, two clear dates, contrasting toning, very thick-gauge
bezel with square sides. Estimate: $400-$600.

1369. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1768V-Y, mounted pillars-side out in 14K

gold bezel with six diamonds on one side. 11.76 grams total. Interesting piece with
lengthwise mounting bearing channel-set diamonds between prongs on left side only, the
coin with bold date and denomination between pillars, nearly full cross, About Fine with
toning in crevices, the bail a bit thin. Estimate: $250-$375.

1370. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, 1664E, mounted cross-side out in 14K gold

bezel with fixed bail. 6.05 grams total. Lovely heart-shaped piece with exceptional full
cross and full pillars-and-waves, two-and-a-half dates, VF with deeply contrasting toning
on fields. Estimate: $250-$375.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com
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World Coins (silver unless otherwise noted)
Great Britain

Italian States / Venice

1371. Great Britain (London, England), gold guinea, George

1374. Venice (Italian States), gold zecchino, Lorenzo Priuli

III, 1791, mounted in 14K gold bezel with fixed bail. 12.11
grams total. Medal-aligned coins like this type lend themselves well for

jewelry, and the George III guineas tend to have a universally historic
appeal, this example XF or better with light hairlines on reverse and
old scratches on bust, simple mount in lower karat gold (makes the
coin look particularly rich). Estimate: $700-$1,000.

(1556-59), mounted St. Mark-side out in 18K gold bezel
with fixed bail. 6.61 grams total. Lustrous AU- coin with full details,

mounted with obverse out (showing the doge kneeling before St.
Mark), Christ side horizontal, popular Renaissance-era type. Estimate: $400-$600.

Hungary

Spain

1372. Hungary (Kremnitz Mint), gold gulden, no date
(1467-69), Matthias Corvinus, mounted saint-side out in
15K gold wire. 4.61 grams. A crude, old mounting in very thin wire

1375. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1/2 escudo, Ferdinand VI,

(tested at 15K) soldered directly onto the edge of the coin in four
places, the coin itself fully detailed and no worse than VF with spots
of dark toning, the main figure on front being the medieval king St.
Ladislaus. Estimate: $200-$300.

1747JB, mounted bust-side out in 14K gold ring (size 9-1/2).

10.21 grams total. Well-struck XF with both sides visible as prong-

mounted inside bezel integrated into a thin-sided (unadorned) ring
with peened interior. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

Italian States / Genoa

1376. Seville, Spain, gold bust 1/2 escudo, Ferdinand VI,
1753PJ, mounted bust-side out in square, open cagework
14K gold bezel with fixed bail. 6.78 grams total. VF coin with toning

1373. Genoa (Italian States), AR denaro, “crusader coin,” around details, the eye drawn instead to the intricate, three-dimensional
1139-1339 AD, mounted cross-side out in 14K gold bezel
and fixed bail. 2.11 grams total. Deeply toned AU with choice full

mounting, definitely one-of-a-kind. Estimate: $200-$300.

details (the castle side slightly off-center), sturdily mounted. With
certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Shipwreck Artifacts
“Pewter Wreck,” sunk in the mid-1500s
off Punta Cana, Dominican Republic

1377. Small set of Nuremberg brass nesting weights (six
pieces), ex-”Pewter Wreck” (mid-1500s). 221 grams, 1-3/4”
x 1”. Almost complete brass nesting-weight set, the container just
missing its handle and smallest weight (plug), each interior weight
bearing a mark that reads AHES, possibly a Spanish adjuster’s
mark, flowery maker’s mark on lid of container. From the “Pewter
Wreck” (mid-1500s), pedigreed to the Wilkinson’s (UK) auction
of November 2013 (lot 483, but center plug missing). Estimate:
$250-$375.

Atocha, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida

1378. Gold chain of 628 solid links, 86.0 grams, ex-Atocha (1622). 55” long. A very wearable length of 628 smooth oval links
(each about 4mm), virtually identical to lot 24 of the original Christie’s (New York) auction of June 1988. with slight staining from the sea,
not ornate but very impressive in length and provenance, tested (XRF) at approx. 21.5K fineness. From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher photocertificate #86A-P092 (tag 1535LT) and 2000 appraisal for $45,000. Estimate: $15,000-up.
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(all emerald photos 2x)

1379. Large natural emerald, 5.93 carats, class 2B, ex-Atocha (1622). Roughly 1/2” x
1/2”. Rather large, light green, opaque nugget of pyramidal shape, bits of encrustation on flat side.

From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher photo-certificate #97A-59442. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1380. Large natural emerald, 4.44 carats, class 2A, ex-Atocha (1622).

Roughly 1/2” x 3/8”.

Conical-shaped specimen with coloration from white to medium green, flat top. From the Atocha (1622),
with Fisher photo-certificate #97A-59176. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1381. Medium natural emerald, 1.65 carats, class 2A, ex-Atocha (1622). Roughly 3/8” x 1/4”. Lots
of eye appeal in this opaque nugget saturated with deep green color associated with Colombian emeralds.
From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher photo-certificate #96A-58735. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

1382. Medium natural emerald, 1.58 carats, class 2A, ex-Atocha (1622). Roughly 3/8” x 3/8”. A
light-to-medium green, opaque piece with more facets than rough surfaces. From the Atocha (1622), with
Fisher photo-certificate #97A-59138. Estimate: $500-$750.

1383. Medium natural emerald, 2.47 carats, class 2B, ex-Atocha (1622). Roughly 1/2” x 1/4”.
White surface over medium-green stone of an amorphous shape. From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher
photo-certificate #97A-61269. Estimate: $400-$600.

1384. Small natural emerald, 0.58 carat, class 1B, ex-Atocha (1622). Roughly 1/4” x 1/8”. Small
but impressive dark green beryl of the color associated with Colombian emeralds, mostly clear and well
faceted. From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher tag and photo-certificate #60243. Estimate: $350-$500.

1385. Small natural emerald, 0.6 carat, class 1B, ex-Atocha (1622). Roughly 1/4” x 1/8”. Lovely
faceted dark green stone with some inclusions and shape befitting what a crystal in the wild looks like. From
the Atocha (1622), with Fisher photo-certificate #96A-60269. Estimate: $350-$500.

1386. Small natural emerald, 0.57 carat, class 2A, ex-Atocha (1622). Roughly 1/4” x 1/8”. Tubularshaped dark green beryl with lots of inclusions, attractive shape. From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher tag
and photo-certificate #29593. Estimate: $350-$500.
1387. Small natural emerald, 0.69 carat, class 2B, ex-Atocha (1622). Roughly 1/4” x 1/4”. Very
light green specimen of amorphous shape, a few dark spots of sedimentation. From the Atocha (1622), with
Fisher tag and photo-certificate #98A-59813. Estimate: $200-$300.

1388. Ornate silver incense bowl with small interior holder, ex-Atocha (1622).
101 grams, 2” tall x 2-3/8” diameter. Attractive piece in the form of a wide, decorated bowl atop
a narrow pedestal, very ornate, well preserved, solid and heavy. Undoubtedly it was part of the
significant Church cargo on board the Atocha, whose artifacts of this caliber are quite elusive
and highly coveted. Accompanying the bowl is a small tubular piece that was once attached
inside the bowl for securing the incense. From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher photo-certificate
#85A-1368, and pedigreed to Sedwick Auction 1 (lot 372). Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
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1390. Large copper bowl, ex-Atocha (1622).
1389. Small silver plate, ex-Atocha (1622). 224 grams, 8-1/2”
diameter. Lightweight plate with spots of corrosion around the edge
where the bowl and the rim meet, dull gray color with some pitting,
desirable provenance. From the Atocha (1622), with original Fisher
photo-certificate #85A-A158. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

456 grams, 12”

x 9-1/2” x 3”. Lightweight cooking vessel with corrosion in bottom

and around lip (but stable and solid), faint graduated circular marks
on bottom radiating out from central scribe mark, rare provenance.
From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher photo-certificate #97A-58934.
Estimate: $500-$750.

Santa Margarita, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida
1391. Lot of six small, natural pearls, 0.05 to 0.79 carat each, grades 1A and 1B,
ex-Santa Margarita (1622). Roughly from 2 x 2 mm to 6 x 6 mm. Small natural pearls, all
but the largest round and iridescent, the large pearl a more conical shape with varying nacre,
from a find of 16,000 pearls that were originally distributed to investors and divers at prices
around $2500 per carat! From the Santa Margarita (1622), with original Fisher photo-certificates
#83782-380, 935, 1015, 1087, 9068 and 9152. Estimate: $600-$900.

Santo Christo de Castello, sunk in 1667 off Cornwall, England

1392. Heavy brass candlestick holder, exSanto Christo de Castello (1667). 504 grams,
7-1/2” long. Well-preserved, patinated holder for
candles with ring-turned decorations around
stems and bits of greenish encrustation in crevices,
from a rare shipwreck with very few artifacts for
sale since the W.H. Lane & Son (Penzance) auction of June 1, 1983. From the Santo Christo de
Castello (1667), with original certificate from the
salvor. Estimate: $125-$200.

1393. Small wooden deadeye, ex-Santo Christo de Castello
(1667). 403 grams, 3-3/4” diameter, 2-1/2” thick. Very small lignum vitae
piece with two holes and a rounded out section beneath them, medium
brown in color, a couple of cracks but stable, from a rare shipwreck
with very few artifacts for sale since the W.H. Lane & Son (Penzance)
auction of June 1, 1983. From the Santo Christo de Castello (1667),
with original certificate from the salvor. Estimate: $125-$200.
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Spanish 1715 Fleet, east coast of Florida

1394. Complete gold chain, 34.55 grams, ex-1715 Fleet “Tricentennial Treasure.” 32-1/2” long., 34.55 grams. Hundreds of tiny
plain links in a tight chain (easily kinked) that is remarkable for being unbroken and complete, eminently wearable and attractive despite its
simplicity, also one of the first artifacts from the famous “Tricentennial Treasure” to be offered for sale. Tested (XRF) at approx. 17K fineness.
From the Douglass Beach site of the 1715 Fleet (recovered by Eric Schmitt), with plastic tag and special “Tricentennial Treasure” photo-certificate
#78208 from Queens Jewels LLC and Sedwick photo-certificate. Estimate: $6,000-$9,000.

1395. Fragment of gold “olive blossom” chain, ex-1715 Fleet. 0.41 gram, 3/8” long. Very small but
recognizable few links of “olive blossom” chain, a typical design made of two-sided links of six-petal flowers
in fairly tight formation, a quantity of which was found on the 1715 Fleet, pointing to its use as a “money
chain” (tax-free gold), bits of sedimentation in crevices. From the 1715 Fleet (Corrigans site), with plastic tag
and photo-certificate #81971 from Queens Jewels. Estimate: $100-$150.

1396. Iron cannonball grenade (three-pounder), conserved
and intact, ex-1715 Fleet. 999 grams, 3” diameter. Hollow but solid

and professionally conserved, with large hole on seam for inserting
powder and what appears to be a casting sprue away from the seam,
matte black all over. From the 1715 Fleet (Cannon Wreck site), with
Fisher photo-certificate #6181. Estimate: $500-$750.

1397. Iron cannonball grenade (three-pounder), conserved
and intact, ex-1715 Fleet. 1022 grams, 3” diameter. Solid cannonball
professionally conserved with hollow center on seam for gunpowder,
with casting sprue away from the seam, rather shiny black all over.
From the 1715 Fleet, with photo-certificate. Estimate: $500-$750.
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1398. Iron barshot with cylindrical ends, ex-1715 Fleet, ex-Fisher. 4255 grams, 13-1/2” long, each shot 3-1/2” in diameter. Complete
(but repaired) pair of thick, iron pucks joined by a long, square-shanked bar, used to foul rigging, with some encrustation, very rough and
rusty but stabilized and solid. From the 1715 Fleet, with original (rare) Treasure Salvors certificate dated October 6, 1965, hand-signed by Mel
Fisher, made for 1733 Fleet but with provenance hand-corrected to “Fort Pierce, Fla.” Estimate: $350-$500.

Spanish 1733 Fleet, Florida Keys
1399. Lot of four miniature clay bowl figurines (tonalaware) in Lucite, ex-1733 Fleet, ex-Meylach. 143.5 grams, 5” x 1-3/4” x 3/4”. Three shallow

bowls ranging in size from 3/4” to 1-1/2” in diameter plus a deeper bowl of about
3/4”, all brown and intact except for a small chip in the largest, stabilized and
kept together for permanent museum display in a clear plastic block. From the
1733 Fleet, pedigreed to the Marty Meylach collection, with Sedwick photo-certificate.
Estimate: $200-$300.

Leimuiden, sunk in 1770 off the Cape Verde Islands, west of Africa
1400. Encrusted brass rapier handle and guard, ex-Leimuiden (1770).

438 grams, 4-1/2” x 3-1/4” x 2-3/4”. Darkly toned conglomeration of rock and sediment
solidified to a brass sword handle and guard, an attractive display piece from the East
Indiaman frigate Leimuiden which wrecked off Boa Vista, Cape Verde Islands in 1770.
While most of the crew survived, the ship and cargo did not. From the Leimuiden
(1770), with certificate, and pedigreed to the Christie’s Amsterdam auction of September
12, 2000 (lot 55). Estimate: $350-$500.

HMS Colossus, sunk in 1798 off the Isles of Scilly, southwest of England
1401. Lot of two artifacts: a wooden mallet head with
initials J.S. and display stand and a section of thick rope,
ex-Colossus (1798). 570 grams total, rope 26” long x 1” diameter,
mallet head 3” x 2-1/2” x 2. Two interesting artifacts, a serving hammer (mallet head) and a short section of thick, braided rope, from
a ship which was homebound from the Mediterranean, loaded
with Greek vases and wounded soldiers, when she stopped at the
Isles of Scilly in a storm but parted an anchor cable and sank,
famously salvaged by Roland Morris in the 1960s and 1970s but
also by more modern efforts starting in 2000. From the Colossus
(1798), with original certificates from the salvor, the mallet on a
wooden plinth with plaque. Estimate: $125-$200.
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Natural History

Non-Wreck Artifacts

1402. Large natural Colombian emerald in stone matrix

with bits of pyrite sprinkled throughout over calcite agglomeration. 465 grams, approximately 5” x 3” x 1-1/2”. Very attractive

specimen of medium-green emerald rock over underlying stone matrix
with calcite and bits of bright-silver pyrite intermixed. From a mine
in Muzo, Colombia. With photo-certificate Estimate: $300-$450.

1404. Baltic amber with preserved spider and flies, approx.

44 million years old, from Kaliningrad, Russia. 6 grams, 1-5/8”
x 1-3/8”. Medium honey-colored specimen of what is ancient, fossilized

tree resin, inside which are forever entombed several insects, spiders
and flies. With photo enlargement of inclusions (#04561). Estimate:
$200-$300.

1403. Large petrified ammonite shell in matrix, approx. 350
million years old, from the Sahara Desert. 3788 grams, 7-1/2”

x 7” x 3”. Beautiful fossil spiral, solid and heavy, cleaned for display

after excavation from an ancient sea in what is now the Sahara Desert,
unusual to find in this size. With photo-certificate Estimate: $100-$150.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

1405. Baltic amber with preserved beetle, fly and wasp,
approx. 44 million years old, from Kaliningrad, Russia. 3
grams, 1-1/2” x 1/2”. Light-colored transparent oblong piece of what
is ancient, fossilized tree resin in which are permanently encased a
beetle, fly and wasp. With photo enlargement of inclusions (#04564).
Estimate: $150-$225.
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1406. Megalodon (giant shark) tooth, Miocene era, approx. 3 to 15
million years old. 289 grams, 5” x 4”. Carcharocles megalodon, meaning “big
tooth,” an extinct species of shark from the Miocene era, this tooth in good condition with several nicks to edges and small patches of coral encrustation, dull gray
color overall. Found off the southeastern Atlantic coast. With photo-certificate
Estimate: $175-$250.

Arms / Armor / Militaria

Cannons / Cannonballs / Artillery

1407. Dutch East Indian (Indonesian) bronze lantaka (cannon) with original yoke (1800s). 36 lb av, 33” long, 3-3/4” at its widest.
A type of portable cannon or swivel gun which was traded throughout the Pacific and Caribbean, this one a little smaller than others we have
sold, with a simple design of triangular-shaped embellishments on the barrel, no lifting handle, socket cascabel which was made to receive a
wooden pointing tiller, bits of sedimentation all over. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

Edged Weapons

1408. Spanish rapier, signed “Thomas Ayala en Toledo,” early 1600s. 538 grams, 40-1/2” long, 34” blade. Ayala was a noted Toledo
swordmaker, his mark a note of quality, and his tradition carried on by his son and others (of which this was probably a product since his
name is misspelled THOMAS). This rather simple double-edged sword has a hand-forged iron hilt, fluted ball pommel, spiral-twisted carved
wooden handle, all in very good condition. With photo-certificate Estimate: $600-$900.
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1409. European “left hand” dagger, 1700s. 171 grams, 11-1/2” long, 7-1/2” blade. Designed to parry or block an opponent’s attack, the

“left hand” dagger was a standard part of combat, this one beautifully preserved with intact double-edged blade of unusual design, ornately
designed straight crossguard, rounded pommel, grip made of twisted iron wire, and simple ring guard, all made of iron. Estimate: $350-$500.

1410. Iron sailor’s dirk, Spanish colonial, ca. 1800. 254 grams, 15” long overall. Distinctive wavy blade design (inspired by the moro
kris knives of the Spanish Philippines), iron cross guard with decorative cutouts, and turned ebony wood handle with iron mounts. Overall
good condition with uncleaned aged and toned surface. With photo-certificates. Estimate: $250-$350.

1411. Spanish colonial D-guard cutlass, 1700s-1800s. 824 grams, 24’ long, 19-1/2” blade. Iron hilt with walnut handle containing
owner’s initial and rack number, “CN 271,” steel “bolo-style” forged blade marked XXVIII, with original leather scabbard and belt loop, blade
with some wear, toning, and nicks but overall good condition. With photo-certificate Estimate: $250-$375.

1412. Spanish colonial officer’s sword, ca. 1800. 254 grams, 39” long, 33” blade. Gilt and engraved double-edged sword, with “no me
saques sin rason [sic]” (don’t draw me without reason) in fuller, iron and brass hilt, spiral-carved horn handle with twisted wire, decorative
scrollwork guard, an interesting piece of good quality. With photo-certificate Estimate: $600-$900.

1413. French model 1833 naval cup-hilt cutlass, engraved on spine with script “Manuf re R le de Chatellerault anno
1841” or “of Royal Manufacture in Chatellerault 1841”. 32-1/4” long, 26-1/4” blade. Made for the French navy and so prized that it
was copied by other navies, this sword a sturdy age-pitted example with anchors engraved on either side of blade about 3” below ricasso, simple
metal cuphilt, and leather washer still joining hilt to blade, ornate script indicating place and date of manufacture. Estimate: $350-$500.
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Firearms

1414. British naval flintlock blunderbuss, ca. 1755, marked with maker Whately. 2420 grams, 35” long, 23” barrel. Octagon-to-

round barrel, typically flared at end (to 1-1/2” bore), uncleaned and original, stamped with old museum inventory number 3291 on top, lightly
pitted steel lockplate (with brass pan) engraved with maker’s name WHATELY (a Birmingham gunmaker from 1734-1767), unadorned brass
furniture, replacement wooden ramrod, the lock moving but not functional and the wooden stock cracked (but stable) under the muzzle, nice
piece overall. With Sedwick photo-certificate. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

1415. Large English flintlock blunderbuss swivel gun, late 1700s. 4166 grams, 38-1/2” long, 22” barrel, 2” bell. Hefty, iron-barreled
guns like this required a swivel mount to stabilize it on a ship’s rail and make it easier to reload and absorb the strong recoil when fired, this one
with brass mounts, heavy hardwood stock cut for swivel yoke mount approximately at center (mount missing), proof marks at breech, ramrod
and mount missing, two fasteners on butt missing, some pitting on barrel, but an interesting piece nonetheless. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

1416. Spanish percussion blunderbuss with gold-inlaid inscription EN EIBAR / Fo POR ANTONIO BASCARAN / ANO

1867. 2059 grams, 28-1/4” long, 13-1/2” barrel, 1-3/4” bell. A gun from the Bascaran family of Eibar, Spain, a manufacturer of guns and pistols,
with an octagon-to-round barrel, aged walnut stock, light pitting on ornately engraved furniture and barrel, lightly lacquered all over, good
working order but ramrod loose (probably a replacement). Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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1417. European flintlock pistol, 1700s. 1081 grams, 20” long, 12” barrel. Beautiful and ornately hand-engraved brass, steel, and walnut
pistol, tapered round barrel and engraved lock, silver wire inlays on stock, lovely brass mounts, silver wire escutcheon plate, wooden ramrod.
Action appears complete, tight springs, may need adjustment. With photo-certificate Estimate: $800-$1,200.

1418. English naval flintlock pistol with dogface butt, late 1700s. 755 grams, 14” long, 8” barrel. Whimsical design with brass dogface

butt plate, ornamental brass inlay and designs on trigger guard and barrel, maker’s mark on top of barrel consisting of a crown with P below
which is a crown with V, CB-418 on top of barrel, overall condition very good with some age wear on stock and sprinkles of pit marks on
top of barrel. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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1419. British naval officer’s flintlock pistol, early 1800s, with round brass barrel marked LONDON, KETLAND under
flintlock. 1090 grams, 13-1/2” long, 7-3/4” barrel. Thomas Ketland & Co. was a firearms manufacturer founded in Birmingham, England ca.
1760 and produced guns until 1821, this attractive example made of honey-colored wood stock, fine brass barrel and trigger, iron ramrod, all
in good working order. Estimate: $400-$600.

1420. Double-barrel side-by-side percussion pistol, probably British, ca. 1820s-1850s. 932 grams, 14” long, 7-1/2” barrel. Fluted
wood stock, darkly colored iron barrels, fanciful engravings on furniture, small ring in butt cap, metal ramrod, in good working condition
with lots of age toning. Estimate: $250-$375.
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1421. Percussion pistol with octagonal barrel, probably British, ca. 1820s-1850s. 1227 grams, 14” long, 8” barrel. Heavy weapon
with dark, cross-hatch etching into well-preserved wood stock ending in a small ring on butt cap, engravings in ironwork furniture and barrel,
plain brass trigger guard and butt cap plate, ramrod perhaps a replacement (because of screw at end). Estimate: $200-$300.

1422. American C. Sharps & Co. four-barrel rimfire pepperbox derringer pistol, .22 caliber, patent 1859. 328 grams,
6-1/4” long, 3” barrel. Popular type of derringer with a rotating firing pin
allowing the user to fire one barrel at a time, brass frame and stripe along
wood stock, serial 2401 engraved in butt cap, barrel and hammer loose
but functional, some graffiti on brass section. Estimate: $300-$450.

1423. European pinfire “boot pistol,” mid-1800s. 499 grams, 9” long, 4-1/2” barrel. Small double-barrel
weapon with folding bayonet, pop-up triggers, engraved nickeled steel frame and walnut stock, ring in butt cap,
all in good original working condition with some pitting on metal. With photo-certificate Estimate: $200-$300.
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1424. American .36 caliber pocket revolver, Colt Model 1849, made 1861. 780 grams, 11” long, 5-5/8” barrel. Serial 187781, matching
on barrel, frame, cylinder, trigger guard, and butt, six-inch octagonal barrel with fixed front sight, functioning loading lever and wedge, etched
cylinder, brass trigger guard and backstrap, functioning trigger and hammer, walnut grips. Good condition overall with some wear and minor
pitting, grips in great condition with minimal marks, “ME” custom engraved on the butt and western scene on barrel. The cylinders of early
Colt revolvers were often roll-engraved with elaborate scenes. The scene depicted on this copper proof plate is called the “Stagecoach Holdup.”
It shows bandits attempting to rob a stagecoach but they are thwarted by passengers armed with Colt revolvers. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1425. American naval percussion revolver, .36 caliber, marked MANHATTAN FIRE ARMS CO. NEWARK N.J. / PATENTED MARCH 8 1864, with tapered loading lever (Series V). 774 grams, 10” long, 3-3/4” barrel. A six-shot cylinder with faintly

engraved decoration, brass trigger guard and grip straps, walnut grips, rammer lever-catch, serial number 756 stamped twice on brass trigger
guard and iron barrel, good working order. Estimate: $750-$1,100.
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Jewelry / Religious

1426. Ornate, high-karat gold ring with turquoise, early
Spanish colonial ca. 17th century. 2.35 grams, women’s size 7.

Well-crafted Spanish colonial-period ring made of 21.5K gold, round
blue turquoise in center, and rather ornate top shank. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

1427. Lot of nine small gold and gilt-copper crucifix pieces,
early Spanish colonial, ca. 17th century. 12 grams total. Lot of
eight small gold findings from 11-22 karat in fineness and a gold-plated
copper crucifix about 2” tall. Estimate: $150-$225.

1429. European rosary consisting of amethyst and silver
beads, German silver cross and coin dated 1830, in Riker
display box. 86 grams, 17-1/2” long. Well-preserved rosary containing

very darkly colored amethyst beads, filigree silver decade-connectors,
cross of engraved sheet silver with cast Christ figured applied, and
small German States 3 kreuzer coin dated 1830. From an estate find
in Pennsylvania. With photo-certificate Estimate: $200-$300.

Kitchen/Tableware and Bottles

1428. Wooden Spanish colonial figure of Saint Anthony of

Padua, 1700s-1800s. 166 grams, 7-1/2” tall. Saint Anthony was the
patron saint for shipwrecks among other things, this statue of him a
simple aged hardwood standing figure with oversized head, holding
cup in right hand, removable staff in left, wearing a long tunic cinched
by a rope belt, large cross hanging from long necklace. Purchased in
Puerto Rico in the 1970s. With photo-certificate Estimate: $200-$300.

1430. Spanish colonial silver spoon with tax stamp on
handle, rare, 1600s-1700s. 38 grams, 6-3/4” long. An unusual shape
for a spoon, perhaps a serving utensil, well crafted and sturdy, with a
clear tax stamp (PH visible) on the handle. Estimate: $400-$600.
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1431. English glass “onion” bottle, early 1700s, found in

Guyana by Jack Haskins. 733 grams, 7” tall, 5-3/4” diameter. Typically
bottom-heavy “black glass” bottle with star-shaped crack but otherwise
intact, some scratches as from storage next to other similar bottles,
translucent and deeply pontiled. Estimate: $250-$375.

1432. Dutch glass “onion” bottle, early 1700s. 688 grams, 7-1/2”
tall, 5-1/2” diameter. Dark “black glass” bottle, intact and translucent

with smooth exterior and deep pontil, note glued to underside states,
“Panama Dutch ca. 1708, Chagres River.” Estimate: $250-$375.

1433. Dutch glass “onion” bottle, early 1700s. 650 grams, 7-1/2”
tall x 5-1/2” diameter. Typical “black glass” bottle with medium olive-

green color and large, deep pontil, minor wear over translucent and
smooth surfaces. Found at a Dutch colonial fort site in the southern
Caribbean. With photo-certificate Estimate: $200-$300.

1434. Bronze mortar and pestle from southern Germany,
1700s-early 1800s. 2481 grams total, mortar 5” tall x 5-1/4” wide, pestle
8-1/2” long. Wide-mouthed vessel with ornate engraving and punched
decoration and two square side-lift handles, signed by maker DURSCH
on bottom, pestle with simple ring turnings, minimal wear to bottom
and top. With photo-certificate Estimate: $150-$225.
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Nautical
1435. English pewter boatswain’s whistle, 1500s-1600s, in

Riker display box. 17 grams, 3-1/2” long. Rare signal whistle used
by bosuns on sailing ships for commands and alerts, this an early,
encrusted example with flattened bowl and some loss of metal. Found
by a mudlark in the 1970s on the banks of the River Thames. With
photo-certificate Estimate: $200-$300.

1436. Ebony octant, probably English,
early to mid-1700s. 1203 grams, roughly 15”
x 13” x 3”. This navigational device was used
to measure astronomical angles and therefore
was most useful to sailors who needed to know
latitudes. After the astrolabe came the quadrant,
which by definition measured a quarter circle,
but that device was cumbersome and came to
be replaced with the octant (or reflecting quadrant), which utilized mirrors to get quarter-circle
measurement from a device that was, in effect,
only one-eighth of a circle. Technical specifications aside, this piece consists of an ebony frame
with ivory inlay for gradations (lacking numbers
or any printing) and with brass index arm and
pinhole sight and mounts for the three mirrors
(one of which is missing, as is also the sighting
telescope that was used in conjunction with the
octant but was typically a separate item). On the
backside are three legs, for laying the instrument
carefully on a horizontal surface when not in use.
Everything seems to be in working order and
intact (except for some empty holes for bolts that
may have been stabilizers), but our interest of
course is in its value as an historically important
navigational antique. Pedigreed to Sedwick Auction 3, lot 1113, with photo-certificate. Estimate:
$800-$1,200.

1437. Lightweight lignum vitae deadeye, 1700s. 921 grams, 3-1/2” thick.
Medium brown wooden piece, part of a ship’s rigging with groove and three holes
for ropes, some cracks and missing wood, found in the Hudson River by workers
excavating the site of the World Trade Center, ca. 1966-67. With photo-certificate
Estimate: $150-$225.
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Equestrian

1438. Pair of Spanish colonial cast brass stirrups (estribos), 1700s-early
1800s. 660 grams total, 5” x 4-1/2” x 2. Attractive pierced, cutout-grillwork decoration in footpads and very decorative bird-and-leaf motif along sides, fine condition
with minimal age toning. Found in South America. With photo-certificate Estimate:
$125-$200.

1439. Pair of Spanish brass covered stirrups (estribos), late 1700s-early 1800s. 2025 grams total, each about
10” x 5”. With the appearance of brass shoes with upturned

toes and open backs, an old design that was imported
from Europe while some were made locally, the upper bars
decorated in the likeness of a pre-Columbian chief with
headdress, two triangular vent-holes in the bottom of each
shoe, these stirrups are in nice original condition with honest wear, aged toning. Estimate: $125-$200.

Miscellaneous

1440. Spanish colonial “vargueno” or traveling desk/chest for table top, 1600s-1700s. 24-1/2” x 14” x 11”. Well-loved walnut
chest and portable desk with nine drawers of various sizes and shapes (a chapel-like drawer in the middle complete with cross), fall-front lid
for writing, ornate inlaid decorations of potted flowers, all in good condition, including key to center lock (now frozen to plate and separated
from chest). From a Florida estate and meant for a special place for display. With photo-certificate Estimate: $600-$900.
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1441. Antique French bronze mission bell, signed by founder,
Robert Dubois, late 1700s-early 1800s. 2410 grams, bell 8” tall and
5-1/2” diameter. Made at the Le Puy-en-Velay foundry in Aupuy, France

with original oak headstock, painted green with hand-forged iron counterweights and clapper, raised markings of DUBOIS ROBERT AUPUY
with ring-turned decorations, patina as found, from a French estate. With
photo-certificate Estimate: $400-$600.

1442. Early cast-iron ball-and-chain prisoner restraint, 1800s. 20 lbs, 30” long, 5” diameter ball. Heavy and solid 18-pounder iron
ball with as-made hole connected to eight forged-iron links and leg shackle at end (used with a padlock), all with rust-brown age-toned patina
and in good condition. From the bottom of the James River (Virginia) near a wharf site dating to colonial times through the Civil War. With
photo-certificate Estimate: $200-$300.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Documents
Newspapers

1443. The Knickerbocker Press, Albany, New York, special edition newspaper of the account of the Titanic sinking, April

19, 1912. 23” x 17”. Rare edition in good condition describing the harrowing sinking of the ship, loss of 1601 passengers and crew, and rescue
by the S.S. Carpathia, a fascinating and highly sought-after piece of history. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Express Section
(See Online Auction Site for Photos)

Gold Cobs of Spain

Philip II

Santiago, sunk in 1585 off Mozambique, east of Africa

complete cross and nearly full shield, underweight from rim filing,
interesting doubling on the obverse with the date shifted to an entirely
different position than usual. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

D outside tressure around 4 o’clock. Cal-720. 25.76 grams. Solid
example from this wreck with full shield and cross, fair amount of the
legends visible, light saltwater corrosion throughout. With original
certificate #2382 from the salvors. Estimate: $150-$225.

1444. Toledo, Spain, cob 2 escudos, 1595(?) date to right,
assayer C below mintmark oT to left. Cal-804. 5.27 grams. VF with

1449. Seville, Spain, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer Gothic

Philip III

1450. Valladolid, Spain, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer oD

5.50 grams. VF with bottom half of all four digits of the date visible plus

peripheral strike weakness yet bold centers with almost complete shield
and cross, very scarce type from this wreck. Housed in hard-plastic
“slab” with wreck name and date of sinking on printed labels. Estimate:
$200-$300.

to left of shield, rare. Cal-Type 214. 25.02 grams. Patch of saltwater

1445. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, 1621G. KM-48.3; Cal-1081. corrosion above the shield yet the rest of the coin is quite nice, some
clear king’s ordinal III, underweight from edge filing, slightly off-center
yet nearly complete shield and nice full cross. Estimate: $600-$900.

1446. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip III, assayer not

visible. KM-48.3. 6.79 grams. VF with a plugged hole on the lower left
quadrant of the shield, spots of encrustation in crevices, bold partial
shield and a cross side showing two wildly off-center strikes before
being struck a third time properly. Estimate: $600-$900.

“Rill Cove wreck,” sunk ca. 1618 off
Cornwall, England

Shipwreck Ingots

not visible. 11.90 grams. Heavily corroded and darkly colored, fair

Gold

1451. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer
amount of shield and cross details present. With original (generic)
certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $100-$150.

S.S. Central America, sunk in 1857 off
North Carolina

1447. Small “pinch” of gold, ex-Central America (1857),
in promotional holder. 4-1/4” x 2-3/4”. A prospector’s “pinch” of

California gold in the form of small nuggets (about 1mm in diameter)
and a few smaller flakes, popular as an “affordable” piece of original
gold from this well-known shipwreck. From the S.S. Central America
(1857), housed in a promotional plastic “slab” printed with information.
Estimate: $100-$150.

Shipwreck Coins

“Golden Fleece wreck,” sunk ca.
1550 in the Northern Caribbean

1452. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer

not visible. KM-36. 12.31 grams. Moderate corrosion yet solid with
some design and legends detail visible including nearly full shield and
cross. With certificate. Estimate: $100-$150.

San Martín (“Green Cabin Wreck”),
sunk in 1618 off the east coast of
Florida

1453. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th

period). S-P14; KM-unl; Cal-672. 21.04 grams. Bold shield side with clear
mintmark and assayer, corroded cross side, stony gray toning throughout. With Sedwick photo-certificate from 1997. Estimate: $150-$225.

1448. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late
Series,” assayer A to right, mintmark M to left (M-A), NGC
AU 50. Nesmith-58 type; Cal-131; S-M6. 13.02 grams. Almost full legends

and inner details with slight corrosion on rim and darkly toned everywhere else, otherwise a nice shipwreck example. NGC #5938911-002.
Estimate: $500-$750.
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Santa Margarita, sunk in 1622 west
of Key West, Florida

1463. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer
P. S-M19; KM-45. 25.50 grams. Partial shield and cross along with clear

not visible, Grade 3. 7.72 grams. Heavily corroded and featureless
shield side yet the protected cross side (covered in black oxidation) has
some strong detail where it wasn’t weakly struck, small edge-crack as
made. With original Fisher tag and photo-certificate #1609. Estimate:
$350-$500.

1464. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P.

1454. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer

1455. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayer not

visible, Grade 3. 5.63 grams. Patchy saltwater corrosion with some

sharp shield and cross details visible, mostly darkly toned. With original
Fisher tag and photo-certificate #5624. Estimate: $350-$500.

Campen, sunk in 1627 off Isle of
Wight, south of England
1456. Utrecht, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1616.

KM-13. 26.91 grams. Lustrous AU or so with almost no corrosion,
center design a bit weak (as struck) yet legends rather strong, some
scratches from salvage. With photo-certificate from the salvor. Estimate:
$100-$150.

1457. Utrecht, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1617.

AU details with a large dent over the lion’s head
and some scratches from salvage, quite lustrous. With photo-certificate
from the salvor. Estimate: $75-$110.

KM-13. 26.51 grams.

1458. Zeeland, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1623.

KM-16. 16.63 grams. Worn and corroded yet with portions of the legends

assayer visible on this lightly corroded cob, shiny surfaces from cleaning. With original tag #37765 from the salvors. Estimate: $150-$225.

S-M19; KM-45. 16.45 grams, 9-1/2” x 6-1/2”. Corroded surfaces with some
shield and cross design visible plus a full denomination 8, dark toning.
Housed in promotional folio-type (blue) folder with original certificate and
tag #67825 from the salvors. Estimate: $150-$225.

1465. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, P. S-M19;

KM-45. 25.22 grams. Solid piece with light and even surface corrosion,
partial date 164(?), cross, and shield visible, slate gray toning. With
original tag and (generic) certificate from salvors. Estimate: $125-$200.

1466. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer
not visible. KM-45. 26.81 grams. Essentially as made with just the

faintest traces of saltwater corrosion, very bold details where struck
up including a clear denomination 8, no toning, a top-quality coin
from this wreck. Estimate: $175-$250.

1467. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer
not visible. KM-45. 26.65 grams. Thick and round coin with strong center details, full denomination 8 showing, practically no corrosion, spots
of gold and purple toning around the edges. Estimate: $150-$225.

1468. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer
not visible. KM-45. 26.71 grams. Nice example with very faint saltwater

corrosion, some shield and cross detail, full denomination 8, light gold
toning all over. Estimate: $150-$225.

1469. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer

still visible. With photo-certificate from the salvor. Estimate: $75-$110.

not visible. KM-45. 25.34 grams. Some surface pitting but with rather

“Lucayan Beach wreck,” sunk ca.
1628 off Grand Bahama Island

1470. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer

1459. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer

D. S-M18a; KM-45. 23.21 grams. Bold full cross and shield, the latter with

pit on upper half but otherwise only mildly corroded, slightly irregular
shape. With Sedwick certificate from 2007. Estimate: $150-$225.

1460. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer

not visible. KM-38. 10.02 grams. Some pitting from corrosion but with

partial shield and cross details visible, natural edge crack, dark gray
toning. Estimate: $100-$150.

Concepción, sunk in 1641 off Hispaniola
Mexico 8R

1461. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1639P. S-M19; KM-45;

Cal-1328. 23.90 grams. Moderate saltwater corrosion all over but with
a choice full date visible, shiny surfaces from cleaning after recovery.
With card from the salvors, with official presidential stamp on back.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1462. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 164(?)P. S-M19; KM-

Darkly toned with very light surface corrosion, full
mintmark, bold design elements visible where properly struck on this
odd-shaped planchet. Estimate: $175-$250.

45. 26.29 grams.

bold detail still present including a strong portion of the cross side’s
legend. Estimate: $150-$225.

not visible. KM-45. 26.59 grams. Choice with very faint saltwater cor-

rosion, bold and nearly complete shield and cross, natural flan crack,
spots of amber toning. Estimate: $150-$225.

1471. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer

not visible. KM-45. 26.77 grams. Silvery surfaces with very light saltwater corrosion, strong and nearly complete shield and cross, small
edge crack as made. Estimate: $150-$225.

1472. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer
not visible. KM-45. 25.98 grams. Dark gray-toned piece with minor saltwater corrosion, partial shield and cross detail. Estimate: $150-$225.

1473. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer
not visible. KM-45. 21.55 grams. Weak but nearly complete shield

and cross, some areas along the edge thin from corrosion. With tag
#2333 and wallet-style holder and certificate (Blanchard). Estimate:
$125-$200.

1474. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer
not visible. KM-45. 18.70 grams. Corroded shield side but a good
amount of cross detail, thin edge-crack as made, very silvery surfaces.
With tag #67747 and large wallet-style holder and certificate. Estimate:
$100-$150.

1475. Lot of three Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip
IV, assayers not visible. KM-45. 77.82 grams total. All solid examples

with bright silver surfaces, one with several edge cracks as made (including one extending halfway through the coin), another with a small
patch of dark encrustation. Estimate: $350-$500.
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Mexico 4R

1476. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, 1639/8P, rare, exChristensen.

One hundred
percent full and bold date with clear overdate on a solid, urn-shaped
flan, nicely toned, with good full cross and most of shield and crown.
Pedigreed to a Christensen sale (lot 981115) and our auction #10, lot
334. Estimate: $150-$225.
S-M19; KM-unl (38 for type). 12.22 grams.

1477. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer

P.

Struck on a broad flan with smooth
peripheries and bold center detail, no corrosion, dark gray toning.
Estimate: $150-$225.
S-M19; KM-38. 12.68 grams.

1478. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer
P. S-M19; KM-38. 12.57 grams. Struck on a broad and cup-shaped flan

with most of shield and cross detail plus denomination 4 visible, very
light seawater effect, darkish toning. Estimate: $150-$225.

1479. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer

P.

S-M19; KM-38. 13.01 grams. Rather nice with full and bold shield
and cross (if a bit off-center) plus clear assayer initial, a few tiny edge
cracks as made, dark-colored surfaces with faint saltwater corrosion.
Estimate: $150-$225.

1480. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer

P. S-M19; KM-38. 12.51 grams. Choice with bold design elements struck

on a broad flan, clear assayer initial, practically no saltwater corrosion,
even slate gray toning throughout. Estimate: $150-$225.

1481. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer

P.

Large and rounded coin with partial
shield and cross showing, very light surface corrosion, darkly toned.
Estimate: $150-$225.
S-M19; KM-38. 12.42 grams.

1487. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer TR
(late 1630s). S-P27; KM-19a. 24.57 grams. Thick and circular cob with

thin edge crack, full cross and nearly complete shield, crusty surfaces
but next to no corrosion. Estimate: $150-$225.

1488. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer TR (late

1630s). S-P27; KM-19a. 27.51 grams. Choice, lustrous AU surfaces with
no corrosion, nearly complete shield and cross, bold assayer initials.
Estimate: $150-$225.

1489. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer not

visible (1630s). KM-19a. 27.62 grams. Rather decent strike on this
crude planchet with a nearly full and doubled shield plus a choice
full cross, mottled dark toned surfaces with no apparent corrosion.
Estimate: $150-$225.

1490. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer not

visible (1630s). KM-19a. 26.74 grams. Bold and nearly full shield and
cross, some rusty encrustation along the edges but no surface corrosion,
only some hairlines from cleaning after recovery to note, patchy dark
toning. Estimate: $150-$225.

Potosí 4R

1491. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer B (3rd
period).

S-P10; KM-3.2; Cal-370. 9.20 grams. Rare early type for this
wreck and nicely struck with full shield and cross, crusty surfaces with
spotty mild saltwater corrosion. With card from the salvors, with official
presidential stamp on back. Estimate: $150-$225.

Potosí 2R

1492. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1634(T), very rare. S-P26;

KM-14a; Cal-unl. 5.76 grams. Desirable dated piece from this wreck, very

nice with partial shield and clear denomination Z (“2”) plus choice

1482. Lot of five Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip cross and clear date, even and light surface corrosion. With (generic)

IV, assayer P (where visible). S-M19; KM-38. 64.59 grams total. All

tag and certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $125-$200.

1483. Lot of five Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip

“San Francisco wreck,” sunk ca. 1647
off the Cape Verde Islands, west of
Africa

decent examples with light saltwater corrosion and a good amount of
detail visible including several with clear assayer initials, mottled dark
toning on each. Estimate: $500-$750.

IV, assayer P (where visible). S-M19; KM-38. 64.23 grams total. Nice

detailed group with light seawater exposure, some quite interesting
with two irregularly shaped pieces and another one showing a full
denomination 4, all darkly toned. Estimate: $500-$750.

1493. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1646P, very rare.
S-M19; KM-45; Cal-1339. 20.42 grams. Moderately corroded but with bot-

tom part of the date visible plus nearly complete shield and cross, rare

1484. Lot of five Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip provenance. With Sedwick certificate from 2002. Estimate: $100-$150.

IV, assayer P (where visible). S-M19; KM-38. 64.10 grams total. Darkly
toned pieces with minor saltwater corrosion (some less so than others) but some strong design elements visible. Estimate: $500-$750.

1485. Lot of five Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip
IV, assayer D or P (where visible). KM-38. 63.92 grams total. Desir-

able lot with plenty of detail on each coin and very minimal saltwater
corrosion, including an early 1630s type with prominent fleur-de-lis
ends on the cross (scarce from this wreck). Estimate: $500-$750.

Capitana, sunk in 1654 off Chanduy,
Ecuador
Shield Type

1494. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1651)E/O, with countermark (unidentified) on cross. S-P36; KM-19b; Cal-1490. 22.55 grams.

Potosí 8R

Corroded with some edge loss but possessing a clear overassayer E/O,
partial yet bold shield, shabbily aligned countermark on cross side.
With photo-certificate. Estimate: $125-$200.

(1630s). S-P26; KM-19a. 27.26 grams. Rather nice piece with bold partial

1495. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1651E (modern 5), with

1486. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T

shield, cross, and date ANO 16(??), almost no saltwater corrosion with
a small spot of encrustation around the assayer initial, dark all over.
Estimate: $150-$225.

crown-alone countermark on shield. S-P36; KM-19b; Cal-1491. 18.32

grams. Evenly corroded with plenty of detail remaining including visible date and clear countermark, a few edge-cracks. With certificate.
Estimate: $350-$500.
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1496. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1651E, with crowned-O
countermark on cross. S-P36; KM-19b; Cal-1491. 16.75 grams. Corroded

silvery surfaces with partial shield visible, better cross side with evenly
struck countermark, several edge-splits. With original Herman Moro
certificate. Estimate: $150-$225.

1497. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer E
(1651-2), no countermark, ex-Ullian/Ruth.

S-P36; KM-19b.

21.43 grams. Edges a bit thin from corrosion yet center design quite

clear with complete shield, assayer, and denomination plus a full (if
doubled) cross side, scarce type without a countermark. With original
certificate signed by Joel Ruth and Lou Ullian. Estimate: $200-$300.

1506. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1654E, •PH• at top. S-P37a;

KM-21. 24.33 grams. Large circular flan with surface corrosion, weak cross

side but pillars show a fair amount of detail, spot of dark horn silver
along the edge, desirable provenance and certification. With original
State of Florida Division of Historical Resources plastic tag #17,581 and
Sedwick certificate from 1997. Estimate: $125-$200.

Consolación, sunk in 1681 off Santa
Clara Island, Ecuador

1507. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1678E. S-P37b; KM-26; Cal-711.
13.67 grams. Smooth and thin along the edges, some detail remaining

1498. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, Philip IV, assayer E (1651- including clear date, slate gray toned. With photo-certificate. Estimate:

2). S-P36; KM-12b. 2.75 grams. Very bold design with minimal corrosion,

clear assayer and mintmark, partial shield and cross, dark toning in
fields. Estimate: $75-$110.

Pillars and Waves

1499. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional

(Transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1500.

23.86 grams. Corroded yet solid example with two dates visible, bold

pillars and cross, a few spots of horn silver. Estimate: $200-$300.
1500. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1653E, •PH•at top, threedigit date below cross. S-P37a; KM-21; Cal-1503. 21.99 grams. Choice
piece with two complete dates plus a partial third date in the legend,
smooth pillars side and lightly corroded cross side, full king’s name
and ordinal. Estimate: $150-$225.

1501. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1654E. S-P37a; KM-21. 16.61
grams. Corroded cross side but other side quite nice with a bold pillar

and clear assayer and final digit in date. Estimate: $125-$200.

Maravillas, sunk in 1656 off Grand
Bahama Island
1502. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1655P. S-M19; KM-

45; Cal-1359. 20.21 grams. Silvery,

corroded surfaces with a few spots of
horn silver, clear date, partial shield and cross. With hand-signed Louis
Hudson certificate. Estimate: $150-$225.

1503. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer

P. S-M19; KM-45. 26.26 grams. Solid coin with light surface corrosion,

bold mintmark, assayer, and denomination, nearly complete shield and
cross, small spot of rust encrustation on rim. With original certificate
(tag) from Bahama Coin & Stamp Ltd. Estimate: $125-$200.
1504. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1654E, •PH•at top. S-P37a;
KM-21. 21.36 grams. Smooth surfaces with some corrosion but decent
details with two dates visible, full pillars and cross with a little doubling, tan sedimentation in crevices. With photo-certificate. Estimate:
$150-$225.

“Jupiter Wreck” (San Miguel el Arcángel), sunk in 1659 off the east
coast of Florida
1505. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer

F, ex-Ruth. 17.96 grams. Corroded surfaces, partial shield with long
line through it (pre-sinking lamination error?), nice full cross, a few
small edge cracks, contrasting dark toning in the fields. With Joel Ruth
photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

$100-$150.

1508. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1673E. S-P37b; KM-25; Cal-517.

8.81 grams. Corroded but with solid centers showing two full pillars
and a partial cross, small edge crack, dark gray toning. With ROBCAR
tag and photo-certificate #M007075. Estimate: $150-$225.

1509. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1678E. S-P37b; KM-25; Cal-522.
9.40 grams. Darkly colored and corroded with some horn silver, weak

cross side but clear date and assayer on the pillars side. With ROBCAR
tag and photo-certificate #2020019. Estimate: $125-$200.

1510. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1679V. S-P39; KM-25; Cal-524.

7.64 grams. Thin edges from corrosion with weak but visible pillars and

cross details including parts of all three dates, dark gray tone. With
ROBCAR tag and photo-certificate #2020006. Estimate: $125-$200.

1511. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1680V. S-P39; KM-25; Cal-525.

9.10 grams. Corroded and a bit thin on the edges but nicely detailed
with full pillars and nearly complete cross, natural edge crack. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

1512. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1680V. S-P39; KM-25; Cal-

525. 4.98 grams. Darkly

colored and thin from saltwater corrosion but
some detail on both sides, clear date and assayer. With photo-certificate.
Estimate: $100-$150.

1513. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Charles II, assayer V. S-P39;
KM-25. 6.98 grams. Circular flan with an edge-crack giving it a distinct

“Pac-Man” shape, smoothed dark surfaces from corrosion, no date
visible but bold assayer initial. With ROBCAR tag and photo-certificate
#2020004. Estimate: $75-$110.

1514. Lot of six Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales (five) and 2

reales (one), Charles II, various dates and assayers (where
visible). 27.25 grams total. All very corroded and thin but with some
design details showing, a few with visible dates. With certificate. Estimate: $300-$450.

1515. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1680V, ANACS VF 20 /

Consolación. S-P39; KM-24; Cal-406. A bit smooth but nicely detailed
with full pillars and nearly complete cross, bold date, in an older style
ANACS holder. ANACS #1000434. Estimate: $100-$150.

1516. Lot of two Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1R, 1660E and 1674E.

6.08 grams total. Both with minor surface corrosion but strong details,

note that the tags and certificates say 1666 and 1673 in error (with
proper photos and other details). With original ROBCAR tags and
photo-certificates #M20031 and M20144. Estimate: $75-$110.

1517. Lot of thirteen Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1R, Charles II,
various dates and assayers. 15.07 grams total. Thin from saltwater

exposure but with some detail, quite a few with visible dates and/or
assayers. With certificate. Estimate: $500-$750.
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Joanna, sunk in 1682 off South Africa Mexico 4R
1518. Lot of three Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip

IV and Charles II, assayers not visible. 59.78 grams total. Typi-

cal condition from this wreck with smooth, corroded surfaces, some
shield and cross detail on each. With original (generic) certificate from
the salvors. Estimate: $200-$300.

DeLiefde, sunk in 1711 off the Shetland Isles, north of Scotland
1519. Utrecht, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon, 1711.
KM-83.1. 31.93 grams. UNC

details with light surface corrosion, a few
spots of horn silver, mottled dark toning. With certificate from 1973.
Estimate: $150-$225.

1520. Utrecht, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon, 1711.
KM-83.1. 31.87 grams. Darkly toned UNC with mild saltwater corrosion

around the edges. Estimate: $150-$225.

Feversham, sunk in 1711 off Nova
Scotia, Canada

1521. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 real, Charles II, assayer G,

1528. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer
not visible, shield side struck from 8R die, with hand-signed
Cannon certificate. KM-40. 12.98 grams. Solid coin with minimal
corrosion, bold partial large size shield from an 8-reales obverse die
(scarce error), some cross detail, darkly toned surfaces, desirable certificate. With original Real Eight Co. certificate (undated, early 1970s)
hand-signed by Harry Cannon. Estimate: $150-$225.

1529. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer
not visible, denomination as 8. KM-40. 12.93 grams. Another tough
error like the previous lot but with a proper-sized 4 reales obverse yet
clear denomination 8, minor surface corrosion with a little horn silver
and rather darkly colored, bold parts of shield and cross plus a bit of
the obverse legend. Estimate: $125-$200.

1530. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer
not visible (J). KM-40. 12.23 grams. Silvery surfaces with a little cor-

rosion, with partial date 171 though final digit not clear, some shield
and cross detail. Estimate: $80-$120.

1531. Lot of three Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales
“greenies” (uncleaned, as found), with hand-signed Fisher
certificates. 37.51 grams total. Dark coins with layers of sandy encrus-

ex-Christie’s. S-M20; KM-29. 2.71 grams. Very dark surfaces but little
corrosion, partial shield and cross, desirable shipwreck provenance and
scarce assayer. From the original Christie’s Feversham auction of February
1989, with original lot-tag 890. Estimate: $60-$90.

tation as recovered, faint design details visible. With original Treasure
Salvors certificates (undated, late 1960s) hand-signed by Mel Fisher.
Estimate: $350-$500.

Spanish 1715 Fleet, east coast of
Florida

1532. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 real “greenie” (encrusted,
as found). 3.04 grams. Unusual piece with one side smooth and fea-

hand-signed Fisher certificate. S-M22; KM-47; Cal-1401. 16.64 grams.

1533. Lot of four Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1R, Philip V,

1522. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1714(J), with

Smooth, corroded surfaces with faint but full date, some shield and
cross detail. With original Treasure Salvors certificate (undated, late
1960s) hand-signed by Mel Fisher. Estimate: $200-$300.

1523. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer J.

S-M22; KM-47. 25.97 grams. Solid piece with mild corrosion, light surface

encrustation, bold partial shield and cross. With Sedwick certificate from
2006. Estimate: $125-$200.

1524. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not

visible. KM-47. 22.80 grams. Oblong shaped flan with slightly corroded

surfaces, rather strong partial shield and cross. With photo-certificate.
Estimate: $150-$225.

1525. Lot of two Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales “greenies”
(uncleaned, as found), with hand-signed Fisher certificates.

46.13 grams total. Dark and encrusted as recovered with a little bit of

design showing. With original Treasure Salvors certificates (undated, late
1960s) hand-signed by Mel Fisher. Estimate: $250-$375.

Mexico 1R

tureless, the other heavily encrusted with bits of sand, shells, and coral.
With 1993 photo-certificate. Estimate: $75-$110.

assayers not visible, some “Tricentennial Hoard.” KM-30. 6.49

grams total. Decent group with two a bit thin and lower weight but
all having some design detail. With original plastic and paper tags and
photo-certificates #76110, 78265A, 78329 and 78713A (the last three
special “Tricentennial Hoard”). Estimate: $100-$150.

1534. Lot of seven Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1R (five) and
1/2R (two), Philip V, assayers not visible. 10.84 grams total. All
with nice crosses and some shield or monogram detail, silver-gray surfaces. From the 1715 Fleet (Anchor site), with tags and photo-certificates
#78411, 83144-30, 83153-13, 83157-9, 83157-46, 83157072 and
83157-79 (photos switched on two) from Queens Jewels (2019 salvage
season). Estimate: $200-$300.

Mexico 1/2R

1535. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real, Philip V, assayer

J, ex-French’s. S-M22; KM-24. 1.45 grams. Choice full cross, off-center

1526. Lot of five cob 8R “blackies” (oxidized, as found), monogram with full oMJ and partial date, deeply toned all over (mini-

probably Mexican, Charles II and/or Philip V. 88.57 grams

total. Thick, puffy surfaces with heavy black encrustation. Estimate:
$200-$300.

mal corrosion), rare quality for a Fleet 1/2R. Pedigreed to a French’s
(Troy, NY) auction (1960s), with original tag showing handwritten notes.
Estimate: $100-$150.

1527. Lot of five cob 8R “blackies” (oxidized, as found),
probably Mexican, Charles II and/or Philip V. 82.50 grams total.
Dark black encrusted coins as originally found. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Slot ter Hooge, sunk in 1724 off Porto
Santo, Madeira Islands

1545. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1736MF.

ducatoons of Philip IV, dates as follows: 1637, 1651 and
1652. KM-72.1; Dav-4454. 87.27 grams total. Decent details despite light

1546. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1736MF.

1536. Lot of three Brabant, Spanish Netherlands, portrait

corrosion and/or patchy toning, the 1637 with part of edge slightly
twisted. With original photo-certificates from the salvor (Stenuit). Estimate: $300-$450.

Le Chameau, sunk in 1725 off Nova
Scotia, Canada

1537. France (mint uncertain, probably Paris), ecu, Louis

XV, date not visible (probably 1725-A). 11.66 grams. Corroded
with smooth reverse but clear king’s bust and partial legends on the
obverse, bright silvery surfaces. Estimate: $50-$75.

KM-103; Cal-1445. 25.12 grams. Mildly

corroded and silvery UNC with
marks in fields from cleaning. With original (generic) certificate from
the salvors. Estimate: $150-$225.

KM-103; Cal-1445. 25.42 grams. UNC with mildly corroded surfaces, slight

off-center strike, a few dark spots. With original (generic) certificate from
the salvors. Estimate: $125-$200.

1547. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1737MF.

KM-103; Cal-1446. 25.27 grams. UNC with light corrosion, mostly silvery
but for a rust colored spot on the pillars side. With original (generic)
certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $175-$250.

1548. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1737MF.

KM-103; Cal-1446. 25.41 grams. UNC with light surface corrosion, some

cleaning marks in the fields. With original (generic) certificate from the
salvors. Estimate: $150-$225.

1538. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, 1732F. S-M26; KM-

De Visch, sunk in 1740 off South
Africa

Vliegenthart, sunk in 1735 off Zeeland, Netherlands

1730, ex-Ponterio. KM-95.3; Dav-1824. 30.03 grams. High grade details
(AU or so) with corroded and dark surfaces, small “pinhole” at center
from crude planchet or corrosion (or a combination thereof ), rare
wreck provenance and the first one we have offered at auction. Pedigreed to the Ponterio sale of September 1987, lot 502 and with Sedwick
certificate from 2003. Estimate: $200-$300.

Spanish 1733 Fleet, Florida Keys
40a; Cal-1096. 10.84 grams. Great

full date and oMF but with moderate
corrosion all over, darkly toned. With generic certificate. Estimate:
$150-$225.

1539. Gelderland, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon,

1733. KM-95.3; Dav-1824. 32.46 grams. Bold AU+ details with light
corrosion and sedimentation, dark surfaces. Estimate: $150-$225.

1540. Overijssel, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon,
1733.

Mint State details with semilustrous surfaces showing some corrosion around edges but sharp
center detail, a few planchet adjustment marks, patches of horn silver
across the arms, light golden toning in places. Estimate: $100-$150.
KM-80; Dav-1829. 31.89 grams.

Rooswijk, sunk in 1739 southeast of
England
1541. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1736MF,

small flan. KM-103; Cal-1445. 25.14 grams. UNC with some corrosion

on the shield side and edges but pillars side quite nice if a bit bright
from cleaning, patchy light sedimentation, planchet adjustment
marks across globes. With original (generic) certificate from the salvors.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1542. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1736MF.

Mild and even surface corrosion with
UNC design details. With original (generic) certificate from the salvors.
Estimate: $175-$250.
KM-103; Cal-1445. 25.50 grams.

1543. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1736MF.

Lightly corroded UNC with spots of
amber toning. With original (generic) certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $150-$225.
KM-103; Cal-1445. 25.51 grams.

1544. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1736MF.
KM-103; Cal-1445. 26.00 grams. UNC

details with light and even corrosion, patches of orange toning around legends. With original (generic)
certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $150-$225.

1549. Gelderland, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon,

Hollandia, sunk in 1743 off the Isles
of Scilly, southwest of England

1550. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1733MF,
small crown. KM-103; Cal-1439. 23.30 grams. Corroded and cleaned

surfaces with some detail including a clear date (scarce second year
of issue), stated as recovered by diver Mac Mace. With small box and
original certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $200-$300.

1551. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1738MF.

KM-103; Cal-1449. 25.51 grams. Lightly corroded UNC with bold details,

mottled dark color. With original certificate from the salvors (corner cut
away). Estimate: $150-$225.

1552. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V,

1739/7MF. KM-103; Cal-1451. 20.03 grams. Corroded with an area of
edge loss but otherwise well detailed with clear overdate, faint gold
toned surfaces. With small certificate. Estimate: $125-$200.

1553. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1741MF.

KM-103; Cal-1458. 25.56 grams. UNC with minor corrosion, lustrous
areas in pillars side fields, scuff above crown, a few dark spots. With
certificate. Estimate: $175-$250.

1554. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1741MF.

KM-103; Cal-1458. 26.28 grams. Nice AU with light surface corrosion and

marks, rather bright with a few small dark spots. With original (generic)
certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $150-$225.

1555. Lot of six Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales (five)
and 4 reales (one), various dates (all visible). 108.00 grams to-

tal. All corroded with some retained detail, a few darkly toned. With

certificates. Estimate: $250-$375.
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1556. Brabant, Spanish Netherlands (Brussels mint), portrait ducatoon, Philip IV, 1665. KM-72.2; Dav-4454. 29.84 grams.

1567. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1751q/E, rare. S-P52; KM-

1557. Gelderland, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon,

HMS Assurance, sunk in 1753 off Isle
of Wight, south of England

Smooth surfaces with minor corrosion, king’s bust a bit weak but
other details quite visible, a few dark spots, scarce early type from this
wreck. With original certificate from the salvor. Estimate: $150-$225.

1732, rare.

Very rare date as
unlisted in Delmonte, Davenport, and KM (also only the second one
we have offered), corroded and dark but with complete detail and bold
date. Estimate: $100-$150.
KM-unl; Dav-unl; Delm-unl. 28.03 grams.

Reijgersdaal, sunk in 1747 off South
Africa

Corroded yet solid coin with all three digits in
pillars side date visible, clear overassayer (unlisted in Calicó) next to
a bold full cross, mottled dark toning. With original photo-certificate
from Uruguay. Estimate: $150-$225.

39; Cal-unl. 9.43 grams.

1568. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 real, Charles II, assayer not
visible, very rare provenance. KM-29. 3.17 grams. Solid “teardrop”

1558. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1740MF.

shaped piece with long point, light surface corrosion, partial shield,
nearly full cross, contrasting dark gray toning in fields, the first we
have offered from this wreck. With original certificate from the salvor.
Estimate: $125-up.

1559. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1740MF.

1569. France (Rennes mint), ecu, Louis XV, 1726, mintmark

KM-103; Cal-1456. 24.35 grams. AU with corroded shield side but rather
nice pillars side, spots of tan sedimentation. With original (generic)
certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $200-$300.

Patchy corrosion around the edges but
overall a sharply detailed AU piece with somewhat lustrous fields.
Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-103; Cal-1456. 25.63 grams.

1560. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1740MF.

AU, corroded yet detailed with an interesting broken 0 in the date (die error?), dark gray surfaces. Housed
in original blue padded box printed with ship’s name and information.
Estimate: $200-$300.

KM-103; Cal-1456. 24.18 grams.

1561. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1740MF.
KM-103; Cal-1456. 24.98 grams. A

bit corroded with spots of horn silver
yet full AU design elements. With small, padded box and clear plastic
tag printed with name of wreck and details. Estimate: $150-$225.

1562. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1743MF.

AU details with areas of light pitting,
contrasting dark toning in fields with subdued luster. Estimate:
$200-$300.

KM-103; Cal-1463. 25.94 grams.

1563. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1743MF.

KM-103; Cal-1463. 25.04 grams. Spotty surface corrosion but still with
bold AU design elements, dark gray toning. Estimate: $200-$300.

Luz, sunk in 1752 off Montevideo,
Uruguay

1564. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1749q. S-P50a; KM-40; Cal-511.
26.60 grams. Choice cob from this wreck with faint surface corrosion,

bold and full pillars and cross, two complete dates visible, natural edge
crack, spots of dark coloration. With original 1999 photo-certificate from
the salvor (Collado). Estimate: $175-$250.

Le Dromadaire, sunk in 1762 off the
Cape Verde Islands, west of Africa
9. KM-486.26. 27.55 grams. Mildly corroded with patches of black horn
silver yet fully detailed with clear date and mintmark. Estimate:
$100-$150.

1570. Lot of two France (mints of Nantes and Aix) half
ecus, Louis XV, 1726-T and 1726-&.

KM-484.19, 484.26. 25.41
grams total. Both silvery and corroded with plenty of design visible,

one with slightly bent edge and adjustment marks. With certificates.
Estimate: $125-$200.

Nicobar, sunk in 1783 off South Africa
1571. Sweden (Avesta mint), copper 4 daler “plate money,”

probably Fredrik I (1720-51), date not visible. KM-PM74. 1970
grams, 8-3/4” x 8-3/4”. Corroded with rounded edges, two stamps
faintly visible but one with clear denomination. With original (generic)
certificate from the salvors. Estimate: $200-$300.

1572. Sweden (Avesta mint), copper 4 daler “plate money,”

Fredrik I (1720-51), date not visible. KM-PM74. 1751 grams, 9”
x 9”. Saltwater etched surfaces with jagged edges and small hole, one

stamp with king’s name visible, parts of three other stamps showing.
Estimate: $125-$200.

Cazador, sunk in 1784 off New Orleans, Louisiana
1573. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 2 reales, Philip V, 1741MF.

KM-84; Cal-825. 5.83 grams. Nice VF details with very light surface corro-

1565. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1750q. S-P50a; KM-40; Cal-512. sion, grayish silver color. With Sedwick certificate from 2008 also signed

19.21 grams. Smooth corroded surfaces but decent details including full
pillars and choice complete cross, one full date and a partial one visible.
With original photo-certificate from Uruguay. Estimate: $200-$300.

1566. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1749q. S-P50a; KM-39; Cal-400.
8.39 grams. Corroded but with two dates visible plus a bold and nearly

complete cross, spotty dark toning. With original photo-certificate from
Uruguay. Estimate: $175-$250.

by the salvor (Craig A. Boyd). Estimate: $100-$150.

1574. Lot of three Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles
III, assayer FF, dated 1781, 1782 and 1783, in wooden box.

KM-106.2. Box 7” x 3-1/4” x 1-1/2”. All silvery and corroded but with clear
dates. Housed in padded wooden box. Estimate: $200-$300.

1575. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III,

1783FF. Cal-1124; KM-106.2. 24.39 grams. Bold XF details and lightly
corroded, spots of dark toning in centers. With original certificate
#5055 from the salvor (Reahard, Grumpy Inc.). Estimate: $100-$150.
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1576. Lot of 10 encrusted bust 8 reales (probably all Mexico

City Mint, Charles III), as found. 203.51 grams total. All corroded

yet solid with dark rusty encrustation, some detail showing and a few
with visible dates or assayers. With original certificate from the salvors.
Estimate: $500-$750.

1577. Lot of two Mexico City, Mexico, coins of Charles III

from the Cazador: pillar 2 reales 1765M (ANACS El Cazador
/ select), bust 1/2 real 1778FF. KM-87, 78.2; Cal-649, 203. Choice XF

S.S. Camberwell, sunk in 1917 off
the Isle of Wight, south of England

1584. Lot of sixteen Calcutta, British India, 10 rupees notes,
25-11-1916, series AC, sequential serial numbers 7236072375. SCWPM-A10h. Interesting “pack” of consecutive notes, all
mostly intact (about 60%) with circular edge degradation and some
staining. With original certificates from the salvor. Estimate: $200-$300.

2 reales with bold details and minimal corrosion plus a decent VF 1/2
real with some edge loss. With printed promotional card for the 1/2 real.
ANACS #4105060. Estimate: $80-$120.

1585. Lot of thirteen Calcutta, British India, 10 rupees

Athenienne, sunk in 1806 off Sicily
in the Mediterranean

Several different groups of consecutive notes, all mostly intact (about
60%) with circular edge degradation and some staining. With original
certificates from the salvor. Estimate: $200-$300.

1578. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles IV,

1793FM.

KM-109; Cal-955. 25.64 grams. Bold VF details, very light
surface corrosion, deeply toned all over, scarce provenance. With original photo-certificate from the salvor (Stenuit). Estimate: $150-$225.

Lady Burgess, sunk in 1806 off the
Cape Verde Islands, west of Africa
1579. Great Britain (London, England), crown, Charles II,

1671 (second bust), ex-Sotheby’s. KM-422.3; Sp-3357. 24.54 grams.

Very rare as perhaps the earliest coin recovered from this wreck (then
in circulation for 135 years!), silvery corroded surfaces, bold king’s bust
and legend, reverse a bit weak but clear date, full lettered edge visible.
Pedigreed to the Sotheby’s auction of Dec. 19, 2000, part of lot 485, and
with Sedwick certificate from 2001. Estimate: $75-$110.

Admiral Gardner, sunk in 1809
southeast of England

1580. Large lot of 21 English East India Co. copper X cash

coins, 1808. KM-320. 88.17 grams total. Some corrosion but about a

third of them are quite choice, almost all bright red and a few with
spotty encrustation. With certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

Roberts, sunk in 1810 off Vero Beach,
Florida

1581. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles IV,
1807TH. Yonaka-M8.107; Cal-986; KM-109. 25.29 grams. Bold AU with

notes, 25-11-1916, series AC, sequential serial numbers
72273-72277, 72303-72306 and 72376-72379. SCWPM-A10h.

1586. Large lot of 28+ Calcutta, British India, 10 rupees
notes (mostly fragments), 25-11-1916, series AC, three with
sequential serial numbers 72355-57 visible, all laminated (ten
sheets). SCWPM-A10h. Varied group with several fragmented notes
but most partially intact (including three with full serial numbers)
with light staining. With original certificate from the salvor. Estimate:
$200-$300.

“Manila Bay treasure,” dumped off
the Philippines in 1942

1587. Philippines (Manila Mint), 1 peso, 1936-M, Murphy

and Quezon, ex-Jones, ex-Sebring. KM-178. 16.93 grams. Lustrous

XF/AU with minor surface corrosion and cleaned surfaces, hairline
crack in planchet near date, mostly non-toned except for a dark gray
spot on the obverse, scarce type from this salvage. Pedigreed to the Dr.
Peter Jones collection and to the Thomas Sebring collection (ANR auction
of January 2004, with original lot-tag 1668). Estimate: $100-$150.

Andrea Doria, sunk in 1956 off Massachusetts

1588. USA, silver certificate, $1, series 1935E, serial
A11621310I, Priest-Humphrey, in large PCGS Currency
capsule and promotional case, grade “C,” ex-Jones Fr-1614.

Around 65% intact with high-grade details, wavy light staining. Housed
in large, blue-cloth promotional box, pedigreed to the Dr. Peter Jones collection. PCGS #80019358. Estimate: $125-$200.

Mexico Silver Cobs

faint corrosion spots around the edges, lustrous non-toned surfaces.
With Sedwick certificate from 2002. Estimate: $100-$150.

“Late Series”
Fame, sunk in 1822 off South Africa Charles-Joanna,
1589. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 real, Charles-Joanna, “Late
1582. Great Britain (Soho mint), copper “cartwheel” penny,

George III, 1797. KM-618. 26.72 grams. VF details with old scratches

around the bust, a few dark encrustation spots. With Sedwick certificate
from 2018. Estimate: $60-$90.

S.S. Central America, sunk in 1857
off North Carolina

1583. Santiago, Chile, 50 centavos, 1853, PCGS Certified /
S.S. Central America Treasure. KM-128. Lustrous AU with choice

Series,” assayer L to right, mintmark M to left (M-L), exJones (Plate Coin). Nesmith-84a type; Cal-72; S-M9; KM-18. 3.40 grams.

Brightly toned XF, slightly different from Nesmith 84a in that the
stop at the end of the pillars legend ends in a flower atop the typical
“o”. Pedigreed to the Dr. Peter Jones collection, plated on page 109 of his
book The First Coins of the Americas (2020), and to the El Mundo
de la Moneda auction of September 2010, with original lot-tag 715.
Estimate: $125-$200.

uncorroded surfaces, speckles of red and black toning. (No PCGS
number.) Estimate: $100-$150.
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1590. Lot of two Mexico City, Mexico, 1R, Charles-Joanna,
“Late Series,” assayer L to right, mintmark M to left (M-L).
Two attractive
XF coins with virtually full legends and interiors, one slightly doubled
on pillars side, both well toned. Estimate: $250-$375.

Nesmith-84a and 84d; Cal-72; S-M9; KM-18. 6.35 grams total.

1591. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 real, Charles-Joanna, “Late
Series,” assayer O/L to left, mintmark oM to right (O/L-oM).

Nesmith 104b; Cal-75; S-M9; KM-18. 3.29 grams. Scarce over-assayer, VF with

some corrosion, almost full legends. Estimate: $80-$120.

1601. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayer
F to left, rare variety with three small castles in top-left
and bottom-right quadrants of cross. S-M12a; KM-unl (32.1 for

type). 6.94 grams. Toned VF with choice cross featuring a rare variety
of three 1/2R-sized castles (one set above the other two) in the two
corresponding quadrants, almost complete shield plus broken assayer
F punch that looks like E, small edge crack near denomination. Estimate: $150-$225.

1602. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 reales, 1629/8D, very rare.

1592. Lot of three Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Charles

S-M18a; KM-unl; Cal-unl. 6.62 grams. AVF with some surface marks, bottom
half of all four digits in the date with clear overdate and assayer (first
we have seen), most of shield and cross visible. Estimate: $125-$200.

and irregularly shaped. Estimate: $300-$450.

not visible, with small chopmarks as from circulation in
Asia. KM-34. 6.99 grams. VF with several bold chopmarks, a few spots

Shield Type

II and Philip V, assayers L and J (where visible). 79.16 grams
total. Each VF or so with some shield and cross detail, darkly toned

1593. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer R
(1729-30). S-M24; KM-47a. 26.08 grams. VF with dark, lightly corroded

surfaces from unspecified salvage, interesting lacuna on obverse, bold
and nearly complete shield and cross. With photo-certificate. Estimate:
$125-$200.

1594. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer
O below denomination oIIII to right, mintmark oM to left.

XF with faintly porous surfaces,
choice full shield and cross along with some detail in the legends,
spotty dark toning. Estimate: $150-$225.

S-M11; KM-36; Cal-503. 13.38 grams.

1603. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 reales, Charles II, assayer

of verdigris, king’s ordinal II visible. Estimate: $75-$110.

1604. Lot of two Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1R, Philip II,
assayer O to right, mintmark oM to left (oM-O). S-M11; KM-26;

One is a choice XF with full cross and some
luster, the other is VF with light sedimentation. Estimate: $75-$110.

Cal-224. 6.67 grams total.

1605. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 real, 1730G, rare. S-M25;

KM-30; Cal-496. 3.58 grams. About VF with choice full date, rare in
combination with a clear mintmark and assayer G, nice full cross, dark
gray toning. Estimate: $75-$110.

1606. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real, Philip III, assay1595. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer ers F-oD, rare, variety with F at top left, oD at bottom, and

O below mintmark oM to left, denomination oIIII to right.

VF with full shield and a widely
doubled cross, plenty of detail in the legends including much of the
king’s name and ordinal, some scuffs on the darkly toned surfaces.
Estimate: $125-$200.
S-M11; KM-36; Cal-505. 13.18 grams.

1596. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer
oF below mintmark M to left (MoF), very rare.

S-M13 (under

Ph. II); KM-36 (under Ph. II); Cal-746. 8.61 grams. VF details with corroded
surfaces from unspecified salvage, rare type with clear assayer oF, some
shield and cross detail plus clear denomination. Estimate: $150-$225.

1597. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer

P (ca. 1634). S-M19; KM-38. 11.20 grams. Rare transitional issue with

cross in the style of early 1630s with fleur-de-lis ends but clear assayer
P, VF details with spots of light porosity, single natural edge crack.
Estimate: $100-$150.

1598. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, (17)16(J), very

rare. S-M22; KM-40; Cal-1086. 13.45 grams. Very rare date with reportedly
only two known examples, minimal visible design but with two clear
final digits of the date, light surface porosity. Estimate: $150-$225.

1599. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer

J. S-M22; KM-40. 13.51 grams. Darkly toned VF with very light surface
pitting, bold partial shield and cross, clear mintmark and assayer’s
initial. Estimate: $150-$225.

1600. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer
O below mintmark oM to left. S-M11; KM-31; Cal-357. 6.52 grams.
VF with choice full shield and cross, some legend detail visible. Estimate: $150-$225.

mintmark oM (not visible) at top right. S-M14a; KM-20. 1.37
grams. VF with full monogram and clear assayer’s initials (rare type),

nice bold cross, surfaces with light porosity and some scratches. Estimate: $125-$200.

1607. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real, 1653/2P, rare. S-M19;

KM-unl; Cal-unl. 1.30 grams. Bold AXF with scuffed high points, nicely
toned, full date and oMP, good cross. Pedigreed to Sedwick Auction 21,
with original lot-tag 757. Estimate: $125-$200.

1608. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real, (1)657/6(P), rare.

S-M19; KM-unl; Cal-unl. 1.26 grams. VF with bold final three digits and
clear overdate (this being only the second example we have offered),
strong cross details, irregularly shaped planchet with small edge crack
as made. Estimate: $125-$200.

Lima Silver Cobs

Early Pillars Type

1609. Lima, Peru, 2 reales, Philip II, assayer R (Rincón) to
left, motto as PL-VSV-TR, rare, ex-Jones. S-L1; KM-8; Cal-333.

5.65 grams. Salvaged but with bold details, including full but slightly
doubled shield and crown and pillars, assayer R to left, some legend
including king’s ordinal II, lightly corroded Fine with toned fields.
Pedigreed to the Dr. Peter Jones collection and to Sedwick Auction 10,
with original lot-tag 628. Estimate: $250-$375.

1610. Lima, Peru, 1 real, Philip II, assayer R (Rincón), motto

as PL-VSV-TR (no L) above denomination (dot), legends
HISPANIA / NIARVM, ex-Jones. S-L1; KM-6; Cal-209. 3.20 grams.

Broad, thin flan with full legends, full shield with bold assayer R to
left, full pillars-and-waves, AVF with slightly crude surfaces, toned on
fields. Pedigreed to the Dr. Peter Jones collection and to Sedwick Auction
11, April 2012, with original lot-tag 682. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Shield Type

1621. Lima, Peru, cob 1/2 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de

1611. Lima, Peru, 4 reales, Philip II, assayer X below mint-

mark P to right, very rare. S-L3; KM-11; Cal-497. 12.58 grams. Solid

despite surface corrosion, the all-important assayer X barely there but
confirmed by die elements, the cross side nice and with mostly bold
legend, maybe XF for actual wear, lightly toned. Estimate: $200-$450.

1612. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de
la Torre, *-ii to left, P-oD to right. S-L4; KM-9; Cal-338. 6.23 grams.

About VF with some tooling in fields, complete shield and cross details
with partial legends visible, small edge-crack as made. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

1613. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de
la Torre, P-ii to left, *-oD to right. S-L4; KM-9; Cal-340. 6.28 grams.

Boldly detailed VF with light surface corrosion, choice full shield and
cross if a little doubled in areas plus a complete assayer’s initial. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1614. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de
la Torre, P-ii to left, oD-* to right. S-L4; KM-9; Cal-341. 6.57 grams.

VF with plugged hole, choice full cross and tressure, complete shield,
thin edge-crack. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$100-$150.

1615. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de

la Torre, *-I to left, P•D to right. S-L4; KM-7; Cal-212. 3.27 grams.

Detailed XF with full shield and cross, edges a bit irregular as made, a
few small spots of encrustation. Estimate: $125-$200.

1616. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de la

la Torre, dot-D to left, * to right. S-L4; KM-unl (5 for type); Cal-120.

1.38 grams. VF with minor surface corrosion, full monogram and clear

assayer’s initial, almost complete cross. Estimate: $100-$150.

1622. Lima, Peru, cob 1/2 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de
la Torre, oD to left, * to right. S-L4; KM-unl (5 for type); Cal-120. 1.28
grams. Corroded VF with full monogram and partial legends, nearly
complete cross, dark toning in fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $60-$90.

1623. Lima, Peru, cob 1/4 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de
la Torre, * to left, P to right of castle. S-L4; KM-2; Cal-102. 0.77
gram. VF or so with light surface corrosion and part of the edge bent,

full castle and lion, better than normally seen. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

1624. Lima, Peru, cob 1/4 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de la

Torre, * to left and P to right of castle, P to left and * to right
of lion. S-L4; KM-unl (2 for type). 0.55 gram. VF details with interior hole

from corrosion on a thin planchet, complete castle and lion. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

1625. Lima, Peru, cob 1/4 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de

la Torre, P to left and oD to right of castle, * to left and P to
right of lion. S-L4; KM-unl (2 for type). 0.90 gram. Holed Fine with weak

centers though a good portion of the king’s name is visible in the legend.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

1626. Lot of five Lima, Peru, cob 1/4R, Philip II, assayer
Diego de la Torre, various varieties. S-L4. 3.24 grams total. Two

Torre, *-I to left, P-oD to right. S-L4; KM-7; Cal-212. 3.08 grams. VF+

with * to right of castle (one holed but choice); two with * to left, P to
right of castle (one corroded, the other nice but with plugged hole); one
with “I” to left (scarce error), * to right of castle (corroded). Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

1617. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de la

“Star of Lima” Type

with choice cross with full castles-and-lions, bold shield with a little
doubling, some portions of legend visible, light sedimentation in fields.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

Torre, *-oD to left, I-P to right.

S-L4; KM-7; Cal-213. 3.30 grams.

Nice VF with full shield and cross (both slightly doubled), bold mintmark and assayer, complete king’s name in legend, darkly toned fields.
Estimate: $125-$200.

1618. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de la
Torre, P-I to left, *-oD to right.

S-L4; KM-7; Cal-215. 3.31 grams.

VF piece struck on a slightly irregular planchet, full shield with some
doubling in the upper quadrants, nice full cross with no doubling,
patchy dark toning in recessed areas. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

1619. Lima, Peru, cob 1/2 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de
la Torre, P to left, dot-D to right, star at bottom. S-L4; KM-unl

(5 for type); Cal-116. 1.57 grams. Nice VF

with full monogram and cross,
a few spots of strike weakness but otherwise most of the legends visible
too, contrasting dark-toned fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

1627. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, “Star of Lima,” 16(59)V,

assayer to left. S-L5; KM-15; Cal-676. 2.22 grams. Darkly toned VG
with some pillar side detail and a rather nice almost full cross, long
and narrow edge crack, scarce denomination. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1628. Lima, Peru, cob 1/2 real, “Star of Lima,” 16(59)V,
assayer to left, very rare. S-L5; KM-unl; Cal-545. 1.38 grams. Fine with
surface corrosion, weak yet full monogram and off-center cross, very
rare and desirable type. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $125-$200.

Pillars and Waves

1629. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1717M. S-L20; KM-32; Cal-730.

5.91 grams. Richly toned Fine+ with a small dent along the edge, bold

pillars and cross plus two nice full dates. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1620. Lima, Peru, cob 1/2 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de la 1630. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1731N. S-L21; KM-32a; Cal-744.
Torre, P to left, oD to right, V/A (makeshift star) at bottom,
rare. S-L4; KM-unl (5 for type). 0.82 gram. Rare type struck on a broad thin

planchet with some surface corrosion, XF details overall with nearly
complete monogram and some legend showing. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $75-$110.

6.10 grams. About Fine with some old scratches, full date between pillars, slightly off-center but bold cross, dark gray toned fields. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1631. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1742(V). S-L22; KM-32a; Cal-756.
6.35 grams. Fine with two dates visible, partial pillars and cross detail,

patchy dark toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.
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1632. Lot of five Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales of Philip V and
Ferdinand VI: 1705H, 1719M, 1739V, 1741(V) and 1748(V).
30.07 grams total. Most around Fine or so with the 1748 being closer to

VF, some with surface marks, all clearly dated. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

1633. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1684V. S-L6; KM-20; Cal-213. 2.84

1646. Lot of five Lima, Peru, cob 1R of Philip V: 1703H,
1704H, 1707H, 1710H and 1740(V). KM-31. 15.55 grams total.

Mostly VF (two maybe closer to Fine) with nice pillars and cross details,
the 1704 with plugged hole and the 1710 with minor tooling, the rest
with some surface marks. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $300-$450.

grams. Fine with full pillars and cross, some hairlines, darkly toned

1647. Lot of five Lima, Peru, cob 1R of Philip V: 1716M,

1634. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1686R. S-L7; KM-20; Cal-216. 2.95

A choice VF/XF group with sharp details, one or two with small spots
of encrustation but free of any major problems. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

fields, first date of Lima pillars-and-waves coinage. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

grams. Fine with surface hairlines, desirable as having all three dates visible. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

1635. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1692V.

1717M, 1720(M), 1722M and 1723M. KM-31. 15.46 grams total.

1648. Lima, Peru, cob 1/2 real, 1697. S-L13; KM-22; Cal-134. 1.41

S-L10; KM-20; Cal-223.

grams. Fine with bold date and nearly complete monogram and cross,

hairlines and darkly toned fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1649. Lima, Peru, cob 1/2 real, 1725, Louis I, rare. S-L20a;

2.49 grams. Bold AVF with two clear dates and assayer’s initials, some

1636. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1693V. S-L10; KM-20; Cal-224. 2.84

grams. Holed Fine with full date between pillars and two partial dates,

almost complete cross, dark toning and light sedimentation in fields.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $70-$100.

1637. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1695R. S-L12; KM-20; Cal-226. 2.37

grams. About VF with previous cleaning and darkly toned fields, two
full dates and assayer’s initials. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

1638. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1696H. S-L13; KM-20; Cal-228. 2.95

grams. Fine with light surface corrosion, a good amount of legends detail
showing, two full dates. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $100-$150.

1639. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1697H.

S-L13; KM-20; Cal-229.

3.12 grams. Well-centered VF with bold pillars and cross, light surface hairlines. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$125-$200.

1640. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1700H. S-L15; KM-20; Cal-232. 3.05

faint surface porosity. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $60-$90.
Toned AVF with some surface hairlines,
choice full monogram and date, rare type coin. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

KM-A39; Cal-3. 1.53 grams.

Potosí Silver Cobs

Shield Type

1650. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (4th
period).

S-P12; KM-5.1; Cal-672. 26.69 grams. Lustrous AU with light
surface porosity around the edges, choice full shield and cross plus
clear assayer’s initial. Estimate: $125-$200.

1651. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th
period), borders of x’s on both sides. S-P14; KM-5.5; Cal-672. 27.20
grams. VF/XF with a dark reverse from environmental exposure,

doubled yet full shield and cross-and-tressure, bold mintmark and assayer, tougher variety with borders made of x’s. Estimate: $150-$225.

1652. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer Q. S-P17;

grams. Fine with centered and full pillars and cross, darkly toned with

KM-10; Cal-916. 26.23 grams. Fine with plugged hole near mintmark,
almost full shield and cross, some legend detail, darkly toned fields.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

1641. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1711M.

1653. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer M

some hairlines. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$125-$200.
S-L20; KM-31; Cal-391.

3.02 grams. Dark gray-toned Fine with clear date and nice full cross,

lightly corroded surfaces, edge-crack as made. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

1642. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1718M.

S-L20; KM-31; Cal-399.

(pre-dated issue). S-P18; KM-10; Cal-919. 25.63 grams. XF with surface
corrosion and spots of reddish staining, weak but full shield with some
doubling, nice cross, a lot of legend detail visible including cross fleury
on reverse. Estimate: $150-$225.

2.85 grams. About Fine with two full dates and complete cross, spot of

1654. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T, quad-

1643. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1719(M). S-L20; KM-31; Cal-401. 3.25
grams. VF with nearly complete pillars and cross, several interesting die

1655. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T.

solder and tooling on the cross side. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

cracks, dark argent color. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $100-$150.

1644. Lot of five Lima, Peru, cob 1R of Charles II: 1687R,
1689V, 1695R, 1696H and 1697H. KM-20. 14.71 grams total. All

VF with sharp design details, a few with minor problems but pretty
decent in general. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

1645. Lot of five Lima, Peru, cob 1R of Charles II and early
Philip V: 1698H, 1699R, 1703H, 1705H, 1709M. 16.42 grams

rants of cross transposed. S-P21; KM-10. 25.49 grams. Salvaged XF
details with darkly toned fields, nearly complete but slightly doubled
shield and cross. Estimate: $125-$200.

S-P21; KM-10. 26.78 grams. Decent semi-lustrous XF with an interesting struck-over folded lamination error on the reverse, some scratches
around tressure. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$150-$225.

1656. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T (mid1620s), quadrants of cross transposed.

KM-19a. 25.99 grams.

XF, struck on a crude yet thick planchet, shield and cross a bit weak,
clear mintmark and assayer though, also with distinctive “flat” lions.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

total. All quite nice with VF/XF details, two with light surface corrosion.

Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $250-$375.
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1657. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T (mid- 1668. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer B (2nd
1620s), quadrants of cross transposed. KM-19a. 27.22 grams. VF
with light cleaning on the high points, spot of verdigris above the
shield, nearly full shield and cross with doubling all over and distinctive “hunched over” lions. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $125-$200.

period). S-P6; KM-4.2; Cal-525. 13.47 grams. Richly toned XF with light
surface corrosion, choice bold shield and cross along with some legend
detail visible. Estimate: $150-$225.

1669. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer B (3rd
period).

S-P10; KM-4.2; Cal-525. 13.50 grams.

AU with some original

1658. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P (mid- luster and light rainbow toning in the fields, a few minor contact
1620s), quadrants of cross transposed, error denomination
as O-IIII (unique), ex-Panama hoard (ca. 1629). S-P23; KM-19.

marks, sharply detailed partial shield and cross. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

nomination IIII (also upside down; probably from a 4 reales punch)
and the first we have seen with this error, old scratch on shield, some
reddish sedimentation (typical from this hoard). From the ca.-1629
“Panama hoard.” Estimate: $150-$225.

KM-4.2; Cal-527. 13.48 grams.

25.91 grams. VF with some areas of strike weakness yet clear error de-

1659. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P (mid1620s). S-P23; KM-19. 26.92 grams. VF with nice grayish silver toning,

spot of verdigris on obverse, bold and almost complete shield and cross
(the latter slightly off center). Estimate: $150-$225.

1670. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer A. S-P11;

A scarce type, AVF details with full and
doubled shield, nice complete cross, grayish silver color throughout.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1671. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer A. S-P11;

KM-4.2; Cal-527. 13.25 grams. VF with full and mildly doubled shield and
cross, a few thin scratches. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $125-$200.

1672. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer RL
1660. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T (late (curved leg). S-P15; KM-9; Cal-768. 13.49 grams. Detailed XF with some

1620s). S-P24; KM-19a. 27.32 grams. VF with surface hairlines, struck
on a semi-crude yet thick and circular planchet with almost full shield
and complete cross contrasted against dark gray-toned fields. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

triple striking on the shield, full cross, dark gray toning with blue
hues in fields. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$150-$225.

1620s). S-P24; KM-19a. 27.26 grams. XF with a partial date 162 showing

some luster, choice full cross, somewhat scarce as non-salvage. Estimate: $125-$200.

1673. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayer RL
1661. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T (late (curved leg). S-P15; KM-9; Cal-768. 6.79 grams. Problem-free XF+ with

though the final digit is not visible due to doubling, nice bold shield,
some light surface encrustation. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1674. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, Philip IV, assayer R

1662. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T

(1629), denomination 8, fine-dot borders. S-P26; KM-19a. 26.78

(Ramírez, 1646-8), very rare. S-P31; KM-17a. 2.72 grams. About VF
details on a small flan, the rare assayer R weak but visible, bold shield
and cross, lightly encrusted surfaces. Estimate: $125-$200.

grams. Lightly cleaned Fine with full bold shield and cross, clear de-

nomination, edges a bit crude as made. Estimate: $150-$225.

1675. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1/2 real, Philip II, assayer R

(Rincón) to right. S-P1; KM-1.1; Cal-135. 1.71 grams. Well struck AU

1663. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T (ca. with choice details, full and bold monogram and cross with most of

1630). S-P26; KM-19a. 26.96 grams. Toned Fine with minor surface
marks, spots of verdigris on reverse, bold partial shield and full cross,
clear mintmark and assayer. Estimate: $125-$200.

1664. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer TR (late

1630s). S-P27; KM-19a. 26.76 grams. VF with an unusually wavy but

thick planchet and thus poorly struck with partial shield and cross,
rather nice full mintmark and assayer monogram, a few spots of dark
encrustation. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$125-$200.

1665. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer B (1st

period). S-P4; KM-4.2; Cal-525. 13.77 grams. XF details on a broad planchet, almost full shield with a little doubling and nice complete cross,
some hairlines on reverse. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $150-$220.

1666. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer B (1st

period).

S-P4; KM-4.2; Cal-525. 13.34 grams. Fine with mottled dark
toning over surface hairlines, almost full and slightly doubled shield
and cross. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$150-$220.

1667. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer B (1st

period). S-P4; KM-4.2; Cal-525. 13.48 grams. About XF with light surface staining from burial, detailed shield and cross with a little strike
weakness in areas, bold mintmark and assayer. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$220.

the legends visible, minimal toning with some luster, no problems, a
desirable type and more so in this high of grade. Estimate: $150-$225.

1676. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1/2 real, Philip II, assayer A to
left. S-P11; KM-1.3; Cal-146. 1.65 grams. VF/XF details with light surface

corrosion, choice full monogram and cross, scarce type. Estimate:
$125-$200.

1652 Transitionals

1677. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1652)E, Transitional

Type IV/A, Mastalir Plate. S-P37; KM-A20.4; Cal-1493. 24.68 grams.

XF details with light surface corrosion, bold full pillars-and-waves
containing •-•-• at top above F-8-IIII, E-8-E across bottom, choice full
shield (slightly doubled) with (A)-P-8 to left and O-E-(52) to right,
nice toning, small lacuna (as made) at bottom of right pillar. According to Mastalir, this is one of only two known specimens of this die
variety. Plate Coin #IV.1-A.ed(1)2 (p. 112) in Roberto Mastalir’s The
Great Transition at the Potosí Mint, 1649-1653: The 1652 Transitional
8 Reales (2015), also pedigreed to the Stack’s Bowers & Ponterio auction
of November 2012 (lot 10073). Estimate: $350-$500.

Pillars and Waves

1678. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1670E. S-P37b; KM-26; Cal-

Fine with salvaged and cleaned surfaces, two visible
dates, darkly toned. Estimate: $125-$200.

701. 25.39 grams.
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1679. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1688VR. S-P40; KM-26; Cal- 1691. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1752q. S-P52; KM-39; Cal-

730. 26.46 grams. VF, struck on an irregular wavy planchet, some bold
detail in areas including clear date between pillars, mottled gray and
yellow toning. Estimate: $150-$225.

1680. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1732M. S-P44; KM-31a; Cal-

1565. 26.78 grams. Cleaned Fine with plugged hole, two full dates, bold

complete cross. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$125-$200.

1681. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1765V-(Y). S-P57; KM-45;
Cal-1141. 26.95 grams. XF with two full dates and assayer’s initials visible,
bold partial pillars and cross, spot of verdigris. Estimate: $150-$225.

1682. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1767V-(Y). S-P57; KM-45;

Thick XF piece, a bit crudely struck and with a
few scratches on flat areas, two visible dates, some original luster in
crevices. Estimate: $150-$225.

Cal-1143. 26.37 grams.

1683. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1768V-(Y). S-P57; KM-45;
Cal-1145. 27.17 grams. XF with a thick planchet, partial pillars and cross,

two nice full dates, a few dark spots. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $175-$250.

1684. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1770V-(J?). KM-45. 26.97

grams. VF with minor surface marks, two dates visible (one particularly bold), partial pillars and cross, dark gray toning, partially visible
bottom-left assayer that does not look like Y but not enough to be
certain it is J (which is rare). Estimate: $400-$600.

1685. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1772V-(Y). S-P59; KM-45;

Cal-1156. 26.90 grams. VF

with some flat areas, bold partial pillars and
cross, clear date. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$150-$225.

1686. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1669E. S-P37b; KM-25; Cal-512.
12.83 grams. XF with choice design details struck on a broad planchet

with a few natural edge cracks, two full pillars with some doubling,
nice full cross, two clear dates, spots of brown encrustation. Estimate:
$150-$225.

1687. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1678E, retrograde-4
denomination, ex-Consolación (1681).

S-P37b; KM-25; Cal-522.

7.92 grams. Smooth corroded surfaces and a bit thin around the edges

with some cracks (as made), weak design details but two clear dates
and retrograde 4 denomination error (scarce as such). Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection and from the Consolación (1681). Estimate:
$150-$225.

1688. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1679V, ex-Consolación

(1681).

S-P39; KM-25; Cal-524. 9.16 grams. Somewhat corroded with
parts of edges thin yet still well detailed with full pillars-and-waves
and bold cross (slightly doubled), wide edge-crack. Pedigreed to the
Arturo Rosenheim collection and from the Consolación (1681). Estimate: $150-$225.

1689. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1750E. S-P51; KM-39; Cal-403.

13.14 grams. XF details with light surface corrosion, two full pillars with
clear date, choice complete cross. Estimate: $150-$225.

1690. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1752(E or q). KM-39. 13.47

grams. Choice XF with some luster, nicely struck pillars with full date,

almost complete cross with partial date below, a few small natural
edge-cracks. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$150-$225.

406. 13.37 grams. Bold

XF despite some striking weakness around the
edges, choice full pillars-and-waves with clear date, complete cross,
crude planchet with minor edge-cracks as made, some colorful toning
in recessed areas. Estimate: $150-$225.

1692. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1753C. S-P53; KM-39; Cal-408.

13.95 grams. Darkly toned XF with strong pillars detail and full date

between them, bold cross. Estimate: $150-$225.

1693. Lot of two Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales: 1753(C or q)
and 1754C/q. KM-39. 26.98 grams total. Both nice and bold with full
crosses and grading XF or slightly better, colorful toning in fields, two
visible dates on each. Estimate: $200-$300.

1694. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1756q. S-P54; KM-39; Cal-

413. 13.29 grams. XF with bold partial pillars and cross, one full date,
light sedimentation in recessed areas. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim
collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1695. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1759q. S-P54; KM-39; Cal-416.
13.46 grams. Crude XF, thick planchet with light surface corrosion and

some lamination errors on the cross side, nice full pillars side date.
Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1696. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1762V-(Y). S-P57; KM-44;

Darkly toned XF, crudely struck parts but well
detailed in other areas with even some die polish lines visible between
the pillars, irregular flan with several edge cracks. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

Cal-906. 13.39 grams.

1697. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1763V-(Y). S-P57; KM-44;

VF, struck on a thick small planchet with some
crudity though featuring a nice date between pillars, faint surface
corrosion from burial. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $150-$225.

Cal-907. 13.36 grams.

1698. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1764V-(Y). S-P57; KM-44;
Cal-908. 13.38 grams. XF with a bit of a crude strike but some bold partial

pillar and cross detail plus two dates visible, some tan sediment in crevices. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

1699. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1767(V)-Y. S-P57; KM-44;

Cal-911. 13.43 grams. VF piece with a thick planchet, surfaces a bit crude
as struck yet with two dates visible and a partial bold cross, gunmetal
gray toning. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$150-$250.

1700. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1767(V)-Y. S-P57; KM-44;

Cal-911. 12.81 grams. About VF with scuffed surfaces, a bit crudely struck
with some pillars and cross detail, spotty dark gray toning. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

1701. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1768(V-Y). S-P57; KM-44;
Cal-912. 13.06 grams. Chunky

AXF piece with nice full date, bold partial pillars and cross, darkly toned all over with a few spots of rusty
encrustation. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate:
$150-$225.

1702. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1769V-(Y). S-P57; KM-44;

XF/AU, struck on a thick, pentagonal planchet
with some edge cracks as made, two bold pillars with clear denomination and date between, off-center partial cross. Pedigreed to the Arturo
Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

Cal-913. 13.24 grams.

1703. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1771V-(Y). S-P59; KM-44;

VF+ on a chunky flan with some old scratches,
bold pillars detail plus a full cross, dark toning in crevices. Pedigreed
to the Arturo Rosenheim collection. Estimate: $150-$225.
Cal-916. 13.24 grams.
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1704. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1772(V-Y). S-P59; KM-44; 1713. Roman Republic, serrate AR denarius, Q. Antonius

Cal-918. 13.43 grams. XF piece struck on a thick, oblong planchet with
bold denomination and full date between pillars, cross side lightly
corroded from burial. Pedigreed to the Arturo Rosenheim collection.
Estimate: $150-$225.

1705. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1692VR, NGC F12. S-P40;

Bold parts of the design if a little weak in
other areas with full pillars-and-waves and cross plus two complete
dates and clear assayer. NGC #4751807-001. Estimate: $125-$200.

KM-24; Cal-425. 5.99 grams.

Balbus, 83-82 BC, Rome mint, NGC Choice VF, strike 5/5,
surface 4/5. Crawford 364/1d; Sydenham 742b; RSC 1. 3.85 grams. Laureate

head of Jupiter right, SC behind / Victory, holding wreath, palm frond,
and reins, driving quadriga right, H below horses, Q ANTO BALB /
PR in exergue. Lots of eye appeal and full details. NGC #5769057002. Estimate: $125-$200.

Byzantine Empire

1706. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1697VR. S-P40; KM-24; Cal- 1714. Byzantine Empire, AV histamenon nomisma, Michael
430. 6.37 grams. Nice XF+ with two full dates, bold pillars and nearly
complete (slightly off-center) cross plus lustrous fields, edges a bit crude
as made. Estimate: $100-$150.

1707. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1/2 real, Louis I, 1725. S-P43b; KM-

VII, 1071-78 AD, Constantinople mint.

World Coins
(silver unless otherwise noted)

VF example struck on a thin irregular planchet,
nearly full Louis I monogram (scarce type), partial cross, dark silvery
toning. Estimate: $100-$150.

32; Cal-9. 1.36 grams.

Ancient Coins

Sear 1869. 4.37 grams.

Christ Pantokrator seated facing on throne / Facing bust of Michael,
holding labarum and globus cruciger. Typically cupped planchet with
XF details. Estimate: $500-$750.

Argentina (River Plate Provinces)

Ancient Greek

1715. Argentina (River Plate Provinces), 8 reales, 1815F,
Potosí mint. Janson-5.1; KM-14. Problem free XF+ with evenly circulated

Attica

1708. Attica, Athens, AR tetradrachm, “owl,” late mass coin-

surfaces and some sunface detail visible, dark argent-toned fields with
substantial luster. Estimate: $200-$300.

age issue, ca. 353-299 BC. HGC 4, 1599. 15.93 grams. Helmeted head
of Athena right, with frontal eye / Owl standing right, head facing;
olive sprig and crescent behind. VF with nice bold owl, some surface
corrosion and light tan sedimentation. Estimate: $200-$300.

Argentina (Córdoba)

Kingdom of Macedon

$100-$150.

1716. Córdoba, Argentina, 4 reales, 1847. Janson-64; KM-24.3.
13.64 grams. Lustrous XF with light cleaning in fields. Estimate:

1709. Kingdom of Macedon, AR drachm, Antigonos I Mon- 1717. Córdoba, Argentina, 2 reales, 1845 2.Rs. 9.Ds, flag
ophthalmos, as Strategos of Asia, in the name of Alexander
II (the Great), 319-305 BC, Magnesia pros Maiandros mint,
ICG AU 50. Price 1970. Head of Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin

headdress / Zeus seated left, holding eagle in right hand, sceptre in
left. Choice piece with a bold strike and lustrous fields, light wear on
the high points. ICG #5979420164. Estimate: $125-$200.

Thrace

1710. Thrace, Istros, AR drachm, 400-350 BC. BM Black Sea

Facing male heads, the left inverted / Sea-eagle left,
grasping dolphin with talons, ISTRIH above. Fine+ with full eagle
and dolphin. Estimate: $250-$375.

248. 4.74 grams.

Ancient Roman

right, NGC XF details / cleaned, ex-Carter, ex-O’Brien.
Janson-51.3.4; KM-23. 6.43 grams. Lightly

toned XF with a spot of strike
weakness at 1 o’clock. Pedigreed to the Amon Carter collection (Coin
Galleries auction of November 1994) and the John O’Brien collection
(stated on label). NGC #5934389-017. Estimate: $200-$300.

1718. Córdoba, Argentina, 1 real, *1841 ***P.N.P***, retro-

grade 4, NGC AU details / cleaned, ex-O’Brien. Janson-23.2.1;

KM-14. 3.61 grams. Rarely seen in this condition with a bold (if a bit
crude) strike showing clear sunface, some hairlines, no toning, scarce
variety with banner above castle and inverted 4 in date. Pedigreed to
the John O’Brien collection (stated on label). NGC #5934389-008.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1719. Córdoba, Argentina, 1 real, 1841 *P.*N.*P.*.*, three

lines below castle, NGC VF details / obverse scratched, exO’Brien. Janson-24.1.2; KM-14. 3.52 grams. Rare type with three parallel

Roman Republic

1711. Roman Republic, AR denarius, anonymous moneyer, lines beneath the castle, nicely detailed with a few scratches below the

206-195 BC.

Helmeted head of Roma right,
X behind / Dioscuri galloping right, rostrum tridens below horses,
ROMA in exergue. Detailed VF with some dark toning in fields.
Estimate: $150-$225.
RSC 20x. 3.38 grams.

sunface. Pedigreed to the John O’Brien collection (stated on label). NGC
#5934389-009. Estimate: $200-$300.

Argentina (Entre Rios)

1720. Entre Rios, Argentina, 1/2 real-sized baptismal token,
1712. Roman Republic, AR denarius, C. Cassius, 126 BC. no date (1867), NGC MS 65, finest and only example in NGC
Helmeted head of
Roma right; urn and X behind / Liberty holding scepter and pileus,
in quadriga right; C. CASSI below, ROMA in exergue. XF with rich
blue toning. Estimate: $200-$300.

Crawford 266/1; Sydenham 502; Cassia 1. 3.83 grams.

census. Janson-unl (mule of CJ-3 and CJ-5). Rare muling of two different Entre

Rios token designs of 1867: the obverse from a merchant token “monedas
circulante” clearly imitative of the US gold dollar design of 1849-54
by James B. Longacre and the reverse from a baptismal token. Brilliant
lustrous and mark-free surfaces with speckles of gold toning. NGC
#4768054-001 (note: chip in bottom of slab). Estimate: $400-$600.
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Argentina (Republic)

Argentina (Republic) to Colombia (colonial)

1721. Argentina, 1 peso (patacón), 1882, NGC AU 53.

Light wear on the high points with a few contact
marks, semi-lustrous lavender-toned surfaces with streaks of golden
hues. NGC #5938098-003. Estimate: $150-$225.

Janson-13.2; KM-29.

Azores

1722. Terceira Island, Azores (under Portugal), copper X

reis, María II, 1830, NGC AU 58 BN. Gomes-02.01; KM-6. Bold

details, color ranging from chocolate brown to coppery orange, scarce
one-year issue. NGC #5709387-010. Estimate: $125-$200.

Bolivia (colonial)

João Price Regent

1731. Brazil (Bahia mint), 960 reis, João Prince Regent,

1814-B, struck over a Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales
of Charles IV, assayer TH. KM-307.1. 26.87 grams. Bold AU- with
beautiful old rainbow toning in the fields, a few scratches noted.
Estimate: $125-$200.

João VI

1732. Brazil (Rio mint), 960 reis, João VI, 1819-R, struck

over a Santiago, Chile, “volcano” peso (1817-1819), rare,
NGC MS 62. KM-326.1. Decent strike with some host coin detail

1723. Potosí, Bolivia, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1770JR,

visible in the centers (and a rare type overstruck on this host), semilustrous surfaces with light russet toning. NGC #3833577-001.
Estimate: $125-$200.

CT-972; KM-50. Deeply toned with plugged hole and repaired details at

Brazil (Empire)

Pillars

dot after king’s name, NGC XF details / plugged. Janson-58.4.4;

12 o’clock, scratch between VTRA and QUE. NGC #5938098-006.
Estimate: $125-$200.

Busts

1724. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1824PJ.

Cal-1391; KM-84. 27.01 grams. UNC with a plugged hole at top, hairlines
in front of bust. Estimate: $70-$100.

Bolivia (Republic)

Pedro I

1733. Brazil (Rio mint), 960 reis, Pedro I, 1823-R, struck
over a Zacatecas, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII,
1820AG, NGC MS 63. KM-368.1. Sharp overstrike design with
“ghost” host coin details readily visible on both sides, lustrous with spots
of dark toning, scarcely seen in this high of grade. NGC #5938098011. Estimate: $150-$225.

1734. Brazil (Rio mint), 960 reis, Pedro I, 1825-R, struck
1725. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 soles, 1837LM, NGC AU 58. KM-97. over a Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1818JP. KMStrong strike with sharp details in the hair and jacket of Bolívar’s bust
and very little wear on the high points, russet-toned surfaces with some
luster showing through. NGC #4465003-012. Estimate: $200-$300.

1726. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 soles, 1840LR, NGC AU 55.

KM-

Vibrant radial rainbow toning around the obverse edge, lightly
circulated surfaces with some luster. NGC #5938098-009. Estimate:
$125-$200.

97.

1727. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 soles, 1846R, NGC AU 55. KM-A103.
Deeply rainbow toned and semi-lustrous surfaces, a bit of a weak strike
in the center yet nicely detailed in other areas. NGC #5938098-007.
Estimate: $150-$225.

1728. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 soles, 1849FM, NGC XF 45. KM-109.
Bold strike with rims a bit crude (as made), darkly toned fields with
hints of luster. NGC #5938098-008. Estimate: $125-$200.

Brazil (colonial)

368.1. 26.98 grams. Nicely toned AU- with some old scratches in fields,

plenty of host coin detail visible. Estimate: $125-$200.

Ceylon

1735. Ceylon, proof 5 rupees, 1957, PCGS PF66 Cameo.
KM-126. Brilliant

mirror fields with frosty design elements, faint gold
toning all over. PCGS #29265441. Estimate: $200-$300.

Chile (colonial)
Busts

1736. Santiago, Chile, bust 2 reales, Charles III, 1786DA.
Cal-767; KM-30. 6.59 grams.

mate: $125-$200.

Fine+ with rich old toning in fields. Esti-

1737. Santiago, Chile, bust 2 reales, Charles III, 1788DA.

Cal-769; KM-30. 6.51 grams. About Fine with weak bust from center
bulge (as made), a few hairlines, lightly toned. Estimate: $150-$225.

João Prince Regent

1729. Brazil (Minas mint), 960 reis, João Prince Regent,

Colombia (colonial)

arms double countermark (1808-10) on a Potosí, Bolivia,
bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1803PJ, NGC Fine details / cleaned.

Cobs

all over with some hairlines in front of bust. NGC #5938098-012.
Estimate: $150-$225.

not visible. Restrepo-M44; KM-3.3. 17.87 grams. VF with clipped edges,
some shield and cross detail with lions and castles in proper quadrants,
darkly toned. Estimate: $300-$450.

KM-242. Nice bold countermark on a circulated host coin, deeply toned

1730. Brazil (Minas mint), 960 reis, João Prince Regent,

arms double countermark (1808-10) on a Potosí, Bolivia,
bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1807PJ. KM-242. 26.60 grams. Strong

XF countermark on a VF host with some surface hairlines, spots of
gold toning. Estimate: $125-$200.

1738. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer

Gold

1739. Bogotá, Colombia, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles IV,

1805JJ. Restrepo-97.34; Cal-1746; KM-62.1. 27.0 grams. Cleaned VF with
surface marks. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
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Colombia (colonial) to Dominican Republic
1740. Popayán, Colombia, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III,
1776SF. Restrepo-62.10; Cal-1634; KM-49.2. 6.67 grams. Around VF with sur-

face hairlines, popular date with U.S. collectors. Estimate: $400-$600.

Costa Rica (Republic)

1749. Costa Rica, gold 1/2 onza (4 escudos), 1850JB. KM97. 12.52 grams.

Polished but bold XF with purple-toned highlights

1741. Popayán, Colombia, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III, around design elements, rim nick near date, popular one-year issue.

1776SF.

Restrepo-62.10; Cal-1634; KM-49.2. 6.69 grams. VF with lightly
polished obverse, desirable as the date of US independence. Estimate:
$400-$600.

Estimate: $400-$600.

1750. Costa Rica, gold 1 peso, 1866GW, small “UN,” with

fineness, NGC AU 58. KM-107.1. Sharply detailed with just a touch

1742. Popayán, Colombia, gold bust 1 escudo, Charles III, of rub on the high points for the grade, rich gold toning over subdued
1776SF. Restrepo-54.8; Cal-1419; KM-48.2. 3.32 grams. Lightly cleaned VF
and a popular date for U.S. collectors. Estimate: $250-$375.

luster. NGC #5939651-002. Estimate: $150-$225.

1743. Popayán, Colombia, gold bust 1 escudo, Charles IV,

wreath. KM-124. 12.19 grams. AU with minor surface marks on the
reverse, somewhat lustrous with light gold and purple toning. Estimate: $100-$150.

1805/4JT. Restrepo- 85.30; Cal-1165; KM-unl (56.2 for type). 3.39 grams. XF

with prior mounting evidence, unlisted overdate in KM. Estimate:
$150-$225.

1751. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, 1885GW, no initials below

1752. Costa Rica, gold 2 colones, 1922, NGC MS 66. KM-

Bright, satin surfaces, single spot of red toning on obverse. NGC
Colombia (Granadine Confedera- 139.
#2851178-007. Estimate: $70-$100.
tion)
Cuba
1744. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 peso, 1859, NGC AU details /

cleaned. Restrepo-226.2; KM-126. Sharply detailed with a little cleaning

on the high points, richly toned fields with blue and green hues. NGC
#5938098-018. Estimate: $200-$300.

Colombia (United States of Colombia)

1753. Cuba, proof “souvenir” peso (“Bay of Pigs” exile issue), 1965, plain edge, NGC PF 66 Ultra Cameo. KM-XM5.1.

Brilliant cameo proof with slightly hazy and striated fields, scarce issue
struck as a fund-raiser for the Agency for Cuban Numismatics in Exile
imitating the design of the famous 1897 “souvenir peso” issued by
the Cuban Revolutionary Junta in New York. NGC #2851549-003.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1745. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 peso, 1871, NGC AU details 1754. Cuba, 10 pesos, 1990, Simón Bolívar, NGC PF 69

/ cleaned.

Bold design details with lightly
cleaned surfaces now starting to tone with purple and red hues. NGC
#5938098-019. Estimate: $150-$225.
Restrepo-317.2; KM-154.1.

Colombia (various periods)

1746. Lot of 46 Colombian tokens, various dates and de-

nominations (1800s-1900s). 169.46 grams total. Quite the assort-

ment of shapes and materials, mostly round and brass/copper, most
with denominations and a few with dates, several rather rare (like the
1907 Acueducto Cartagena, Rulau-Bol9, valued at $100 in VF, which
stands out for its unique shape), very few duplicates, ranging in grade
from VG to UNC, worthy of serious examination by a specialist.
Estimate: $250-$375.

Ultra Cameo, “top pop.” KM-280. Flashy mirror fields and frosty
design with hints of red and purple toning around the rims, tied with
four others for finest known in the NGC census. NGC #2795716-003.
Estimate: $150-$225.

Danish West Indies

1755. Danish West Indies, bronze 1 cent, Christian IX, 1879,

PCGS VF30 BN, finest and only example in PCGS census,
rare. KM-68; Higgie-182. Dark chocolate brown fields contrasting against

evenly worn lighter high points, scarce type. PCGS #41537476. Estimate: $125-$200.

Dominican Republic (colonial)

Costa Rica (countermarks and coun- Cobs
1756. Lot of two Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, copterstamps)
per 4 maravedís, Charles-Joanna, assayer F, one with anchor
Type IV

1747. Costa Rica, 1 real, 1846JB counterstamp (Type IV)
on a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real of the early 1700s.

KM-47.

2.59 grams. F/VF counterstamp on a broad host coin, darkly toned.

Estimate: $100-$150.

Type VIII

countermark (Jamaica, 1611-16). S-SD1. 6.19 grams total. One
choice red-brown example with bold details on both sides, the other
decent with spots of verdigris but clear anchor countermark, both with
typical edge splits. With small Sedwick certificate. Estimate: $60-$90.

Dominican Republic

1757. Dominican Republic, silver proof pattern 500 pesos,

1748. Costa Rica, 50 céntimos, 1923 counterstamp (Type

VIII) on a Costa Rico 25 centavos 1893-HEATON-BIRMM,
PCGS MS64, c/m UNC detail. KM-159. Bright and non-toned

counterstamp with gold and purple hues across the surrounding areas of
the host coin, very lustrous. PCGS #39496715. Estimate: $150-$225.

1976, plain edge, first American visit of the King and Queen
of Spain, NGC PF 69 Ultra Cameo, finest known in NGC
census. KM-X1e. No marks or wear but the surface infinitesimally gritty,

still the finest you can get and one of only sixteen graded by NGC in
silver proof. NGC #5939914-007. Estimate: $200-$300.
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El Salvador to Mexico (colonial)

El Salvador

1758. El Salvador, 1 real, arms countermark (Type VI, 1869)

on shield side of Guatemala cob 1R 1741(J). KM-unl. (46 for type).

2.86 grams. Partial VF countermark on a Fine host coin with bold full

date, holed near edge. Estimate: $150-$225.

Guatemala (countermarks and counterstamps)
Type IV

1767. Guatemala, 8 reales, Type IV counterstamp (1841) on
1759. Lot of two El Salvador, 1R, arms countermarks: one a Lima, Peru, 8 reales, 1833MM, PCGS AU details / cleaned,
(Type V, 1868) on bust side of a Lima, Peru, bust 1R, 1779MJ;
one (Type VI, 1869) on pillars side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob
1R, 1731M. KM-53, 46. 5.38 grams total. Both holed with F/VF coun-

termarks on worn hosts. Estimate: $150-$225.

1760. El Salvador (struck at the Mexico City mint), 1 colón,

c/m UNC details. KM-118.1. Choice full UNC counterstamp consist-

ing of sun-over-mountains on standing Liberty and sunface star with
bow and arrows on arms (same as Type III but struck in the same place
on each side using a double-sided device), non-toned host coin surfaces
with surface hairlines. PCGS #40106105. Estimate: $125-$200.

1925, 400th anniversary of the founding of San Salvador,
NGC MS 65. KM-131. Brilliant surfaces with cartwheel luster and

Haiti

Guatemala (colonial)

1769. Haiti, copper-nickel 50 centimes, 1908, NGC MS 65.

faint russet toning all over, scarce commemorative with a mintage of
2,000 coins. NGC #5938099-022. Estimate: $150-$225.

1768. Haiti, 10 centimes, 1881, NGC MS 62.

KM-44. Lustrous gold-toned surfaces, faint hairlines on bust for the grade. NGC
#5746361-017. Estimate: $100-$150.

KM-56. Mottled colorful toning over subdued luster, higher grade than

Cobs

1761. Guatemala, cob 4 reales, 1739J. S-G1; Cal-1010; KM-5. 12.94

grams. Holed Fine with full date and assayer visible, light surface chat-

ter. Estimate: $200-$300.

normally encountered. NGC #5746374-005. Estimate: $100-$150.

Indonesia

1770. Sumenep (Madura Island), Indonesia, 1 real batu
1762. Guatemala, cob 2 reales, 1748J, ex-Jones. S-G1a; Cal-245; (1814), 8 pointed star countermark on obverse of a Mexico
About Fine with nice full date and clear assayer,
holed and previously gilded. Pedigreed to the Dr. Peter Jones collection.
Estimate: $75-$110.

City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Charles II, assayer not visible. Host:

Pillars

1771. Sumenep (Madura Island), Indonesia, 1 real batu

KM-10. 6.36 grams.

KM-46. 27.28 grams. Bold VF countermark below shield, a few surface
scuffs, some host coin detail. Estimate: $125-$200.

1763. Guatemala, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1762P, rare, (1814), flower countermarks (two different) on reverse of a

NGC VF details / rev scratched. Cal-994; KM-27.1. VF+ with choice
old cabinet toning, thin scratch along shield side rim from six o’clock
to 12 o’clock. NGC #5938098-028. Estimate: $300-$450.

Busts

1764. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII transitional

(bust of Charles IV), 1810M, NGC AU details / environmental damage. Cal-1222; KM-64. Well detailed and darkly toned with hints
of luster showing through, patch of surface corrosion behind bust, a
few adjustment marks on obverse. NGC #5938098-025. Estimate:
$150-$225.

Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible. Host: KM-47. 24.25 grams. Two bold XF countermarks along with
contemporary script graffiti on opposite side, parts of host coin shield
and cross visible. Estimate: $150-$225.

1772. Sumenep (Madura Island), Indonesia, 1 real batu
(1814), single chopmark and Malay script graffiti on reverse
of a Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not
visible. Host: KM-47. 26.28 grams. Single circular chop next to contemporary writing scratched into the surface, irregularly shaped planchet
with partial shield and cross. Estimate: $150-$225.

Guatemala (Central American Re- Mexico (colonial)
Gold
public)
1773. Mexico City, Mexico, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III,
1765. Guatemala (Central American Republic), 8 reales,

1847A. KM-4. 26.78 grams. XF with surface hairlines, faintly toned.
Estimate: $100-$150.

1776FM. Cal-2004; KM-156.2. 26.96 grams. Cleaned XF/AU with some scratch-

es around bust, popular date with U.S. collectors. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

1774. Mexico City, Mexico, gold bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand
VII transitional (“armored” bust), 1810HJ. Cal-1783; KM-160.

Guatemala (Central American Re- 27.05 grams. AU, previously mounted. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
public)
Pillars

1766. Guatemala (Central American Republic), 1/4 real,
1844. KM-1. 0.76 grams. Gem Mint State with brilliant lustrous fields,
nicely detailed strike. Estimate: $125-$200.

1775. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1734MF,

NGC XF details / cleaned. Cal-1442; KM-103. 26.95 grams. Nonsalvage piece with nicely struck XF/AU design elements, light polishing
in fields starting to tone over with purple hues. NGC #5934007-001.
Estimate: $350-$500.
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Mexico (colonial) to Mexico (War of Independence)
1776. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1746MF.

XF with lightly cleaned fields, mottled
dark color. Estimate: $150-$225.

Cal-1470; KM-103. 27.04 grams.

1777. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1758MM, with chopmarks as from circulation in Asia. Cal-

494; KM-104.2. 27.06 grams. Lustrous AU with a few small chops on the

shield side, light surface marks. Estimate: $150-$225.

1787. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 2 reales, Charles IV,
1808TH. Cal-651; KM-91. 6.71 grams. XF+ with vibrant rainbow toning,
two minor edge-nicks on reverse. Estimate: $125-$200.

Mexico (War of Independence)
Chihuahua

1788. Chihuahua, Mexico, cast silver bust 8 reales, Fer1778. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, dinand VII, 1812RP, with official countermarks flanking

1762MM, cross between H and I. Cal-1080; KM-105. 26.86 grams.

Richly toned XF with a couple of marks in the fields. Estimate:
$175-$250.

1779. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1768MF. Cal-1094; KM-105. 26.72 grams. Polished AXF with a few

scratches around the right pillar. Estimate: $150-$225.

1780. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 2 reales, Philip V, 1736MF,

ex-Potomac.

Yonaka-M2-36a; Gilboy-M-2-8; Cal-815; KM-84. 6.54 grams.

Deeply rainbow-toned XF+, no problems. Pedigreed to the Potomac
collection (Sedwick Auction 26, with original lot-tag 990). Estimate:
$150-$225.

1781. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 2 reales, Philip V, 1741MF,

NGC AU 53. Cal-825; KM-84. Richly toned surfaces with some luster,

bold design details. NGC #4464036-002. Estimate: $150-$225.

1782. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 2 reales, Ferdinand VI,

1755M, NGC XF 45.

Cal-297; KM-86. Deep rainbow toned fields
contrasting against the design, somewhat lustrous shield side. NGC
#5718834-003. Estimate: $150-$225.

Busts

1783. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III,
1776FM. Cal-1110; KM-106.2. 26.77 grams. Cleaned XF with a few
scratches on the bust, popular date with U.S. collectors. Estimate:
$125-$200.

1784. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III,
1788FM, ex-Bevill (Plate Coin). Yonaka-M8-88; Cal-1132; KM-106.2a.
26.80 grams. Choice AU with a few faint hairlines around the bust,

vivid purple and blue hues around legends contrasting with bright
gold-toned fields, nice bold strike, desirable provenance. Pedigreed to
the James Bevill collection (Sedwick Auction 23, lot 1369) and plated (Fig.
1.40) on page 29 of his book The Paper Republic (2009). Estimate:
$200-$300.

bust, NGC VF details / graffiti. Cal-1164; KM-123. Typically crude
VF with scratches around bust, deeply toned. NGC #5938099-004.
Estimate: $150-$225.

1789. Chihuahua, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII,
1819RP, struck over an earlier Chihuahua cast silver 8 reales,
with official countermarks flanking bust, NGC XF details
/ obv scratched. Cal-1172; KM-111.1. Nice XF with plenty of luster,

two old scratches at top of bust, richly toned. NGC #5938099-005.
Estimate: $200-$300.

Durango

1790. Durango, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII,
1821CG, NGC XF 45. Cal-1199; KM-111.2. Nicely detailed piece,
boldly struck (if slightly off center) on a crude planchet, dark toning
throughout. NGC #5938099-006. Estimate: $150-$225.

Guadalajara

1791. Guadalajara, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII,

1814MR, NGC XF details / cleaned. Cal-1206; KM-111.3. Decent
strike on a crude planchet with centers a little weak, previously cleaned
but now toned-over. NGC #5938099-007. Estimate: $125-$200.

1792. Guadalajara, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII,

1821FS.

Cal-1210; KM-111.3. 26.90 grams. Strongly struck AU with
bold details and lustrous surfaces, light wipe across obverse. Estimate:
$100-$150.

Oaxaca (SUD/Morelos)

1793. Morelos (Type A) countermark on a Oaxaca (Morelos/

SUD), Mexico, copper 8 reales, 1813, NGC XF 45 BN. KM-

Choice full countermark on nice host coin, much better than
usually found, dark brown color throughout. NGC #5938099-003.
Estimate: $150-$225.

265.4.

1794. Oaxaca (Morelos/SUD), Mexico, copper 8 reales,
1785. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII 1813, ornate fields, NGC MS 63 BN. Cal-1343; KM-234. Boldly

transitional (“armored” bust), 1809TH. Yonaka-M8.109; Cal-1308;

Flashy UNC with light hairlines in front of the
bust, weakly struck areas at six o’clock and twelve o’clock, no toning.
Estimate: $100-$150.

KM-110. 27.02 grams.

1786. Lot of two Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, both

ex-Bevill: 1796FM (Charles IV) and 1819JJ (Ferdinand
VII). Cal-959, 1334; KM-109, 111. 53.66 grams total. The 1796 is AU with

surface hairlines, bright rainbow toning over luster. The 1819 is an
interesting coin with evidence of surviving a fire, VF for grade with
bubbles and stress cracks in metal, small spots of verdigris on obverse,
dark orange color on obverse that lightens on reverse. Both pedigreed
to the James Bevill collection (Sedwick Auction 23, lots 1914 and 1916).
Estimate: $150-$225.

struck with original color and luster, tied with one other (designated
RB) for finest in the NGC census. NGC #5938099-009. Estimate:
$150-$225.

Zacatecas

1795. Zacatecas, Mexico, 8 reales provisional, 1811-LVO,

NGC VF details / tooled. Cal-1445; KM-189. Crudely struck (typical)
with off center reverse design, some areas of strike weakness but other
details quite bold, some marks around the legends. NGC #5938099002. Estimate: $200-$300.

1796. Zacatecas, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII,

1820AG. Cal-1463; KM-111.5. 27.05 grams. Bold AU with surface hairlines on the obverse, matte-like surfaces with subdued luster and light
red/gold toning. Estimate: $100-$150.
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Mexico (War of Independence) to Peru (State of North Peru)
1797. Zacatecas, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII,

1821RG, HISPAN variety, NGC AU 58. Cal-1465; KM-111.5. Sharp
design elements with perhaps just a touch of rub on the high points
of the bust, mottled dark toning over muted lustrous surfaces. NGC
#5938099-008. Estimate: $125-$200.

Mexico (Republic)

1798. Mexico City, balance-scale peso, 1871M, NGC MS 62.
KM-408.5. Choice luster splashed with vibrant rainbow toning, light marks

but no wear, quite pretty. NGC #5938099-001. Estimate: $250-$375.

1799. Mexico City, Mexico, cap-and-rays 8 reales, 1896AM,
NGC MS 63. DP-Mo84; KM-377.10. Very bright luster with mirrorlike

Panama

1807. Panama, proof 20 balboas, 1976FM, Simón Bolívar,
NGC PF 69 Ultra Cameo (“top pop”). KM-31. Slab size about 6-1/2”
x 5”. A massive and essentially perfect beauty whose only apparent flaw

(keeping it from PF 70) is a tiny mark at the bottom of the shield,
with all fields deeply mirrored and the details frosty and choice, tied
with eight others for finest in the NGC census. NGC #4422861-001.
Estimate: $125-$200.

Peru (colonial)
Gold

fields, faint surface hairlines on eagle side, light die-cracks on cap-andrays side, rather flashy and choice. NGC #5939914-009. Estimate:
$200-$300.

1808. Lima, Peru, gold bust 8 escudos, Charles III, 1780MI,
NGC AU 55. Cal-1942; KM-82.1. Bold details and bright surfaces, faint

1800. Mexico City, Mexico, cap-and-rays 1 peso, 1898AM,
restrike issue, NGC MS 64. KM-409.2. Restrike made in 1949 for use

1809. Lima, Peru, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III, 1775MJ.

in China. Lustrous surfaces with spotty tan toning. NGC #5938098035. Estimate: $125-$200.

1801. Mexico City, Mexico, cap-and-rays peso, 1899AM,

NGC MS 63+.

KM-409.2. Bold strike, blazing luster (prooflike on
eagle side, with light surface hairlines), a few thin die-cracks on capand-rays side). NGC #5939914-010. Estimate: $200-$300.

Mexico (Mexican United States)
1802. Mexico, 2 pesos, 1921, ex-Jones.

KM-462. 26.57 grams.

Bright AU+ with surface hairlines, mostly gold-toned. Pedigreed to the
Dr. Peter Jones collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

Netherlands (United)

wipe in front of bust. NGC #5934196-006. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

VF with light surface hairlines, retained
luster on reverse. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Cal-1526; KM-80. 6.69 grams.

1810. Lima, Peru, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III, 1787MI.

Cal-1539; KM-80a. 6.64 grams. Cleaned Fine, a couple of scratches around
the bust. Estimate: $400-$600.

1811. Lima, Peru, gold bust 1 escudo, Charles III, 1774MJ.

Lightly wiped VF with lamination flaws
on obverse, reddish toning around legends. Estimate: $300-$450.

Cal-1340; KM-79. 3.30 grams.

1812. Lima, Peru, gold bust 1 escudo, Charles III, 1776MJ.

Cal-1342; KM-79. 3.31 grams. AVF with dent in planchet above bust,
popular date with U.S. collectors. Estimate: $250-$375.

1813. Lima, Peru, gold bust 1 escudo, Charles III, 1782MI.
Cal-1348; KM-79. 3.31 grams. Cleaned VF.

1803. Gelderland, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1635,
PCGS XF45, finest known in PCGS census. Dav-4849; KM-15.2.

Lustrous example with a few small areas of strike weakness but mostly
detailed, the finest seen by PCGS and easily topping the single VF example in the NGC census. PCGS #27602032. Estimate: $150-$225.

1804. Utrecht, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1640.

Dav-4863; KM-30. 27.11 grams. VF with bold legends, centers a little weak

Pillars

1814. Lima, Peru, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1756JM,
dots over both mintmarks, NGC XF details / obv graffiti.

Cal-462; KM-55.1. Semi-lustrous

surfaces with some marks around the
pillars, dark toning along the rims. NGC #5938099-016. Estimate:
$200-$300.

1815. Lima, Peru, pillar 2 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1755JM.

(typical) with minor surface marks on the lion, a good deal of luster
in the fields. Estimate: $100-$150.

mate: $125-$200.

Netherlands East Indies

Busts

1805. Lot of four Batavian Republic (Netherlands East Indies) coins: 1/4 gulden, 1802, NGC AU 58; 1/8 gulden, 1802,
shield without circle, NGC MS 62; 1/8 gulden, 1802, NGC
AU 58; 1/16 gulden, 1802, ship within border, NGC MS 62.

KM-81, 79, 78. All toned and with some luster on each, popular coins
with East Indiaman sailing ship on obverse. NGC #4910997-001,
4910997-002, 1730389-011, 4473187-005. Estimate: $350-$500.

Nicaragua

1806. Nicaragua (struck at the Heaton mint in England),
1 córdoba, 1912-H. KM-16. Lustrous AU with knock on edge at 3

o’clock, spotty light toning, slight warp in flan as made. Estimate:
$125-$200.

Estimate: $250-$375.

Cal-272; KM-53. 6.58 grams.

VF with muted luster, no problems. Esti-

1816. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII transitional,
1815JP, NGC AU 55. Cal-1248; KM-117.1. Bold AU with deep blueand purple-toned surfaces with spots of mint luster shining through.
NGC #5938099-020. Estimate: $150-$225.

Peru (State of North Peru)

1817. Lima, Peru, 8 reales, 1837M, NGC XF 45. KM-155. Very

scarce type with assayer M as evident by this being the second finest
of only three seen at NGC (compared to 28 assayer TM examples
listed in the NGC census) and the first we have offered. Richly toned
surfaces with minor even wear, plenty of luster around the legends.
NGC #5938099-013. Estimate: $125-$200.
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Peru (Republic) to Spain

Peru (Republic)

Spain

Choice with just a touch of wear on the high points for the grade,
muted rainbow toning with luster across the fields. NGC #5938099021. Estimate: $125-$200.

1831. Lot of five Spanish copper 4 maravedís, Ferdinand-Is-

1818. Lima, Peru, 8 reales, 1825JM, NGC AU 58. KM-142.1.

1819. Cuzco, Peru, 8 reales, 1831G, NGC AU details / rev

spot removed. KM-142.4. Well struck with bold details especially on
Liberty, small scratches under shield, colorfully toned and lustrous
edges. NGC #5938099-012. Estimate: $125-$200.

1820. Lima, Peru, 1 sol, 1914FG, NGC MS 65. KM-196.26.
Bright surfaces all over with prooflike fields on the reverse, mostly
non-toned but for a couple spots of red hues. NGC #2763841-008.
Estimate: $125-$200.

1821. Lima, Peru, 1 sol, 1916FG, incuse LIBERTAD, NGC

MS 64. KM-196.27. Lustrous and frosty surfaces with hints of gold
toning around the rims. NGC #2763841-005. Estimate: $100-$150.

1822. Lima, Peru, 1 sol, 1916FG, raised LIBERTAD, NGC

MS 62. KM-196.28. Brilliant surfaces with faint red toning around the

edges, one-year type coin. NGC #4475661-022. Estimate: $100-$150.

1823. Lima, Peru, silver 1-sol token, 1932, national defense,
NGC MS 65. KM-Tn4. Strongly struck with sharp details and lustrous

Ferdinand-Isabel (Special Issue for Use in
the New World)
abel (various mints), four of them from the special “crowned
F” issue struck for New World use. 30.94 grams total. All with
corrosion but some parts of the design and legends visible. Estimate:
$250-$375.

Ferdinand-Isabel

1832. Granada, Spain, 2 reales, Ferdinand-Isabel, assayer
R on reverse, mintmark oGo to left of shield.

Cal-498; Lopez

Broad-flan VF with full inner details and
crown, much legend, mostly lightly toned with a tangential third darkly
stained. Estimate: $75-$110.

de la Fuente-G4.3. 6.77 grams.

1833. Lot of two Granada, Spain, 1R, Ferdinand-Isabel,

assayer R. 6.17 grams total. Both VF with some bold detail and light
surface corrosion, one with a few small edge cracks. Estimate: $150$225.

Philip II

non-toned surfaces, scarce in this high of grade. NGC #2847626-008.
Estimate: $100-$150.

1834. Seville, Spain, cob 2 reales, 1590 date to right, assayer

1824. Lima, Peru, 1 dinero, 1893TF, NGC MS 62. KM-204.2.

6.84 grams. AXF with bold partial shield and cross, nice full date, light

Bright surfaces with a couple of tiny marks in the obverse field for the
grade, golden toning around the legends, nicely detailed, first year of
issuance for the type. NGC #1754946-014. Estimate: $125-$200.

1825. Lima, Peru, 1 dinero, 1896/5TF, NGC MS 65 (“top

pop”). KM-204.2. Strong strike details and frosty white surfaces with

speckles of red toning, one of just two in the NGC census (the other
is also MS 65). NGC #3481455-008. Estimate: $125-$200.

H below mintmark S and denomination II to left.

Cal-413.

sedimentation in crevices. Estimate: $125-$200.

Philip V

1835. Seville, Spain, gold bust 1 escudo, Philip V, 1741/0PJ.
Cal-1813; KM-unl. 3.33 grams.

$250-$375.

XF with surface hairlines. Estimate:

Ferdinand VI

Philippines (under Spain)

1836. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1/2 escudo, Ferdinand VI,

1865.

Charles III

1826. Philippines (under Spain), gold 4 pesos, Isabel II,
Cal-859; KM-144. 6.70 grams.

hairlines. Estimate: $300-$450.

Lustrous AU+ with patches of

1827. Philippines (under Spain), gold 2 pesos, Isabel II,

1863/2.

Cal-841; KM-143. 3.36 grams.

marks. Estimate: $200-$300.

XF with some obverse surface

Puerto Rico (under Spain)

1757JB. Cal-561; KM-378. 1.77 grams. Nice XF with adjustment marks
on bust, rich gold toning around legends. Estimate: $150-$225.

1837. Seville, Spain, gold bust 4 escudos, Charles III,
1776CF. Cal-1889; KM-418.2. 13.41 grams. Bright XF with tooling at
7 o’clock on reverse, popular date with U.S. collectors. Estimate:
$800-$1,200.

1838. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III,
1828. Puerto Rico (under Spain), 10 centavos, Alfonso XIII, 1776PJ. Cal-1552; KM-417.1. 6.66 grams. XF with polished surfaces,

1896PG-V, NGC MS 61. Cal-125; KM-21. Richly toned with purple and
red hues over semi-lustrous surfaces, a few small marks around the bust for
the grade, nicely detailed. NGC #5940423-001. Estimate: $200-$300.

Russia

desirable date. Estimate: $400-$600.

1839. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III,
1776PJ. Cal-1552; KM-417.1. 6.72 grams. VF+ with surface chatter,
desirable date. Estimate: $400-$600.

1829. Russia (St. Petersburg mint), 5 kopecks, Elizabeth, 1840. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III,

1757-CNB, NGC AU 53. KM-C15.2. Bold design with a touch of
wear on the high points, deep neutral toning. NGC #5709387-002.
Estimate: $80-$120.

1788M. Cal-1578; KM-417.1a. 6.80 grams. XF with lightly wiped surfaces.

Estimate: $400-$600.

1841. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 2 escudos, Charles III,

1830. Russia (St. Petersburg mint), 25 kopecks, 1855HI, 1788M. Cal-1578; KM-417.1a. 6.70 grams. Around VF with light cleanNGC MS 61.

Frosted design elements against bright
fields with a little surface chatter, no toning. NGC #5746319-011.
Estimate: $100-$150.
KM-C166.1.

ing. Estimate: $400-$600.
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Spain to Mixed Countries (Latin American)
1842. Madrid, Spain, gold bust 1 escudo, Charles III,
1781/0PJ. Cal-1360; KM-416.1. 3.32 grams. XF with light wipe in front

of bust, some luster. Estimate: $150-$225.

1843. Seville, Spain, gold bust 1/2 escudo, Charles III,
1776CF. Cal-1306; KM-415.2. 1.76 grams. Lightly cleaned VF, popular
date. Estimate: $125-$200.

Mixed Countries (Latin American)

1850. Mint set of 14 Iberoamericana coins, Series I, 1992,
500th Anniversary of the Discovery of America, in original
mint packaging. Entire set with packaging: 1205 grams total, 10-12”

x 6-1/4”. Set of 14 proof coins, each designed by a different country,

commemorating the discovery and colonization of the Americas. With

1844. Madrid, Spain, bust 4 reales, Charles III, 1775PJ. wooden display stand and certificate #4715. Estimate: $200-$300.
Cal-857; KM-413.1. 13.45 grams. Nice XF with rim-bump at top, some
1851. Mint set of 10 Iberoamericana coins, Series XI, 2017,
light hairlines in fields, light gold toning around legends. Estimate:
$100-$150.

Isabel II

1845. Barcelona, Spain, bronze 2-1/2 céntimos de escudo,

Isabel II, date not visible (1866-8), rotated second strike
and off-center third and fourth strikes, NGC Mint Error AU
50 BN / Multi Struck. Cal-Type 54; KM-634.1. Dramatic error with
three of the four strikes very clear (offset) but obscuring the date (the
mint determined by the visibility of an eight-point star in the legend),
light brown color with traces of original luster. NGC #5939914-018.
Estimate: $200-$300.

Spanish Colonial
Cobs

1846. Lot of six Spanish colonial cob 1/2R: one Mexico,
Charles II; three Lima, Philip V (two) and Louis I; two Potosí,
Ferdinand VI and Charles III. 8.44 grams total. Nice group with
one of the Limas having a visible 1718 date plus a scarce Louis I piece,
all with some monogram and cross detail. Estimate: $100-$150.

Tortola

1847. Tortola (British Virgin Islands), 1-1/2 pence “black

dogg (1801),” countermark incuse T on a French Guiana
(Cayenne) billon 2 sous of the late 1700s. Prid-7; KM-3. 1.41

grams. Bold and even VF countermark on a slick host coin with partial

legends visible, some verdigris. Estimate: $100-$150.

Uruguay

1848. Uruguay, 10 pesos, 1961, Sesquicentennial of Revolu-

tion Against Spain, PCGS Gem UNC / 9-11-01 WTC Ground
Zero Recovery. KM-43. This coin, along with others, was recovered
from the Bank of Nova Scotia vaults beneath 4 World Trade Center
around two months after the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. Frosty
UNC with small contact marks on the bust. Estimate: $70-$100.

Venezuela (Guayana Royalist)

packaging: 584 grams total, 5-1/2” x 5-1/2”. Each proof coin depicts a
natural wonder in its respective country, most with colorized designs.
With display case, booklet, and certificate #47. Estimate: $200-$300.

Medals and Decorations

Austria

1852. Austria, large silver medal, 1760, Francis and María

Theresa. 35.05 grams. Obverse: high relief busts of Francis I and María

Theresa with legend FRANCISCVS M. THERESIA AVGG. above and
A WIDEMAN below in exergue; reverse: soldier with sword and shield
standing on battlefield with two forts in background, SECVRITAS
BOHEMIAE above, GLACIVM RECEPT. / XXVI.IVL.MDCCLX.
Nicely detailed medal with added loop at top, some surface marks and
rich rainbow toning all over. Estimate: $125-$200.

Great Britain

1853. Great Britain, large silver medal, 1687, James II, recovery of treasure from the Concepción by Sir William Phips,
1971 restrike issued by the Turks & Caicos, copy #159, in
original box with certificate. 55 mm; 104.70 grams; the case about
4-1/2” square Choice UNC example with frosty design elements set

against mirrorlike fields, all covered in beautiful rainbow toning, some
wispy hairlines, hallmark 0159 on edge. This is an exact replica of
the famous medal issued in 1687 to commemorate the salvage of the
Spanish wreck Concepción (1641) by New Englander William Phips,
this restrike scarce in its own right due to large-scale silver melting
in the 1970s. Popular opinion is that the Turks & Caicos struck this
medal to stake their claim on the wreck, which is nearby, but in the
end the Dominican Republic had the gunboats to enforce their own
claim instead. Housed in original red clamshell box with certificate #159.
Estimate: $125-$200.

Guatemala

1854. Guatemala, 2R-sized silver proclamation medal, Ferdinand VI (bust of Philip V), 1747. Betts-346; Herrera-25. 3.40 grams.

1849. Lot of four Guayana, Venezuela (royalist) copper 1/2R,

dates 1814 (facing inward), 1815, 1816 and 1817. KM-C41.2;

Most XF or so (the 1817 around VF) with decent
details, some with crude strikes as is typical for this royalist coinage.
Estimate: $250-$375.
Cal-345, 346, 347, 348.

Natural Wonders, in original mint packaging. Entire set with

Obverse: armored and bust of Ferdinand VI, FERD.VI.D.G.HISPAN.
ET.IND.REX; reverse: knight on horseback leaping over twin mountains, GUAT.IN.EIUS(.PROCLAMATI)ONE. and date below. Fine
with contrasting dark toning in the fields, holed at 3 o’clock with attempted hole along edge above and some rim trimming, the first we
have offered. Estimate: $125-$200.
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Spain

1867. USA (San Francisco Mint), Morgan dollar, 1921-S,

1855. Puerto Real, Spain, 2R-sized proclamation medal,

NGC MS 63. Lightly gold toned example, final year of Morgan dollar
production. NGC #3202426-068. Estimate: $40-$60.

27mm. Obverse with crowned arms inside legend CAROLVS IV . D

1868. Lot of three USA Peace dollars: 1923-S, NGC MS 62;
1926, NGC MS 62; 1926-S, PCGS MS 62. All with significant

Charles IV, 1789, NGC AU 58, ex-Prieto. Herrera-87. 6.91 grams,
. G . HISPANIAR . REX; reverse with PORTVS / REGALIS within
wreath inside legend ACCLAMATIO ANNO MDCCLXXXIX with +
at top. Strongly struck design with light wear on the high points, deep
gunmetal-toned fields with hints of luster. Pedigreed to the Tomás Prieto
collection (stated on label). NGC #5931823-004. Estimate: $125-$200.

U.S. Coins, Medals, Tokens and
Paper Money
Silver

luster and nicely struck details. NGC #1774233-007, 3688616-006;
PCGS #13598994. Estimate: $120-$200.

Philippines (U.S. Administration)

1869. Philippines (struck in San Francisco), 1 peso, 1909-S,
NGC MS 62.

KM-172. Bright with ample cartwheel luster and the
lightest touches of golden toning around the rims, some tiny bagmarks
appropriate for the grade. NGC #5939914-016. Estimate: $200-$300.

1870. Philippines (struck in San Francisco), 1 peso, 1910-S,

Dollars

NGC MS 61. KM-172. Well struck with nice design details, bright
surfaces with minor contact marks for the grade, a difficult date to find
in Mint State. NGC #5939914-017. Estimate: $250-$375.

MS64 (first generation “rattler” holder). Frosty design with

Tokens and Miscellaneous

1856. USA (San Francisco mint), $1 Morgan, 1879-S, PCGS

prooflike fields on the obverse, desirable older slab. PCGS #7058280.
Estimate: $80-$120.

1857. USA (San Francisco Mint), Morgan dollar, 1880-S,

PCGS MS64. Brilliant cartwheel luster evident. PCGS #08831841.
Estimate: $40-$60.

1858. USA (San Francisco Mint), Morgan dollar, 1881-S,

1871. Charleston, South Carolina, brass 1-cent token, 1846,

W.W. Wilbur, Auction & Commission Merchant, period after
CA. Miller-SC9. 9.69 grams. Among many other things, W.W. Wilbur
was known to have auctioned slaves. Problem-free XF with mottled
brassy color. Pedigreed to the Coin Galleries auction of July 2002, with
partial original lot-tag 2229. Estimate: $50-$75.

PCGS MS64. Bright white surfaces with lots of luster, no toning.
PCGS #73663343. Estimate: $40-$60.

Paper Money

1859. USA (New Orleans Mint), Morgan dollar, 1882-O/O,
VAM-7, PCGS MS62. Lustrous surfaces with hints of gold toning

1872. Lot of two CSA $20 notes: July 25, 1861, serial 3287,

around the rims, popular “Top 100” VAM with repunched mintmark.
PCGS #04010887. Estimate: $70-$100.

1860. USA (San Francisco Mint), Morgan dollar, 1882-S,

NGC MS 64. Flashy with nice purple and red hues encircling the
design. NGC #2268861-004. Estimate: $40-$60.

Confederate States

plate C; Sept. 2, 1861, serial 145246, first series.

T-9, T-20.

Both VF, the T-9 with some small edge splits and the other note with
a couple of holes. Estimate: $100-$150.

1873. Lot of two CSA $10 notes of Sept. 2, 1861: serial

22789, plate A9; serial 121445, second series. T-28, T-30. Both

1861. USA (New Orleans Mint), Morgan dollar, 1884-O, about Fine with some edge splits noted on the T-28 and staining plus
NGC MS 64 / Olathe Dollar Hoard from U.S. Treasury Bags.

In 2009, the Olathe Bank Hoard was discovered in a small town bank
in Olathe, Kansas. Brilliant silvery surfaces with some small bagmarks.
NGC #3324929-063. Estimate: $70-$100.

1862. USA (New Orleans Mint), Morgan dollar, 1884-O,

PCGS MS64. Bright coin with faint golden toning, in Generation

3.1 green holder. PCGS #9622998. Estimate: $40-$60.

1863. USA (Philadelphia Mint), Morgan dollar, 1887, NGC

MS 64. Frosty white surfaces with cartwheel luster. NGC #1551904059. Estimate: $40-$60.

1864. USA (Philadelphia Mint), Morgan dollar, 1889, NGC

MS 64. Flashy coin with minor bagmarks. NGC #1789986-069.
Estimate: $40-$60.

1865. USA (Philadelphia Mint), Morgan dollar, 1896, NGC
MS 64. Brilliant example with a couple of small contact marks for

the grade. NGC #1539807-006. Estimate: $40-$60.

1866. USA (New Orleans Mint), Morgan dollar, 1902-O,

NGC MS 64. Lustrous with faint russet toning. NGC #3112521098. Estimate: $40-$60.

a few pinholes on the T-30. Estimate: $100-$150.

1874. Lot of two CSA $5 notes of Sept. 2, 1861: serial 85004,

plate A; serial 48152, plate B. T-36, T-37. Both around VG-Fine

with some pinholes. Estimate: $100-$150.

Federal Reserve Note

1875. USA, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, $20, series of
1934, serial F06098953A, Julian-Morgenthau, dark green
seal, PCGS Very Choice New 64PPQ, ex-Miami Beach
Mansion Hoard. Fr-2054-F. In 2009, a contractor renovating a classic

Miami Beach mansion found a hoard of banknotes hidden in a wall.
The group consisted of 1930s era Federal Reserve notes and silver
certificates, many of them in original packs, wrapped cloth and tucked
into the wall. The original owners of the house had stored them away
for safekeeping... then never told anyone. The hoard has since been
dispersed, with examples appearing infrequently on the market. Nicely
embossed note with a little handling along the right margin. Pedigreed
to the Miami Beach Hoard. PCGS #80240242. Estimate: $100-$150.
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1876. USA, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, $5, series of
1934, serial F17449860A, Julian-Morgenthau, dark green
seal, mule error, PCGS Very Choice New 64PPQ, ex-Miami
Beach Mansion Hoard. Fr-1956-F. Nice note with strong embossing.

(Note: see prior lot for the story on the hoard). Pedigreed to the Miami
Beach Hoard. Estimate: $100-$150.

World Paper Money

Mixed Countries (Latin American)

1885. Lot of three notes: Santo Domingo, Dominican Re-

public, 1000 pesos oro front proof, no date (1947); Caracas,
Venezuela, Banco Central de Venezuela, 20 bolívares, 29-51958, serial S1757557, PMG VF 20; Maracaibo, Venezuela,
Banco Comercial de Maracaibo, 10 bolívares reverse proof, no
date (1929). SCWPM-67fp, 32c, S176bp. A mixed group of some interesting
pieces, fit for the Latin American paper money specialist. Pedigreed to the
Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. Estimate: $100-$150.

Colombia

1877. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 peso oro, 5-3-1895, series B,
serial 548657.

SCWPM-234; CHPM-186.

vivid ink colors. Estimate: $50-$75.

UNC with nice centering,

1878. Lot of two Bogotá, Colombia, Banco Nacional de

la República notes: 20 centavos, 30-9-1900, series h, serial 20838; 10 centavos, 1-3-1888, series Y, serial 056017.
SCWPM-265, 211a; CHPM-280.1, 148. Both

UNC. Estimate: $60-$90.

1879. Bogotá, Colombia, República de Colombia, 5 pesos

oro, 20-7-1946, series M, serial 31250227. SCWPM-386c. XF with

three light vertical folds, bold colors. Estimate: $70-$100.

Coin Jewelry

Shipwreck Coins

Consolación, sunk in 1681 off Santa Clara
Island, Ecuador

1886. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1677E, ex-Consolación

(1681), mounted pillars-side out in silver bezel with fixed
bail. 11.44 grams total. Thin from corrosion (VG) but with nearly
full pillars and cross, nicely toned, thick and sturdy mount. From the

1880. Lot of two Bogotá, Colombia, Banco de la República, Consolación (1681), with certificate. Estimate: $150-$225.
100 pesos oro, 1-1-1964, series Y: serials 22205726 and 1887. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, 1656E, ex-Consolación
22205727.

SCWPM-403.

Estimate: $70-$100.

Both notes are UNC with nice centering.

(1681), mounted cross-side out in 14K gold bezel with fixed
bail. 2.71 grams total. Bold full pillars with full date and assayer, the

1881. Bogotá, Colombia, Banco de la República, 20 pesos cross weaker, toned all over, lightly to moderately corroded, otheroro, 2-1-1965, series O, serial 70953955. SCWPM-401c. Choice,
original paper, excellent centering, and bold ink colors on this nicely
designed note. PMG #8067298-001. Estimate: $40-$60.

Costa Rica

1882. Pair of San José, Costa Rica, Banco Central, 5000

colones: 27-3-1996, series B, serial B03742021, PMG Choice
UNC 64 EPQ; 27-9-2004, series C, serial C20333652, PMG
Superb Gem UNC 67 EPQ (“top pop”). SCWPM-266a, 268Aa.
Both with very colorful designs, the 2004-dated note is tied with five
others for finest known in the PMG census. PMG #8070997-009,
8071561-016. Estimate: $70-$100.

Cuba

wise Fine. From the Consolación (1681), with certificate. Estimate:
$150-$225.

Spanish 1715 Fleet, east coast of Florida

1888. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 real, Philip V, assayer not
visible, ex-1715 Fleet, mounted in 14K gold bezel with fixed
bail. 5.14 grams total. Solid coin in an odd shape with off-center cross

but nearly full shield, no corrosion (Fine), artistically mounted in a
sort of reverse-D shape without respect to coin details. From the 1715
Fleet, with photo-certificate. Estimate: $125-$200.

Princess Louisa, sunk in 1743 off the Cape
Verde Islands, west of Africa

1889. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, Philip V, 1730N, ex-Princess
1883. Set of seven Cuba specimen notes, 100 pesos to 1 Louisa (1743), mounted pillars-side out in 14K gold twisted
peso, 1994, along with four exchange certificates. An almost

complete denomination set of specimens, only missing the 50 pesos
but with two different overprint varieties of the 1 peso specimen. All
crisp UNC and accompanied by four tourist exchange certificates (also
UNC). Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic Cabinet. Estimate:
$100-$150.

Dominican Republic

wire bezel with looped prongs and shackle bail. 10.64 grams
total. Full pillars with bold date and assayer, nearly full cross, VF

details with light surface corrosion. From the Princess Louisa (1743).
Estimate: $200-$300.

1890. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1731(?)(M), ex-Princess
Louisa (1743), mounted cross-side out in 14K gold bezel
(five dolphins) with swivel bail. 6.40 grams total. VF coin with

1884. Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, Banco Na- much peripheral flatness but good centers, partial date with clear 73
cional de Santo Domingo, 100 pesos remainder, 14-8-1889
(1912), series D, serial 2562. Rudman-169; SCWPM-S147r. AU/UNC

with typical annotation in upper left corner on the back (found on
almost all of these notes). Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman Numismatic
Cabinet. Estimate: $125-$200.

(certificate attributes to 1725 in error), silvery from cleaning, unique
mounting made of five dolphin findings linked head-to-tail. From the
Princess Louisa (1743), with photo-certificate. Estimate: $100-$150.
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1891. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip V (date and assayer
not visible), ex-Princess Louisa (1743), mounted cross-side
out in heavy silver men’s ring (size 10-1/2) with 14K gold
crossed-sword embellishments on each side. 23.65 grams total.

1898. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 real, Philip II, assayer O
to right, mintmark oM to left, mounted in 14K gold bezel
with shackle bail. 7.39 grams total. Coincidentally medal-aligned axis

1892. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, 1729M, ex-Princess Louisa

Lima Silver Cobs

Bold full cross with nice toning, a bit corroded but Fine overall, the
other side hidden inside a closed mounting, the whole ring rather heavy
and sturdy. From the Princess Louisa (1743). Estimate: $150-$225.

(1743), mounted pillars-side out in silver bezel with swivel
bail. 6.44 grams total. Full pillars with clear date, bold but off-center

cross with second date below, contrasting toning in crevices, lightly
corroded VF, thick-wire mount. From the Princess Louisa (1743), with
photo-certificate. Estimate: $100-$150.

Cazador, sunk in 1784 off New Orleans,
Louisiana

1893. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, 1783FF, ex-Caza-

dor (1784), mounted in fancy silver money clip. 41.89 grams
total. A one-sided coin with full VF bust side and smoothly corroded
reverse, contour-mounted in reeded-edge bezel that is open-V mounted
to a hinged back in the form of a ship’s wheel with ornate ring, well
used but fully functional, definitely a good conversation piece. From
the Cazador (1784), with photo-certificate. Estimate: $125-$200.

Admiral Gardner, sunk in 1809 southeast
of England

1894. Lot of four English East India Co. copper X cash

coins, 1808, ex-Admiral Gardner (1809), each mounted in
a silver bezel with fixed bail. 29.18 grams total. Good wholesale

lot of bright-copper AU coins with only minimal surface porosity in
simple silver-wire mounts. From the Admiral Gardner (1809), with
certificates. Estimate: $200-$300.

Mexico Silver Cobs
Shield Type

1895. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer
not visible (P, ca. 1640), with small chopmarks, mounted
cross-side out in thick silver bezel with 14K gold prongs
and shackle bail and pirate-face embellishment. 40.41 grams

total. Broad-flan Fine with flat peripheries and test-cut in edge but the

cross and shield but full and well detailed, bold denomination 8, just
a couple tiny chops including one at the very top of the cross, thick
and sturdy roundish mounting (coin edge possibly lightly shaved to
fit). Estimate: $150-$225.

1896. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer

not visible (P, ca. 1640), mounted cross-side out in silver
bezel with 14K gold shackle bail and pirate-face embellishment. 30.14 grams total. Bold full cross attractively aligned with an

enabling the wearer to put either side out, especially since the interiors
(shield and cross) of both sides are full and well detailed, deeply toned
AXF, wide-flat bezel with ropelike shackle connecting to the bail. With
photo-certificate. Estimate: $125-$200.

Pillars and Waves

1899. Lima, Peru, cob 1/2 real, Philip V (ca. 1702), mounted
cross-side out in men’s silver ring (size 11). 11.76 grams total.
Full but off-center cross, full monogram on the other wise, which is
mostly exposed (open) and flanked by frosted sides inside the ring,
XF with edge-split. Estimate: $175-$250.

Potosí Silver Cobs
Shield Type

1900. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer R
(curved leg), mounted cross-side out in 14K gold-wire bezel
with shackle bail. 29.67 grams total. Broad-flan VF coin with choice

full shield and cross, bold full P-R, denomination and king’s ordinal
III, lightly toned, thin-wire mounting and bail. Estimate: $200-$300.

1901. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer not

visible (1620s), ex-Panama hoard (ca. 1629), mounted
cross-side out in thick silver bezel with 14K gold prongs and
shackle bail. 40.03 grams total. Thick flan with bold full cross and

shield (both slightly doubled), most of king’s name and ordinal (PHY)
LYPVS IIII, VF with orange sediment on fields, thick and sturdy mount
(coin edge possibly lightly shaved to fit). From the ca.-1629 “Panama
hoard,” with photo-certificate. Estimate: $175-$250.

1902. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer not
visible (1620s), ex-Panama hoard (ca. 1629), mounted
cross-side out in thick silver bezel with 14K gold prongs
and shackle bail. 37.83 grams total. Thick, somewhat oval flan with

choice full cross and shield, VF+ (the usual orange sediment cleaned
away), in a thick and sturdy bezel (coin edge possible lightly shaved
to fit). Estimate: $175-$250.

1903. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T

(1620s), ex-Panama hoard (ca. 1629), mounted cross-side out
in thick silver bezel with 14K gold prongs and shackle bail.

41.11 grams total. Thick and roundish flan (possibly lightly shaved on

edge to fit the thick and sturdy bezel) with good full shield and cross
(both slightly doubled, the latter also slightly off-center), VF+ with
orange sediment on fields. Estimate: $200-$300.

Pillars and Waves

1904. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1750q, mounted pillars-

edge-point at bottom, nearly full shield, Fine with flat areas, thick and
sturdy bezel. Estimate: $150-$225.

side out in thick silver bezel with 14K gold prongs and
shackle bail. 13.10 grams total. Good full cross with assayer to right

mounted cross-side out in thick silver bezel with 14K gold prongs
and shackle bail. 13.65 grams total. Exceptionally choice full cross (rotated

with contrasting toning in crevices, thick and sturdy mounting. Estimate: $125-$200.

1897. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayer F, (possibly q/E), well-centered pillars with bold date in between, Fine
90 degrees clockwise relative to the mount), the shield also full and well
detailed and with bold full oMP to left, toned XF with area of dark porosity near part of edge, thick and sturdy mounting. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Ancient Coins
Ancient Greek

1905. Calabria, Tarentum, AR didrachm or nomos, ca. 334330 BC, “boy on dolphin,” aligned axis, mounted in thick
silver bezel with 14K gold prongs and shackle bail. 13.35 grams

total. Helmeted, nude warrior on horse prancing right / Taras astride

dolphin left, distaff over his left shoulder, ivy leaf behind and waves
below. Well-toned XF coin in attractive silver and gold setting. With
photo-certificate. Estimate: $400-$600.

1906. Kingdom of Macedon, AR tetradrachm, Alexander

II (the Great), 336-323 BC, mounted head-side out in 14K
gold bezel with 14K gold looped prongs on a silver money
clip. 61.42 grams total. Head of Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin
headdress / Reverse not visible. Hefty money clip with rather worn
VF coin, brightly colored, and interesting stipple design on clip. Estimate: $500-$750.

1907. Kingdom of Macedon, AR drachm, Alexander II (the

Great), 336-323 BC, mounted head-side out in silver men’s
size 10 ring with 14K gold accent. 13.07 grams total. Head of

Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin headdress / Reverse not visible.
Lovely solid setting of smooth silver for VF drachm framed into a
mostly square gold-and-silver setting, underside covered by silver.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1908. Kingdom of Macedon, AR drachm, Alexander II (the

Great), 336-323 BC, mounted head-side out in silver men’s
size 11 ring with 14K gold accent. 20.90 grams total. Head of

World Coins (silver unless otherwise
noted)
Japan

1912. Japan, 1 bu (“samurai coin”), mid-1800s, mounted
in thick silver bezel with 14K gold prongs and shackle bail,
with 18” silver chain. 22.76 grams total. Large rectangular silver coin,

XF, with Japanese characters on both sides in a sturdy custom-made
mounting with pretty twisted-link silver chain, can be worn either
side. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

1913. Japan, 1 shu (“samurai coin”), mid-1800s, mounted

in 14K gold bezel with fixed bail. 3.00 grams total. Petite rectan-

gular XF coin with Japanese characters on both sides in simple custom
mount, can be worn either side. Estimate: $150-$225.

Mexico (colonial)

1914. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 1 real, Charles IV, 1800FM,

mounted bust-side out in 14K gold bezel with dolphin
embellishment and swivel bail. 6.00 grams total. Silvery XF with
scratches on bust, pre-made bezel with prongs on back to hold the
coin in. Estimate: $100-$150.

Peru (colonial)

1915. Lima, Peru, pillar 1 real, Ferdinand VI, 1755JD,

mounted pillars-side out in 14K gold bezel with dolphin
embellishment and swivel bail. 5.95 grams total. Toned AVF with
scratches, pre-made bezel with prongs on back to hold the coin in.
Estimate: $100-$150.

Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin headdress / Reverse not visible. Very
solid setting of smooth silver for VF drachm framed into a round setting
of gold and silver, underside covered by silver. Estimate: $200-$300.

Spain

Ancient Roman

mounted bust-side out in silver bezel with fixed bail. 8.88

1909. Roman Empire, AR antoninianus, Gordian III (238-

244 AD), mounted bust-side out in silver bezel with 14K gold
prongs and shackle bail with ornamented front. 6.87 grams total.
Laureate, draped and cuirassed but right / Gordian on horseback left,
raising right hand and holding sceptre in left. XF coin with coincidentally aligned axis. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $300-$450.

Ancient Judaea

1910. Ancient Judaea, AE prutah (“widow’s mite”), Alexander Jannaeus (103-76 BC), mounted in 14K gold bezel with
fixed bail. 4.03 grams total. Eight-ray star in diadem / anchor and king’s
name. Symbolic biblical coin in simple setting, both sides well struck
and centered. With certificate. Estimate: $150-$225.

1911. Ancient Judaea, AE prutah (“widow’s mite”), Alexander Jannaeus (103-76 BC), mounted in 14K gold bezel with
fixed bail. 2.60 grams total. Eight-ray star in diadem / anchor and king’s

name. Symbolic biblical coin in simple setting, obverse well struck and
centered. With certificate. Estimate: $150-$225.

1916. Madrid, Spain, bust 2 reales, Charles IV, 1806FA,

grams total. Lustrous XF+ with light hairlines, adjustment marks and
scratches, custom mount. Estimate: $75-$110.

Shipwreck Artifacts

“Pewter Wreck,” sunk in the mid1500s off Punta Cana, Dominican
Republic

1917. Lot of six pewter porringer bowls, ex-”Pewter Wreck”
(mid-1500s). 1366 grams total, 8-12” x 5” x 1-7/8”. Dull gray, small

oval-shaped bowls for soups or stews, in as-found condition with some
loss of metal and sandy appearance. From the “Pewter Wreck” (mid1500s), with original photo-certificate and registration (zip drive) from
the salvors, also pedigreed to the Wilkinson’s (UK) auction of November
2013, lot 470. Estimate: $250-$375.

1918. Lot of three large copper bowls (nesting), ex-”Pewter

Wreck” (mid-1500s). 2543 grams total, 11”, 11-1/2”, and 13” diameter,
4-1/2” tall. Three graduated, generously sized dark-brown cooking ves-

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

sels intact and stable with thin walls and light sedimentation, tested
(XRF) to be 74%-75% copper, 21% zinc and 2%-2.5% tin. From the
“Pewter Wreck” (mid-1500s), with original photo-certificate and registration (zip drive) from the salvors, also pedigreed to the Wilkinson’s (UK)
auction of November 2013, lot 468. Estimate: $250-$375.
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Atocha, sunk in 1622 west of Key Severn, sunk in 1772 off Lewes
West, Florida
Beach, Delaware

1919. Lot of one earthenware “olive jar” neck and four lead
musketballs, ex-Atocha (1622). 480 grams total, 3-3/4” diameter neck,

1925. Concretion containing brass straight pins and small

display, this one of typical orangish coloring and lots of barnacles; the
musketballs typical matte black (two) and with light sedimentation all
over (two); desirable provenance. From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher
photo-certificates #01A-51896, 07A81253 (two) and 08A-81744 (two).
Estimate: $350-$500.

straight pins sitting on top and small cannon shot covered over in
sedimentation. From the Severn (1772), with photo-certificate Estimate:
$75-$110.

3/4” diameter musketballs. The prettiest part of an olive jar and great as a

1920. Lot of three iron spikes (conserved), ex-Atocha (1622).
425 grams total, 4-1/2” to 11” long. Mostly matte black, conserved spikes

from small to large in size, almost full-headed with a squarish shank,
grainy and worn away from corrosion but thoroughly stabilized, desirable provenance. From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher photo-certificates
#61822 (1999) and 08A-81505 plus generic Fisher certificate. Estimate:
$350-$500.

cannon shot, ex-Severn (1772). 1050 grams, approx. 6” x 4” x
3-3/4”. Sturdy, stable conglomerate of seabed rock with several brass

Die Frau Metta Catharina von Flensburg, sunk in 1786 off Plymouth,
England

1926. Picture made from reindeer rawhide, ex-Catharina
von Flensburg (1786), and repousse pewter image of the
ship. 1039 grams, 16” x 12’. Unusual shipwreck relic, a combination

Spanish 1715 Fleet, east coast of
Florida

of a modern pewter depiction of the Catharina von Flensburg ship,
whose primary cargo was hemp and reindeer hides, surrounded by a
section of that reindeer rawhide recovered from the ship folded taut
over a piece of wood. From the Catharina von Flensburg (1786).
Estimate: $75-$110.

Roughly 1/2” x 1/2” x 1/4”. Amorphously shaped light-green nugget
with bits of pyrite embedded in one side, whitish encrustation all over.
From the 1715 Fleet, with certificate signed by Frank Noga. Estimate:
$125-$200.

S.S. Schiller, sunk in 1875 off the
Isles of Scilly, England

1921. Natural emerald (crude), 6 carats, ex-1715 Fleet.

Unidentified early-1700s wreck in
the Florida Keys

1927. Silver teaspoon, marked with SCHOTT 13 for Frankfurt silversmith J.M. Schott (1786-1822) and fineness, exSchiller (1875). 30 grams, 6” long. Small utensil marked by German

silversmith J.M. Schott followed by “13,” which refers to 13 loth (a

1922. Iron cannonball (four-pounder), conserved and intact, fineness equal to 81.25%), initials NLB engraved in script at handle,
ex-Florida Keys wreck (early 1700s). 2009 grams, 3” diameter. Very

solid, intact and conserved, some pitting underneath, mottled light
and dark brown coloring, visible casting seam. From an unidentified
early-1700s wreck in the Florida Keys, with photo-certificate. Estimate:
$100-$150.

1923. Iron cannonball (three-pounder), conserved and

intact, ex-Florida Keys wreck (early 1700s). 1604 grams, 3”
diameter. Dark brown, conserved piece with light pitting, prominent
casting seam, very stable. From an unidentified early-1700s wreck in the
Florida Keys, with photo-certificate. Estimate: $100-$150.

bowl with mottled coloration and bits of corrosion. From the S.S.
Schiller (1875), with certificate and book The Wrecks of Scilly (2015),
by Richard Larn (signed by author). Estimate: $60-$90.

1928. Silver-plated serving spoon, marked with Elkington
stamps, ex-Schiller (1875). 69 grams, 8-1/2” long. Soup spoon with
large, oxidized bowl and small tear in metal on one side, Elkington
stamps on underside of stem and D.T.D.G with eagle emblem on top
of handle. From the S.S. Schiller (1875), with certificate. Estimate:
$60-$90.

S.S. Camberwell, sunk in 1917 off
Hollandia, sunk in 1743 off the Isles the Isle of Wight, south of England
of Scilly, southwest of England
1929. Lot of three British Indian 1/4 anna postcards with
1924. Brass sideplate for a flintlock pistol marked with reply cards and original wrapper, ex-Camberwell (1917). 6” x

Amsterdam VOC stamps, ex-Hollandia (1743). 21 grams, 4”
x 1”. Interesting artifact, very attractive and in good condition, the
decoration a shield in center with two wings on either side, holes
for mounting to a weapon. From the Hollandia (1743), with original
certificate from the salvor. Estimate: $75-$110.

3-1/2” each. Fragile and faded postcards with little staining or degradation. From the S.S. Camberwell (1917), with original certificates from
the salvor. Estimate: $100-$150.
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Any questions? Please email us
at office@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

S.S. Aurania, sunk in 1918 off Island
of Mull, Scotland

1934. Silver-plated oval serving dish with two-handled cover,

Cunard Steamship logo and D. George Collins Ltd stamps,
ex-Aurania (1918). 281 grams, 4” tall. Attractive serving piece with

markings on side and bottom, lovely decoration of striations around
rim with intermittent X’s, bright silver in color, several cut marks in
bottom as from use, rare provenance as from the Aurania, a World War
I troop carrier torpedoed by German U-boats off Ireland on February
4, 1918, and subsequently sunk near the Island of Mull, Scotland, after
being towed there, her silver room (which held this serving dish) not
reached by salvagers until 1980. From the S.S. Aurania (1918), with
certificate. Estimate: $100-$150.

1930. Silver-plated handled milk creamer, marked with

markings on side and bottom, well preserved with some pitting on
spout, bright and silver in color, rare provenance as from the Aurania,
a World War I troop carrier torpedoed by German U-boats off Ireland
on February 4, 1918, and subsequently sunk near the Island of Mull,
Scotland, after being towed there, her silver room (which held this
creamer) not reached by salvors until 1980. From the S.S. Aurania
(1918), with certificate. Estimate: $100-$150.

1931. Silver-plated four-piece condiment set with base

and handle and spoons (one container and spoon missing),
marked with Cunard Steamship logo and Elkington Plate
stamps, ex-Aurania (1918). 651 grams total, 4” x 4” x 3”. Interesting

relic of a time gone by, this four-piece set with removable carry handle
might have held sauces or relishes for dishes inside glass inserts now
gone, its simple design somewhat tarnished and all but one holder and
small spoon extant, rare provenance as from the Aurania, a World War
I troop carrier torpedoed by German U-boats off Ireland on February
4, 1918, and subsequently sunk near the Island of Mull, Scotland,
after being towed there, her silver room (which held this condiment
set) not reached by salvors until 1980. From the S.S. Aurania (1918),
with certificate. Estimate: $100-$150.

1932. Copper and nickel-plated handled nutcrackers,

marked with Cunard Steamship logo and Elkington Plate
stamps, ex-Aurania (1918). 168 grams, 5-1/4” long. Cleverly

designed cracker which swivels and can crack nuts on either surface,
silver plated with most of plating gone and matte gold base metal,
fully functional, rare provenance as from the Aurania, a World War I
troop carrier torpedoed by German U-boats off Ireland on February
4, 1918, and subsequently sunk near the Island of Mull, Scotland,
after being towed there, her silver room (which held these nutcrackers)
not reached by salvors until 1980. From the S.S. Aurania (1918), with
certificate. Estimate: $100-$150.

marked with Cunard Steamship logo on both parts and Regent Plate on bottom, ex-Aurania (1918). 1200 grams total, 10”

x 8” x 3”. Intact serving dish with two-handled lid, both pieces with

Non-Wreck Artifacts

Arms / Armor / Militaria

1935. Lot of three powder and shot flasks, 1800s. 225 grams,
8-1/2” long; 90 grams, 8-1/2” long; 95 grams, 6” long. Large copper powder
flask with four rings on sides and brass tip; smaller leather powder flask
embossed with dog motif, marked “3 lbs” and spring measure top;
small metal powder flask for a pistol, embossed with a sitting dog and
birds. With photo-certificate Estimate: $175-$250.

Chests, Locks & Keys

1936. Spanish iron keys, 1600s-1700s.

630 grams total, keys
5-1/4”-7” long. Well-preserved group of five keys, each hand forged with

ring decorations, hand-cut details, for large doors and chest locks, each
one different. With photo-certificate Estimate: $200-$300.

Nautical

1937. English naval chart dividers and parallel ruler, 1800s.
205 grams, dividers 6-3/4” long, ruler 15” long. Important navigation tool

set containing brass dividers with steel points, parallel ruler made of
dark, ebony wood with brass fittings and inscribed with owner’s initials,
“LVH,” overall good, functional condition with small age splits on one
end of ruler. With photo-certificate Estimate: $100-$150.

1933. Silver-plated handled toast rack, marked with Cunard
Steamship logo and Elkington Plate stamps, ex-Aurania
(1918). 228 grams, 5-1/4” x 6”. Almost completely intact four-piece

toast holder typical of fine dining, minor corrosion on spines but
otherwise bright and beautiful, rare provenance as from the Aurania,
a World War I troop carrier torpedoed by German U-boats off Ireland
on February 4, 1918, and subsequently sunk near the Island of Mull,
Scotland, after being towed there, her silver room (which held this
toast rack) not reached by salvors until 1980. From the S.S. Aurania
(1918), with certificate. Estimate: $100-$150.
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